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DEVICES
The digital world is a world of ones and ze-
ros. It utilizes Circuits that are on or off, logic
conditions that are true or false, and voltages
that are high or low. Be recognizing only Lwo
possible conditions, errors due to component
tolerance and temperature drift are all but
completely eliminated. The real world is an
ana'og wçrld. The speed of a motor, the tem-
perature of a process, and the intensilv of a
laser beam are all example's of analog mea-
sures. There are an infinite number of actual
values in the analog world. It is possible to use
digital circuits to measure, control, and gener-
all interact with the analog ieorld. The cur-
rent trend is to use more digital and less ana-
log circuitry in industrial electronics. The
industrial technician must understand both
types of circuits and how thee ar interfaced.

11-1
CHARACTERISTICS OF DIGITAL
CIRCUITS

Early digital circuits used vacuum tubes. Then, in
the 1960s, integrated di g ital circuits were developed
The first integrated di gital circuits were based on
resistors, diodes, and transistors. They were resistor-
transistor logic (RTL) circuits. Diode-transistor logic
(DTL) was the next step. B y the 1980s, RTL and
DTL devices were obsolete for modem designs.
They have been replaced by the rransistor-transistor
logic (TFL) and the co,nplemerrrwy ,nerallic oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) families. This section will
cover the important electrical narameters of T1L
family devices; a later section ss dl cover the CMOS
family.

Figure lI-I hows the in put sial requirements for
a TTL circuit. An y signal voltaZe from 2 to 5 V is
ntrptcted as a !'c jc I. These levels are called

and	 ... respe:i\ ely. Any oltage

from 0 to 0.8 V is interpreted as a logic 0. Notice
that the region from 0.8 to 2 V is forbidden. Any
signal in that region would produce unpredictable
output results. Obviously, a signal that is changing
from 0 to I or from I to 0 must go through the
forbidden region. This is acceptable. A signal that
remains in the forbidden region for any length of time
is not acceptable. An input that is floating (not con-
nected to anything) will measure between 1.1 and
1.5 V, which is in the forbidden region. The device
will interpret this as a high input (logic 1), but a
floating input in'. iles noise pickup. Therefore, an in-
put that is to be fixed at logic 1 should be tied to the
positive suppl y. The TTL systems run on a 5-V
power supply. Most signals will he between 0 and
5 V. Signals more positive than 5 V should not be
applied to a TTL input because damage may result.
A signal that is negative with respect to ground can
also damage a Ti I devce. Most devices have input
clamp diodes to prr cet against negative signals, but
a signal more negati'e than 1.5 V may damage the
input.

Most often IlL inputs are driven by TTL outputs.
When the expected output levels are compared to
the requirLd input levels, the margin for error can be
evaluated. The rectan gular waveforms sho'.;n in Fig.
Il-I are for the worst-case and typical levels that
can be expected at the output of a des ice. Worst case
means that the manufacturer guarantees the logic I
level from the device supplying the signal to be at
least 2.4 V and the logic 0 level to be no more than
0.4 V sshen the device is fully loaded. The difference
between the worst-case driving signal le% els and the
input thresholds at the driven des ice is eefl to be

.400 mV. This is called the noise nwrgin. In practice,
the actual noise margin is better. The t rical TTL
signal source will swing from 0.2 V (logic 0) to 3.4
V (logic I) when fully loaded. A full load is also
called a full fanout and is shown in Fig. 11-2. The
signal source, called the dri-ing gore, mast supply
logic 0 or a logic 1 to 10 driven gates. By the nature
of the totem pole output stage (discussed in Chapter
2) in the drivin g gate, the logic 0 s.tk curent cap-,-
bilit y is greater than the lo gic I s .rce c.rren'
pabdicy. The totem pole pair uses -- load :-sistor of
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percent point on the input waveform to the 50 per-
cent point on the output waveform. The propagation
delay from high t low (tpHtJ is also measured from
50 percent point to 50 percent point. Digital circuits

IV 
Pu'.

- with short propagation delays are faster and are ca-
pable of high-frequency operation. The pulse width
is measured from the 50 percent point on the rising
edge of a pulse to the 50 percent point on the falling

edge of the same pulse.
Table Il-I lists a fes important characteristics for

the TTL logic family. This family has four subfamily
members. It is important to note that the part num-

O,a,at po5 bers clearly identify the subfamily members. For ex-
ample, a 7400 gate is a TTL device, and a 74LS00 is'/511%
a low-power Schottky (LS) clamped device, which is
a T subfamily. The part numbers 7490 and 74LS90

Pa
represent another example: the 7490 is a ilL device,
and the 74LS90 is an LS TTL subfamily device. You

ii- may also encounter 5400 series numbers, which are
military versions of the 7400 TTL family. The miii-

Fig. 11.3.Dptat pulse ctristis. trv devices are rated from —55 C C to 125C; com-
mercial and industrial devices are rated from OC to
+70C. Different manufacturers may deviate from
the 7400 numbering system, and 8000 numbers are

•	 also popular. The TTL and LS IlL devices are the

•	 approximately 130 ii between the supply and the top	 most widely applied. Table 11-1 shows that the LS -
• .	 transistor. This resistor limits the current that the 	 devices are faster (less propagation delay) than -the

	

output can source when it is at logic I. The sink 	 TTL devices and use less current. The LS devices

	

• - current, 'OL. is rated at 16 mA, and the source cur	 used to cost more but now are about as expensive

	

rent JOHIS rated at only —400tA.. The negative sign	 as IlL parts, and designers choose them most often

	

- -	 indicates th,at the current is flowing away from the 	 Since they are more powei'-efficient and faster de-.

driing gate	 hen it is sourcing current. The inp
ut 	- vices, there is usually no reason to secif TIL de- -

	

re q uiremen: for each driven gate are Ji',H = 40 rA	 vices in new designs unless the LS sersion of the

	

and JJ\L - - 1.6 mA. This means that a IlL ou;pr 	 required device is not available.

	

can drive no more than 10 TTL inputs, or the guar- 	 All TTL devices and T'[L subfamily devices are

	

anteed noise margin will be lost. If the maximum 	 rated at a fanout of 10, except when subfamilies are

	

fanout is exceeded, the output voltage may fall in the 	 mixed or when subfamily devices are mixed with

	

forbidden region. This can happen when the driving	 IlL devices. A low-power Schottky device will
gate is sourcing or sinking current. 	 drive 10 gates in its own subfamily but will drive only

	

Figure 11-3 shows the characteristics of digital 	 5 TTL gates. There are also speed differences. Some

pulses. Rise

	

time (IR) is the time required for the	 LS devices can approach twice the speed of their

	

pulse to change from its 10 to its 90 percent level. 	 TTL counterparts. If a circuit is operating near its

	

Fall time (IF) is the time required for the pulse to 	 top speed, a substitution may not work or, worse

	

•	 change from the 90 to the 10 percent level. When the 	 yet, may work intermittently. The current drain is

	

pulse is applied to the input of a TIL device, it takes 	 also different. Multiple substitutions of standard TI'L

	

time before the output changes. The propagation de-	 for LS 'IlL could overload a power supply or add

	

lay from tow to high (IPLH) is measured from the 50	 to the heat build-up in a circuit. Substitutions may

T-IBLE 11-I THE ilL LOGIC F\llLY

tFLa	 (?HL	 'ma,

-	 Family Name	 Part Number	 nS	 ns	 mA

TL (transis-or-transistor logic)
	

7400	 II	 7	 22
High-speed TEL
	 74H00	 5.9	 6.2	 40

Low-po'.er ITL
	 74L00	 35	 31	 2.04

Lo—power Schottky clamped
	 74LS00	 $	 5	 4.4

ITL
Schotiky cknped ilL 	 -	 74S00	 3	 3	 36

Comments

Being replaced by LS subfamily devices
High power consumption; not popular
Being replaced by CMOS family devices
Very popular: used heavily in modern de-
signs
Very fast; used in high. spcd circuits
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T48LE 11-2 COUNTING Will-I SEVERAL NUMBER

SYSTEMS

Decimal,	 Binary,	 Hexadecimal, 	 Octal,
Base 10	 Base 2	 Base 16	 Base 8

I)	 0	 0	 U

I	 I	 I	 I

2	 10*	 2	 2

3	 II	 3	 3

	

100	 4	 4

5	 101	 5	 5

6	 110	 6	 6

7	 III	 7	 7

8	 1000	 8	 hr

9	 1001	 9	 II

10	 1010	 A	 12

II	 1011	 B	 13

12	 1100	 C	 14

13	 1101	 D	 15

14	 1110	 E	 16

IS	 1111	 F	 I?

16	 10000	 10	 205

17	 10001	 II	 21

18	 10010	 12	 22

• Read as 'o1e-zero.' nOVtfl'

* Read as rvso-zero[ not 	 enty.

be acceptable, but be sure to investigate fanout,
speed, current demand, and heat. The best replace-
inert usuall y has exactly the same part number 	 -

Since digital circuits recognize only two co;di-
tions, the binary number system is used for opera-
tions involving counting, arithmetic, and fr' repre-
sentation of analog quantities. Table 11-2 compares
several number systems. The decimal number sys-
tem has 10 symbols, 0 through 9. The quantity of
symbols in a number system is referred to as its base
or radix. Therefore, the radix of our familiar- decimal
system is 10. When a quantity larger than 9 must be
represented. more than one symbol is used at a time.
The same technique applies to binary, which uses

only two symbols, 0 and I. Follow the count in Table
11-2. You 5hould determine that it is possible to rep-
resent any quantity in binary that can be represented
in decimal, provided there is provision for enough Os
and Is. Ta 11-2 alsj shcs. s the headeoimal num-
ber system, ',vhich has a radix of 16. it adds the
chan*cters A through F to the familiar decimal set tu
provide a total of 16 symbols. Hexadecimal is a con-
venient shortcut when working with binary systems
as we shall see. The octal system is also shown in
the table. It has a base of 8 and is also used as a
shortcut for working with binary, although hexadec-
imal is more popular.

Binary, hexadecimal, and octal are all weighted
codes, making converting them to decimal straight-
forward. Table 11-3 shows how weighted codes
work. Starting to the immediate left of the radix point
(we call it the decimal point when working with dec-
imal numbers) it is seen that the weight is the base
raised to the 0 power. Any number raised to the zero
power has a value of 1. Therefore, the weight of this
position is always I. Moving to the left, the next
position is weighted equal to the base of the number
system raised to the first power. Any number raised
to the first power is equal to itself. Therefore, the
weight of this position is equal to 2 in binary, lb in
hexadecimal, and 8 in octal. Moving to the left again
we find the weight equal to the base raised to the
second po\ver. Therefore, the weight of this position
is equal to 4 in binary. 256 in hexadecimal, and 64 in
octal. The fractional parts of a number are repre-
sented by positions to the right of the radix point.

To convert a binary number to decimal, it is nec-
essary to add up the decimal weights for each binary
digit. The word bit is a contraction for binary digit
and will be used from now on. Suppose we w-ish te
convert binary 10101101 to decimal. The process be-
gins at the far right, which is called the least signif-
icant bit (LSB), and progresses to the leftmost bit.
which is called the most significant bit (MSB).

EXAMPLE I
Convert binary 10101101 to decimal.

TABLE 11-3 I5l-IIGIITED CODES
Fractional

Whole Part
	 Part

Binary	 2
Decimal weeht 	 128
Hexadecimal	 16'
Decimal wcht	 2.68 x

Octal
Decimal wei ght	 2.10 x	 10

64	 32

l6	 16'
lbS x 10'	1,04S.576

262,t	 32,768

	2
	

2'

	

16	 8
	

4	 2

	

16'
	

16'	 16'

	

65,536	 4095
	

256	 16

	

V	 81
	

S'	 8'

	

4096	 512
	

6-I	 8

2

FcC's;	 -

8-
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SOLUTION	 SOLUTION

	

10101 101	 17325LLL^
X 8 = -.- +16

3 X 64 - +192

it is not necessary to add O 's ji

	 P5,2, —.'+3584	 --

	

+0	 X 4096 = —.+4096

	

+32	 7893
+128

We must also be able to convert from decimal toTh other number systems. This process involves divid-

	

The LSB is weighted I (20), so we begin by adding	 ing the decimal number by the base of the even

	

1. The next bit position is weighted at decimal 2	 number system while keeping a record of all remain-

	

(2), but there is a 0 there, so we add 0. The next 	 ders. The division continues until the decimal num-

	

bit is weighted at 4 (2), and there is a I there; so	 her is exhausted. The list of remainders is the number

	

we add 4. The next bit is weighted at 8 12,, and	 in the given number system.
there is a I in this position, so we add 8. The next

	

bit is weighted at 16 121, and there is a 0 there, 	 EXAMPLE 4
	so we add 0. The next position weight is 32 (21, 	 Convert decimal 115 to binary.

and there is a 1 there, so we add 32. The next SOLUTIONposition weight is 64 (2), and there is a 0 there,
so we add 0 (it is not necessary to add the Os).
The MSB position is weighted 128 (2'), and there

	

is a I there, so we-add 128. The total is 173, which	 S
is the base 10 equivalent of binary 10101101.	 2j11

it
	Because there may be a possibility of confusion, 	 -	 -

	

the base of a number may be specified with a sub-.	 -

script. For example, 101OI101	 173.
The same general technique is used to conve rt

hexadecimal numbers to decimal. 	 .-

EXAMPLE 2
Convert hexadecimal ICOF to decimal.

SOLUTION
ICOF

LL+L.	 =__since C - 12, arid 12 X 2o6	 +3072
I X 4096 = - +4096

7183

The weight of the least significant position is I
(160 ) , and there is an F there. In decimal F is equal
to 15 so we add 15. The next weight is 16 (160),
but there is a 0 there, so we can add 0 or not.
The weight of the next position is 236 (16), and
there is a C there. Since C is equal to decimal 12
we add 12 X 256, or 3072. The last position is
weighted 4096 (16), and there is a I there; so we
add 4096. The total is 7183. Therefore, 1C0F56
7183.
Converting from octal to decimal uses the same

process and is demonstrated in Example 3:

EXAMPLE 3
Convert o'tal 17325 to decimal.

14
2J

2
08

8
C

2Ji

3
zJ

6
I

I
2

2
I

0
zJi

0

28
2j

4
17
16
I
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When 2 is divided into 115 the quotient is 57 dth
a remainder of 1. This first remainder becomes
the LSB of the answer. Next 57 is divided by 2
With a quotient of 26 and a remainder of 1. 1 his
remainder becomes the next bit of Ii ic answer.
Then 23 is divided L' 2 with a quotient of 14 end
a remainder of 0. This 0 remainder becomes the
next bit of the answer. The process continues
until the quotient is 0, and the last remainder has
been recorded as the MSB of the answer. There-
fore, 115 = 1110011.

Converting from decimal to hexadecimal involves
repeated division by 16 until the number is ex-
hausted. All remainders are converted to hexadeci-
mal characters and recorded. The process ends when
the quotient is 0 and the last remainder has been
placed in the leftmost position.

EXAMPLE 5
Convert decimal 7307 to hexadecimal.

SOLUTION

4
16J

£4

9
8

9

l6
32
13
12

0
icjiT

0

Note that the first remainder is decimal 11 which
is equal to B in hexadecimal.

Hexadecimal (and occasionally octal) is used to
enter information into and extract information from
digital systems quickly. The trouble with binary is
that too many bits are required to represent numbers
of moderate size. It takes too long to enter or read
a lot of Os and is, and the process is error-prone. A
digital svtcm does not understand hexadecimal any
better tii it uiders1a: decimal_ Dieital svsten
are strictly binary in na:ure. However, thee: is a
natural relationship bct ceo binary and hexadecimal
that makes conversion very easy. Decimal 16 is a

power of 2, and each hex character can be re pre-
sented by 4 bits.

EXAMPLE 6
Convert decimal 7)i to octal.

SOLUTION
1275

87
8)öi

61
56

a

10
8J

8
07

0
7

1
8)T

8
2

EXAMPLE 7
Convert hexadecini.i	 binary.

SOLUTION
A4 E

101001001110
Each digit ofA4E i cnierted to a binary num-
ber as shown.
It is just as easy to convert from binary to hex.

EXAMPLE 8
Convert binary 10010100111 to hexadecimal.

SOLUTION
10010100111

4,\ 7

GE-cup the bits into 4s, stalling with the rightmost
bits. Do not be concerned if the leftmost group
does not have 4 bits. Convert whatever is in the
leftmost group to the appropnatc hex character.

Octal is also convenient since S is also a power of
2. To convert octal to binar y, each octal eharater
roust he represented by a r'up f hts.

EXAMPLE 9
Convert octal723 to binar	 -	 ---•---	 ---	 -
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TABLE 11-4 BLXABY CODED DECL\L-L

Decimal	 Binary	 BCD

-	 0000

I	 I	 -	 .0001
2	 10	 0010
3	 II	 Doll
4	 100	 0100
5	 101	 0101

6	 110	 0110

7	 III	 0111

8	 1000	 1000
9	 1001	 1001

10	 1010	 0001 0000
11	 loll	 0001 0001

BCD	 Digital ^trol unit co	 342

d 1v

DnI keypad

F. 11-4 Binarv-cded dcirna1 applications.

SOLUTION

1.	 1100	 - tJL WO)

	

- --	 13	 1101	 0001 D011	 Hex and octal are fine for engineers, technicians,

1	 1110	 0001 0100	
and programmers sho have taken the time to learn

IS	 DID!	
other number systems. Operators are often not fa-
miliar with these number systems. They simply use

16	 io	 0001 0110 digital equipment and do not need an understanding
17	 10001	 0001 0111	 of the digital circuits. Figure 11-4 shows a decimal
IS	 10010	 0001 1000	 keypad connected to the input of a digital control

	

-	 unit. The output goes-to a decimal display. This en-

	

-	 vironment is far more comfortable for most people -.
SOLUTION	 :-	 . than a hexadecimal keypad or a binary display. An

 -	 .	 other code has been developed to interface between

	

.	 .	 725	 .

	

--	
A	 ilie decimal -operat

o

r and the binary machine con- -

ii

	

- --	 veniently. It is called binary-coded decimal -(BCD)
11O1 and is shown in Tab!,- 11-4. It is the same ac ordinary

Binary to octal is the reverse process.	 binary until numbers greater than decimI 9 are rep- -

EXAMPLE 1 o	
resented. These numbers require an additional group
of 4 bits for each decimal digit. The decimal number

Convert binary 11010100 to octal.	 309 would require 12 bits, 1234 would require 16 bits,

TABLE 11-5 AMERICAN ST\'DRD CODE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE

	

Column	 0	 1	 3	 4
Row	 Bits 765
	 001	 010	 011	 100

4321

0	 0000	 NUL	 DLE	 SP	 0	 .Cd

I	 0001	 SOH	 DCI	 I	 A

2	 0010	 STX	 DC2	 2	 B

3	 001 	 ETX	 DC3	 3	 C

4	 0100	 EDT	 DC4	 $	 4	 1)

5	 0101	 ENQ	 NAK	 5	 F

6	 0110	 ACK	 SYN	 &	 6	 F

7	 011	 BEL	 ETB	 7	 G

S	 100.)	 BS	 CAN	 (	 8	 H

9	 101	 HI	 EM	 )	 9

10	 1010	 L 	 SUB	 J

II	 1011	 VT	 ESC	 +	 K

12	 1100	 FF	 FS	 L

13	 1101	 CR	 GS	 -	 =	 M

14	 - lito	 SO	 RS	 >	 N

IS	 111I	 Si	 US	 /	 7	 0

5
	

6
	

7

101
	

110
	

111

P
	 '	 P

Q
	 a	 q

R
	

b
	

I

S
	

C

T
	

d
U
	

e	 U

V
	

f
	

V

'V	 g	 W

X
	

h
	 X

Y
	

y
z
	

J
	 z
k

m
n	 n

	

0
	

DEL
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ceciif71
0	 000

0001
2	 3051

4	 0i0
S	 0111
5	 0101

8	 1100
9	 1101

10	 III'
11	 5110
12	 1010
53	 1011
14	 1001
15	 1000

and so on. Binary-coded decimal is not a convenient
cede for arithmetic operations, and it usually re-
quires more bits than binary. For these reasons, BCD
may he used for input and output operations only.
and hinarv-to-BCD and BCD-to-hirtary code con-
ve'-ers will he required.

Other special codes are required for special appli-
cations. Some are ,tonsieicIsrcd. meanin g that each
hit position does not have a definite s eight . The Gray
code is an example. Figure IT-s show s hos'. the Gray
cede can he used to corsten the angular position of
a motor shaft, which is analog, into a group of nets-
s'. eiothted Os and Is. As the shaft turns, the encoder
di-k turns with it and presents a clear or an opaq..e
sector to each pair of light-emitting diodes and pho-
totransistors. The 4-bit code that is read from the
phototransistor outputs represents one of 16 shaft
positions. A five-ltvel code would resolve 32 shaft
positions, a six-level code 64 shaft positions, and so
on. The Gray code is unique in that no more than I
hit chan ges at a time as the shaft rotates. Examine
the table in Fig. Il-S to verify this point. A binar y -
encoded disk would be error-prone because more
than one hit would chan ge at time as the shaft
turned. The Gray code does not lend itself to arith-
metic operations. and so code conversion to binary
'.viil be required.

An a1phsanuneriO code is one that represents let-
ters and numbers. The most popular one is the A,nr-
icc'z Srqndard Code Jr Ii-formation 1n:crclsane
(ASCII). Table Il-S shows an ASCII code chart. The
bit pattern for each row and column is given. For
example, the letter A is in row I. All characters its
this row end with the bit pattern 0001. .4 is in column
4, and all characters in this column lsegin with the
bit pattern 100. Therefore, the ASCII bit pattern for
.4 IOOCOOl. Note that ASCII is a 7-hit code. Some-
times an ei ghth hit i :dJ-1 in the leftmost pOSti:?t0

to act as a parity bit. Parity is an error-checking
technique. If the parity is supposed to be even, the
letter ,-% '.'.iII be represented by 01000001, which has
an even number of Is in use group. If the parity is
odd, the letter .4 will he represented b y 11000001.

hich	 ,t,iiis an odd number of Is.

REI JLII' (L'ESTIO1VS

I. A di g ital signal that remains at a level be-
tween 0.2 and 2.0 V is in the 	 region.

2. The worst-case noise margin in TTL logic cir-
cuits is

3. Do worst-case noise margins occur "Ai srflOh
fn .nuts or with full fanouts?

4. Can a totem rc' output stage source or sink
more current?

5. .A digital pulse ran ge; from 0.2 to 3.4 V. Vhat
osso volta ge points will be used when measursag the
rise time of the pulse?

6. What voltage point will be used for the pulse
of question 5 when measuring propagation delay?

7. Is it alwa y s acceptab!e to substitute a TTL
device for an LS TTL device?

8. Is it always acceptable to substitute an LS
TTL device for a TTL device?

9. Use Table Il-S and determine the ASCII code
for the letter Z in an-odd parity system.

11-2
GATES AND COMBINATIONAL LOGIC

A gnts- is a decision-making element. It produces an
output th:1t is hi gh or low, deprding on its inpit
ccndht .s. Table 11-6 shows the b g '	 logic gate.

I-
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TABLE 11-G LOGIC GATES

Gate	 SmboI
	 Truth Table	 Boolean Expression

AS

rNCLUSIVE
OR

EXCLUSIVE
OR

AC 

A 	 fc
0101 0 	I

	

ABC	 0 to I C.4B

01110!
IIII

a LiI C=A±B

	

1IIIII-c	 0 0

0	 1	 I	 I
II	 I	 Ii

H IBI Cl

 C AB - RA

	

A—E>	

•, • • I 	 I -C=AØB

The NOT gore, shown at the top of the table, is also
called an inverter. The truth table for the NOT gate
shows that the input (A) can be low (0) or high M.
When the input is low, the output (C) is high. When
the input is high, the output is low. This function is
known as logical inversion. The NOT symbol is a
triangle with a circle at the output. The circle is
important because it tells us that the output is in-
verted. Boolean algebra is a special branch of math-
ematics used to describe and design binary systems.
The boolean expression for the NOT gate is read as
C is equal to NOT A. The bar over the A is an
inversion bar. The NOT gate is useful in many situ-
ations. Suppose, for example, that a limit switch
produces a logic 0 when activated, but it would be
more convenient if it produced a logic 1. A NOT gate
can be used to invert the switch logic.

Now look at the AND gate in Table 11-6. It has
two inputs and its truth table has four rows, one for
each possible input combination. The output is high
when input A and input B are high. The boolean
expression is read C is equal to A AND B. The dot
between the A and the B is the symbol for the AND
operator. The dot is optional; thus C = AB is an
equivalent expression, and so is C A(B). The AND
gate is an "all or ' nothing" circuit and is useful for
activating a load when all of the inputs are high. For
example, it may be desirable to activate an alarm

circuit when both the pressure and the temperature
of some process go high.

Table 11 .6 shows two types of OR gates. The in-
clusive OR gate is often simply referred to as an OR
gate. However, to avoid confusion, the other version
must be referred to b y its full name, exclusire OR.
The inclusive OR is an "an y or all" gate and pro-
duces a high output when either or both of its inputs
are high. The exclusive OR gate produces a high
output when either A or B is high but excludes the
condition where both are high. The inclusive OR gate
includes a high output for the condition where both
inputs arehigh. The boolean expression for the in-
clusive OR gate is read C is equal to A OR B. The
plus (+) sign is the OR operator, but you should not
read the expression as C is equal to A plus B. The
inclusive OR is useful for detecting those situations
in which any or all of its inputs are high. For exam-
ple, it may be desirable to activate an alarm circuit
when the pressure is high, or the temperature is high,
or both conditions are true. The exclusive OR gate
is useful for detecting inequality. Note that it pro-
duces a high output only when its inputs are not
equal. It may also be used as a comparator because
its output is low when its inputs are equal. The boo-
lean expression for the exclusive OR gate is read C
is equal to A AND NOT B OR B AND NOT A. This
is often shortened as Table 11-6 shows by using the
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ring sum symbol, which is the exclusive OR operator.
The expression is read C is equal to A exclusive OR
B. It can also be read C is equal to A ring sum B.

The last section introduced the Gray code. It is a
nonweighted code that is often used to encode shaft
position. Unfortunately, since it is nonw sighted. it is
not useful when arithmetic operations are required.
Figure 11-6 shows a Gra y-to-binary code converter
that uses exclusive OR gates. Suppose that Gi-av
code 1010 is presented to the converter. The MSB is
a I and connects straight through to the output. The
next hit is exclusively ORed with the MSB and pro-
duces an output of I. This I is exclusively ORed with
the next Gray bit, which is also a I. producing the
next output of 0, This 0 is exclusively ORed with the
last Gray bit, which is alsoa0; the LSB of the output
is 0. By following the decision of each gate. you
should be able to verify that the output is equal to
binary 1100 or decimal 12. Now, refer a gain to Fig.
11 .5. Try a couple of other shaft positions to test
your understanding of the converter circuit.

Except for the inverter. logic gates -can have more
than two inputs. Figure 11-7 shows a three-input
AND gate. There are eight possible input combina-
tions, and the truth table has a row for each. The
number of combinations is predicted b y 2-", where
Nis equal to the number of inputs. A four-input gate
has 16 input conlbi nat i ons, a five-input gate has 32 in-
put combinations, and soon. Note that onl y one in-
put combination produces a high output in Fig. 11-7.
This occurs when A. B, and C are high.

Gate outputs are often inverted (refer to Fig.
ll-S). This can be accomplished by following a gate
with an inverter. More commonl y, it is obtained in
one package. The symbol on the right is for a NOT-
AND gate or simply NAND gate. Note the inversion
circle on the NAND output. Table 11-7 shows the
symbols, truth tables, and booleari expressions for
the inverted output gates. The truth tables show that
the output conditions are inverted from those shown
in Table 11-6. The "Mean expressions show the
inversion bar over the terms and their operators.

Fig. 11-7 Three input AND gate.

=

Fig. 11 .8 NAND gate.

Fiur I19 shows some ofthe laws of combinatIon
for gates. These laws are useful because they will
help you to understand how any logic function can
he synthesized from other logic functions. For ex-
ample, the law of association shows us how to obtain
a three-input AND function from two-input AND
gates. It also shows that it is possib!e to obtain a
three-input OR function from two-input OR gates.
Simply stated, the associative law tells us that it
makes no difference as to the order of how AND or
OR expressions are combined. The law of distribu-
tion shows that there can be two forms of an ex-
pression and a circuit can be realized for each. In
general, the circuit containing the fewest number of
gates is the most desirable. The distributive law is
useful when examining an expression to determine
whether it can be simplified. For example, as Fig.
11-9 shows, a logic function may be implemented
with two or three gates and have the same function.
The laiv of tautology shows that when a variable is
ORed or ANDed with itself the result is equal to the
variable. Taking this one step further, if the gate is
a NOR or a NAND, an inverter is realized by tying
the inputs together. The law of double complemen-
tation shows that two inversions cancel and that the
variable is restored.

The last two rows of Fig. 11-9 illustrate Dc-
Morgans theorem, which states that the comple-
ment of a sum is equal to the product of the comple-
ments. Likewise, the complement of a product is
equal to the sum of the complements. The word
complement means the inversion of a va riable or
expression. The complement of A means the sane
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I1BLE 11-7 INVERTED OUTPUT GATES
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thing as NOT A.. Simply stated, the theorem tells us 	 cuit operation more. clearly by emphasizing high in-
we can break an inversion bar over an operator if we	 puts or inverted (low) inputs.
change the opérafOr. For example.. in the equation	 The laws of combination are ao useful to solve
A - B = A. the bat-is broken over the OR operator	 circuits. For example, Fi g . Il-Il shows  combina-
and the operator is chan ged to AND. The theorem	 tional losic circuit based on four NAND gates. What
shows that it is possible to synthesize a NOR gate	 is the output supposed to he? Follow the steps:
from four NAND gates. Fi gure 11 .9 shows that the	 1. At this point we find variable A combined with
first two NAND gates are used as inverters since 	 the NAND of variables A and B.
their inputs are tied together. The next gate NANDS
the complemented inputs. The theorem shows that	 2. It is desired to simplify this so the bar is broken,

the complements are to be ANDed, and the last 	 and the AND operator is changed to the OR
NAND gate acts as an inverter to meet that require-	 operator (DeMorgan's theorem).

ment because when a NAND gate is followed by an	 3. The law of double complementation allows us to
inverter the AND operation results. An OR function 	 remove the bars.
can therefore be realized by leaving off the last in- 	 4-6. These steps are the same as the first three.
verter. The last row of Fig. 11-9 shows that the 	 7. The simplified terms from steps 3 and 6 are
NAND function can be synthesized from four NOR 	 NANDed.
gates. The complement of A is NORed with the com-
plement of B and then inverted. The AND function 	 8. The bar is broken in the middle, and the operator
is realized by leaving off the last inverter. NAND 	 is changed to OR.
gates are often referred to as universal logic elements 	 9. The bar is broken at the left and at the right, and
because it is possible to synthesize any logic function	 the operators are changed.
by combining them. The same thing is true of NOR	 10. The double bars are removed.
gates.

DeMorgan's theorem has led to alternate symbols 	 II. The term is multiplied (ANDed) with each ex-

for NAND and NOR gates. Figure 11-10 shows these	 pression in the parentheses. Two terms cancel,

alternate symbols. The HAND gate is sometimes	 since any time a variable is ANDed with its corn-

represented as an OR gate with inverted inputs. The	 plement the result is 0. You may verify this by

NOR gate may be represented as an AND gate with 	 looking at the AND gate truth table.

inverted inputs. You may find both the standard and 	 12-13. The result is the exclusive-OR operation.
the alternate symbols used on the same logic dia- 	 Another basic understanding that you will need to
gram The purpose of using both is to represent cir- 	 work with digitiaf systems is in the area of dynamic
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Fig. 11.9 Lu S Of combination.

operation. A logic circuit is dynwnic if it is under-
going change. Look at Fig. 11-12, which shows some
timing diagrams for a two-input AND gate. Timing
diagrams relate dynamic conditions among inputs
and outputs. Input A is shown as a square wave.
Input B is a rectangular wave of low duty cycle.
Output C is high only during those periods when both
A and B are high. Now look at Fig. 11-13; it shows
the timing diagram for an exclusive OR gate. Note
that the output A, avefcr3n is the inverse of input A
when input B is high. When B is low, the output is
in phase with input A. Verifythis operation by look-
ing at the exclusive OR truth table if necessary. The
exclusive OR gate is sometimes called a progrum-

Alternate
WAND	 NAND symbol

ID_
NOR symbol

Fig. 11-10 Alternate Si boln.
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Fig. 11-12 Timing diagram. 	 Fig. 11 . 13 Exclusive OR timing diagram.

mable ins-crier since its output will be the comple-
ment of its input when its other input is high.

Digital integrated circuits often contain several
logic gates in one package. Figure 11-14 shows the
pinouts for some common 7400 series devices. The
7400 is a quad two-input NAND gate. It has four
gates per package. The 7404 is called a hex in ref/er
since it has six gates per package. The 7420 contains
only two NAND gates because each one has four
inputs and there are only 14 pins available. In the
T1L family and subfamilies Vcc is + 5 V and is ap-
plied to pin 14 of each packa ge. Pin  is grounded in
each case. This is not a unifoim standard, however.
Some 7400 devices have different ground and supply
pins, and some have more than 14 pins. The output
pins are labeled Y so they are not confused with the
Input pins, which are labeled A through D and be-
yond, depending upon how many inputs there are

per gate. As mentioned before, the pins are counted
counterclockwise from the index when viewing the
packages from the top.

The industrial technician is exposed to many types
of control circuits. Relays were the mainstay of con-
trols at one time but are now being replaced by static
controls. Static controls are so named because they
have no moving parts. Figure 11-15 compares static
controls with relay controls. The American National
Standard Institute (ANSI) logic symbols have gained
widespread acceptance, but the National Electrical
Manufacturer's Association (NEMA) logic symbols
are found on many industrial schematics and wiring
diagrams. The NOT function can be achieved with a
gate or by using a relay with normally closed con-
tacts. The ladder diagram for th AND function
shows the control contacts in series so all will have
to be closed to energize the relay contacts. The OR
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Fig. Il-IS A comparison of static and relay controls.

U

function is realized by wiring the control contacts in
parallel. A time delay relay can be replaced with a
static device such as an NE555 timer. The memory
function isbased on a static device such as a latch
or uses a second set of relay contacts to hold the
circuit on until it is reset by switch B. Latches are
discussed in the next section of this chapter.

REI7EW QUESTIONS
10. Which gate acts as an all or nothing decision

element?
11. If a gate is simply referred to as OR, which

type is it?
U. Will the circuit of Fig. 11-6 produce the cor-

rect output instantaneously? Why?
13. Calculate the total propagation delay for Fig.

11-6 if the circuit is built by using standard TTL
components.

14. Refer to Fig. 11-12. What will wavefornrC
lok like if waveform B is constant at logic I?

11-3
LATCHES AND FLIP-FLOPS

A latch is a sequential logic element. It has a memory
characteristic that makes it useful for storing events
and binary numbers. Figure 11-16(a) shows an R-S
latch based on two NAND gates. The R is the reset
input, and the S is the set input. The inputs are
activated by logic low signals. This is why the Stan-
dard symbol shown in Fig. 11-16(b) of the illustration
indicates NOT S and NOT R. The latch has two
outputs: Q and NOT Q. When Q 0, NOT Q = I,
and this is the reset condition of the latch. When
Q 1, NOT Q = .0, and this is the set condition of
the latch. Figure 11-16(c) of the illustration shows
the timing diagram. Starting at the left, the latch is
initially in the reset condition since Q is low. Moving
to the right, the set input goes morentari1y low. The
Q output responds by going high, and the latch is
now set. Moving more to the right, the reset input
goes momentarily low, and the Q output goes low
again. The latch has been reset. -

The R-S latch works because of feedback. Look
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Fig. 11.16 Low activated R-S latch. (i) R-S latch from NAND

gates. (b) Symbol. (v) Timing diagram.

Sag. I1.17 A boacv!esS s'.s j tch circuit.
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at Fig 11-16(a). The output of each NAND gate feeds
back to the input of the othergate. Recall that the
truth table for the NAN 1'.0 shows a logic high at
the output for all input ... Jitions except the one
where both inputs are high. Assume that the latch is
in the reset condition (Q = 0 and NOT Q I) and
that both inputs are high. This means that the top
NAND gate has two high inputs and its output must
be low. The bottom NAND gate will have one high
input and one low input, and its output must be high.
The truth tables are satisfied, and the Circuit is stable
in this condition. Now, suppose the set input goes
low. The top gate now has one low input and one
high input, and its output goes high. This high is fed
back to the bottom gate, so that it now has both
inputs high and its output goes low. Note that the
latch is now in the set state: Q	 I and NOT Q
0. The low output from the bottom gate feeds back
to the top gate, and it now has both inputs low. This
changes nothing. and the top gate still has a high
output. When the set pulse ends, the top gate has
one high input and one low input and there is no
change. The latch is now stable in the Set condition.
Because of the feedback, it remembers that it was
set and will stay in the set mode until a reset pulse
comes along or the circuit is powered down.

To analyze digital circuits that use feedback, begin
with the circuit in some stable cond:non. Verify that
the truth tables are cotTect for each gate. Then, in-
troduce a change and follow the change through by
using the truth table for each gate. Use this technique
now with the circuit of Fig. 11-16(a). Start with the
latch in the set condition and with both inputs high.
Verify the tmth tables. Then appl y a reset pulse

(logic C-) and trace the changes through the circuit.
Prove to yourself that the outputs change as expected
and that the circuit remains reset after the pulse
is removed.

Simp: U-S 1-itches work verY vcti . hut the y are
suscep:ihle to beir.g forced to an illet:d output stae.
They ac ala cpabie of settling to an unpcdiciabe
output state its some cases. For example, what ssouid
happen in Fig. 11-16(a) if logic 0 pulses were applied
to the inputs at the same time? Both NAND gales
would have high outputs. Both Q and NOT Q would
be high at the same time. This is illegal, since a
variable and its complement cannot be the same.
Then, hat would happen if both pulses returned to
logic I at the same time? Both gates would "race"
to have a low output. The gate with the shorter prop-
agation delay would win the race and force the other
gate to have a high output. The latchwould resume
a legal output state, in either the set mode oçthe
reset mode. Such unpredictable behavior is unac-
cgptable in digital circuits. This condition is known
as pulse race or simply race and must be avoided.

Figure 11-17 shows an application for the R-S

latch. It is being used to debounce a mechanical
switch. When switch contacts close, they bounce.
They make and break rapidly until the bouncing
stops. This process lasts for several milliseconds and
can create dozens of extra pulses in a circuit. The
bou,iceless snitch circuit avoids this problens be-
cause when the switch is thrown, it grounds either
the set or the reset input of the latch, so the latch is
either set or reset. As the contacts bounce open and
closed, there is no change in the latch because once
it is set it is not affected by subsequent set pulses.
Likesise, once it is reset it is not affected by sub-
sequent reset pulses. The pull-up resistors ensure a
logic high at the inputs when not grounded by the
switch. The circuit will work without the resistors if
the latch is a TTL family device since the inputs float
high. However, it is considered good practice to use
the resistors.

Figure 11-18 shows an R-S latch configured from
two NOR gates. Note that the Q output is taken from
the bottom gate and the NOT Q output is taken from
the top gate. The symbol, shown in Fig. 11-15(b).
locates the Q output on top because this is its stan-
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Fig. Il-IS High activated R-S latch. (o)R-5 latch from NOR ga:e.
(' Srnbol. (r) Timing diagram

dard position. It is activated by logic hi gh signals
applied to the set and reset inputs. Remember that
the output of a NOR gate is low if any or all öf its
inputs are high. Study the timing diagram and verify
circuit operation- . The NOR latch is susceptible to
the same problems as the NAND latch-, If both inputs
are driven lsih, the out-puts will assume an invalid
condition: , both Q and Not Qwill be at logic . 0.
Then, if both inputs go low at - the same time. th
outputs will race, and the latch will settle into the
set or reset condition.

It is often desirable to enable a latch only during
a specified period of time. Figure 11-19 illustrates a
clocked R-S latch with asynchronous preset and
clear inputs. Note that Fig. 11-19(a) shows two AND
gates at the front end of the latch. These gates share
a common input line called the clock or enable input.
It does not matter what is happening at the set and
reset inputs if the clock input is low, since all inputs
to an AND gate must be high for the output to go
hi gh. Study the timing diagram in Fig. 11-19(c). Start
at the left, where the latch is initially in the reset
condition (Q is low). The clock signal goes high,
enabling both inputs. Next, the set input goes high
and the latch is set. Then the clock signal goes low.
Now a reset pulse comes along, but the latch is not
reset because the inputs are disabled. The next reset

UiSC does reset the latch since it occurs when the
clock is high. That time when the clock is high is
often referred to as a window. Input pulses must be
synchronized with the clock window to have any
effect on the output, the S and R'inputs are consid-
ered to be synchronous inputs for this reason. The
preset and clear inputs are asynchronous since they
can be applied at any time to set or clear the latch.
The asynchronous inputs are often used to initialize
t	 circuits to a krrown condition after power.n.

c

0	
I

- Fig. 11. 19 Clocked.'R•S Iac(rith asynthrouous-prese arid clear.
(a) -Gate implementation. (b) Symbol. (c).Timirrg dia'am.

Figure 11-20 shows a clocked  latch. The D input
is the only s ynchronous input. An inverter has been
added to supply inverted data to the bottom gate. If
the D input is high durin g the clock window, a logic
high is applied to the top NOR gate, and a logic low
is applied to the bottom NOR gate. The latch is
driven to the set condition if it hasn't already been
set. If the D input is low during the window, a high
will be applied to the bottom NOR gate; it will reset
the latch if it Wasn't previously in that mode. The
latch is said to be transparent because the output
follows the data input during the time that the clock
is high. The advantage of the D latch is that race has
been eliminated at the synchronous input. It is also
no longer possible to force the outputs to an illegal
mode since there is only one input. However, it is
still possible to race the latch and force the outputs
to an illegal mode with the asynchronous preset and
clear inputs.

Now it is time to look at flip-flops; these are cir-
cuits with much in common with latches. In fact,
many people use the term flip-flop to describe any
bistable circuit, including the latches studied to this
point. However, the digital IC manufacturers gener-
ally reserve the term for devices that trigger on a
clock edge. Latches are level-sensitive, by compar-
ison. Figure 11-21 shows the circuit, symbol, and the
timing diagrams for a D flip-flop: The circuit uses a
combination of input latches with the familiar NAND
output latch. The D inpu: is sampled only during the
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Fig. 11-21 The  fliflop. (o) Gate impte-
mentation. (b) Symbols. (c) Timing dia-
gram.

positive edge of the clock and not during a clock 	 dow. Finally, on the last positive clock edge, the flip-
window. There is no clock window in a flip-flop, 	 flop is reset because the D input is low at that time.
Study the timing diagram. The flip-flop starts out in 	 Figure 11-21(b) shows two symbols at are used to
the reset mode. Next, the D input goes low and this	 differentiate between edge- and leve

th
l-sensitive de-

has no effect on the output. Next, the D input goes	 vices. A triangle can be added at the clock input, or
high, with no immediate effect on the output. Now, 	 a positive edge can be drawn near the clock input.
the clock goes high, enabling the input latches, and 	 The f-K flip-flop is one of the most versatile and
the D input is sampled at this time. Note that the D	 popular of all sequential logic circuits. Figure 11-22
Input goes low again while the clock is still high with	 depicts two symbols and a truth table for the circuit.
no effect on the output; again there is no clock win-	 Most J-K flip-flops are negative-edge devices. They
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Fig. 11.22 Negative ed ge I-K sip-flop ith as5nchronotis set and
reset. (n) Syrrnbols. (b) Truth table,

sample the J and the K inputs at the time whcn the
cIok is falling from 'logic I to logic 0. Figure

22(a) shows an inversion circle at the clock input.
t Figure 11-2 2 (c)  shows the alternate s mhol.

which uses a negative edge. The truth table in Figure
11-22(b) requires some explanation. It uses a notation
that refers to Q,, and to Q . The Q. refers to the Q
output just before the negative edge. and Q5 refers
to the Q output just after the negative edge. When
J 0 and K = 0, the truth table shows that the output
is Q,. Thi sirnp!s' n.ea'.s that Q did not change. It
is in the sante t.r' on as it was before the clock
edge. This ctled t he inhibit mode since the flip-
flop is inhibited ftc,m changing. When J = 0 and
K = I, the Q output will always he 0 after the clock
edge. This is known as the reset mode. When J 1
arid = 2'he Q output will always be 1 after the
edge; this is the se ";ode If J = 1 and K = I, the
output v. ill be qual t'- 'sO 1' Q,,, and the flip-flop will
change states; this is known as the toggle ,node. It
will toggle on every succeeding cloc pulse.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

15. Refer to Fig. 11-16(c). If the diagram in-
cluded a waveform for NOT Q. how would it con
pare with the Q waveform?

16. Refer to Fig. 11-16(c). If a second set pulse
followed the first set pulse and preceded the reset
pulse, how would the Q waveform change?

17. Refer to Fig. 11-17. What are the resistors
called?

18. Refer to Fig. 11-18. What output state resu
if both the set and reset inputs are high? What is
tha undt" -i called if b'th inputs go tow at the
sa',-ic titm

19. Refer to Fig. 11-19. What silI happen if the
set and reet inputs race shcn thc dock is at
logic 0?

20. Refer to Fig. 11-20. If the latch portion of
i! j e circuit were constructed with N.\NL) gate	 .
-lead of NOR gates, what ..e. should be uhsti-
uted tot the AND gste t cnu c._ .t idcn:ical
ag diagi ain'

21. Refer to Fig. 11-20. Is it possible to "race
this latch? If so, at which input(s)?

22. Refer to Fig. 11-21(c). \Vhy doesn ' t the Q
output change when the data change in the clock
v.'indow?

1J-4
COUNTERS AND REGISTERS
A counter is a circuit based on the sequential logic
elements studied in the last section. Look at the

iary ripple Counter in Fig. 11-23. It is an arran ge-
inent of four i-K flip-flops and is capable of counting
from binary 0000 to binary 1111. The.1 and K in"tts
are all floating, so every flip-flop is in the toggle
mode. The liming diagram starts at the left v. ith all
Our outputs at 0. On the first ne gative cock edge.

Q 5 goes high. On the second negative clock ..'dg'.
QA goes low, providing a negative edge tor the cc-
ond t1h-tlop so that QB goes hi gh. Folloss the timing
diagiain through to the sixteenth negati\e dock edge
and note that the counter is reset at this time and all
four outputs are once again at 0. Thus, the counter
has 16 unique states. This is also called the modulus
of the conuter. The modulus is equal 102'. where N
is the number of sequential logic elem:ts in the
Counter.

Most electronic diagrams are drawn with the input
itals entering at the left. Binar y numbers are

printed with the LSB at the right. Th:e two con-
ventions are in conflict when dcscrihir cours
Figure 11-23 solves this problem b rearranging ..c
truth table columns. Transistor Q, is the LSB ,,,rd
heads the right-hand column. Transistor QD is the
MSB and heads the left-hand column.

Figure 11,23 is called a binary ripple counter be-
cause the count ripples from flip-flop to flip-flop.
Check what happens on the eighth negative clock
edge. Outputs A, B, and C all go low, and output D
goes hi gh. Will these four events occur simultane-
ously? No, the count will ripple from A to B to C
and finally to D, and D will not go high until four
propagation delays after the clock edge. The high-
frequency performance of ripple counters is limited.
Figure 11-24 illustrates a synchronous binary counter
with better high-frequency performance. The clock
is directly applied to each flip-flop. This means that
every flip-flop can toggle at the same time (they are
synchronous). Additional connections and .some
combinational logic are required to afl,'.v the syn-
chronous counter to achieve the correct binary se--

im

Its
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]Fig. 11-23 Binary rippi cosn:r.

Fig. 11.24 Synchronous bit- coun1r.

quence. The- QA output also goes to the J and K
inputs of flip-flop B. If you check the timing diagram

J from Fig. 11-23 you v.111 see that Qa is supposed to
toggle only on those' edges when QA is high before
the edge. Also notice that Qc toggles only on the
edges where both A and B are high before the edge.

..........

-	
-	 Outputs

-

• c444

Finall'., note that 0,, toggles only on those edges
where A, B, and C are high before the edges. It
should now be clear how the connections and AND
gates of Fig. 11-24 function.

The natural modulus of a counter is 2". It is pos
-sible to use feedback to reduce the natural modulus.

a,

/
/
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Fig. 11-25 A module 5 coanter.

For example. Fig. 11-25 shoas a modulo 5 counter.
It uses three flip-flops and the natural modulus is
2 = 8. However, feedback from flip-flop C to flip-flop A and f"om Q to K at flip-flop C reduces the
natural modulus coo the counter has only five
unique states. They ran ge from binar y 000 to 100.
The counter does not advance from binary 100 to
binary 101; instead it resets to 000. As in the last
Circuit, Q feeds the J and K inputs of flip-flop B and
Q.,, is ANDed with QB to control the J input of flip-flop C. The timing diagram follows a natural pattern
up to the fifth negative clock edge. At the fifth edge,
Q.A does not toggle. This is because NOT Qcwas low
before the edge and the feedback Put flip-flop A into
the inhibit mode. Also note that Qc does toggle on
the fifth ed ge because Qo was high before the clock
edge, and so was the K input of the flip-flop. With
J = 0 and K	 1, the flip-flop is in the reset mode.

A modulo S counter can be combined with a mod-
ulo 2 counter to make a modulo 10 counter. Counters
with 10 states are called decode counters; if they
follow the BCD count sequence, the y are called BCD
counters. Figure 11-26 shows the pinout. count se-
quence, and reset truth table for a 74LS90 decade
counter. The output of the modulo 2 counter is pin
12 and is connected to the input of the modulo 5
counter at pin I when the device is to he used as a
BCD counter. The clock is applied to pin 14. You
will recall that binary-coded decima l follows the Stan-
card binary sequence up to a count of 1001. The
BCD count sequence is iadicated in Fig. 11-26().

For sot-ne applications, the count sequence is riot
important, but the division and the output waveform
are. The BCD count sequence shows that the fre-
11er1Cs- at riutput D (piO 11) wi he equal to one-

tenth the clock frequency, but the waveform will be
a rectangul:r pulse of low dot)' c ycle. It i posihj
to have the IC divide the input frequency by 10 and
produce a square wave (50 percent duty cycle) at the
output. This is accomplished by feeding the clock
into pin I. connecting pin Ii to pin 14, and taking
the output signal from pin 12. The output from a
modulo 2 counter is a square wave; therefore, divid-
ing by S fist and then by 2 produces the desired
waveform. However, when this is done, the BCD
Count sequence is lost.

Figure 11-26 shows the truth table for the decade
counter. It has four reset inputs. An X indicates a
don't care condition, meaning that either a logic 0 or
a logic I may be applied at that particular reset pin.
There are three reset/preset combinations: two of
them reset the Counter to 0000 and one presets it to
1001. There are four count combinations, and any
one of them may be used for counting.

Some digital counters are programmable; Fig.
11-27 is an example. The DM8555 is a decade counter
that can be preloaded (or preset) with a BCD number.
It has a binary counterpart with the part number
D' 556 that can be preloaded with a 4-bit binary
nunher. This allows the modulus of the devices to
be adjusted (programmed) by changing the number
that is preloaded. For example, if the counter is pre-
set to BCD 0111, the next Count will be 1000, then
lOOl;then it can be preset again to 0111. In this case,
the modulus has been programmed to 3. Counters
with this capability are known as nzodu!o-.V COOn-
ers. To facilitate presetting, the device has four I/O

pins for loading data into the counter. Follow the
typical timing diagram shown in Fig. 11-27(c). First,
the counter is cleared to zero by applying a reset
Pulse to pin 4. Second, the counter is pieset to BCD
5 by applying 0101 to 110 Pins 14, 13, 11, and 10 and
by applying a negative load pulse to pin 7. Note that
this sets outputs QD through QA (pins 2, 3, 5, and 6)
to 0101 and occurs at the positive clock edge (this is
a synchronous load). Third, the Count progresses 6.
7,8.9,0, 1,2,3,4, and 5. Fourth, during the count,
the L!O pins are disabled for a period of time by
applying a disable pulse to pin 12 (more on this later).
Fifth, the counter is disabled for a time by ap5lving
a high pulse to pin 1. Sixth, the count resumes to
BCD 6.

The DM8555 counter is very flexible and can be
used in many ways. It also lends itself to bus-struc-
tured digital systems. A bus is an arran gement in
which devices are connected in parallel o several
circuit paths for binary information transfe

n
 r. Many

devices are typically connected to the bus and must
he isolated from each other at times. For example,
if one logic package tries to pall a bus line to logic
hig h and another tries to pull the same lice to logic
lOW, this precoss creates a problem called bus con-
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Fig. 11 .26 Dca counter. (a) Pmout. (b) Count sequence. (r) ResetJcoUflt-

tenhion. Bus contention can be avoided by using logic 	
All of the counters discussed to this point have

devices with tn-state outputs. A In -state output can	 been up counters, which show an increasing count

be at one of three valid conditions: logic high, logic	 with each clock pulse. Down counters, which show

low, or high impedance (ni-stated). The four 110 pins 	 a decreasing count with each clock pulse, are also

on the DM8555 are tn-state. Any time that pin 12 	 'available. Figure 11-28 represents a 74LS192 up!

(output disable) is at logic high, the 110 pins are	
down BCD counter. It is also available in a 4-bit hi-

disabled and go into their high-impedance state. This 	
nary version with the part number 74LS193. Both

is shown with Zs in the truth table of Fig. 11-27(b).	 versions are fully programmable and can be used as

Thus, the 110 pins can be effectively disconnected 	
modulo-N counters. Each output can be set to a high

from the bus, allowing some other logic package to	
or a low by entering the desired data at the inputs

place data on the bus without the problem of.bus	
and then pulsing the load input low. This is an asyts-

contention. The four Q output pins of the DM8555	 chronoUs load since it is independent of the clock

are standard totem pole outputs and cannot be tn- 	 inputs. Figure 11-28(b) is a typical timing diagTatu.

stated.	 -	 First, the outputs are reset to 0 by applying a clear

-
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Fig. 11-27 DM8555 programmable decade counter. (o) Pirioul.
) Truth tOIe. Ic) Typical timing diagram
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puke to pin 14. Second, the counter is preset to BCD
7 by applying 0111 to the data pins and pulsing pin
II low. Third, the count progresses upward to 8, 9,
carry, 0. I, and 2 as count-up pin 5 is clocked.
Fourth, the count progresses down to 1, 0, borrow,
9, 8, and 7 as count-down pin 4 is clocked. The carry
and borrow pins are used to cascade more than one
device. Cascading is accomplished by feeding the
carry and borrow outputs to the count-up and count-
down inputs, respectively, of the succeeding counter.

Shift registers constitute another category of digi-
:al circui:s based on sequential logic elements. They
re useful for temporary storage, change of data from

oae format to another, arid sequence control and

timing. Figure 11-29 shows a 4-bit serial load shift
register. Data are clocked into the register at the data
input of D flip-flop A. Four clock pulses are required
to load a 4-bit word into the register. Then the data
are available in parallel form at the Q outputs. The
first data bit entered is available at output QD, and
the last, or fourth data bit, is available at output QA.
The shift register is useful for converting serial data
(one bit at a time) to parallel data (all bits at a time).
It is also useful for temporary storage of data. If the
data are needed later, they can be retrieved in serial
form at output QD. The first bit that was loaded is
immediately available at the serial data output. Then,
three clock pukes ixill be required to shift the other
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() Pthou. (b) Typical timing diagram.

11-29 Shift
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Paralrel Outputs
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Mode controlOperat.o,	 F—

Parallel load	 1	 1
Shift r;ht O — Q,	 0	 1
Shif1?etQ..-. Q, 	1	 0

Inhibit clock (hold))	 0	 0

(b)

	

uear sNft	 Shift C'c
	right	 left

	

serial	 Para el inputs	 serial

	

input	 input
Fig. 11-30 4LS194 4-b it bidrrect j onal universal shift register. (a) Logic diagram.
(b) Mode control. (r) Pinout.

3 bits to the output. A register of this type is some-
t i mes called a first- in first-out (FIFO) register.

A much more versatile device is shown in Fig.
11-30. It is a 74LS 194 universal 4-bit shift register. It
is capable of shift ri ght, shift left, and parallel loading
and has parallel outputs. Figure 11-30(b) shows the
truth table for the two mode control pins S 1 and S.
When both mode control pins are high, parallel data
are loaded into the reOjs(er. This occurs because a
NOR gate senses the inverted mode signals. With
both mode inputs hi gh, both NOR gate inputs are
low. The output of the NOR gate is therefore high,

and it supplies a logic high to one lead of each of the
center AND gates at the bottom of :he logic diagram.
The output of each AND gate wijl follow the data
applied at the parallel inputs. The data reach each
flip-flop through a NOR gate and an inverter and are
loaded on the first positive clock edge. With the
mode contrcl in the shift right pattarn (S 1 = 0 and
S 0 1), a high is supplied to one input of every left-
hand AND gate in the bottom croup. The shift right
serial input is now active, and data can be clocked
into fii-flop A. The data from A will shift to B since
its AND gate is also active, and so on. Reversing the
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1

f, nqr
I S3!1

j- Fig. 11-31 CircuIatng shift regist (r.n cotm:cr).	 -

mode control pattern (Sj 	 I and S3	0) places a	 one high bit) because of noise or a momentary power

logic hi gh at one input of each ri ght-hand AND gate	 dip. For this reason. the circuit may also require
in the bottom group. This aclivàte.s the shift left serial 	 extra logic to detect illegal modes and , correct them. -

input, and data are clocked into fir-flo p D. The out-	 .
-	 put of D is ctockd into C since is AND g.te pro-

vides a data path to the left. and so on. With both. 	 REVIEW QL'ESTIO.VS
mode control poe low. the shift re gister is inhibited
because the clock cannot get through the NOR gate 	 23. Refer to F. I I-23. If the clock frequenc is

at the left of the diagram. Noze that the other NOR	 tO MHZ, shat is the output frequency at Qo?

gate input is from an ANDgate which has both inputs 	 24. Do all , of the flip-flops in Fig. 11-23 change
high when the mode control pins are both low. The	 State at the same time on the 16th negative clock
AND gate output will be hi gh, holding the clock NOR	 edge? Why?
gate output low.	 25. Refer to Fig. 11-26. Can this IC be used as a

	

The output from a shift register can be connected 	 BCD divider and output a square wave of one-tenth
back to the input. The data will circulate endlessly	 the input frequency?
in this case as the register is clocked. Refer to Fig.
11-31. This Circuit is known as a ring counter. As-	

26. Refer to Fig. 11-27. What happens to the 10

sume the initial condition is that flip-flop A 
is set andpins when a logic I is applied to pin 12?

all others are reset. On the first negative clock edge, 	 27. Refer to Fig. 11-27. Is the load function syn-

the high bit will shift to the right by one position. It 	 chronous or asynchronous?

will shift to the right again on the second negative 	 28. Refer to Fi g . 11-27. Can Q, through QDbC
edge. When the fifth clock pulse comes along, the 	 tn-stated? Which device pins would be appropriate
high bit shifts from flip-flop E to A. Note that ring	 for connecting to a bus that has other device out-
counters have N unique states, where N is the num-	 puts connected to i:?
bet of flip-flops. Ring counters are sometimes used	 29. Refer to Fi g . 11-28. Is the load function sn-
as control sequencers: one operation follows an- 	 clironous or asvnhronous?
other, followed by another, and so on, until the pro-
cess restarts, and the first operation is performed

	

	 30. Refer to Fig. 11-28. What number should the
counter be preset sith to useagain. The Circuit of Fig. 11-31 is not complete since 	

it as a modulo 8 de-

some means of establishin g the initial condition must 	 vice in the up-count mode?

be added. For example, some means will be required 	 31. Refer to Fig. 11-29. What will the parallel

the Circuit may get into an illegal mode (more than 	 clock edges?
to preset one flip-flop and clear all the others. Also, 	 data output be if the data input is held low for four
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Rcfer to Fig. 11-30. Bothmode control pins
are	 \Vhcn are the data loaded:

11-5
MULTIPLEXERS AND DECODERS
A digital multiplexer is a several into one" circuit.
Multiplexers are used to select data from one of
several sources and output those data onto a single
line. They are also called data selectors. The, typical
multiplexer IC uses select pins to determine which
of the inputs will be connected to the output For
example, a four-line to one-line multiplexer will have
two select pins. The binary pattern at these pins will
range from 00 (input 0 is selected) to II (input 3 is
selected).

It is possible to use a multiplexer as a parallel-to-
serial data converter. For example, if a 4-bit word is

applied to the data inputs of a four-l ine to one-line
device and if the select pins are clocked by a tao-
singe counter from binary 00 to binary 1 1, the word
v,ill appear in serial form at the output. The first
input will appear first when the counter is at 00, then
the next input will appear at a count i 01 and so
on.

A deinultiplexer repreuis an opposite function;
it is a "one into several" logic circuit. Demultiplex-
ers take data from a single source and distribute them
to one of several output lines. They are also known
as data distributors. Figr 11-32 shows the pinout
and the logic diagram for a 74LS138 decoder/demUl-
tiplexer. It is used for memory decoding and data-
routing applications. (Another type of decoder is
shown in Fig. 11-33.) Thc 74LS138 distributes to one
of eight output lines, depending upon the logic con-
ditions at its three select inputs. When all three select

Data outputs

A	 B	 C G2A G2B GI Vi Gnd
-' Output

S&ect	 ENABLE

(a)
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inputs are at lo g ic 0. output 10 i, ',elected. If select
A is hi gh and B and C are low, output Y  is selected.
The LSB of the select word is A, and C is the MSB.
Any one of the three enable inputs can be used for
da input for den;ultiple\ing operations. Tsso of the
enable inputs are active low (62A and (j213), and the
other i. ,cue hih (GI). TH- itt inpot should he
used i f thc data do not require inversion. and the
other enable inputs should be grounded.

A decoder is a circuit or device that reacts to one
or more conditions at its inputs. Decoders are com-
monly used to convert binary. BCD. ASCII. or some
other common code into an uneoded form. A good
example is the 741_S47 BCD-to seven-segment de-
coderdriver shown in Fig. 11-33. Its application is
to convert four '3CD lines into the appropriate levels
and patterns to display decimal numbers on common
anode LED numeric displays. It is also a driver since
its active low open collector outputs can sink up to
24 mA of current. A common anode display has all
of its anodes tied to a single pin. In practice, this pin
will connect to the positive supply. Grounding any
one of the LED cathodes k% ill light one segment.
Current-limiting resistors are usually required be-
tween each segment cathode and its corresponding
output pin on the decoder'driver. Since the 741..S47
has active low outputs, it ssill sink the cathode cur-
rent. Refer to Fig. 11-33(c), sshh shows th possible
displays and the segment identification. To display
numeral 8. all segments must be on and all outputs
will he low. To display numeral I. segments b and c
must be on. and output b and output e will be low.
The binary numbers from 1010 (decimal lOt through
1111 (decimal 15) are forbidden in BCD. Note the
display condition, f i- these numbers.

The 74LS47 sho vn i n-Fig. 11-33 also has a segment
test input at pin 3. cirour,din g this in when pin 4 is
high "ill light all of the segments. Pin 4 is the blank-
ing input (BI) and ripple blankin g output (RBO) pin.

This pin may be pulsed to control [ED intensity. Pin
5 is for ripple blanking input (RBI). The ripple blank-
ing pins are used in those applications in ss hich it is
desired to blank leading or trailing zeros in a numeric
display. If the RBI is low, the charocter 0 will not be
displayed; all segments will be turned off 'a hen the
CCI) innut code is 0003. .Al'.o. the RBO will eo low
to extin guish character 0 in the next sta ge in those
applications in which leading or trailing zeros are to
be blanked. Figure 11-34 shows the arran gement for
leading zero blanking. The RBI pin on the most sig-
nificant decoderdriver is at logic zero. The BCD
code at its inputs is 0000, a rid the output display is
blanked. The RBO is low, placingthe next display
in the zero blanking mode. Its BCD input is also 0000
and is blanked, and its RBO pin is at logic 0. The
next display is also in the zero blanking mode, but
its BCD input is 0101, so some of its outputs go to
logic zero, and the LED display shows the numeral
5. Note that its RBO pin is at logic I since its BCD
input was not 0000. Therefore, the next decoder/
driver displays a 0 even though its BCD input is 0000.
Trailing zero suppression is accomplished by ground-
ing the RBI pin on the least significant decoder/
driver, and connecting its RBO to the RBI of the
decoder/driver to the left, and so on.

The problems with multidigit displays. such as the
one shown in Fig. 1134. are the large number of
components required and the large number of con-
nections. For example. to have a six-digit display. 42
current-limiting resistors will he required, and 43
connections (add I connection for the positive sup-
ply ) have to be run to the display unit. Multidigit
displays are often multiplexed to save components
and connections. Refer to Fig. 11-35. The appropri-
ate segment select transistors are turned on to dis-
play the desired character. At the same time, one of
the digit select transistors is also turned on. That
particular display will be active. Later, another 'eg-

BCD irup4i

'Current IimCnc res 5tars pot !'ewn

Fig. 11.34 i...	 rug zeo blarutung
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ment code is applied, and the next digit select tran-
sistor is turned on while the other is turned off. Now
the second display is active. If this is done rapidly,
the blinking is not perceptible. The savings in com-
ponents and connections are substantial when a large
number of digits must be displayed. For example, a
multiplexed six-digit display requires only seven re-
sistors and 13 connections to the display unit, which
includes seven segment select lines and six digit se-
lect lines. Since the segments are in parallel, only
seven lines are required regardless of the number of
digits displayed. The clock frequency must he in-
creased as the number of displays increases.

An encoder is a logic circuit that receives one or
more signals in an uncoded form and outputs a code
that can be used by another logic circuit. A keyboard

encoder converts a kepress into some code; the
keyboard may be octal, decimal, hexadecimal, al-
phanumeric, or some special type. The encoder can
be a single IC or can be built up from several devices.
Forexample, single-chip encoders convert a key-
press into the equivalent ASCII code. Figure 11-36
depicts a simple decimal-to-BCD encoder circuit.

When all of the decimal inputs are low, the output is
BC!) 0000. If the 1 input goes hi gh, the BCD output
is OODI. If the 9 input is hi gh, the BCD output is
1001. Verify the BCD output code for several differ-
ent input conditions.

irsJtS

F, 11-36 Decsrnsj-to-BCt) encoder.
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Single-chip keyboard encoders are available with
row and column inputs. For example, there may be
four by four matrix of-16 key switches, Figure 11-37
shows a typical keyboard matrix based on DPST
N.O. key switches. If any key switch is closed, one
of the row outputs, and one of the column outputs
will go low. The encoder chip may also contain de-
bouncing circuitry and a strobe generator. The strobe

used tc nert t!' ret 'af th	 ysetn that
ky U.an pressed. Another desirahe iea&uie is

suppressed output for illegal entries (more than one
ley pressed at a time).

HE VIE II' QUESTIONS

33. Refer to Fig. 11-32. Select A = 0, B = I.
and C	 I. Which data output has been chosen?

34. Refer to Fig. 11-32. Suppose it is desired to
use this device as a one-to-four data distributor.
How can this be accomplished?

35. How can the device in Fig. 11 .32 be used as
an inverting demultiplexer?

36. Refer to Fig. 11-34. \hat should the display
show if the RBI pin at (he r.iost si gnificant digit
loses its pm

37. Refer to Fig. 11 .34. What should the display
show if the BCD code to the least significant digit
changes to 0000?

11-6
ARITHMETIC ELEMENTS
Iinaiy arithmetic is really quite stuspk. Sir,cc diere
are only two symbols to manipulate. there are only
a few possible combinations. For example, in binary
addition, there are only four cases:

0+0=0
1+0=1
0+1=1
1 + I = 0 (carry 1)

The rules of binary addition match the truth table
for the exclusive OR gate. Therefore, all that is
needed to add 2 bits is an exclusive OR gate plus a
carry, generate circuit. Refer to Fi g . 11-38. This cir-
cuit is called ha!f-edder; it produces the sum and
carry outputs for 2 input bits. It is considered a half-
adder because when binary words with more than I
bit are added, carries from column to column occur
which require a cir.uit with three inputs: one for the
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Of course, as the size of the adder increases to 8.
16, or 33 2 bits. the ripple carries will create significant
delays. Faster circtIits using look-ahead carry loc
Are available. They eliminate the ripp le carries and
the cumulative delays.

Binary sub:racion is also very simple. As in the
case of addition, there are onh a few combinations:

0-0=0
1 —0=1
C -	 = I (borrow I)

-

s	 Figure 11-41 shows the logic required for afull-sub-
tractor. Note the similarity to the full-adder circuit.

Cerr Also note that there are three inputs: one for the

(carry)
subtrahend, one for the minuend, and one for the
borrow. Just as the full-adder had to add in carries
from prior columns, the full-subtractor must subtract

	

L - _J L - _J	 borrows from prior columns. As an example:

Hal) aee BORROWS	 Ill

Fig. 11-39 Full-adder logic diagaar. MINUEND --- 1010
SUBTRAHEND - 0111

DIFFERENCE - 0011

augend, one for the addend, and one for the carry.	 Many digital systems do not have subtraction cii--
For example, suppose we add binary 1001 to binary 	 cuit. They accomplish subtraction with adding cir-

-. 011:.	 -	 cuits by conertingthe subtrahendinto its-, 2s corn-

- -	 - -	 -	 CARRY - I	 plement form and fhen adding it to the minuend. A

-- -.	 - AUGEND -. iooi	 -number is conveed into 25 complement fo 	 by

	

ADDEND - 0101	 in'eraing every bit (this operation puts it in Iscom- -

-	 1110	
p1ernen fermi and Lrn add i n g I. As an example,

SUM

	

- -	 let's conen :ne s :r.h'end from the previous ex-

This example shows that a circuit that can haidie 	 ample in:o it	 co- .cment form:	 -

three inputs is needed. Figure 11-39 shows the logic

required for afull-adder, which is based on two half- 	
BINARY FORM	 Oil!
Is COMPLEMENT - 1000

adders plus an OR gate.	 ADD 1—	 -*	 I
A 4-bit parallel adder with ripple carry is illustrated

by Fig. 11-40. II is constructed from one half-adder 	 2s COMPLEMENT - 1001

and three full-adders. A half-adder is sufficient for Now-, let's see what happens when we add the 2s
adding the LSB of the augend to the LSB of the complement form of the subtrahend to the minuend:
addend. However, all subsequent circuits must be
full-adders because carries can be generated any- 	 MINUEND - 1010
where along the line. The carries ripple from stage 	 2s COMPLEMENT -. 1001
to stage in this type of circuit. Under worst-case 	 sui	 0011 (the last carry is
conditions, the correct sum will not be available until	 thrown away)
four propagation delays have occurred. For example:

Ignoring the final carry, the sum obtained is the same
CARRIES	 as the difference when we subtracted. It should be
AUGEND	 1111	 clear that subtraction ma y be accomplished by add-
ADDEND	 liii	 ing the 2s complement of the subtrahend to the mm-
SUM - 11110	 uend. Don't forget to discard the final carry.

- Fig. 11-38 Half-adder logic diarar

1i1. 1140 Four-bit paral lel adder with ripple
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Fig. 11-41 FuIl-siabtrscior ioiC	 giara.

The 74S381 IC is an arithmetic logic unit that can
perform any of eight binary arithmetic and logic func-
tions on two 4-bit words. The operations are selected
by function select lines. A look-ahead carry circuit
is provided, and fast cascade operation is accom-
plished by propagate and generate outputs. The de-
vice has two subtract modes, one add, three boolean,
preset, and clear. Boolean operations can be per-
formed on 4-bit words with this device. For example.
if 1010 is ORed with 0101. the function output \vill
I e I Ill, since there is I high bit in each position.
However, if the AND function is selected with the
same input words, the function output will he 0000
because there is no occurrence of 2 high bits in any
position.

The rules of binary multiplication are also few in
number:

OxO=O
I xO=0
Ox 1=0
1xl1

A separate multiplier circuit can be built; however.
mu!	 ic5tion is more likel y to be performed in an
adder circuit. J ..	 .:	 .	 and
an adder to niu1ip,. ._ pacss is baseu on Inc
rules of binary multiplication and the formation of
partial products which are summed to find the final
product. The following example illustrates the pro-
cedure.

EXAMPLE
\tultiplv 1010 by 0101.

SOLUTION
MULTIPLICAND— 1010
MULTIPLIER	 0101

1010 (first partial producti

	

0000	 second partial product;

	

1010	 (third partial producti
0000	 '(final partial product,

PRODUCT— 110010

The example shows the way that the process of shift
and add can	 used to multiply. Diisin is a simdar

process. It can be done by repeated subtraction.
Since subtraction can be done in an adder, once again
addition is seen to be the key process. In fact, all
arithmetic and mathematical operations can be ac-
complished by an adder and some ancillary support
circuitry.

Rate multipliers represent another approach to bi-
nary arithmetic. They are circuits that take one input
pulse frequency and provide two output frequencies.
One of the output frequencies is programmable. Rate
multipliers can he used to control hydraulic and
pneumatic valve actuation rates in industrial appli-
cations. and the y may also be used to control stepper
motor velocities. Figure 11-42 shows the pinout for
a 7497 binary rate multiplier. It will provide from 0
to 63 output pulses on pin 5 for every 64 clock pulses
applied to pin 9. With strobe, clear, and enable
groundyl, iI C enable output will provide 1 pulse for
every 6- mt-ut clock pulses. The enable output is
also called the base rare output and is fixed. The
other output is variable and is at 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.,
times the base rate, giving it the name rate multiplier.

•	 U.	
=	 -x

2 1	 2	 2	 2'	 OUn	 Cr1

U

11-41	 .1	 -:UU-.	 - .
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A

INHIBITclock

Clock _u'p

8

Dovyn c pu Ott:

Base output
—, Rate output

tap
counter

Output A X B

Fig. 11 .43 Multiplication "ah a rate rrntttipiter.

The variable output rate is determined by the binary 	 output will be sent to the down Counter. The up
code applied to the rate inputs. 	 Counter will contain B/A when the down counter

Figure 11-43 shows a multiplication circuit based
	

reaches zero. Rate multipliers can also produce
on a rate multiplier. The base rate is applied to a 	 squares, square toots, and other arithmetic opera-
down counter, and the rate output is applied to an

	 tions.
up counter. The multiplicand is applied to the rate

	
The rate output of a rate multiplier is not always

inputs. The action begins with the multiplier loaded
	

a perioWc waveform. The output pulses are of con-
into the preset inputs of the down counter. The up 	 stant width but often are not uniforml y spaced. For
counter is cleared, and then the clock is started. The	 example, if the multiplier is programmed to produce
circuit runs until the rwn counter reaches zero, and

	
9 out of 64 clock pulses. the y cannot be evenly

this inhibits the cIoc. The up counter outputs are 	 spaced because 64 cannot he divided evenl y by 9.
now equal to the product because the rate output is

	
This effect is known as pile jitter. Ri nary-coded

V times the base rate. shere N is the binary word
	

decimal rate multipliers are also as ailable and pro-
applied to the rate inputs. For example. if N

	
vide N out of 10 clock pulses.

000101. the rate output will he five times the base
	

Figure 11-44 shows the pinout for a 741-SS5 4-bit
output. The up counter will get five pulses for every 	 magnitude comparator. It compares too 4-bit binary
one pulse supplied to the down c9unter. If the down 	 words presented to its .4 and B data inputs. It has
counter was preset to 000010 (2), the up counter will

	
three outputs: A is greater than B (.4 > B). A	 B,

end up with a total count of 0001010 (5 x 2 = lO). 	 and A is less than B (A < B). One of these outputs
The circuit can be converted to a divider by inter-	 will he high for any given set of input conditions.
changing the outputs of the rate multiplier. The base

	
The IC also has cascading inputs that make it easy

output s; ill he applied to the up counter, and the rate
	 to use several devices so that words larger than 4

bits Ca he compared.

REIIEIV (L•'ST'i"
Data r'putS

t-	 A<t .AB .>B A>S A - B 	A<B C'od

C.n:ud02 >ours	 OLtp..Ds

Fl. 11-44 74LSSS -n-ba	 grOtode coroporotor

38. Refer to Fig. 11-40. Adding binary 1010 to
0101 will produce a correct sum outppt in less time
than when adding binary 0111 to loll. ttrue or
faisci

39, Refer to Fig. 11-42. The std applied to the
Ste inputs is 0101112, and the clock Input is 640 Hz.
The strobe, clear, and enable pins are low. What is
the base rate output at pin 7 9 What is the rate out-
pat at pin 5?

40. Will the output waveform in question 39 be
periodic? Will it show pulse jitter?

41. What is the binary sum of 10011. and
11)11 I.?

42. What is the minimum number of full-adders
required to add two 5-bit words? He, many half-
adders 'ould also be required?

-- ..... . .n
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43. What is the binary result of subtracting 	 decoder, through the three diodes, and into three of

101012 from 110002? 	 the load resistors. The data outputs are high at these

44. Change 101012 to 2s complement form and	
three locations. The word stored at location 0 is 1101.

add i to 1l000. How does this result compare 	 If the address input lines are changed to 001, word

ith the results of question 43?	
I is selected. The data output is no'. 0110. Examine
the diode matrix, the table of addresses, and data in

11 As veri f, each 4-bit data word an
A more practical ROM is shown by Fig. 11-46. It

is housed in a 24-pin package and contains 819
ords of 8 bits each. Eight-bit words are very com-

mon in digital circuits and are called b)ti-'.s. There-
fore, the IC may be called an 8 K-b y te ROM. Since
in this case K represents 1024, 8192 is rounded to
8K. Or, it could be called a 64 K-bit R0,\1 since it
has 65.536 bits stored inside (8192 x 8 65,536).
The part number ends in 64. which is the rounded
(to the nearest power of 2) number of K bits the
device has stored. This is a common, but not uni-
versal, practice for memory ICs The device has 13
address pins labeled A0 through A 1 :: This number of
address pins is required because 2 8192. It also
has 8 data pins labeled D 0 through D7 . a ± 5-V supply
pin (V 0), a ground pin (V), and an enable pin
(NOT E). The block diagram, Fig. 11-46(b), shows
that the NOT enable pin controls the tn-state output
buffers. When the NOT enable input is high, thè -

-	 -	 -	 Data I,rs	 -	 -	 - -

HH: H1

11-7
MEMORY
In the broadest sense, memory includes all circuits
and de 1ices that are capable of storing binary infor
mation. Therefore, the latches, flip-flops, and regis
ters already covered in this chapter can be consid
ered as memory deices. The memory device
discussed in this section are specifically designed fot
short- and long-term storage of si g nificant amounts
of binary information. The first memor y device to h
discussed is the read-only memory (ROM).

Fi gure 11-45 shows a simple diode ROM. It
arran ged as a matrix of eight 4-bit words. A decode t

circuit translates the bit pattern on the address inpul
lines to one of eight word select lines. When the
address inputs are all low, word select line 0 goes
high. Note that there are three diode anodes con
nected to the 0 select line. Current flows from the

A0-.--. 	 2

Add'e 	 3,

ri-puts 1 o S
Decod-

A0—a	
. 4

5

Fig. 1143 An 8>4-bit ROM_

	

- I	 - I - - I	 -
O	 D	 0,

Data output

Woi-d
00'eO
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Ii
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(b)

Fig. 11.46 68364 $192 x 8-bit mask RUM. (a) Pr2osi. (6) Btock

diagoa

output buffers are in their high-impedance state. This
state makes the ROM compatible with bus-structured
digital systems. It is called a mask ROM because it
is programmed with a photolithographic mask when
it is manufactured.

Mask ROMs are feasible for high-production mem-
ory applications. 'nce they involve a custom mask
design for information storage, they must be pro-
duced in reasonably large quantities to distribute the
mask design costs over a number of units. They are
typically used as code converters, character gener-
ators.trigonometric look-up tables, logarithmic lock-
up tahies, and as storage for monitor programs. A
nten:--:. r-.pe '-ile -cl-!s'r applies the code to be
converted to the address inputs, and the data outputs
show the converted code. A character generator
takes a code such as ASCII at its inputs and outputs
the bit pattern necessary to form the character on a
display device such as a cathode-ray tube. Look-up
tables eliminate the need for some arithmetic oper-
ations in digital circuits. It is possible to generate
trigoaometric and logarithmic functions with adders,
but the process takes time. Memory look-up tables
are much faster. A monitor program is a control
program for a computer (this topic will be covered
in Cha pter 12).

Mask ROMs are available in several arrangements.
Some examples are 4096 x 8, 8192 x 8, 16,384 x 8,
32.763 X 4. and 65,536 X 4. Bytewide memory sys-
tems are used extensively. This brings up an irnp..r-
tarn cicstiofl: ho's cart memory teviccs svith vc.rd
sizes of 4 bits be used in a byte-sized sva,tem? They

are used by connectin g all address pins and the en-
able pins in parallel. One IC will then provide the 4
lower bits, and the other will provide the 4 higher
bits. Likewise, four parallel 4-bit ROMs can be used
in a system with a word sIze of 16 -.ts, Mask ROM5
have -a typical access time of 350 as. This means
that valId dab	 ,sill	 slahI	 i t the oatputs
350 x s after stable address and enable signals
are applied. Slower, but more poss er-efficient mask
ROMs are also available 7i'rv ha... ,svcess times on
the otdei or u p.s but use only about I percent of the
amount of power. They are based on the comple-
mentary metallic oxide semiconductor (CMOS) pro-
cess, which will he covered in the next section of
this chapter. The CMOS devices are particularly well
suited to battery-operated equipment.

Mask ROMs are not cost-effective for small and
moderate quantity designs. For this reason, field-
programmable ROMs have been developed. These
devices make producing any number of ROMs fea-
sible. They are programmed by fusing diode jumpers
inside the memory matrix. Refer again to Fig. 11-45.
A field-programmable ROM can be based on a diode
matrix. The device will be shipped with a full array
of diodes. A momentary high programming current
can be applied to those diodes that must be removed
from the matrix. For example, word 5 shows two
ddes. The diodes in the two most si g nificant posi-
tions can be eliminated by passing a large current
through them to fuse their connectin g links and re-
move the diodes from the matrix. A second tech-
nique of field programming is the b!oun diode svs-
tern. It also uses a high programming current but in
pulse form. Selected junctions are short-circuited by
aluminum migratin g across the junction. The migra-
tion is caused by the high current pulses. \Vhichevci
programming process is used is performed in a spe-
cial piece of equipment called a prograinniable read
only nte,nory (PROM) burneror PRO.%I programmer.

The PROMs are one-shot devices. They cannot be
reprogrammed. Erasable programmable read onis
memory (EPROM) devices are often a better choice
ar.'l have quite tIr R efer to ir 11--17
which sha a., a 274 EPROM. it is field-proni-
mable and also is field-erasable. Notice that the
package has a quartz window over the chip. It is
possible to erase this device by exposing it to ultra-
violet light at or near a wavelength of 0.2537 p.m.
The total dose required for complete erasure is
typically 15 watt-seconds per square centimeter
(W s.'cm2). The erasure is accomplished by using
an ultraviolet light source and exposing the IC for
the proper length of time. For example, a source
might develop IS m\Vicm. Dividing gives

IS W' scm = I000s = 16.7 mitt
0.015 W/cnr

All the stored bits go to logic 1 when the device is
erased. The light enters the silicon crystal and re-
leases the charges that were trapped there to repre-
sent logic 0. Usual - EPROMs can pregrammed,
erased, and reprogrammed IOU tim es or more. --

--	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

-----
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dress pins and S output pins. It also has pins for the

iO
application of a prograrflflllflg voltage ,(V + 21 V),
a program control pin (NOT PGM). an output enable
pin (NOT OE), and -a chip enable pin (NOT CE). A -

Quartz w	 -

high voltage is required during programming to trap
charges in the silicon. Some EPROMs require -+25 V
for programming. in Fig. 11-47(d) the programming
mode is illustrated Programming is usually per-

11M

v	 r.c	 Au A,,	 A,0 CE 0 1 01 Os 0_._ °a

• -	 LII
V., A A, As AS Au Aa Au A, Au 0 0, 0, Grd

lb)

0,

	

_n	
0,npvl

CE iEE:
-	 Y-otr,g

A0 
1 65536 bit

A,, •,_J	 X-de0o,00	 I	 I
Mno)'

(0)

(a)

Fig . 1147 2764 EPROM. (,,) Pictorial. (b) Pmoui. (r) Block tha-

goarn. (d) Mode selection.

The 2764 EPROM shown in Fig. 11-47 is arranged
as 8192 bytes. Therefore, it contains 64K bits, and
its part number follows the pattern mentioned earlier.
Other EPROMs include the 2708 (8K bits), the 2716

(16K bits), the 2732 (32K bits), and the 27128 (128K
bits) and the 27256 (256K bits). The 2764 has 13 ad-

formed b', placin g the EPROM in programmer or
burner. The chip enable pin is held low, and +21 V
is applied to the S' pin. The Vcc is + 5 V. Stable	 -
address and data are supplied to the address and data
pins, respectively. The PGM pin is pulsed low for 50
ms. This process is repeated for every address and
takes about 7 min if all 8192 bytes are programmed.
Once programming Is complete, the programming
voltage is reduced to t, which is +5 V. Once
progammd. the IC serves as an ordinary ROM. A
piece of opaque tape should he placed over the win-
dow. The a ccess time ranges from 200 to 450 ns. A
suffix is usually added to the part number to indicate
the access time.

,Electrically erasable read only memories (EE-
ROMs) are alsà available but are less popular than

- the EPROMs because they are more expensive. They
are completely erased by applying a single pulse to
the program pin while. +25 V is applied to the l-'pp
pin and the chip select pin is low. The EEROMs can
he erased very quickly and lend themselves to ap. -
plications requiring that data-be changed frequently:
Eqa:ipent that :is designed to use EEROMs often

erasure and pr5ramming to occur without -
ri+,vi: the RUM from the equipment. -

None of the memory devices discussed to this
point lends itself to rapid storage of data; devices of
this type are known as random access memory
(RAM) devices. This is an unfortunate descriptor
since all of the ROM devices are also random access
memory. Random access simply means that the data
can he read (or written) in any order. For example,
if a RAM device stores 8K by tes, any one of the
8192 bytes can be read at any time. A better descrip-
tor for the t ype of memory device to be discussed
now would be read write memory. This is not what
it is popularly called, however. Please remember that
RAM really refers to memory that can be written to
as easily as it can be read. Also remember that the
data stored in RUMs are also randomly accessible.

The RAM de',ices bring on a new problem: vola-
tility. A rnerrors is o!a:ile if its contents v,ill be lost
on po\er do-sn. All of the RUM devices are non-
volatile. They will hold their data forever unless they
are inten;ionall y erased. All RAM devices are vola-
tile. If the po'ser is lost, even for a short time, all
contents will he lost. For this reason, some volatile
memory circuits must be provided with battery back-
up power. This is never necessary with RUMs.

In spite of the volatility of RAMs, they are very
widely applied devices in modern digital systems. In
fact,- there is no practical way to accomplish many
operations without them. They provide fast and in-
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expensive storage of data, variables, and instruc-
tions. Most RAMs are based on one of two metallic
oxide semiconductor ( MOS) circuit structures. Fig-
ure 11-48 shoss both memory cell structures; in Fig.
11-48(a) is the static RAM storage cell. It is based on
six MOS N-channel enhancement mode transistors.
These are norma lly off devices that can be turned on
by applying a positive gate voltage. Transistors Q
and Q, are cross-coupled to form a bi-stable latch.
Transistors Q and O serve as load resistors. Tran-
sistors take up tess s pa.. in the chin 0— n resistOrs.
Suppose Q1 is on and Q i s off Tb one f the
two stable states for the latch. With Qt on, it drops
very little voltage from source to drain. Therefore,
its drain voltage is near 0 V, and this voltage is
applied to the rate of Q, With near zero gate voltage,
Q remains off and drops the entire supply from its
source to drain. Thus, the drain voltage atQ 4 is equal
to + V00 and is applied to Q1, which keeps it on. It
should be clear now that the latch is stable in this
condition and can also be stable in the opposite con-
dition. Transistors Q 5 and Q6 are used to write to
and read from the latch. When the select line goes
positive, they are turned on. This connects the latch
outputs to the sense amplifier for a read operation.
It also allows input data to set or reset the latch.

Now look at Fig . 11-48tb), which shows the sim-
plicity of the dynamic storage cell. It is based on a
single MOS transistor and a stora-ec capacitor. A

dynamic cell is read by sending the control line high
and reading the sense voltage. If the capacitor is
charged, the sense voltage will be high. If the capac-
itor is discharged, the srnae voltage will be at ground
potential. The cell can bn. written to by taking the
control line high and applyinga positive voltage or
zero voltage to the sense line, which will charge or
discharge the storage capacitor. Because the dy-
namic cell is so simple. dynamic RAMs are capable
of much more storage in a given size chip of silicon.
Unfortunately. the dynamic cells must be refreshed
vcyscvera' r' ser'erlus A ce!l is refreshed by

reading its contents and rechargitg the capadtor if
it was charged. If it is not, data will be lest s the
charge in the storage capacitor leaks off. Rrfresh
circuitry will be required when dynamic RAMs are
used. This requirement complicates the design of a
system, and Static RAMs are easier to use "lien a
moderate amount of memory is required. Static
RAMs are also chosen when battery back-up is re-
quired since refresh circuits are not necessary.

A 6116 Static RAM IC is shown in Fig. 11-49. It is
a CMOS device arranged as 208 x 8 hits. Other
popular sizes include 1024 x 4,4096 x 1, and 16.384
X I. The 6116 has 11 address lines and S LO lines.
The access time ranges from 120 to 200 ns and is
designated by a suffix after the part number. The
standb y power ranges from 10 to 100 1tW and is also
desi gnated b y a Suffix. The 101a\V	 ideally

----
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(b) Functional block diagram. (r) Truth table.	 -	 (r)

suited for battery back-up service. When the supply
voltage drops below 4.5 V, the device goes into the
data retention mode. The supply must be maintained
at 2 V or more for the data to be retained. Also, the
NOT chip select pin must be maintained no less than
0.2 V below the supply voltage in the data retention
mode. The truth table in Fig. 11-49(c) shows the
modes of operation. Wher' the NOT chip select is
high, the IC is in standby, and the 1/0 pins are high-
impedance. When the NOT chip select is low, the
NOT output enable is low, and the NOT write enable
is high, it is in the read mode, and the 110 pins
become data outputs. Taking the NOT write enable

pin low places the memory IC in the write mode.
The 110 pins become data inputs. There are two write
cycles, and the state of the NOT chip enable deter-
mines which will be selected. Write cycle (2) is used
if the NOT chip enable is continuously low. In prac-
tice, either type of write cycle may be used in a
system.

Figure Il-SQ represents a 4164 dynamic RAM. It
is an MOS device and is arranged as 65,536 x 1-bit.
Other dynamic RAMs include 4096 x 1, 16,384 x I,
and 262.144 x I bit. Common access times range
from 120 to 250 its. Note that the 4164 has only 8
address pins; 16 address bits are required to decode
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Fig. lI-SO 4164 dynamic RAM

of 65,536 locations. Eight-row address bits are set
up on A0 through A 7 and latched with the roc ad-
dress strobe (NOT RAS). Then eight column ad-
dresses are set up on pins A0 through A7 and latched
with the column address strobe (NOT CAS). Read
or '.vritr i, selected with the write enable (NOT WE
input. -hih selects the read mode, ar,dalow selects
the write mode, If NOT WE goes low prior to NOT
CAS, the D pin will remain in the high-impedance
state. A refresh operation must take place at least
every 4 ms. Strobing each of the 256 row addresses
refreshes every bit. The row address strobe must he
low (active) during the refresh cyck. The column
address strobe may remain high (inactvd Cu, :.g
refe.. c'c'e.

Bipolar RAMs ate also available but are less pop-
ular because they use many 'imes more power per
bit than MOS and CMOS devices. They are also
more expensive because the bipolar process cannot
achieve the high bit densities achieved by the other
type. They are used in those applications in which
speed is the major consideration. Some bipolar
RAMs have access times less than 10 os. Some com-
mon sizes of bipolar RAM ICs include 256 x 1, 256
x 4. 1024 X 1, 1024 X 4, and 4096 x 1.

REUE IV QUESTIONS

45. What would have to be done to the ROM
circuit shown in Fig. 11-45 to change the last stored
word to !III'?
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46. A ROM is organized as 4096 x S bt.s. What
is its capacity in k-bytes?

47. A ROM has a capacity of I k-byte. What is
the actual number of bits that it has stored:

48. A ROM has 11 address pins and 4 d-,ta pins.
What is the actual number of bits that it has
stored?	 -

49 • Factory-programmed ROMs are also called
____ ROMs.

50. What is the minimum number of 65,536 x 4-
bit ROM5 required for a system that uses 16-bit
words?

51. Refer to Fig. 11-50. How can 65,536 loca-
tions be accessed with only 8 address pins?

11-8
LOGIC FAMILIES AND INTERFACING

The LS TTL subfamily and CMOS have become the
most popular logic families; however, a few others
are worth mentioning. Emitter coupled logic (ECL)
is a family of devices used mainly in large machines
requiring very-high-speed operation. The ECL gates
have propagation delays as short as I ns. It is a
nonsaturated logic in which bipolar current-switching
devices operate in a circuit configuration similar to
that of a differential amplifier. Because the devices
are never in saturation, the turn-off delays associated
with stored carriers are mostly eliminated. Unfortu-
nately, ECL devices are "power hogs" and typically
consume 25 to 65 mW per gate. The power supply
must provide —5.2 V with respect to pound. This
characteristic is also a disadvantage becae'e pcAtV,
supply systems are more popular and because i'der-
facing ECL to other families requires extra le';e
shifting components.

There are also PMOS and NMOS digital ICs avail-
able. p-channel MOS (PMOS) is based on p-channel
MOS transistors and is the older of the two thchnol-
'i	 !' reouires a +5- and a 12-V supply and is

ver:	 tocn';.
devices are based on N-channel MOS transistors
operate from a single +5-V supply. They are usually
capable of driving at least one LST1L toad and are
directly compatible with CMOS. The current NMOS
devices are usually LSI or VLSI devices such as
microprocessors (discussed in Chapter 12).

The CMOS devices belong to an idea logic family.
It features very low power consumptn, excellent
noise immunity, almost unlimited fanoli, noncritical
power supply requirements, and a very wide selec-
tion of desices. It is not so fast as LS TTL. but
improvements are being made. Severalmanufactur-
ers have announced high-speed CMOSparts. Its low
power consumption is probably its mog outstanding
characteristic and is only 10 nanowatts(raW) per gate
under static conditions and 10 m\V prr gate when
toggling at a 1-MHz rate. It offers a 50:1 to 100:1
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Fig . Il-Si Basic CMOS inverter.

power saving when compared to LS TEL. The noise
margin is better than 2 V when operated from a + 5-V
supply, as compared to LS TTL, which is only guar-
anteed at 0.4 \ The fanout is almost unlimited since
the gate inputs are MOS transistors with an input
resistance of 10 Q. However, each transistor does
represent a load capacitance of 5 pF; thus extremely
large fanouts could cause switching delays due to
capacitive loading (fanouts up to 50 are considered

- practical)- The-CMOS devices operate over a power
supply range of 3 to IS V with no need for tight
voltage regulation. Sp&ed does improve at the higher
voltages, with typical maximum toggle rates of 2.5
MHz at .5 V and 7 MHz at 10 V. A broe through
CMOS reference manuals will show all of She stan-
dard logic devices, from gates through thicroproces-
scsrs. There are also many special devices, including
phase-locked loops, communications devices, linear
devices (such as BI-FET op-amps), and speed con-,
trollers.

The configuration for a basic CMOS inverter is
illustrated by Fi g . Il-SI. It shows that a complemen-
tary pair of transistors is used: one P-channel and
one N-channel. This complementary pairing is the
source of the term complementary metallic oxide
semiconductor (CMOS). The transistors are en-
hancement mode devices. You should recall that en-
hancement mode transistors are normally off. They
are turned on by attracting carriers into the channel
region. In the case of the P-channel unit, a negative
gate voltage will attract holes and turn the device on.
In the case of the N-channel unit, a positive gate
voltage will be required to attract electrons into the
channel and turn it on. Assume a '+ 5-V V00 supply
in Fig. Il-SI and a logic swing at the input of 0 to
+5 V. When the input is 0, the P-channel transistor
is on because 0 V is 5 V negative with respect to the
source of the transistor, which is at +5 V. With the
P-channel transistor on, the output will be pulled
high, to near +5 V. No current flows in the output
when it drives other CMOS inputs. No current flows
in the complementary pair since the N-channel tran-
sistor is off. Now, assume that the input goes to
± 5 V. This turns the top transistor off and the bottom
transistor on. The output is pulled low, to near 0 V.
No current flows in the output, and no current flows

''&	 +voo

Ir-?ut otae

Fig. 11-52 Cotnplemeatary thetallic oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
inverter transfer function.	 -

in the complementary pair because the top transistor
is off. Now you can see why CMOS is so power-
efficient: no current flows under either static condi-
tion. However, there is some current flow during
logic transitions. There is a brief period when both
transistors are partially on. There is also some mo-
mentary output current during transitions due to the
charging or discharging of capacitance in the output
circuit.	 -
- Figure. 11-52 illustrates the transfer characteristic.
for the CMOS inverter. The output voltage switché-s
at an input.volta ge equal to -half the supply.ThIs
yields the best- p-ossibk noise immunity.: It also shows - -
that the output voltage swings from ±lf,jo down to
0 V. Older CMOS devices iil show a -gradually.
changing output for a gradoaii\ changing input-
These are known as A-s res des-ices. The newer
devices have buffered outputs and are known as B-
series. The added buffers give quicker rise and fall
times. They have a constant output impedance of
500 fi (logic 1 and 0) and are capable of driving one
LS TTL load directly when both families are oper-
ated from + 5 V. Finally, there are some unbuffered
devices known as the UB-series. They have similar
specifications to those of the B-series but are a little
faster.

The CMOS input logic levels are shown in Fig.
11-53. Logic 0 extends from 0 t 30 percent of VDD.

Logic I extends from 70 to 100 percent of V D . With
a 5-V supply, this means that a logic 0 must be
1.5 V or less and that a logic 1 must be 3.5 V or more.
If you refer again to Fig. Il-I you will see that a
TTL or LS TTL gate output is not high enough to
drive CMOS and meet the requirements of Fig.
11-53. A simple but effective solution is shown by
Fig. 11-54. Both families are powered from a +5-V
supply. A pull-up resistor is added to the circuit to
bring the CMQS input up to near + 5 V when the LS
TTL gate switches high. This is necessary because
of the diode and transistor drop in the totem pole
output stage. The resistor should not be too small in
value because it will hold the o' 1tput up too high
when it tries-to go to logic 0.

Interfacing CMOS to TL will also require a little -

+

C
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Fig. 11.53 Complementary metallic oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
input logic levels.
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Fig. 11 .54 Interfacing TTL (or LSTTL) to CMOS.

assistance, as shown in Fig. 11-55. Driving a TTL
gate input low requires a sink current of 1.6 mA. If
the CMOS gate has an output impedance of 500 U,
the sink current will cause the output to be 1.6 x
lO x 500 = 0.8 V. This provides no noise margin
for the TTL gate. A pull-down resistor is added to
help sink the current. If the CMOS gate is a B-series
or UB-series device, it will drive (sink) one LS TTL
load without the need for a pull-down.

We have learned that there are spead advantages
to powering CMOS from a voltage higher than 5 V.
Figure 11-56 shows two ways to interface TTL or
LS TITL to CMOS that is operating at a higher volt-

+5 V

1 	
One TTL
gate

CMGS-
gate	 -

U:.. 11-55 tnterfactimg CMOS to TITL.

7^^,,Lo e,,:,,.n

TTLo,

Logic

CMOS  gate

LSflL
gate	 -

It)

Fig. 11-56 Interfacing different voltage levels.	 ) Usin g open ol-
lector output. (b) Using separate transistor.

age. Figure 11-56(a) shows the use of an open col-
lector gate. It also shows that an external pull-up
resistor connected to the CMOS supply is required.
Figure 11-56(b) shows a solution using a separa!e
transistor and two resistors. Again, the collector re-
sistor must connect to the CMOS suppl y. Notice that
the transistor inverts the logic from the TTL or LS
TTL gate output. Figure 11-57 shows a CMOS device
designed to shift from one voltage level to another.
It has two supply pins, Vcc and DD, one for each
voltage level. It is designed for 3- to 18-V operation.
It will shift CMOS at one voltage level to CMOS at
another voltage level (mode 0) and will shift TTL to
CMOS at another voltage level (mode 1). Other
CMOS devices, called buffers, are available for driv-
ing TTL and LS UI.. loads.

The CMOS part numbers traditionally are grouped
in a 4000 series. Other systems closely align with this
series, such as Motorola's MCI4000 and MCI4500
groups. There is also a CMOS group with pinouts
identical to those of the TTL and LS TTL parts
family; this is the 74C00 series.

Handling CMOS devices demands the static dis-
charge precautions discussed earlier in this book.
Almost all CMOS devices have diode protection cir-
cuits on their input terminals, but careful handling is
still strongly recommended.

Last. bit certainl y not least, is the matter of float-
in g in puts. Although this practice may work with
TL and LS TFL, it will absolu tely not work with
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(b)

Fig. 11.7 MC14504B hex level shifter. (o) Pinout.
(b) Logic diagram.

CMOS. All inputs that do not Connect to gate outputs
most 1' tied to the positive supply or ground. A
'ic. .ng MOS input can cause insidious problems.
The input impedance is so high that time constants
of hours are likely. The Circuit may work for some
time and then fail as an input gradually drifts high or
low. Or a floating input may track a driven input in
an inconsistent manner. Finally, a floating input can
cause a gate to oscillate and draw abnormally high
currents from the supply.

REVIEW QUt.STIGNS

52. Which logic family is the fastest?
53. Refer to Fig. 11-51. The input voltage is

equal to VDD. Which transistor is on? What is the
logic state of the output?

54. The transistors shown in Fig. 11-5I are
normally	 devices.

55. What is the transition voltage for the input of
a CMOS gate operating from a 10-V supply?

11-9

TROUBLESHOOTiNG AND
MAINTENANCE

Always check all the obvious points first. Inspect for
improper switch settings, loose connectors, broken

catjles, and faulty output displays. Never start trou-
-leshooting at the component level until th power
supply voltages have been verified. The TIL family
nerraits only a plus or minus 250-mV variation from
the nominal 5 V. Power supply ripple should also be
checked. A ripple reading of 250 mY or more can
cause logic errors and erratic operation. Do not for-
get to check power supply voltages in several parts
of the system. An industrial logic controller may use
on-card voltage regulators, and the supply voltages
may be good everywhere except on one printed cir-
cuit board. A card extender is often a must for trou-
bleshooting in systems with plug-in cards. The cards
are too close together for taking any readings. The
cards must be removed and replaced with an ex-
tender supplied by the equipment manufacturer. The
card under test is then plugged into the extender.
Never break or make card connections when the
power is on.

When troubleshooting robotic and other machine
controls, always be wary of the possibility of sudden
motion when troubleshooting. This is especially im-
portant when the troubleshooting process involves
injecting pulses or control signals into circuits. Dis-
connect or disable high-energy components where
feasible. Follow the manufacturer's recommenda-
tions for these procedures.

There are two broad categories of defects in digital
systems: functional faults and overloads. A func-

tional fault is a logic error due to an internal gate
failure. For example, both inputs to an AND gate
are high. but the output is low. Assuming the output
is not overloaded, this is a functional fault, and the
gate must be replaced. In an overload the ga' . outp't
is incorrect as a result of a fault after that '..nt. it
culd be caused by a short circuit in the wiring, the
tC u. 'rd, a connector, or a faulty device driven by
the cie. Your knowledge of ilL, LS TFL, and
CMOS voltage and current parameters will go a long
way in helping yuu find such faults. For example,
you know that a TL gate can source up to 400 IiA
while maintaining a logic high of at cast -4 .1 V VOU

also know that it can sink up to 16 mA while main-
taining a logic low of no more than 0.4 V (LS TJL
will only sink up to 8 mA).

How are faults isolated? Usually, the gate output
in question must be isolated electrically from the rest
of the circuit. This procedure will confirm whether
the gate output will respond correctly when un-
loaded. If the IC is in a socket, it can be removed,
and the output pin can be carefully bent Out a little.
The IC is then replaced in the socket (with the bent
pin not going into the socket), and the output is
checked for proper response. Do not forget to restore
all bent pins when you finish making your measure-
ments. If the IC is soldered in, sometimes the output
can be isolated at an edge connector. A sliver of thin
tape is used to ibsulae one of the edge contacts and
unload the output in question. Make the tape sliver
long enough to '.Tcp part way around the board edge.
This will keep the tape from slid i ng off when the
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board is inserted into the ed g e connector. Be very
sure to remove all such pieces of tape when you are
finished troubleshooting. Another technique is to re-
move the solder front output pin in question With
a vacuum desoldering tool. Then, a short length 01

iioiating tubing i', inserted aro:nad the pin
through the circuit hoard. [his procedure takes
little time, but it is letter than deldenin and IC-

moving the entire device only to learn that there is

nothing wrong with it. Be sure to resolder all pins
when you are finished. One caution is in order when
using any isolation technique: inspect the schematic
to be sure that you will not leave a CMOS gate input
floating when you isolate any output.

It is necessary to know whether voltages are nor-
mal when troubleshooting. In TTI. or LS TTL, an
output voltage of 0 to 0.07 V is too low. It indicates
a defect in the gate or a short circuit to ground some-
where in the system. Likewise, an output voltage
near Vcc is too high and indicates a short circuit to
the positive supply rail. However, if there is an ex-
ternal pull-up, a reading near V cc may be normal.
Also, do not forget that an external pull-up resistor
may be open and cause no output swing in an open
collector device. An output voltage between 2.4 and
0.4 V indicates an overload. The gate may be sourc-
ing or sinking excessive current. Check to see
whether the device drives an LED indicator or some
other high current load. If it does, the volta ge may
he normal, but not if it also drives another gate input.
Finall y, a floating TTL or LS TTL input ill measure
between 1.1 and 1.5 V, which is normal.

Circuit board and socket defects are common. A

solder splash on a hoard may not cause problems for
months or years and then suddenly "make- an un-
wanted connection. Always be on the lookou t for
such problems. An IC may be inserted into a socket
with one pin bent under instead of going into the
sockc Surprisingly, this pin will sometimes ''makc"
simply by touching the top of the socket pin, but the
connection will eventually fail. You have to look very
closely to see these kinds of difficulties. Edge con-
nectors, especially on large boards that have a ten-
dency to warp, are an ongoing source of problems.
If a control is intermittent and responds to sibraticn
check the edge connectors. A trace on a PC board
may be cracked. These can be impossible to locate
by a visual inspection, if a problem comes and goes
when a board is flexed, there may be a cracked trace.
Try to localize the sensitive spot. A little fresh solder
can be flowed over all suspect connections and traces
to correct the fault.

Various pieces of special test equipment are avail-
able for troubleshooting digital circuits for logic
faults. Of course, the standard items such as a mul-
tinieter and oscilloscope are very useful. The logic
clip is a device that clips onto 14- or 16-pin dual-
inline ICs. It contains 16 LEDs, I for each IC pin.
It automatically locates the ground pin and the plus
(+) supply pin to energize itself. Some models will
work over a 4- to 18-V rc.nge and can be used with

TTL. LS flL. NMi S, and CMOS. Logic clips are
eas y to use and supiy a lot of information with one
quick and easy connection, A logic pidseris another
valuable tool; it is a penlike structure with a shai p
probe point, it is powered from the system under
test by using too e! leads. Some models will '.s on
over the 3- to lS-\ suppl y range and cover all the
popular lo g ic famillc . The output of a pa!scr is tn-
state. When its sss itch is pressed, it automa'icallv
drives a gate output or input from high to low or
from low to high. It has high source and sink cu-rent
capability and can therefore override output p 'unts
originally in the high or low states. It can be used in
conjunction with the clip to test flip-flops, lat es,
registers, etc. For example, the reset or preset pin
can be pulsed, and the clip will show whethee the
device outputs respond as expected. Or the ci k
input may he pulsed; the device should respond en-
less it is in an inhibited mode. Logic puisers are ko
used in conjunction with another penlike instrument,
the logic probe. A probe has a built-in light wI ch
glows brightly for logic highs dimly for invalld or
floating; it goes out for logic low. The pulser is often
placed on the gate input and the probe on the gate
output; this technique is called .sthnulus-response
testing. Or both p !ser and probe can be placed at
the same point to check for a short circuit to ground
or to the supply. If there is a short circuit, the probe
svill not blink Ns hen the switch is pressed on the
pulser. The low impedance of the short circuit will
not allow the pulser to change the status at that point.

Component-level troubleshooting may be more dif-
ficult with LSI and VLSI ICs. They can develop
subtle problems that affect one of many possible
input conditions. They may also develop timing prob-
lems that can only be seen on a multitrace oscillo-
scope. This is where your general knowledge of the
system block diagram is important. When you know
the function of a component and the way it interacts
with the system, \ot: will be able to pinpotnl the
trouble to one de', ice or a smat'r group of deviecs.
Substitution with a known good IC is a valid tech-
nique when the part is socketed. If the IC is soldered
in, it usually pays to take the time to verify as many
ioput conditions as possible before removing it. Ver-
ily all signals and power connections at the pins of
the des ice itself, including the ground pin(s). Use a
meter and measure from a circuit ground to the
ground pin of the device. You should measure 0 V.
Remember: circuit boards, sockets, and solderjoints
do fail.

If operation is erratic, investigate the possibility of
noise in parts of the circuit. Check all grounds and
shields on cables. Verify all connectors. A pulse of
only 20 ns can "glitch" a flip-flop or a register. The
osci l loscope is valuable sshen looking for glitches.
Also, logic probes contain pulse-stretching circuitry
and will produce a-'. isible flash for pulses as narrow
as 10 ns.

The process of CMOS troubleshooting is similar
to TTL an'! LSTTL trout-leshooting. Power supply
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regulation and ripple are tess critical, however. Re-
member the 30 and 70 percent threshold points when
taking readings. Also remember that the output
impedance of most CMOS gates is 500 11 whether
high or low. A load current of 2 mA will cause a IN
change (Ohms law). For example, if the gate is pow-
ered from 5 V and sourcing 2 mA, its output will be
4 V Careful handling is necessary when working with
CMOS parts and circuit boards that contain CMOS
parts. A board that is removed from the system must
he hand

l ed with the same caution exercised for han-
dling CMOS ICs (handling precautions were covered
in Chapter 2). One additional precaution is that the
power should be on lien connecting low-impedance

test equipment (such- as a pulse generétor) to CMOS
circuitry. Also, remove the test equipment before
turning the power off.

REVIEW QUESTIONS	 .

56. What is the allowable supply range for LS .
rrL?	 -  -

57. A ON reading on the output of an LS TTL
gate may indicate that the output circuit is

58. An open collector output measures 0 V when
it should be high. The pull-uprcsistor could be

CH..WTER REVIEII' LJESTIONS

11-1. Convert binary 10101111 to decimal.
11-2. Convert hex 3FID to decimal.
11-3. Convert decimal 98 to binary.
11-4. Convert decimal 3908 to hex.
11-5. Convert binary 100111110 hex.
11-6. Convert hex 3d I to binary.
11-7. Convert decimal 128 to BCD.
11-8. Name a nonweightedcode used in shaft

encoders -
11-9.	

-
11-9. Suppose that Gray 1000 is applied to the

input of Fig. 11-6. What isthe binary output? What
is the decimal vaiue of the output?

11-10. How many input combinations are there
for a six-input OR gate? How many rows of its
truth table will show a logic 0 output?

11-11. Two identical square waves are fed into
an exclusive OR gate. Nkhat is the output wave
form?

11-12. Assume a TTL f-K flip-flop with both J

and K floating. What is the Q output if a I-MHz
square wave is fed into the clock input?

11-13. How many flip-flops would be required
for a modulo 3 counter?

11-14. What is used to reduce the natural modu-
lus of a counter? Can this same technique be used
to increase the natural modulus?

11-15. Refer to Fig. 11-26. All four reset pins are
at logic 0. What mode is the IC in?

11-16. Refer to Fig. 11-26. All four reset pins are
at logic I. What mode is the IC in?

11-17. How many flip-flops will be required to
build a ring counter to control 16 events?

11-18. Refer to Fig. 11-34. How many connec-
tions to the display unit would be needed for an
eight-digit display?

11-19. What kind of logic circuit is needed to in-
terface a hexadecimal keypad to a digital control?

1120. Refer to Fig. 11-37. What is the logic state
of all outputs when no key is pressed?

11-21. Convert 10101 2 to its 2s complement form.

11-22. Multiply 10111 2 by 1001 2 and state your
answer in binary.

11 .23. Subtract 00001 from 10000, and report
your answer in binary.

11-24. An EPROM is both field-programmable
and field

11-25. How many minutes should an EPROM be
exposed to an ultraviolet source that produces
10 mi assuming the recommended dose is
IS \V scm?

11-26. What is the acronym fora nonvolatile
memory device that can be erased by a single elec-
trical pulse?

11-27. What are read. write memory devices pop-
ularly called?

11-28. Are ROMs volatile?
11-29. How may RAMs be protected from data

loss during power outages?
11-30. What should be added so that an LS TTL

gate can drive a CMOS gate operating from the
same supply?

11-31. When CMOS drives TT'L at the same sup-
ply voltage, a ________ resistor is required.

11-32. The CMOS inputs must never be allowed
to

11-33. A logic probe is applied to a gate output,
and the light glows dimly. The output is

11-34. A logic probe is applied to the ground pin
on an IC, and a dim light results. The problem is a
defective

11-35. A logic probe is applied to the Vc pin on
an IC, and the light goes out. The problem is a
defective

11-36. A CMOS gate is sinking 4mA. What out-
put voltage can be expected?

-
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ANSHERS TO REVIEW qvrSTiovs
I. forbidden 2. 400 mV 3. with lull fnouts 4. sink 5.032 V and 2.88 V 6. 1.8 V 7. no 8. no 9. 11011010
10. AND II. inclusive 12. no; prop	 tiurt delay 13. 30 its 14. waveform A 15. inverted (180 out of phase)16. it would not change 17. puit-up rcttstors 18. Q = 0ad NOT Q 	 0(invalid); race i. nothing 20. NAND21. yes: preset and clear 22. there is no window , (k samples on the clock edge) 2. 0.625 MHzr	 24. no; it is aripple counter 25: no (not in the BCD mode) 26. they are tn-stated 27. synchronous 28. no; the LO pins
29. asynchronous 30, two (0010) 31. 0000 32. on the first positive clock edge 33. Y6 (pin 9) 34. ground pin 3
and use Y0 through Y3 as outputs 35. use G2A or 62B as the input 36. 005013 37. 5010 38. true 39. 10 Hz;
230 Hz 40. no; yes 41. 101010 42.4: I 43. II 44. II; same 45. add three diodes 46.4 47. 8192 48. 8192
49. mask 50. 4 51. by using the pins twice with CAS and RAS 52. ECL 53. the N-channel trans i stor; low54. off 55. 5 V 56. 475 to 5.25 V 57. defective or short-circuited to ground 58. open

-= -- -	 - -	 -	
I



MICROPROCESSORS

Microprocessors are among the most elabo-

rate of all integrated circuits. They are '.erv
large scale integrated circuit illS!) desi'ces,
and some of the more sophisticated ones con-

tain oier 100,000 transistors. \!ost n nicroprO-

t-essors are housed in the 
-
familiar dual-inline

package and pin counts of 2S. 40, 45, and 64

are available. Microprocesso rs are often iden-

tified as 4-bit, 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit, according

to the size of the data bus. A 4-bit micropro-
cessor has four data pins, an 8-bit micropro-

cessor has eight data pins, and so on. The
larger micropracessors are more cos.tiv but

have the advantage of speed since the can

handle more bits at one time. The 8-bit units
are '.erv popular because the !.are fast enough
to handle the rnajorits of industrial applica-
(ions and are lo in coSt. This chapter will
deal main!'.' with the .iotorola .lC6809. which

is an 8-bit microprocessor-

12-1
OVERVIEW
Microprocessors are very powerful and flexible de-
vices. The y can be teamed up with support devices
such as memory chips, a keyboard, decoders, video
display de'.ices, a cathode ra y tube, a mass storage
device (disk or tape), and a power supply to form a
complete computer. Computers based on micropro-
cessors are called microcomputers. Microcomputers
are general purpose products. They can be config-
ured to serve in a '.vide range of applications such as
circuit analysis, word processing, games, data-base
management, planning, drafting and design, and a
host of others. Another wa y that microprocessors
can be used is in a specific application such as motor
control. When they are used this way they are called
dedicated microprocessors or rricrocontrollerS. This
chapter v. ill emphasize dedicated microprocessors
since they are so prevalent in the industrial environ-
ment.

Figure 12-1 sho'., some of the internal details of
the Motorola MC6809 microprocessor. It is consid-

ered to he one of the most powerful of all 8-bit mi-
croprocessors. Hov.e'. Cr. any industrial setting will
probably use s e N era!  tNpes. Much of what you learn
about the Mo:orc'ia MC6SO9 '.ill transfer to other
types of microprocessors. The arithmetic lo g ic unit

(ALU) is located near the center of the drawing in
Fig 12-1. it represents that section of the processor
that is used to perform all arithmetic, logic, and boo
lean operations. Just above the ALU. '.e find the
accumulators, which are each 8 bits wide and are
used to hold the intermediate and final results of the
various operations. Just below the ALU is the con-

dition code register (also called the flag register). it
is also 8 bits wide, and the various bits (flags) indicate
the status of the processor and give information
about carries, borrows, and related conditions crc-

• ated by ALU opertionS. The data register is a tern-
porar storage area for the data bus and connects to
various section, of the processor such as the de-

- coder. The decoder looks at instructions that come
into the processor on the data bus and sends infor-
mation to the control section. The controller routes
si gnals, times events, and sequences the various reg-
isters and circui t s . No A , let's look at the program

counter. It is 16 bits wide and connects to the address
recister and then on to the address bus, also 16 bits
wide. This gives the microprocessor 2 16 or 65,536
unique addresses, usually designated 64K, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 11.

Four other 16-bit registers are shown in Fig. 12-I.
These are the index and stack registers. These reg-
isters serve mainly as pointers to the 64K address
space. They are useful for setting up some sections
of memory as data tables and stacks. They are also
handy for moving sequential Sections of memory
around and as 14it counters or timers. The last
section of Fig. 12-1 to be considered is the direct

page register (DPR) This is an 8-bit register that
makes up the upper byte of a 16-bit address for one
of the addressing modes. The various addressing
modes " ill be d i scussed in a later Section.

Even though Fig. 12-1 is grossly simplified, it con-
tains more detail than most people need. Figure 12-2
shows a programmer's model of the MC6809 micro-
processor, which indicates those registers that are
usable by a programmer. The other internal details
are not necessary and are said to be transparent from
a user's standpoint. The prograrnmer'S model shows
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two 8-bit accumulators (accumulator A and acci.
mulator B)- The two accumulators can be used as
single 16-bit accumulator (accumulator D). It als
shows four 16-bit pointer registers and a 16-bit prc

-- --	 gram counter. The direct page register and the co r
dition code rester are shown, with each flag ider
tilled. The carry flag is set when some arithmetic c

•. shift operation generates a ninth bit. It is also Sc

when a larger number is subtracted from a smalle
number, indicating a borrow in this case. The flag
will be discussed in more detail in later sections C

this chapter.
The pinout of the MC6809 is illustrated b y Fi

12-3. Some of the pins are straightforward, such a
which is connected to ground; Vcc, which i

--connected to 5 V, and pins S through 31, whic
make up the address bus and the data bus. The at
dress pins are outputs only and are used by the m
croprocessor	 select the device or memory locatio

-to write data or to read data from. The data pin
are bidirectional and are used to transfer data byte
out of or into the processor. Pins 2, 3, and 4 at
interrupt inputs. They provide a way for an extern:
hardware device (perhaps a limit switch on a

o	
rube

arm) to signal to the process,-- that an itaportat

'-	 est and the lowest temperatures reached by this pro-
a	 cess. This is a trivial job for a microprocessor, but it

o	 will illustrate the software concept. Refer to Fig.
i-	 12-4, which shows a flowchart of the problem. Con-
i-	 structing flowcharts is usually the first step when

i-	 designing microprocessor software. Enter the chart
ir	 at the top where it is marked star!. Rectangles are

se

event which requires attention has occurred. Pins 5
and 6 are status outputs that reveal whether the pro-
cessor is in the normal or running mode, whether it
is servicing an interrupt, whether it is in the svn-
chrortization mode, or whether it is in the halt mode.

- Pin 32 is an output and indicates the direction of
transfer on the data bus. When the processor puts
information on the bus it is writing (pin 32 is low);
when it takes information from the bus it is reading
(pin 32 is high). Pin 33 is an input used to suspend
processor operation and allow another device to take
control of the buses for up to a maximum of 15 clock
cycles at a time. Pins 34 and 35 are outputs which
provide timing (clock) signals to the rest of the Sys-

tem. The Q clock si gnal phase leads the E clock
signal by 90. Generally, the E clock is used to syn-
chronize the other parts of the system. Pin 36 is an
input used by slow devic es to stretch the E and Q
clock si g nals to alioss more time for data access. Pin
37 is an input used to reset the processor. Pins 38
and 39 are connected to an external crystal that con-
trols the frequency of the internal clock oscillator.
Finally, pin 40 is an input that can be used to halt
the processor indefinitely. All pins will not be used

	

•	 in every application. For example, the halt--pin is
often tied to ±5 V Since it is active when low, this

	

-	 will preclude the halt condition.

	

-	 Microprocessors- can he used to control almost
- anything in industry. They are ver y flexible because

• they themdces are controlled by software. Software
- 

is a. groJp of instructions and data that directs the
- step-b% -step operation of he processor. All that is

often required for a rew application i5 ne software.
For example, suppose we want to USC a micropro-
cessor to control the temperature of some industrial
process. Also assume that we want to store the high-

 operation blocks in flowcharts. The first operation is

	

r	 to read the temperature. The next two operations

	

s	 Store the temperature just read into the low and high
if readings. This step initializes both values. Next, the

temperature is read again. Then it is compared to a
low- limit. Diamonds represent decision boxes in
flowcharts. Note that there are two exits from the

	

s	 first decision box. If the temperature is less than S70

	

h	 (the dollar sign is often used to si gnify a hexadecimal

	

I-	 number), we exit the box on the right and encounter

	

i-	 a turn on valve operation. If the temperature is equal

	

n	 to or greater than S70. we enter the next decision
box. The next decision box checks whether the tern-

	

s	 perature is greater than S90. If 	 is, the gas valve

	

-e	 must be turned off. At this point, , you should see that

	

al	 one of three paths must be taken. One path turns the

	

)t	 gas on, one path turns the gas off, and one path does

	

fl	 nothing to the valves.



4

Fig. 124 floch?rt for temperature contretter.

The next decision box in Fig. 124 checks whether
the temperature is lower than the previously stored
low reading. If it is, the reading is stored, because it
represents a new low reading. Next, the temperature
is compared to the previously stored high reading. if
it is greater, then a new high has been reached, and
it must be stored. The repeat box sends the program
flow back to take a new reading and make the same
decisions again. This program will repeat over and
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over as an endless loop until  halt signal.rperhaps
a reset signal or an interrupt, comes along There are
many possible variations, even in a simpie program
such as this one. For example, it is reaIl BOt nec-
essar to check for a high reading if it Ins been
decided that a new low has occurred. The flow from
the oc'eration box marked store low could go lothe
repeat box. Another variation is that the son,' read

temp. box could be moved to the botm of the
flowchart and replace the repeat box. The ba would
then leave this box and enter before the fist decision
box

It as mentioned that the temperature control pro-
grain shon in Fig. 124 is triial. It is triTial in that

I

t does not even begin to tap the poerda micro-
processor. Much more sophisticated control is pos-
ible. For example. the processor could also handle

Zisnition of the gas burner. It could mal yze the
exhaust gas and control the airfuel ratiekr better
efficiency ad reduced po l lution. Ày erage tempera-
tue could be calculated and stored, in addition to
hi gh and lo'.' values. A gas 110w meter could suppl
the processor with consumption data, aid cost re-
ports could be generated. A proportionalg as valve
could be used for tighter control of the process tem-
perature. Software anticipation" routines 	 re-
duce temperature overshoot and undersl. Safety
procedures could be added for overtempature con-
ditions. There are many: m nv such-ft&es that
could he added befo.re the iniropr.ocese

would be- -.
gin-approaching is limits. The sstern woald ben.- - -
to'iabor" onl y when the procesSor 'as satusv that
its ref'onse time for critcd actions strTered. The
clock rite of the MC6S)9 j.. I Ml-Iz. andon clock
c ycle takes . 1 .s. Ther

efore . the time raquired for
most opera:ions is very short. For example. reading
the temperature ill take 5 is. and 8 ss will be
required to execute a decision block. Also available
are an MC68A09. which runs at 1.5 MHz. and an
MC681309. sshich runs at 2 MHz.

Fisure 12-5 shovs some of the haidware that
would he required for the temperature catroller. A
solenoid-drien gas salre alIos the processor to
turn the gas off and on. By writing a I lo the latch.
the valve is turned on. Writing a 0 to the latch turns
the gas off. Note that DO (least significant bit of the
data bus) is sent to the latch for this purpose An
ana!og-to-digitui (AD) converter is used to change
the analog temperature signal to an 8-bk word. The
di g: -al output of the AD conserter is connected to
the data bus.

Memory is a key part of any microccatroller. The
memory holds the control program and also al]ov.s
data to be stored. Address decoders we placed on
the address bus so the processor can sect memory.
the AD converter, or the latch. Each device has a
unique address. Forexample. the addressoft.helatch
is SFF40. and the latch is selected (chip enable goes
lox) when that address appears on the bus. The
AT) converter is decoded for SFF4I aid is selected
"hen its address appears on the bus.

_- i -.-	-
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Fi, 12-5 5licr0proe -cUr temperature controller.

The memory in Fig. 12-5 starts at Sl000. The first
t\no fllena.cry locetions hold the lower temperature
limit (hex 70) and the upper temperature limit (hex
90). Since these are contained in memory . it would
be a simple matter to change them. This capability
is one of the key attributes of microprocessor-based
systems. The, next two locations are reserved for the
low temperature reading and the high temperature
reading. They are marked with a dash since the mem-
ory contents here will change as the program. runs.
The control program itself begins at hex $1004. and
the contents here are hex B6 or binary 10110110.
Remember, the microprocessor reads the binary con-
tents, and hex is simply a shorthand notation for
humans. B6 is an operation code (normally abbre-
viated OP-CODE). it tells the microprocessor to load
accumulator A .n ith the contents of the location spec-
ifed by the next two bytes in InOnlOr . Note that the
ndxt two bytes a re SFF and 541. This means that
accumuater A will he loaded from address SFF4I,
the eddres of the AID converter. It is very difficult

for humans to memorize Op-CODES such as B6.
A l so, the UP-( ODES vnry aflIO[Sk 0)0 -,.riou
of microprocessors. It is much easier to memorize
mnemonics (the first in is silent). The mnemonic for
load accumulator A is LDA.

Please note that the memory in Fig. 12-5 contains
constants, variable data, OP-CODES, and addresses.
How does the microprocessor know which is shich?
It doesn't. A microprocessor runs a fetch-execute
cycle. It must start by fetching an OP-CODE from
the correct address. In our example, the program
counter must contain S1004 when the first fetch oc-
curs. The contents of location S1004 are loaded into
the microprocessor and go on to the decoder since
the microprocessor is in a fetch phase. Then SB6 is
decoded, and the controller ins i de the microproces-
sor advances to the execute phase. It reads the next
two bytes in rnemërv and loads them into the address
register (refer to Fi n . 12-1). The address register now
coi1tait FF4 I, and the address bus shocvs that htt
pattern. The microprocessor completes the execute



phase of the cycle by loading the contents of the data
bus (the temperature) into the data register and then
into accumulator A. The program counter has,
now, been incremented to $1007, and this value is
transferred to the'address register. The next fetch
begins, and SB7 is loaded into the processor. The
OP-CODE for store accumulator A into the location
specified by the next two bytes in memory is B7.
Note that the next locations contain S 1and S02, so
the contents of accumulator A are stored in memolT
location $1002.

The third fetch phase begins at address SIOOA. The
OP-CODE there is the, same as for the prior fetch,
but the address information that follows is different.
so the contents of accumulator A are stored in lo-
cation S1003. The fourth fetch phase begins at SlOOD.
When executed. the AD converter is read again. The
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fifth fetch phase starts at SbOlO. Hex Si is the OP-
CODE for compare accumulator A with the contents
of the location specified by the next (' o bytes, which
are $10 and 500. Therefore, accumulator A is com-
pared with the . contents of memory location $1000,
which contains $70, the lower temperature limit. The
sixth fetch brings $25 into the decoder of the proces-
sor; it is the OP-CODE for branch if lower. if the
temperature is less than the lower lirnft $70, the pro-
cessor will branch to the instructions that store a SO!
to address SFF4O. This will turn theas on. If the
temperature is not less than Sb, the program flow,
will continue on to the next compare instruction that
checks whether the temperature is above the upper
limit.

What happens if a microprocessor fetches from
the wrong place? For example. suppose the program

USTLVG 12-1 TE\IPERATtRE-CONUtOL PROGR'M L1STL\'G

000
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
0024°
00250
00260
00270
00280
062 9K
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400

1000
FF41
FF40

1000
1001	 90
1002

.1003
1004 B6	 'FF4I
1007B7	 - 1002
IOOA B7	 '	 . 1003- -
	 1001) B6	 FF41

1010 UI	 '	 1000	 -
1013 2.5..	 .	 07
1015 BI	 1001
lOIS 22	 09
101A 20	 .	 OA
IOIC C6	 •01
bOlE F'?	 FF40
1021 20	 03
1023 7F	 FF40
1026 BI	 1002
1029 25	 07
102B BI	 1003
102E 22	 07
1030 20	 DB
1032 B7	 1002
1035 20	 F9
1037 B7	 1003
103A 20	 F4

0000
00000 TOTAL ERRORS
HIGH	 1003
LOW -	 1002
LTL	 1000
OFF	 1023
ON	 IOIC
READ IOOD
REPEAT 1030
SENSE FF4!
STH	 1037
STL	 1032
TEST	 1026
UTL	 bOO!
VALVE FF40

TEMP CONTROL PROGRAM
.0KG

SENSE	 EQU
VALVE	 EQU

LTL	 FCB
UTL	 FCB

LOW	 RMB

HIGH	 RMB
-LDA
-STA

STA
READ '	 '.	 .LDA

2	 CMPA
-	 BLO

CMP.A
-	 BHI

BRA
ON LDB

Sm
BRA

OFF	 CLR
TEST	 CMPA

BLO
CMPA
BHI

REPEAT	 BRA

STL	 STA
BRA

STH	 STA
BRA
END

51000
SFF4I .
SFF4O
570
590
SO!
501
SENSE
LOW
HiGH -
SENSE
LTL
ON
UTL
OFF
TEST
4501
VALVE
TEST
VALVE
LOW
STL
HIGH
STH
READ
LOW
REPEAT
HIGH
REPEAT
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LISTING 12-2 BASIC IEMPEHATLItE CON1I101, PflO(,R-\\I LISTING

iii Cl s: REM CLEAR CATHODE R'.Y TUBE
23 PRINT- I O,LOW F VP' REMPRINT LABEL ON C.R.T.
O PRINT' l,'tl(flH TEMP": RF\1 PRINT LABF1 (N CR T

40 -r -= PEEK(653451- REM READ 1 t-MPERAI [RE
fl TI - T: TH = T REM INflIA] I/F LOW AND HIGH VAI I FS
IJ PRiNT'S !40,STRS(1 I): REM SI OE TO C.R.T.

TO PRINT( 172,SI RS(TH): REM STORE TO C.R.T.
SOT - PEEK(65345). REM READ TEMPERXrURE

IF T<11' THEN POKE 65344,1: GOTO 110. REM TURN VALVE ON
103 IFT>I44 THEN POKE 65344,0: REM TURN VALVE OFF
110 IF T<TL THEN TL =-I- ELSE GOTO 130: REM CHECK FOR NEW LOW
120 PRINT@ I40,STRS(TL): REM PRINT NEW LOW ON C.R.T.
133 IF T>TH THEN TI-I =T ELSE Goro 150: REM CHECK FOR NEW HIGH
140 PRNT@ 172.STRS(TFI): REM PRINT NEW HIGH
ISO G01080; REM REPEAT

counter contains the address of the AID cons crIer,
and the fetch phase is begun. The processor has no
inherent intelligence and will attempt to decode
whatever h) to the converter happens to place on the
data bus. Obviousl . the results xvill be unpredict-
able When this happens, the ss stem crashes." Con-
trol is usa!l' lost. and a re S et is tcuiied to Teore
operation. It is the responsihiIit of the programmer
to arrange memory contents so that OP-CODES are
fetched s' hen they are supposed to he. The program
must also begin operating at the correct place. If the
program in Fig. 12-5 is executed startin g at SI000.
unpredictable results will occur and the S\ stem ss ill
crash. A cra s h will not damage the processor or the
memory des ices, Out it could cau s e severe conse-
quences in the indust al environment. For example.
the gas valve could he turned on and stay on indefi-
nitely.

It should be obvious by now that a microprocessor
is worthless without a program to run. Programs are
softw are, and softss re is required for any micropro-
ccr applicatin ven the most trisial. How is
software \kritten l The firs', -top is a flowchart. The
next step is a conversion to machine code i9s and
Is). This can he done by learning the instruction set
of the microprocessor and then looking up all the
OP-CODES. The OP-CODES are placed into mem-
ory alon g with the correct addresses and data: this
is called hand assenzblv. It is error-prone and labo-
rious. A better way to pro gram in machine language
is to use a computer program called an editar'ase,n-
b/er. Listing 12-I shows the printout from an editor;
assembler used to generate the code for the temper-
ature control program. The editor allows labels that
"make sense" to be as s i gned. The labels help doc-
ument the program and make it more readable by
people. The assembler "knows" all the mnemonics,
so theme is no need to lo lip OP-CODES. Use of
an edit rssemljfer is a eia.-,t step a3ve haad assern-
blv. Another alicia tise is to use a hich-lesel lan-
guage s uch as BASIC to s'rite the control program.

This will work only if the control computer has high-
level-language capabilities. Listing 12-2 shows a
BASIC program that accomplishes the same temper-
ature control as the machine language program. It is
complete with remark (REM) statements that help to
document the program and make it easy for a human
to under stand - Read the listing and ee how it com-
pares with the flowchart. Don't forg et to cons cit the
decimal alties in the BASIC program to hexadeci-
mal so that our comparisons make sense.

BASIC is much easier to learn than machine lan-
guage. Several versions of BASIC that have been
enhanced for industrial applications are available.
Although it is easier to read than machine language.
it cannot be run unless the microcomputer has this
capability. Most dedicated industrial controllers do
not. It also adds overhead to the system. BASIC
itself is a program and lakes up a significant amount
of memory space. Last but not least. BASIC is very
slow when compared to machine language. The ma-

ne language temperature control program runs
over- 11,0 times f:-.t.r than the BASIC control pro-
gram. (his characteristic is not important in the sim-
ple temperature control program, but speed is very
important in many other industrial applications.

REIIEIF QUESTIOXS
1. Motorola also manufactures a 16-bit micropro-

cessor with 24 address pins. How many memory
locations can it directly access?

2. Another name for the condition code register
is the	 register.

3. The MC6S09 index and stack registers have
bits.

4. The MC6809 has two ______ bit accumula-
tors.

5. Refer to Fig. 12-5. If accumulator B contains
$itl. -,% hat happens when it is stored to address
SFF-iJ?



6. lftFtg. 12-5, B6 at memory location S1004 is
an example of a(n) --

7. Could the program of Fig. 1-5 be run out of
ROM? Why?

12-2
ADDRESSING MODES
The MC609 micre'rocesor uses six basic address-
ing modes: inherent. immediate, extended, direct,
indexed, and relat i ve. This section describes each of
these modes. In each description, the term effecti%'
address indicates the actual address in memory

here data w ill he fetched or stored or where instruc-
tion processing Nk i)! proceed. Some of the addressing
modes require an extra bs te after the OP-CODE to
provide the required adit-essing information. This
b'.te is called a pohhvte-.

Inherer.t addressing isaso carted in:plied address-

ing because the effective address is impltcit in the
instruction itself. For example. one of the MC6809
instruction mnemonics is ABX. which adds accu-
mulator B to the X re gister and places the sum in
the X register. No additional address information is
required since it is inherent in the instruction itself.
Another example is DAA. which is a decimal addi-
tion adjustment to accumulator A. It is used to cor-
rect thc sum in the accumulator after binary-coded
decimal numbers have been added: Some instruc--
tions have an inherent mode to other
addr-assin g modes: The n:nemoric CLR stends for

- -- clear: when it is used to clear accurnu(ator A or B.
the addressing mode is inherent. Hoss ever. xc hen
Is used to clear some mernots location, one of the
other addressin g modes must be used.

The immediate addressing mode places the oper-
and (data) in one or two memorylocations imrnedi-
ately following the OP-CODE. This mode is used to
provide constant data that do not change during
opation of the program. As stated. LOA is the
mnemonic for load accumulator A. If the immediate
addressing mode is used, the ned hte after the OP-
CODE for LDA must contain the data that are to be
loaded into accumulator A. Let's look at a short
program se gment that uses immediate addressing to
load accumulator A with hex Fl. accumulator B with
hex 7E, and the X register with hex A09E:

Memory Location	 Hex Ctents Mnemonic
2000	 86	 LDA

2001	 Ft

2W2 	C6	 LDB

2003	 7E

	

SE	 LDX

A
2L6	 9E

Note that tv.o bytes follow the OP-CODE for LDX.
the mnemonic for load index register X. Since this
is a 16-bit register, two data bytes must immediately
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follow the OP-CODE in memory. The preceding pro-
gain could be shortened by I bste by using
a load accumulator D (LDD) instructionin place of
the LDA and LDB instructions. Recall that accu-
mulator D is a combination of accumulators A and
B. The OP-CORE for LDD immediate is CC. There-
fore. SCC follov,ed b y SF! and then by SE v.ould
produce the same result.

One form of immediate addressing uses a posthvte
to determine shich two registers 'a ill be manipu-
lated. Table 12-1 shov. s how the pstbte mut be

formed for the exchange and transfer instructiots.
Exchange i5 a swap operation. For example. if ac-
cumulators A and B are exchanged. each will contain
what the other contained prior to execution of the
instructiQn. A program segment to swap the -accu-
mulators and then the index registers fol!os:

Memor y  Location	 ties Contents Mnemonic
IF	 EXG

2009	 1 	 EXG

2000'.	 12

Note that the same OP-CODE is used for both ex-
change instructions- It is the postb;te in each-case
that tells the processor which two resters are to b e -

exchanged.-
- The.irancfer o,ceritrion copies the source -reds:er

- .ino the destination re gisIr. Both regisser, will coo- .
the same data after the instruction is ee-cutd. - -

The b/hay. Hg program se gment transtors accum.a-

	

- tar A into the direct page .register and the S stack 	 - -
pointer in:o the U stack pointer:

\iemors Location	 Hex Contents Mnemonic
200B .	 IF	 TFR

200C	 8B

200D	 IF	 TFR

200E	 43

The source and destination must he in the proper
order. 'fable 12-I shows that the source code makes
up the upper half of the postbte and that the desti-
nation code makes up the lower half of the postbvte.
The code for the S pointer register is binarx 0100
(hex 4). and the code for the U pointer register is
binary Oul I (hex 3). Therefore, the correct posthte
to transfer S to U is hex 43. Only registers of the
same size should he manipulated b) the exchange
and transfer functions.

Table 12-2 shov.s how the postbte is formed for
push and pull instructions. These instructions are for
saving (or recalling) the contents of one or more of
the microprocessor registers in a special area of
memory called the stack. A push operation will save
the register(s) to m emory. and a pull will load the
reeister(s) from memory. There are two 16-hit stack
pointers in the MC6809. Let's look at a program
segment that Will store all of the internal registers.
except the program counter, to the memory stark
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T1BLE 12-1 POSTBITh EQHM\TION FOR
FXCRANGE AND TRANSFER INSTBUC11ONS

	

b7	 b6	 hS	 b4	 b3	 LZ	 hi	 bO

S OUR	 RI	 0 EST INAT ION (R2)

	

Code	 Register	 Code	 Register

	

. 0	 D (A: B)	 0101	 Program counter

	

003!	 X index	 1000	 A accumulator

	

0310	 Y iniex	 IOU!	 B accumulator

	

0311	 U stack pointer	 1010	 Condition code

	

0103	 S stack pointer	 1011	 Direct page

pointed to by the U register and then load the reg-
isters from the memory stack pointed to by the S
register:

Memory Location 	 hex Contents	 Mnemonic
200F	 36	 PSHU
2010	 7F
2011	 35	 PULS
2012	 7F

Table 12-2 shows that bit 6 of the postbte. if set,
ill cause either S or V to be pushed or pulled. If U

is the pointer, then S will he pushed or pulled. If 
is the pointer, then U will be pushed or pulled. The
pro g ram segment shows a postbyte of S71`: thereiot-c
hit 6 is set. The PSHU j,js(r-fjo,t will store the S
register on the memory stack. The PULS instruction
will load the U register from the memory stack.

Ex:e i gd addressing locates the effective address
in he L ,, o by tes following the OP-CODE. Suppose

need a program segment that loads accumulator
A from memory location S45E1, loads accumulator
B from location S5021, and then stores the X register
at locations S8000 and S8001:

Memory Location	 lies Contents	 Niti,,-onics
3013	 B6	 tDA
:014
2015	 El
2016	 F6	 LDB
017	 50

2018	 21
2019	 BE	 STX
201A	 SO
201 	 00

Even though the X register is a 16-bit register, only
he first address b te is specified. The microproces-
sor will store the upper byte in location $8000 and
the lower byte in location $8001.

Direct addressing uses a combination of the direct
Pa.— register and a sin g le by te followin g the OP-
CODE to farm the effective address of the operand.
For example. if the direct page re g ister contains $90

'fABLE 12-2 POSTOYTE FORM.Vt1OX FOR PUSH
AND PULL INSTRUCTIONS

b7	 1)6	 bS	 b4	 h3	 b2	 hi	 bO

PC	 - Progr.ui: cour,tcr
S'U	 Hardware/User stack pointer
Y	 Y index register
X	 = U index register
DP	 = Direct page register
B	 B accumulator
A	 = A accumulator
CC	 = Condition code register

and the byte following the OP-CODE is $45, the
effective address is $9045. The total memory range
of the microprocessor can be thought of as 256 pages
of 256 bytes each. The direct page register always
points to one page of memory. When quite a bit of
data must be accessed front one page, the direct
mode provides faster access to the locations in that
page if the direct page register is pointing there. The
following progratn segment uses immediate address-
ing to load accumulator A with S90, transfers it to
the direct page register, and then uses direct address-
ing to load both accumulatois from that page:

Methocv Location tIes Contents	 Mnemonic
201C	 86	 LDA
2011)	 90
201E	 IF	 TFR
2OlF	 SB
2020	 96	 LDA
2021	 45
2022	 D6	 LDB
2023	 99

Aurnulator A is loaded front 	 S9045, and

	

3":unajlator B is loaded front 	 59099.
The indexed addressing mode uses one of the 16-

bit pointer registers X, Y, S. U, and sometimes the
program counter) in the calculation of the effective
address. There are several variations within the in-
dexed mode, which include constant offset, accu-
mulator offset. autoincrement, autodecrement, indi-
rect, extended indirect, and program counter
relative. The indexed addressing modes are the most
powerful and are among the key features of the
MC6809 microprocessor.

The constant offset indexed mode uses a postbyte
to identify the pointer register and the offset size.
The offset sizes available are zero offset, 5-bit offset,
8-bit offset, and 16-bit offset. Table 12-3 shows the
postbyte formation for the indexed addressing
modes. A postbyte of binary 11100100 (SF4) means
that the offset is zero and the S register will point to
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TABLE 12-3 POSTB\TE FOR.\LATION FOR INDEXED ADDRESSING MODES

Mode Type

Constant offset from register (twos complement offset)

Accumulator offset from register (Lws complement offsetl

Auto increment!decrement from resister

Constant offset from program counter

Extended indirect

Variation

No offset.
5-Bit offset
8-Bit offset
16-Bit offset
A accumulator offset
B accumulator offset
O accumulator offset
Increment by I
Increment b y 2
Decrerlient t- y I
Decrement b 2
8-Bit offset
16-Bit offset
16-Bit addre'

Direct

IRROOIOO
	

IRRI0
ORRnnnnn
	 Defaults to 8-bit

IRROI tOO
	

IRRI l('OO
1RROIOOI
	

kRRIIZtI
IRROO 110
	

I RR 10110
IRROOI 01
	

1RRIOIOI
IRROIOI t
	

I RRI H 11
IRROX00
	

Not RlIaw
IRRC'XOl
	

lRRI0t
IRR20010
	

Not aord
1R,R000I I
	

lRRl)t I
lxXoI 100
	

lxx II 100
txxoi tot
	

IXXIIIOt
10011111

ILStt.

the effective addres .A 5-bit offset can be contained
in the postbyte in 2s complement form. The total
range of a 5-bit 2s complement offset' —16 :o - IS.
The effective address wPrl be ansshere from 16 less
to Ii more than the contents of-the pointer register-
For example, a postbyte of binar% 00001111 (SOF)

• means that the effective address will be decienal 15

greater than the-contents of the X reg ister if the

most si gnificant bit (hit 4) of the offset is r. th e Offset

is negative and the effective address will he less than
the contents of the pointe. register.

Eight-bit offsets cannot fit into the potb ..te and

are contained in an offset We that folloss tne post.
byte. These are also in 2s complement form for a
total decimal range of - 128 to + 127 added to the
contents of the pointer register. As an example, the
postbyte binary 10101100 (SAC) folIo\sed h. $3S
means that the effective address is 538 (decimal 56)

greater than the contents of the Y re g ister. If the
most significant bit of an 8-bit offset is high. the offset
is negative and the effective address will be less than
the contents of the pointer register. Sixteen-hit off-
sets are also in 2s complement form and provide a
decimal range of —32.768 to ±32.767 added to the
Contents of the pointer register. They are contained
in 2 bytes following the poatbyt.

Accumulator offset uses the contents of accumu-
lator A, B. or D added to the pointer register to
calculate the effective address. The number in the
accumulator is treated as a 2s complement number;
if the most significant hit is high, the numer is neg-
ative. In this case, the effective address v.ilI be less
than the contents of the pointer register. Neither the
contents of the pointer register nor the accumulator

is affected by the calculation. Table 12 .3 sho.ss how
to form the postbyte for accumulator offset indexed
addressing.

The atitoincrement indexed mode works by deter-

mining the effective address from the desired pointer
register and then incrementing the pointer b: I or 2.

The autodecrement mode frs, subtracts ow or two
from-the desired pointer rester and then produces
the effective address. These modes are o\vn as
postincrementing and predecrerneting. They are ex-
tremely valuable modes for moving lists or tables of

- data from one area of memory to another. Table
12-3 shows bow the postbles are formed fo r these

addressing mode.	 -
The indirect addressing mode points to Two meOF-

ory locations, which contain the address of the op-
.erand. For example, suppose the postbvte is hinar.
10010100. and the X register contains S78CE. Table
12-3 show s that this posthyte is for zero effiet. in-
direct with register X serving as the poter. The
microprocessor will fetch the contents of S78CE and
S78CF, not as the operand but as the effective ad-
dress of the operand. if memory location SSCE con-
tains SOT and location 578CF contains SA& then the
operand will be fetched from memory location
$01A4. In extended indirect, the effective address is
located at the address specified by the two bytes
following the postbyte. Suppose the postb!te is S917.
which specifies extended indirect and is fowed b
S23 and then SI?. The contents of memory location
S2312 and S2313 will form the effective aress.

Pro grant counter relative addressing uses the pro-
gram counter as the pointer with either an 8-bit or a
16-bit 2s complement offset. The offset is added to
the program counter to form the effective address.
Table 12-3 shows the postbvtes for propm counter
relative addressing. Either one or two cKset btes
must follow the postbyte.

The last addressing mode is the relative 6ddressin2'

mode, which is used when branches from the current
instruction location to some other location are de-
sired. The branches are relative to the program coun-

ter. When the test of a branch condition isirue, either
a I- or a 2-byte relative address is a4ed to the
program counter. The relative address is in 2s com-
plement form, allowing both forward ang backward
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progrom branches. A l-b to relative address is called

a 5i:o't brand; and allows a total range of - 128 to
127. A -bte relative address is called a long

iro'ch and provides a toLd sa of - 3.C5 to

—32,767. The folloing prog ram seement illustrates

loOve drsstn, can be ecd to make tId

p13_lam branch backward a nutt.ber of times until
some condition is met. In this application, it is used

to send 64 pulses to an output port:

\lemor) Location Hex Contents
	 Mnemonics

2023
	

SE
	 LOX

2025
	

FF
2026
	 40

2027
	

so
	

LDA

2028
	

tIl

2029
	

Co
	

LDB

202 A
	 40

202B
	

A7
	

STA

20'C
	

54

2011)
	

OF
	

CLR

201E
	

84
202F
	

5 A
	 DECB

2030
	

26
	 BNE

2031
	

F9

This program segment uses the immediate ,sddi es'ing
mode to load the mde re g istel with the address 01
the output port and to load accumulator A will) Sot -
It also uses the immediate mode to load aecumulalol
B with S40 (decimal 64), which is the number of
output pulses. Nest. it stores accumulator A by using
the zero offset indexed mode (note the posthtc. of
S 84). Then it clears the same location again, by using
the zero offset indexed mode. The output is pulsed
by storing 1 and then clearing it. Accumulator B is

- then decreinenied (DECB), and a branch if not equal

to :ero (BNE) instruction follows. Note that SF9
follows the BNE instruction: it is the relative ad.

It will cau s e a backw ard branch to the STA
:n;cuctloit every time the BNE test is true thus.
the program will loop back and continue pulsing the
output port until accumulator B is decremented to
zero. When it does equal zero, the processor will
fetch the next OP-CODE from address 52032.

How does the relatise address cause a backward
branch to S202B? The program counter is pointing
to 52032, which is the address for the next fetch.
When the branch test is true, the ALU of the micro-
processor adds the relative address to the program
counter to form the-effective address. Let's subtract
the destination address from the source address to
determine the backward branch:

S2032	 SOURCE ADDRESS
S0213	 DESTINATION ADDRESS

S07	 DIFFERENCE

Since SB is ireater than S2, we must borrow from
the next column. Smnc we are s.orkng in hexadec-

imal, the borrow adds decimal 16 to the first column.
Because 10 -f 2	 18 and hex 11	 ii, the difference
is S07. Now we can see that the ALU must subtract
7 from the program counter. This in the ritnee of,"
short I'm anch, and the relative addi 055 will be I b IC.

We k; ned in the oreviouS chapi. r that ssibtractibn
mnsy b.' accomplished b y changing the subtrahend to

a 2s complement number:

07 - HEX RELATIVE ADDRESS

00000111 - BINARY VALUE
11111000 - ONESCOMPLE'.IENT

+1

111 11001 - TWO'S COMPLEMENT
P9 - HEX VALUE

Relative addresses are always in 2s complement
form. When the most significant hit is high, a back-
ward bianch will occur. When the most significant
hit is low, a forward branch will occur.

RE I JE (V QUESTIONS

8. One of the MC6809 instructions is MUL. It
multiplies accumulator A times accumulator B and
places the result in accumulator D. What address-
ing mode does this instruction usc

9. The immediate addressing mode is used to
load accumulator B. How many pet and bytes
must follow the OP-CODE?

10. Refer to Table 12-I. What he'. posthyte must
follow the EXG OP-CODE to swap the S and U
registers?

II. Refer to Table 12-I. What hex postbyte must
follow the TFR instruction to tran s fer the DP regis-
ter to accumulator B?

12. Refer to Table 12-2. Determine the hex post-
b)te required to pull the CC register from the
stack.

13. Refer to Table 12-2. Assuming a postbyte of
S-SO. which register(s) will be saved to the stack by
a PSHU operation?

14. Re fer to Table 12 .3. What hex postbyte is re-
quired to use the 16-bit offset indexed direct ad-
dressing mode with the Y register serving as the
pointer? What must follow the postbyte in this
case?

15. Refer to Table 12-3. What hex postbyte Will
be required to select the autoincrcment by one di-
rect indexed addressing mode with the X register
serving as the pointer When will the X register he
incremented?

12-3
INST11UC1'ION SET
The Motorola MC6809 microprom-ess01 has 59 differ-
cn^ \Vhert these are combined with all
of the asailahle addressing modes, well over lOuO
different opermesens ate posihic. The instruction set
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can be funcI ionally divided into five cate gories 8-hit
accumulator and memory instructions, 16-bit accu--
mulatOr and memory instructiOnS, index register and

stack pointer ins
t ructions, branch instructions, and

miscellaneous instructions.	 -
Before the instructions are examined, a short dis-

cussion of signed and unsigned numbers is appropri-
ate. Suppose the bit pattern in an accumulator or
some memory location is 11010011. Vhat decimal

Itnumber does this pattern represent?  is a matter of
interpretation if the program deals only with positiv

(unsigned) numbers, 
it repreSents 211 decimal. 

ever, if the program deals with signed nuntbers. t

represents —45 decimal. Negative numbers are rep.
resented in 2s complement form, and the most sig-
nificant bit must be high. Please note that the micro-
processor treats all numbers in the same way. It
the programmer's responsibility to decide ssbat a par-
ticular bit pattern means.

TableTable 12-4 shows the 8-bit accumulator and mern-
cry instructions. There are two t pes of addition

instructions. The first t ype shown in the table is odd

with carry. This instruction adds a byte from memory
to the contents of one of the accumulators plus the
contents of the carry flag. If a prior operation has set
the carry flag. then the sum- sill be I greater than -
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the memory contents plus the accumulator contents.
The second type of add iflstlUCtlOfl in the table does
not add the carry flag. If microprocessors were lim-
ited to 8-hit arithmetic, they wOuld not be adequate
for many applications. The add with carry instruction

allows mu!t iple . precisidh arithmetic. MulTiple preci-

sion addinort allows both the augend and addend to

be represented by multiple bytes. The least sinifi-

cant bytes of the augend and addend are added first
by using the add instruction. The carry flag ma or

may not he set h) this operation. Then the isso ne'.t
most significant bytes are added. using the add ssith

carry instructiO n, and so must all subsequent htes.
Thus, the precision is limited by availabe memory
and time. It should he obvious that multiple precision
operations take more time than single .bte opera-

tions.The ANDA and ANDB instructions shoan in Ta-

ble 12-4 r.erforni a logical AND ssith the accumulator

contents and some memory location and store the
result in the accumulator. Logical AND rig can be

used to strip hits off a byte: ie. the loser 4 bits of
the ASCII codes for decimal numbers 0 through 9
are weighted to correspond to the numeric value. B

st ripping off the upper 4 bits. the correct hinar .alue
results. To convert ASCII 0 through 9 to hina. the

-	 '\tULATOH \D ME\IOB\ lXSTRC0NS

-. -	
-	 r-IB1-E 12—I 8BlT ACCU	 -	

Description
Instruction	 .	 ..

.ADCA. ADCB
ADDA, ADDB
.ANDA. ANDB
ASL. ASLA. ASLB
ASR. ASRA. ASRB
BITA, BITB
CLR, CLRA, CLRB
CMP.A, CMPB
COM, COMA, COMB

DAA
DEC, DECA DECO
EORA, EORB
EXG RI. R2
INC. INCA. INCB
LDA. LDB
LSL. LSLA. LSLB
LSR. LSRA. LSRB
MU
NEG, NEGA, NEGB
OR--\, ORB
ROL, ROLA, ROLB
ROR, RORA, RORB
SBCA, SBCB
STA,STB
SUBA, SUBB
1ST, TS FA, TSTB
TFR RI, R2

	

Add rnerflOr to accumulator 	 ss,:h carr'	 -

	

Add rem,',- to accumulatoc	 -
Add memor sith accumulaor
Arithmetic shift of accumulator or rnerflOr left
Arithmetic shift of accumulator or memor)
Bit test memory ssith accumulator
Clear a;cumoIator or memor) location -
Compare memor) from accumulator
Complement accumulator or memor) location
Decimal adjust A accumulator
Decrement accumulator or memor) location
Exclusive or memory with accumulator
Exchange RI with R2 (RI. R2 = A. B. CC. DPI
Increment accumulator or memory location
Load accumulator from memor)
Logical shift left accumulator or memor) location
Logical shift right accumulator or memory location

	

Unsigned multiply IA x B	 Di

Negate accumulator or memor)
Or memory ith accumulator
Rotate accumulator or memor) left
Rotate accumulator or memory right
Subtract memory from accumulator %ith borro'-.

Store accumulator to memory
Subtract memory from accumulator
Test accumulator or memory location

	

Transfer RI toR2(Rl.R2	 A.B. CC, DP)
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ASCII code can be ANDed with SOF (binary
00rQi III i. '[he SUE is called a inaik and rips off
(sets to (.) the upper 4 hits of the ASCII code. Con-
serelv. °e ORA and ORB instructiorm sho"n in ;he

car he used to cons cit binary to ASCII. fho-
v'dU ft.t the binary nurn'-er in the accum'dator is
00001001 (decimal 9) or les. oRin g with 830(binary
00! 10000t will set the 2 bits necessary to convert to
ASCII.

The o-Z;/inreiic shift left instructions in Table 12-4
shift the contents of an accumulator or some memory
location teft b y one bit poition. Bit 0 is cleared and
hit 7, the MSB, shifts into the carry flag. Whatever
was in the carry flag is lost. This operation has the
effect of doubling the value of the accumulator or
memory location op until the point where bits are
shifted out and lost. For example, suppose the ac-
cumulator contains binary 00010110 before the shift
left. This is equal to decimal 22. The accumulator
will contain 00101100 after a shift left which is equal
to decimal 44. Another shift left will produce
01011000. which is equal to decimal 88, and so on.
The (njti 'netic s/nfl right instructions shown in the
table sh i ft the number to the ri ght. Bit 0 is shifted
into the carr y flag, and the prior content of the flag
is lost. Bit 7 does not change. This preserves the sign
af the number 'ince the most significant hit is the
-i g n hit .-. hen 2s complement interpretation is ti-ed.
if iti, wt. the number is nccati\e. If it is clear.

a niNe .	posi Ii' e. br e \ ample:

lOIic;000	 CON FENTS BEFORE .ASR
11010100	 CONTENTS AFTER .ASR

In 2s Cu. inpienient interpretation, both of the preced-
ing numbers are ne gative. To find the magnitude of
each number. inser t es er hit and add I

10101(i) — TWO'S COMPLEMENT FORM
01010111 - INVERT

–I — ADD ONE

0101 k 'M3 - MAGNITUDE (decimal 88)

I i011b.uu — TWO'S COMPLEMENT FORM
00101011 — INVERT

–1 —ADDONE
00101: 0	 MAGNITUDELDE (dccimal 44)

In 2s complement interpretation, the number is equal
to neca:ive 88 before the shift and is equal to negative
4 after the shift.
The 1. dc s hitIr left operations in Table 124 do

exactl y :he same thing as the arithmetic shift left
instruct:ns alread y discussed. Motorola made this
accommodation to make the MC6809 compatible

-	 '.sith a rnnernonic used for art earlier microprocessor.
the \1Crc0O. The logic s/:ij3 riIrz (LSR) operation,

• hosseser is different from the arithmetic shift richt.
TheLSR dues not pre s erve the si gn hit. AU is shri-ted
into bit - j rtsted. Bit 0 is 'h j fted into the carry flag
as it is	 r the ASR operutin.

Some microrroce 5 sor o perations do not produce

any results ether than setting or clearing the appro-
priate flags. The BITA and lii lB operations in Table
12-4 are examples. These operations perform the log-
ical AND of the accumulator contents with sense
memory location but piodnee no change in accu-

or nernotv cc'nteat. '1 ne only result is thatt
hree fla gs are affected. Ft '. the V flag is always

cleared by this operation. Second. the N flag is set
if the AND operation sets the most significant bit:
otherwise it is cleared. The N flag is the negative
flag. Third, the Z flag is set if the result of the AND
operation is binary 00000000; otherwise it is cleared.
The Z flag is the zero flag. The bit test instructions
are often used to test I hit of some memory location
to see whether it is high or low. For example, the
accunaulaloi can be loaded with SO! to test the least
significant hit of a memory location. If the bit is high,
the Z flag will be cleared. If the bit is low, the Z flag
will be set.

The CMPA and CMPB instructions also produce
no results other than setting or clearin g the appro-
priate flags. The compare instructions subtract the
contents of some memory location from one of the
accumulators. The N flag is set if the result is nega-
tive, The Z flag is set if the result is zero. The C flag
is set it' a borrow is generated. Finally, the V flag is
et if an os erfiow occurs An orerfi,iuu - refers to 21

complement overflow and not to a boriow (or a
carry ). For example, if a negatise number is sub-

tracted from a positis e number, the result should be
positive. Let's look at an example of ss hat can hap-
pen:

01011111 - ACCUMULATOR
- 10101010 - MEMORY

10110101 — RESULT OF THE CMP
OPERATION

Note that the accumulator contains a positive num-
ber (the most significant bit is 0) and that the memory
location contains a negative number (the most sig-
n [ ficant 's[t it. hIoa ever. thr result is negative since
its mostsi g nflcaut bit is 1. In mis case, the compare
instruction skill set the V flag since 2s complement
overflow has occurred. It s ill also set the C flag since
a borrow has also occurred. Tsso's complement over-
flow can occur in other operations as svell. For ex-
ample, two positive numbers can be added and pro-
duce a neetise result because of a carr y into the
sign bit Ibit 7. This will also set the V flag.

The test instruction ( TST) shown in Table 12-4 also
produces no results other than in the flag register. It
subtracts zero from some memory location or one of
the accumulators, it alwa y s clears the V flag. It sets
or clears the N and Zflags according to the results.
The complement operation (COM) does produce a
result: it replaces the contents of one of the accu-
mulators or a memor y location w ith its Is comple-
macnt value. The negate operation (NEG) produces
the s complement value. The rotate rig/ri instruction
;ROR) rotates all of the His (memory location or
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TABLE 12-5 iB-BIT ACCUMU1AT011 AND MEMORY INSTRUCI1ONS

Instruction	 Description	 -

dd memory to D accumulator

CMPD_	
Compare memory from D accumulator

EXG D. R	 Exchange D ith X, V. S. U, or PC

LDD -	 Load D accumulator from memory	 -	 - -

	

- SEX	
Stgn Extend B accumulator into A accumulator 	 -

STD	 Store  accumulator to memory

SUBD	
Subtract memory from B accumulator	 -

TFRD.R	 Transfer DtOX..S,U, 0rPC	-

TFR R. D	 Transfer X. V. S. U. or PC to D

accumulator) right throtih the carry flag. Bit 0 is 	
the effective address from the indexed addressing

placed in-the carry flag, and the carry flag is placed 	
mode and place an address in one of the 16-bit

in bit 7. This instruction simulates a circulating shift 	
pointer registers. The calculations that can 	 per

register with 9 hits. The rotate left instructn (ROD	 formed include adding or subtracting 5-. 8-. or 16-bit

is similar, but the direction of rotation is reersed. 	
constants: adding or subtracting the contents of one

Table 12-5 shows the 16-bit accumulator and mern- 	
of the 8-bit accumulators and adding or subtracting

ory instructions. Accumulator D can be added, 	
the contents of the D accumulator.

loaded, stored, subtracted, transferred, compared, 	
The branch instructions are shown in Table 12-7. -

and exchanged. When used in conjunction with ex- 	
The simple branches test only one flag. For example.

ternal memory, two consecutive memory b ytes s; ill	 the branch equal zero instruction (BEQ) tests she

he affected. The sign extend operation (SEX) trans-	
Z flag. If it is set. the branch is implemented by

forms a 2s complement 8-bitvalue in accumulator B 	
fetching the relative address and adding it to the

into a-2s complement 16-bit value in the D accumu-	
program counter. The shod branch instructions use

b	
--

lator. For example. suppose accumulalor B contains - a i-byte relative address: the long ranch ins 
C-

- 
nary -11001001 (SC9) before the SEX operatifl- - 	

tions. such as LBEQ. use a 2-byte relatve address.

- - This represents 55 decimal in 2s complement	
Some of the sigaed bran

c hes use a more involvedbi 

After the SEX operation. the •D accumulator will	 test of the flag register- The bran 	 -

contain 1111111111001001 (SFFC9), which is the 16- 	
zero BGT) chechs three flags and is implemented

hit 2s complement representatiOn of 55 decimal.	
only when the N and \' flags are equal and the Zag

Table 12-6 lists the index and stack pointer instruc-	
is zero. The BGT branch is used after a subtract or

tions. The pointer registers can be loaded, stored, 	
compare operation to alter pram flow Len the

compared The four 	
signed register contents are greater than the signed

transferred, exchanged. and 
load effective address instrucüoflS (LEA) calculate	 memory operand . You should note that some of the

'L-lBLE 12-6 INDEX AND STACK POJVrEB INSTRUCTIONS

Instruction	
Description

CMPS ' CNIPU	 Compare memory from stack pointer

CMPX. cMPY	
Compare memory from index register

EXGRI,R2
LEAS, LEAU	 Load effective address into stack pointer

LEAX. LEAY	 Load effective address into index register

LDS, LDU	 Load stack pointer from memory

LDX, LDY	 Load index register from memory

PSHS	 Push A, B, CC, DP, D, X, Y. U, or PC onto hardsare stack

PSHU	 Push A, B. CC, DP, D, X. V. X. or PC onto user stack

PULS	
Pull A, B, CC, DP, D, X, V. U, or PC from hardware stack

PULU	
Pull A, B, CC, DP, B, X, V. S. or PC from hardware stack

STS, STU	 Store stack pointer to memory

STX, STY	 Store index register to memory

TFR RI, R2	
Transfer D, X, V. 5, U, or PC to D, X. V. S. C, or PC

ABX	 Add B accumulator to X (unsigned)
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fl/7U 12-7 BIIANCIL lNsuCrIoxs
Instruction	 Description

.S i,n pie LLa tie/rca

.r.Q. t RFQ	 Br-ell
BNE. LBNE	 Branch if not equal
EM!. LBMI	 Branch if minus
BPL. LBPL	 Branch if plus
BCS, LBCS	 Branch if carry set
BCC. LBCC	 Branch if carr y clear
BVS. LBVS	 Branch if overflow set
B\'C. LBVC	 Branch if overflow clear

Signet! Branches

13611 LBGT	 Branch if greater signed;
BVS. LBVS	 Branch if invalid twos complement result
BGE. LBGE	 Branch if greater than or equal (signed)
BEQ. LBEQ	 Branch if equal
BNE. LBNE	 Branch if not equal
BILE. LBLE	 Branch if less than or equal (signed)
B'. C. LBVC	 Branch if valid tsos complement result
BET. LBLT	 Branch if less than (signed)

Unsigned Branches

((H!. LBfI I	 Branch if hi g her (unsigned
13C C. LBCC	 Branch if higher or same (unsigned)
HHS. LI3HS	 Branch if higherror same (unsigned)
B t-Q. LBE()	 Branch if equal
ENE. LBNE	 Branch if not equal
BLS. LBLS	 Branch if loner or same unsigned)
BCS. LBCS	 Branch if lower (unsigned)
ELO. LBLO	 Br,,nch if tower (unsigncji

Othcr Branches

BSR. LBSR	 Branch to subroutine
BR,'. LBR.A	 Branch always
BRN. LBR\	 Branch never

ImpIc branches also appear in the signed branch
since they are also useful for testing signed

num ber. The uneigned branches in the table are for
te ' ling poiti\e flhln±crs cnI. The most igniflcant

is not interpreted as a Si g n bit. The branch if
u'r than in rtrijc-tu,n ( B HI) tests tss a flags: carry

arid tern. If a subtract or compare operation causes
neither 1 carr y (boITO\v) nor- a zero result, the branch

ill he implemented The other branches shown in
Table 12-7 do not test an y hldgs. The brar:ch to sub-
rjr:j,:c ( BSR) s' ill be cos ered in the fle.\t ieCtiOfl.

o!r,'a y r (BRA) is art branch:
the rlatise address will alwa ys be fetched and added
to the pro grail counter. Th'ant-h ,teser (ERN) does
nothin g and acts as a 2-b yte no oper-;in (NOP).
The I.BR .L acts as a 3-byte no operation because the
OP. Lul)l : is 2 h tc lon g and must he ktov.ed by
a 2-b\te relntivc	 -	 In a proeranl 1I01s P.1SV
h u sed c rescrvc ncr-nor-v space for fu:re insertion

tat code. 'I hey also may be placed in a timing loop to
consume a few clock cycles. Branch BRN consumes
three clock cycles, and LBRN consumes five clock
cycles.

The miscellaneous instructions are shown in Table
12-8, The first, mnemonic is ,4NDCC, which stands
for logical .4'.'D the condition code register. It gives
the programmer a way to preserve or clear the flags
and uses the immediate addressing mode onl y . If the
CC register is ANDed with 500, all of the fla g s will
be cleared. If it is .AxDed with SF0, the upper four
will be pre served, and the lower four will be cleared.
The CWAI instruction ANDS an immediate byte with
the conditiov, code register, stacks all of the micro-
processor registers on the S stack, and then waits
for art intert-upt. If will be coveted in more detail in
the next section. The no operation (NOP) consumes
I memor y byte and two clock c ycles. The ORCC
ORS an immediate byte with the condition code re.-
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I4BLE 12-8 MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUCTIONS
	

•1

instruction
	 Description	 -	 --

ANDCC	 AND condition cede rester

AND cndUton code register, -then . Wait for interrupt

NOP	 No operation	 - -

ORCC	 OR condition code rter

iMP	 Jump

ISR	 Jump t0-suhrouufle

RTI	 -	 -	 -	 Return from interrupt 	 -

RTS	 Return from subroutine

SWI. S\V12. SWI3	 Softsare j nterrunt (absotute indirect)

SYNC	 vnchroniZe si:h interrupt line

ister and places the results in the CC register. It is

used to set flags. The jump instruction (JNIP) tr.,n-

fers program control to the effective address. It is
similar to the BRA instruction but uses extended,
direct, or indexed addressing rather than relati\e ad-

dressing. The jump to subroutine (JSR) is covered in

the next section along with RTL RTS, SW!. and

SYNC.

REVIElFOLESTIDXS
16. Suppose an accumulat9rCOfltatfl5 binar:-

10011too. -What unsigned decimal number does this
represent? ½vhat sighed decima' numberdes it
represent?	 -	 .	 -

17. If accumulator Acontains S02. the effectl'e
address contains $03. and the carry flag is set. hat
hex number will result in accumulator A after an
ADDA instruction? After an ADCA instruction'

18. Accumulator A contains S19 before an
ASLA instruction. What hex values does it contaIn

after the operation?

19. Suppose accumulator A is loaded with S",0

and then the BITA operation is performed at the
beginning of a list in memory. This is followed b.
the BEQ instruction, and then the next location in

the list is tested in the same manner. The branch
will occur when a	 . is found. Will execution
of this segment change any of the list locations or
change the $80 in the accumulator?

20. Hex 4F is added to hex 3E. Will this set the

V flag?

21. Accumulato r B contains SOF before the
COMB instruction. What is the hex value in the
accumulator after the operation?

12-4	 -
SUBROUTLES AND INTERRUPTS

A subroutine is a program segment that is used oer
and over again. It might handle some arithmetic func-
tion, check the position of a motor shaft. read a

sensor, or produce a delay. The main program can
call a subroutine ith the jump to subroutine instruc-
tion (JSR. as sho'an in Fig. 1-6. No:ce that the
main program calls the subroutine from tao different
locations. Any number of calls is possible. Also no-
tice that the last instruction in the subroutine ends

with the return from szthrou:ne instruction (RTS).
When the JSR instruction is executed. the contents
cf the program counter are pushed onto the hardware
stack. The hardware stack is located scates here in
memory and is pointed to b y the S rester. When
the RTS instruction is executed. the program counter
is -pulled from the hardware stack. In this way the
main prograth- can be reentered at the correci to-ca-
tion. You might be wondering whether the sancere-
suit can he accomplished s'.hh the jurrn JMPt iii-
strucricin.it cannot. As Fig. 1-6 sho'as. a subroutine
ma he called from several locations in the main
program. The only way to reen:er the main program
at the proper location is to p ull the program counter

from the stack.
Subroutines may call other subroutines: this pro-

cedure is referred to as nestin g and is shown in Fig.

12-7. The main program calls subroutine A with the
JSR instruction. The address of the next instruction
in the main program is SI3C9. The low-order bue of
this address is pushed on the hardware stack. fol-
lowed by the high-order byte. At the time of the JSR
instruction, the S register was pointing at memory
location Sl006. The JSR instruction first causes the
stack pointer to be decremented by I. Then the lo-
order byte of the return address is pushed on the
stack. The pointer is decremented a gain, and the

high-order byte is pushed onto the stack. Subroutine
Abegins executing, and later another JSR is encoun-

tered. The next instruction in subroutine ,A is at
S2EIO and this address is pushed on the stack. The
S pointer now contains Sl002. Subroutine B is exe-
cuted and it ends with the RTS instruction. This
causes 2 bytes tobe pulled from the stack and loaded
into the program counter. Therefore, the contents of
location $1002 is loaded into the hih b\te of the
program counter. The S pointer is incremented, and
the contents of stack location S1003 are loaded into
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the low b y te of the program counter- The instruction
from location S2EI0 is fetched, and the rest of sub-
routine A is executed. The RTS instruction at the
end of subroutine A pulls slC9 into the program
cnn,-r, and the main p roerarn is reentered at the
correct locatiou.

Many levels of nesting are possible. For example,
subroutine A calls subroutine B. sshich calls subou-
tine C. which calls subroutine D. and soon. The only
limitation is the memor y available for the stack. Fi g

-ure 12-7 shows that the stack gro\ss as each JSR
instruction pushes the program counter. If this oc-
curs too many limes, the, stack will grow until mem-
ory IS exhausted or the stack overlaps with a section
of memor y that is being used for some other purpose.
If this happens, the stack may be overwritten, and
the processor will be unable to find its way back.
The software will "crash.' -

Stepper motors are covered in Chapter 3. It is
possible to use a microprocessor to control a stepper
motor. Assume that the motor has been decoded for
address SFF40. Ako assume that the lower 4 bits of
the data bus are latched when this address is Wrttefl

to. The motor svindins can be turned on by writing
a I to this address and turned off by writing a 0.
Suppose the required bit pattern for clockwise rota-
tion is as follows:

-	 0011
loot
1100
0110

After 0110 is written to the motor, 0011 is written
again, and the process repeats.

Let's look at a prc-gram that will run the stepper
motor:

Memory Location Hex Content Mnemonics
7012	 86	 LDA

7Dt3	 03
71314 .	 C6	 LOB

7015	 09
7016	 B7	 STA
7D17	 FF
7018	 40
71319	 43	 COMA
7DIA	 BD	 JSR
7DIB	 7D
7DIC	 26
7010	 F7	 STB

,DIE	 FF
DIF	 40

7020	 53	 COMB
7D21	 BD	 .JSR
7D22	 ' 7D
7023	 26
7024	 20	 BRA
7D25	 FO

The first two instructions Toad accumulators A and
B with 503 and S09. respectively. These represent
the first 2-bit patterns for the motor. Accumulator A
is then sritten to the motor port. You should notice
the address of the motor in the 2 bytes following the
STA instruction. Accumulator A is then comple-
mented. The Is complement of 503 is 11111100. Note
that the 4 lower bits are the pattern needed for the
third motor step. The delay subroutine is called next.
A delay is required before the motor can be stepped
again. After the delay, the program flow continues
with the STB operation. This writes the second bit
pattern to the motor. Accumulator B is now com-
pleted to produce the bit pattern needed for the
fourth motor step. 1"he delay subroutine is called
again, and when it is finished the main program flow
i'esUlttes at the BRA instruction. The relative address
of SF0 sends the program back to the STA instruc-
tion. The main progi'31n runs again and provides the
third and fourth bit patterns to the motor. The com-
plement iittructjOflS fin the motor bits again so the
next run through vid be identical to the first.
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Fig, 12 .7 Ne ' ted subroutines.

The delay subroutine is called  nx ize on each pass

through the main program. It is located at S7D26:

Memory Location Hex Contents Mnemonics Cycles

	

71)26	 8E	 LDX	 3

	

- 7D27	 FF

	

71)28	 FF

	

71329	 30	 LEAX	 4

	7D2A	 IF

	

71)28	 12

	

7tI2C	 12	 NOP	 2

	

tD2D	 12	 NOP	 2

	

7D2E	 12	 NOP	 2

	

7D7F	 26	 BNE	 3

	

71)30	 F8

	

7D31	 39	 R1S	 5

The first instruction in the delay subroutine loads the
X rester immediately with SFFFF. Inc next in-

I COD
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struction loads the X register with the effective ad-
dress calculated from the 5-bit offset contained in the --

postbyte SIF. If you refer to Table 12-3, you v.111see

that this provides an offset of binary 11111, which is

in 2 5 complement form-and is equal 10 —1. Thus,
the index register is decremented by I. The four no
operations each consume two clock cycles. The
branch if not equal zero instruction checks to see
that the index register has been decremented to zero. -
If it has riot, the relative address SF8 ifetched, and
the subroutine bran:es ba.k to S7D9. When the
index register is decremented to zero, the RTS in-
struction i fetched. the program counter is pulled
from the stack. and the main program is reentered.

How much time v.111 the dea subroutine take? If
the processor is running at I MHz. each clock cycle
is lIt-s. Theloop v.iil run SFFFF (decimal 65,535)
times. The LEAX instruction consumes 4 cycles, the

NOPs 8 c ycles, and the BNE 3 cycles for a total of

Ii cycles: 65.535 x 15 = 983.025 cscles. The LDX
instruction executes once, using another 3 cycles:
the RTS executes once, using another fise ccle.
Thus, the total dela\ is 953.053

Because the dela program is a subroutine, it ap-
pears in memory only once. 0thersise. it ould have
to appear twice in the stepper motor program. It is.

	obvious that subroutines savetf lo: of.inernory and	 -

make programs easier to write. AnotheradVaITtZSe
is that the dela cons:an i contained in rv.o adjacen:

	

• ntemor. locations. 8D27 an,-S'D2S in our examrlei. 	 -

-These memory locn:iôis can be easily changd
another part of the program. The subroutine p-
proach niakes changing the speed of the mOtOr easier.

There is a'so abr.c:ch tvsiroutne (BSR) instruc

tion. It does about the same thing as JSR but uses
relative addressing. Its use ispreferred if the program
v.ill have to be moved around in memor. In our
example program. Lie JSR instruction refers to an
absolute address of S7D26. If the main program and
the subroutine are moved to another area of memory.-
all such absolute references will have to be changed.
Programs that refer to absolute memory locations

are said to be written in position-dependent code. If
the two JSR instructions are replaced with BSR in.
structions. the program becomei position-indep

en-dent. Since branch instructions use relative address-

ing , the subroutine v.ouid be properly called as long
as it held the same relative position with reference
to the main program. The address of the motor is
also absolute. but this is not considered to be a prob-
1cm since input-ou:put 11.0) ports are usually fixed

anyway.
The stepper m,,-.or program is trivial in that it -

barely taps the pc-. er of the microprocessor. Man)
additional features could be included: The motor
could be reversed, or the pulses could be counted to
allow precise positioning of some mechanism. Com-
plex calculations could be performed on input data
to position or control the speed of the motor accord-
ing to other external conditions. Controlled acceler-
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ation could he achiesecf by shortening the delay time
after each pulse. Deceleration would b-c another pos-
ibjlts, Sescial motors could be s y nchronized, and

:hey could be synchronized with other hard'ss are.
Any or all of th g features are eas i ly with i n the
:apablity of a microprocessor, and irsey can he
achieved mainly v.jth software

Microprocessor control of motors pros ides an ac-
curate and cost-effective solution to many industrial
iroblems. Hossever, somethin g can always go

-i. ron g . For earnpie, a motor may stall if the load is
'00 large. A set screw may loo sen, or a key may
shear. alloss in g a gear to s lip on a shaft. In cases
such as these, the mechanism 

NN ill not be positioned
ahere the processor "think-s" it is. One ssay to ban-
die potentially damaging and dan gerous Situations is
:o use the interrupt capability of the microprocessor.
The MC6809 has three hardss are interrupt pins: the
.nonmaska/,/' interrupt input (N Ml), the interrupt re-
guest input ( lRQ. and the fast interrupt request in-

(FIRQ). A limit switch or an array of limit
switches can he placed on the mechanism. If the
mechanism exceeds one of these limits, a signal can

sent to one of the interrupt inputs of the processor
:o alert it to a potentially dangerous condition.

Except for a reset si gnal, the NMI signal has the
highest priorit y. A nesatj\e logic si g nal applied to
:his pin demands that 'i nonm:iskable interrupt
.uence he generated As its name indicates. this in-
-at cannot he ma s ked hr sott\\arc Figure l2-
hoss s the reacti

on of the \IC6509 to this interrupt
i g nal. The current instruction cycle i finished first.

Next, the E (la g is set, indicating that the entire
:ntern:il register set o ill he pushed to the hardss are
tack. Assuming that the S register C	 'auil SltdF

at the time of the interrupt, the registers ' ye sshed.
-tarting at memor y location SIOOE and endin g at lo-
cation SlOOS. Note that the S register itscif is not
stacked Next the F and the I (la g s are set. The F

a g masks a fast interrupt request and the I flag
masks an interru p t request. This mean that a lo" or-

' mnterruipu c.Olot ir:efiere o tb 'hj' nrocessng
of' 'ha n a u maskable interrupt. Ye . 	 'i rs on
the processor is set lew, and the BS pinis set hugh.
Through this 

is
 combination at pins 5 and 6 the

:rocessor provides 
-,I hardware acknoo lcdgment 01

the interrupt Then the NMI sector (.a i , an
address) is fetched from memory locations SFFFC
arid SFFFD Su ppose the contents at these .tsso lo-
cations are 545 and SCI. respectively.' The program
OUfltCr ss ill be loaded with S45C I. Nev the BS pin
5 Set low. hich signifies the normal or running

mode, and the processor skill begin executing the
P rogra

m that lauts at S 45CL The prostr.sm must cud
"ith the return jo ioierruept iiusrrur-üon tRTI). Ex-
ecution of the RTI instruction will pull all of the
internal registers front the hardss are stack. This v.ili
cause the main program to he reentered at the point
"here the interrupt oecut red s ith all internal rcis-
:crs retoj ed to their ori g inal condition.

The intei i up[ service routine that beens at S4Cl

Halo-re sleet

	

L CC	 1003

A 1004

	

B	 1005

Mx

' toca

Y tOGA
uJ boa
u

	

Pc	 1000

	

PC 1	 10GB	 OrgrstI
value

IOOF	 of
S
register

Fig. 12 .8 s\lt rroe	 u.s chart

could do an y number of things. depending on the
particular situation For example, if a limit sss itch
generated the interrupt, the routine might first posser
down all motors, then engage an electromechanical
hrae, sound an alarm, and display an appropriate
messa ge to an operator. Of course, not all interrupts
require such drastic action. An interrupt may be gen-
erated by a S en sor circuit to alert the processor that
data are available at some input port. The service
routine ma y onl y be required to read the data and
store it in ntemcr'r' in this case. Interrupt service
routines can he located at almost any location in
memory. All that is required is that the proper vec-
tors be stored in hi g h memory. The interrupt sectors



for the MC6809 must be stored at the following lo-
cations:

SFFFE &SFFFF - RESTART VECTOR
SFFFC & SFFFD - NMI VECTOR
SFFFA & SFFFI3 - SWI VECTOR
SFFFg & s FFFQ	IRQ \'ECTOt
SFFF6 & 5FFF7 s--- F1RQ VECTOR
$FFF4 & SFFF5 s--- SW12 VECTOR
SFFF2 & FFF3 - SWI3 VECTOR

Even though the vector locations are fixed, those of
the various service routines are not. For example,
the N.\I1 routine can be located beginning at SOIFF
by storing this address at $FFFC and SFFFD. The
decisions to locate which routines where in memory
are normally made earl y in the design of a micropro-
cessor system, and the interrupt vectors are stored
permanently in read-only memory (ROM). The ser-
vice routines themselves may be located in RUM or
in RAM.

An interrupt request (IRQ) will be ignored if the I
flag is set. This gives the programmer a way to ensure
that some time-sensitive routine will not be inter-
rupted by a low-prioj-itv event. If the I flag is clear,
a logic zero applied to the IRQ pin will initiate the
service routine. This routine is similar to the one
shown in Fig. 12-8, except that the F fla g is not set.
and the \ ectors are fetched from SFFF8 arid SFFF9.
A fas tt:rrrup( requ-sr (FIR Q ) has a higher priority
than an IRQ. which means that an FIRQ signal can
interrupt the processing of an IRQ. An FIRQ is also
maskable by setting the F flag. If the flag is cleared.
an FIRQ sign-al will initiate the FIRQ service routine.
In this case, the E flag is cleared and onl y the con-
tents ul ft.: program counter and the condition code
register ure saved to the stack. This saves time and
allows the processor to provide quicker interrupt ser-
vice. Both the F and I flags are set to prevent an
IRQ or a second FIRQ from interrupting. The IRQ
and FIRQ routines also end with the RT1 instruction.
In the case of the FIRQ, onl y the corditot, code
register a::t the program counter will be pulled front
the stae 510cc the E Ra g is low.

i.'uA reset siaf is used to initialize a microprocessor
system. A low-going signal on pill will cause the
processor to abort the current instruction c ycle. The
direct pase register is cleared, and the restart vector
is fetched from SFFFE & SFFFF.

The MC09 also has three software interrupts:
SWI, S\ 12. and SWI3. The work in much the
same wa y as the hardware interrupts but are g ner-
ated by software. All of the processor registers are
pushed oil hardware stack with the exception of
the S painter itself), and control is transferred
through the appropriate vector. Both the I and F flags
are set so the processor will ignore IRQ and FIRQ
signals a hile the software interrupt is being pro-
cessed. Software interrupts are normally used during
design and de'velopmen't of the micropt-ocessal- ss-
tern. The y can be uscd to simalate hardware flier-
rupts and are also useful in software debugging.
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A microprocessor may be idle. The MC59 has

an instrucrl3n with the mnemonic COAl, which
AtDs an in-mediate byte with the condition code
register, s:eks the entire machine st-ate on the S
stack, and aits for an interrupt. The irnmedi&e' b).tC
can be used to clear the I or !heF flags to
processor to respond to selected interrupts (but no
software interrupts). When an NMI occurs, no fur-
ther stackin g will be required before vectoring ofT to
the service routine. An FIRQ will enter its interrupt
routine with the entire processor state saved, and the
RTI will automatically return the entire processor
state after testing the E flag. The CWAI instruction
is used to irdtiate an idle mode in anticipation of an
interrupt. Since the stacking is already complete, the
interrupt ssiii be serviced faster. The SYNC instruc-
tion is similar to CWAI. except that the machine state
is not stacked and no vector is fetched. When a
SYNC instruction is executed, the processor stops
and waits for an interrupt. When an interrupt occurs,
the synchronizing state is cleared: processing contin-
ues, depending on the condition of the F and I flags.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

22. Is there any limit to the number of locations
in a main pro gram where a subroutine can be
called?

23. Which internal processor regisierts) are
stacked in the execution of the JSR or BSR instruc-
tions?

24. Which processor register points to the hard-
ware stack?

25. Subroutines called by other subroutines re
said to

26. The S register is ______ every time a byte
is pushed onto the hardware stack.

27. What will usually happen if the stack over-
flows or is overwritten?
2. Refer '0 the stepper motor proaraa:. \V-...t

would happen if accumulator A were loaded with
$09 and accumulator B were loaded with S03?

29. Refer to the delay subroutine. Calculate the
total dela y if the four NOPs are removed fron, the
program. You may assume a 1-MHz clock.

30. Identify the mnemonic of the instruction that
Should he used to call subroutines if th program
must run from sev et-al areas of memory.

1-5
SYSTEM DESIGN
A microproccasor must be teamed u p with other de-
vices in order that it may serve as a useful product.
Figure 12-9 shows a simplified block diagram of a
microcomputer or microcontro per. T'nes'ad-onlv
flte/nory (ROM is requited to store permanentl y the
program or pralgrarns that are ncccssarv for system
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operation- The random access memory (RAM ) is	 ,eeO246I8AjCt

used to store variables, data, and, in some cases.
1 Y5programs. Programs can he run from ROM or from 	 Yi Y2 I

RAM. In smaller, dedicated microcomputers or mi-	 X=	 ca-e
crocontrollers, the programs are usually stored in
ROM. Some means for input and output are also 	 Fig. 12 . 11 Using a 74LS135 for address decoding

required for the microprocessor to be functional. The
10 capability pros ides a %% ay to enter programs.
data, and control parameters, and it also allows for 	 space. Empty sockets may be provided to expand
output to terminals printers, motors, relays, and dis- 	 ROM or RAM in some cases. -

plays.	 .	 Address decoders may be used to break the me-m-
Figure 12-9 shows that decoders sit - opthe address - ory map up into sections: one method of accomplish

bus to allow the microproce5sor to access th&majOr 	 -ma this is shown in Fig. 1241. A 74LS138 decodes
parts of the system selectively, It ai?o shows that 	 the three most significant bits of the address bus:
timing a nd control signals are fequire. to synchro	 Al3. A14, and A15. One of the ei ght outputs of this
nize the flow of data among the various devices. For 	 .IC ill go low when it is enabled; which one does,
e'carnple. the microprocessor read ,-NOT write line	 depends on the bit pattern at its inputs. The chart in
must connect to RAM and all other devices inolved	 Fie. 1241 shows the most sigiflcant hex characters
in bidirectional data transfer. All system components 	 of the address bus from 0 through E. When an
Sit on the data bus, and the selective decoding and	 address from $0000 through and including. SIFFF
synchronizing signals allow for orderly data trans- 	 appears on the bus, the YO output of the decoder
fers.	 will go low if it is enabled. When any address from

	

A nter'rory map is an important item when working	 S2000 through and including S3FFF appears on the
with a microprocessor-based system. Figure 12-10 is 	 bus, the Y  output of the decoder will go low if it is
an example; it shows that RAM extends from address 	 enabled. The decoder will enable one 8K byte section
S0000 to S1FFF for a total of 8K bytes. The 10 	 of memory at a time. This is a particularly effective
extends from S8000 to $9FFF, ROM ranges from
SE000 to SFFFF, and each consumes another 8K
bytes. This leaves 40K bytes unused out of the avail-
able	 K. Small, dedicated mi:rocomputers and mi- 	 Startot	 ErdofOe

read c ,t e	
(Latch data'

crocontrollers usually do not r 	 6.5K of address	 I

Not used
12 4 '( bytes)

SK b.'ts

Nt used

-	
tiCKbvtes)

— BK bytes
SF F F F

Fig. 12. 10 Samp l e m.mmsary map

EI

Ad
valid

Fig. 1-12 E and (j ckck signals:



Fig. 12 .13 An address decoder for 5813F.
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technique when used in conjunction with 8K memory
devices such as the 68364 and the 2764, which are
discussed in Chapter ii. For example, suppose an
8K 2764 EPROM is to be mapped into the top of
memory. All that is required is to connect the Y7
output of the decoder shown in Fig. 12-11 to the
output enable and chip enable pins of the EPROM.
You may recall that these are active low, and the
EPROM will be selected for any address from SE000
to SFFFF. The rest of the address bus (A0 through
Al2) will connect directly to the EPROM for internal
decoding of its 8K b yte space.

Figure 12-11 also shows that the E clock signal
from the microprocessor is connected to the active
high enable input of the 74LS138 decoder. This con-
nection ensures that one of the 8K blocks skill be
selected only when the E clock is high. Figure 12-12
shows why this 'is necessary. A read cycle begins
when the E clock drops to 0.5 V. The address bus
takes time to set up and is not valid until th Qclock
signal rises to 0.5 V. Then the E signal goes high. If
the E clock is used to enable the decoder, no device
will be selected during the-time the address bus is
setting up. The data are read (latched) into the mi-
croprocessor on the falling edge of F.

The- timing diagram of Fig. 12-12 shows that only
one-half ciock cycle is available for a memory device
to be read. This can present a probem in some sys-
tems. The MC681309 microprocessor can be operated

at up to 2 MHz. The period is found by taking the
reciprocal of the frequency:

- 2 x 106
= 500 ns

Since only halfhalf that time is available, memory must
be read in 250 ns. One solution is to use fast memorc
devices, but this technique is expensive. Another
solution is to form an extended clock window b
015mg the E and Q clock signals. The address is valid
ss ith the rising ed ge of Q, and some S y stems use this
technique to gain another quarter cycle of read time.
It is also possible to use the ISIRDY input (pin 36) of
the processor to allow slow memory devices to
stretch the clock signals and poviec extra time for
data access.

Block decoding is not alwa y s adcquate. It may be
necessary to decode a single address to allow the
microprocessor to access a data port, a relay, or an
analog-to-digital converter. Exampes of the way a
single address may be decoded are given in Fi gs. 12-
13 ad 12-!4. The address in Fig 12-13 is S8I3F.
Decoder design begins with the cor,version from hex
to binary. The table shows the state of the various
address pins for S813F. Two four-input NOR gates ar,
used for address lines that are low. The NOR Outputs

8	 X	 K	 F

ioioJaixixix xxxix 	 x.11	 iJiiii

E op i a Al M4Ai3Ja12J x ! X  x x x x x x 1A3 A2! A1lAOi

X = Don't care

Fig. 12-14 A vartial decocr for FSXXF.
12jj

__ 	

ABL
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MC6809

	

31	 is	 2

	

30	 17 TiFI&

	

D4 27	 1

Fig. 12-15 Buffr.r.t e da:a

will he high only when all of the NOR inputs are by,.

Three four-input 	 that the

	

t AND gates are used to combine the	 signal. Full decoding is not necessary in many in-

	

NOR 
outputs ith all those address lines that are high 	 dustrial systems. We have already learne 

	

for S8I3F. Finall y, a two-input NAND gate is used 10	 memory map is seldom full. Figure 12 . 14 shows hoy,

	

produce a low enable signal when the address pattern 	 partial decoding can simplify circuit design- The

is correct and the E clock is high.	 same address is decoded, but the circuit is designed

	

The address S8 I 3F is fully decoded by the circuit 	 with don't care bits on the address bus. This arrange-

shown in Fig.

	

12-13 Of all 65,536 addresses that can	 ment allows three gates to satisfy the design require-

	

occur, this is the only one that can produce an enable	 rrients. The same rules are used. The NOR gate han-
- .	 . .	 dies those bits that are low, and the AND and. NAND

gates take care of the high bits and theE clock.—The
price that must be paid for partial decoding is that

cnale signal. Thè

AlSj 7452z4 12	

—205 A and to sink 2 mA at its data pins. This

-. .

23	 2	

-
circuit of Fig. 12-14 will decode SSI2F. SSOOF. S923,17.
many addresses will produce an -

S8FFF. and many others.
MC6809 microprocessor is rated to sourceThe

A14 21	 4	 15
Al3	

makes it necessary to buffer the data bus in some

Al2 is	 a	 -
	 industrial applications. Figure 12-15 shows a

-	
74LS245 octal tn-state bus transceiver IC.It is called

All	 13
AIO	 6	 14	

a bus transceiver since it is bidirectional. The state
- ---	 of pin I determines whether certain other pins are

AS 16

ENA3LE	 - - --
	 inputs or outputs. When pin I is hi gh, pins 2 through

11 0 	 infl1 and oin, II throu gh 18 are outputs. This

--
MC6809	 -E V

r-EpA3-

	

15	 8
A7 14 	 6	 14

	

AS 
13	 4

AS
Al
A3

Al
AD c1! Irklate

sdrsr

Fig. 12-16 Bffrir.g itt addreo b.

Buff—	 status reverses by taking pin I low. Note that pin I
addrem	 is controlled by the readNOT write line of the mi-

(andrCc1iO) croprocesSOr. The 74LS245 is housed in a 20-pin
dual-inline package and can source - IS mA and sink
24 mA. It greatly improves the data bus capacity of
the system.

The source current rating of the MC6809 micro-
processor address pins is only -145 i.A. Thus. it
may also be necessary to buffer the address bus.
Two 74LS244 octal tn-state bus driver ICs are pic-
tured in Fig. 12-16. Transceivers are not required
here because the microprocessor address pins are
always outputs. The driver ICs greatly improve the
address bus capacity. They also improve the noise
margin since each input of the 74LS244 has 400 mV
of hysteresis. The driver outputs are permanently
enabled in Fig. 12-16 'because pins I and 19 are
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Fig. 12-18 Stepper motor interface.

	

grounded. However, it is possible to disable the out- 	 oscillator. An external crystal and two capacitors are

	

puts and ti-i-state the address bus. This would be	 all that is required for a complete clock circuit. The

	

done in those s stems in which another device or 	 connections are indicated in Fig. 12-17. The crystal

	

circuit required direct memory access (DMA). Bus - 	 frequency must be four times the desired clock Fire-

	

contention would be avoided by tr j ttit r e the bus	 quencv. An external clock oscillator can be used by
.ivers during the DMA period. 	 rounding pin 39 and feedin aTTL-comptibJe clock

	

Another aspect of microprocessor st:m design	 signal into pin 38. The cr ystal and capacitors will be

	

the clock circuit. The MCSO9has at intenoi clock 	 dimirtatcl fro —inhc wiring in this case.1
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3'	 Set h7  by nsa- edge on CAI (ceared b y muJirS OsrIOtat rag star)

Fig. 12. 19 The hA renisterC.	 -	 -

Also shown by Fig. 12-17 is a typical reset CIrCWt
for the microprocessor. Pressing the reset sitch will
ground pin 37 and initiate the reset procedure. Pin
37 is a Schmitt-trigger input, and the reset si gnal must
be present for more than one bus cycle. During initial
po\er on, the reset input must be held low until the
clock oscillator is fully operatiónal. It may take as
Iona as 20 ms for this to happen: it is provided for
in Fig. 12-17 by an RC time delay netsork. The
10,€O-fi resistor and the 10-p.F capacitor have a time
constant of 100 ms. This ensures that reset will not
be released before the clock is operational. Because
of the Schmitt-trigger input, the reset state will not
be released until pin 37 reaches 4.0 V. This is in
contrast to other devices in the system, shich will
recognize 2.4 V as a logic high. If all devices are
connected to the same reset bus, the microprocessor
will leave the reset state last. This feature is impor-
tant because it guarantees that the processor will
never begin communicating with another part of the
s y stem that has not completed its own reset proce-
dure.

Figure 12-18 shows an example of a device that
must be connected to the system reset bus, the
MC6822 industrial interface adapter. This 40-pin IC
provides a universal means of intertacing various
kinds of peripheral equipment to the microprocessor.
It features two 8-bit bidirectional data ports and four
control lines. The data ports. are programmable; any
of the 16 can be used as inputs or outputs. The
functional configuration of the industrial interface

adapter (HA) is programmed by the nucroprocessOr
unit (MPU) during system initialization. System ini-
tialization begins immediately after a reset. For this
reason the MPU must clear the reset state last.
- The hA5 features open drain outputs. The 16 port
lines and 4 control lines can be pulled up externally
to a maximum of 18 V. Level shifters are not required
to interlace directly ssith 15-V CMOS. Also, better
noise margins are possible. Fi gure 12-18 shows four
lines of port A (PAO through PA3) configured as out-
puts. These four outputs are pulled up to ± V0.

which is the gate supply for the four enhancement.
.mode VMOS transistors. The gate supply voltage
must be high enough to saturate the transistors when
any of the ports is at logic high. When the micropro-
cessor writes a 0 to an of the ports. the gate voltage
will drop to near 0 V, and the transistors will turn
'off. This allows the micro processor to control the
motor since the transistors provide the ground return
for the motor coils.

The industrial interface adapter has two sides, A
and B. Each side has three registers: the registers
for the A side are in Fi g . 12-19. The output register
latches data written by the microprocessor and
makes it available to the outputs PAO through PA3.
The stepper motor bit patterns will be written to
output register A. The data direction register deter-
mines whether the ports will be inputs or outputs.
Figure 12-19 shows that four logic Is are stored in
the lower- half of the regi ster. This -programs PAO -
through PA3 to serve as outputs. The u'pper 4 bits
are ",don't care" since these ports are not use.d. The

- -contents of the control register enable the interrupts,
select the negative edge for the interrupt inputs. se-

- lect the output register, establish CA2 as an input,
and reflect which input, if any, caused an interrupt.
Initialization of the hA after a system reset would
involve writing binary XXXXIIII to the data direc-
tion register and then writing binary XXOOI 101 to the
control register. Subsequent writes would then go to
the output register to step the motor. If an interrupt
occurred, the interrupt service routine would read
the contents of the control register and examine bits
7 and 6 to determine which limit switch tripped.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

31. Refer to Fig. 12 . 11. Suppose G2A of the de-
coder is not grounded and A15 of the address bus
is connected to it. Also, assume that the A, B. and
C inputs of the decoder are connected to Al?, A13,
and A14 of the bus, respectively. What is the loss-
est hex address that ssill enable decoder output Y0?
The highest? What size blocks does this provide?

32. Refer to Fig. 12-12. When is'the address bus
invalid?	 -

33. Refer to Fig. 12-12. Ignore propagation delay
in the decoder. With a I-MHz clock, how much
time is available for memory access if the E clock
is used for the enable signal? Hbw much time is
available if the enable signal is E OR Q?
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34. Refer to Fi g . 12-13. Sup pose address lines
AO and All are interchanged. What a.di-ess oil! be
decoded? Is this the onl y address that will decode?

M. Ref' to Fig. 12-1 1 . What is the lowest hex
address to o hich the decoder will respond? The
ugliest? I to	 -ill bc Jccodcd?

36. Refer to Fig. 12-i6. Ignoring intel rupt capa-
bilities, how many stepper motors of the type
shown could he controlled by one HA?

37. Refer to Fi g . 12-I8. How would the micro-
processor know ss hich l imit sss itch caused an inter-
rupt?

38. Refer to Fig. 12-18. Ignoring interrupt cap-
bilities, what simple device might be used to re-
place the HA?

12-6
SUPPORT DEVICES
The industrial interface adapter presented in the last
section is an cxan . - 1 f a support de ice that makes
interfacing a microprocessor to various other circuits
and systems easier. A number of large-scale inte-
grated Circuits that are microprocessor-compatible
have been developed. .1 hey connect dlrectI to the
data bus and control and 6n*s g line-' and to some
portion of the address . Phese support devices
make it easIer to apply microprocessors to industrial
application

The peripheral uite,jace adapter (PIA) is a popular
support des ice. It is asailable in several styles from
various IC Inanufacturc(s. The hA already discussed
is a variation of the PlA Motorola's part number for
their PIA is MC6821, and it has the same pin config-
uration as their hA. The onl y major difference be-
tv.een the too is that the hA has open drain outputs.
Another PIA variation is the tersatile interface
adipti'i V IA). Fi gure 12-20 shoss s the pinout for the
Ro522 VIA manufactured by Rockv.ell. This piflout
is somewhat different frotn the PIA -t'-'U hA config-
urations. The VIA has only one interrupt Output to
the proces-'or and only too chip select inputs- PIAs
and hAs have too interrupt outputs and three chip
select Inputs, makin g too mote pins available for
register election. Note that the VIA has four: RSt3
through RS3. Another minor difference is pin 25.
which is labeled phase 2 on the VIA. This input is
the same as the E clock input on Motorola devices.

The VIA features two 8-bit bidirectional LO ports,
and each line can be programmed as an input or as
an output. This is the same arranement as in the
PIA. However, PIA', can hatch only output data, and
the VIA is also capable of latching input data. This
is an impor:ant feature sshen a microprocessor must
be interfaced too device which makes data available
for only brief per i ods of time. The VIA can latch
such data cnd hold them until the microprocessor is
reads. The VIA also contains two 16-bit program-
mable CountcrtirnCrs. Several IC) lines can be con-

trolled directly from the interval timers to generate
progranamahie-fiequeticy square isa, es External
pulses can also be counted, and an interrupt can be
generated o the rrecessor ss'hen a predetrrnined
count is reached. Finally, the VIA contains a shill
recister. svhtch can be used to prcide sent'! data
comniun- .tj

Figure 12-21 shows the VIA block diagram. Start-
ing at the right, note that input latches (IRA and
IRB) are available for port A and for port B. We also
find the familiar output registers and data direction
registers for each port. A shift register is asailable
and connects to CBI and CB2. These pins can he
used for serial data communication. The handshake
control section allows data to be tratisferred in and
out only when devices are ready. An analogy for
handshaking would be asking people to slow down
sshen they are giving you directions too quickly for
you to assimilate them. Moving to the left, we find
the two timers. The timers consist of counters and
latches. The Counters are divided into low b y tes and
high bytes. Timer I has both a high-byte latch and a
low-byte latch; timer 2 has only a low-byte latch.
Figure 12-21 also shows the function control and
interrupt control sections of the VIA. which facilitate
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programming the many poweUl fe ures of this de-	
bus, respectivelY. The high-order bits of the addre s

s

vice.	 -	
.bus will normally connect to a separate decoder and

	

The four register select lines of the VIA provide	 to the two chip-select inputs of the VIA. The VIA
d

	

access to 16 inte rnal registers. The register address-	 can be mappe	 most anywhere into memo. Timer I

	

own in Fig. 12-22. Normally RSO through	
can be loaded b wting data to registers 6 and 7.

ing is sh

	

RS3 will connect to AO through A3 of the address 	
After loading, the counter decrements at the phase

RS Coding Register
Register Read

	number	 RS3 RS2 RSI RSO designation	
\%rite

ORAIRA	 Output Regis

DDRB	 Data direction A

	 Input Register A

n register B

	

1	

0000 RBOU

DDRA	 Dais direction register A

TIC. L	 Ti Low-order latchea 	 Ti Loteorder laIc

1	 0	 1	 TIC-H	 TI High-order counter

1	 1	 0	 TILL	 '	 TI Low-order latches

t	 1	 I	 TIL-H	 TI High-order latches

	

8	 I	 0	 0	 0	 T2C-L	 T2 Low-orde r latches	 T2 Los.-order Isiches

	

1	 0	 0	 1	 T2C-H	 12 High-order counter

	

to	 1	 0	 I	 0	 SR	 Shift Register

	ii 	 1	 0	 I	 I	 ACR	 Auxiliary control register

	

12	 1	 1	 0	 0	 PCR	 peripheral control register

	

13	 1	 I	 0	 I	 IFR	 Interrupt flag register

	14	 1	 I	 1	 0	 IER	 Interrupt enable register

rfl
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Fig. 12 . 23 Tinter I operating modes. (n) One-shot operation. (1') Freerurs operation.

2clock rate. Upon reaching zero, an interrupt flag is
set, and IRQ goes low if the TI interrupt is enabled.
Timer I then disables any further interrupts or au-
tomatically transfers the contents of the latches to
the counter and begins decrementing from the loaded
value again. The timer may also be programmed to
invert the output signal on PB7 on every occasion
that it times out._

Timer I can be used in a one-shot mode or in a
free-running mode. The one-shot mode generates a
single interrupt for every timer load operation. The
delay between the write to the high byte of the coun-
ter and the generation of the processor intiTupt is a
function of the 16-bit data word loaded into the coun-
ter. Timer I can be programmed to produce a single
negative pulse on the PB7 peripheral pin in addition
to generating a single interrupt. If bit 7 in the auxil-
iary control register is set, a write to the high bte
of counter I will cause PB7 to go low (see Fig.
12-23[a]). When timer 1 times out, PB7 returns high.
This provides a single programmable-width output
pulse for controlling some device or circuit interfaced
to the microcomputer or microcont roller.

Time-out in the one-shot mode sets the timer I
interrupt flag, and the IRQ pin goes ldw. The timer
then continues to decrement from zero at the system
clock rate, allowing the processor to read the counter
and determine the time since the interrupt. When the
processor again writes into the high-order counter,
the Ti interrupt flag will be cleared, the cents of
the low-order latch will he transferred inzo the low-
oicr counter, tid the tinier will once again begin to
decrement from the value loaded.

Suppose some industrial s stem requires single
Pulses of 35,768 is in leng:h. First, bits 6 and 7 of
the auxiliary control register would have to be set to
o and I respectively. This procedure will select the
one-shot mode and enable PB7. Also, bit 7 of the
data direction register for port B must be set to en-
able PB7 as an output. Assuming a 1-MHz clock,
each clock cycle will be I p.s in length. Thece.re
timer I must be loaded with the binary equivalent of
35.768 minus I or 2. This is because PB7 will go low
for N + 1.5 cycles as shown in Fig. 12-23(a). The
pulses produced will be 0.5 u.s more or less than the
required value. This error is of no consequence in
most industrial applications . The hex equivalent of

decimal j5,767 is 588B7. Next. the pwcesaor vill
write SB7 to register 4. This operation stores the
lower byte in timer l's low-order latch. Finally, the
processor will write S8B to register 5, which starts
the timing pulse. Next P137 will o low and then go
high 35,768.5 V s later. Subsequently. one of these
pulses can he produced every time the processor
writes $813 to register 5. It is not necessary to ress rite
the low byte because it has been latched.

The free-run mode takes more full advantage of
the latches associated ; ith timer I. E cry time the
counter reaches zero, the contents of the latches are
transferred into the counter, and the counter starts
decrementing from N again . This is in contrast to the
one-shot mode, in which te count dccrmcns from
O after a time-out. Figure 12-23(b) sho.vs the free-

run mode of operat ion for timer I. Suppose register
6 (the low-order latch) coitans $3C, and rezister 7
(the high-order latch) contn SIA. The decimal

:.I: ....
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Fig 12 . 24 Serial (mark-space) data formar.

equivalent of SIA3C is 6716. The waveforms show
one complete cycle of the output waveform to be
N 1.5 clock cycles + N + 2 clock cycles. With a
l-Ml-Iz clock, the total time for one output cycle will
be 6716 ± 1.5 ± 6716 + 2 = 13,435.5 s. The
reciprocal of this yield-. 74.43 Hz. Thus, a nearly
square 73.43 Hz v.aveform will be available if PB7
is enabled.

The processor can access the latches during the
doe, n-counting operation by writing to registers 6 and
7. This process will not affect the time-out in process.
Instead, the data written to the latches will determine
the next time-out period. Since the interrupt flag is
set with each time-out, the processor can respond
with new data for the latches and set the period for
the next half cycle. This characteristic enables very
complex waveforms to he generated at the PB7 out-
put.

Timer 2 in the VIA also has a one-shot mode sim-
itar to that discussed for timer I. It will provide a
single interrupt for each write to the high byte of
counter 2. After it times out, the count will continue
to decrement. The interrupt flag is disabled and %%ill.
not be set again even if the counter decrements to
zero again. The processor must write to the high byte
to enable the setting of the interrupt flag. The flag is
cleared by reading the low byte of the counter or

iting the high byte.
Timer 2 also has a mode for counting the number

of negative pulses applied to 1`136. This is accom-
plished by loading a number into timer 2. Writing the
high byte clears the interrupt flag and allows the
counter to decrement on each negative pulse. When
the counter decrements past zero,the interrupt flag
is set. The counter then continues decrementing on

every negative pulse. It is necessary to rewrite the
high byte to allow the interrupt flag to. be set on a
subsequent time-out.

Many details of the VIA are not covered here. The
reader is referred to the manufacturers' data manuals
for additional information. Anyone who works with
microprocessor-based systems must have access to
these data manuals for hardware and programming
information.

The support devices covered to this point are
mainly concerned with parallel data transfers. Serial

data transfers are also very important inindustrial
systems. Marty support devices have been developed
to facilitate serial 110. The earliest among these
was the universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(UART). Universal svp.chronous/async/irOIZOUS re-

ceiverltransfltitters (USART) are also available. We
will look at a more modern serial support device,
the asynchronous communications interface adapter

(ACIA). First, however, some basics concerning se-
rial 1/0 will be presented.

Parallel I/O is fast but requires a cable with many
cireuits. It is usually limited to distances of approx-
imately 8 m (26.25 ft). Serial data communications
circuits provide simplified wiring and the capacity
for modulation. Modulation is a process of using the
data to control the amplitude or the frequency of a
high-frequency sial called a carrier. The carrier -
signal can be in the audio spectrum, allowing serial

- data transfers over ordinary telephone circuits. A

modulator will be required to change the data into
audio signals, and a demodulator will be used to
change the audio signals back into data. Both circuits
are usually contained in one unit called a modulator-
demodulator, or modem.

Figure 12-24 shows the mark-space format used to
transfer serial data. Logic I is called mark and rep-
resents some current level or some voltage level,
depending on the standard used. Logic 0 is called
space and represents 0 current or some voltage level,
again depending upon which standard is in use. The
serial line is held at mark when the equipment is
turned on but no data are being transmitted. When

--
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RS-232 i,i:rface
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,,	

Number	 OcO;natiun

Seccr.oary transmitted data It 4) 
	 P,otecti;e oround

	

DCE ma-emitte nonal e:ement miming 15 	
2 Trantmitre data

S.ec.ondary received data 16 4- 3 R data

	

Receinef s i gn a l eiernant tinting 17	
4 Feue,t I, tend

5 Clear tosard

Se:rdary re4vavt 10 
Wnd6 Data set ready

	

Data terminal ready 20 	
7 Signal ground/common return -

	

Signal quality detector 21	
8 Received ::me signal detector
9	 Voltage

	

Ring indicator 22	
0

	

Data signal rate selector 23 	
0	 10 —Voltage

	

DIE transmitter signal eiereent miming 24	
0	 it

12 Seconday recvved ste signal detector

	

25	 0	
t3 Secondary clear to send

=1
1--

Fig. 12-26 RS-232C connector stiring.

a serial circuit uses current rather than voltage, the
mark current will be either 60 or 20 mA. Both of
these are older standards and are less popular than
they once were. Several voltage standards exist, and
the EIA RS-232C system is the most popular. It al-
lows any value from —3 to —25 V to represent mark
and from +3 to +25 V to represent space. Figure
12-25 shows how the transmission of the ASCII code
for in would look in a typical RS-232C system. The
waveform is shown as it would appear on an oscil-
loscope (mark is negative and is at the bottom of the
waveform). Note that the least significant bit is sent
first. This is an example of asynchronous transmis-
sion, which is the most popular. Start and stop bits
are required to frame the data word. An alternative
is to use synchronous data transmission, which re-
quires a common clock at both ends of the commu-
nication circuit. Special characters are sent during
idle periods to keep the clocks synchronized. A syn-
chronous data transmission begins with a preamble
consisting of a fixed number of mark bits that allow
the receiver to lock onto the characters. Since no
framing bits are needed, synchronous transmission
is approximately 20 percent faster.

Serial transmission speed is rated in baud (Bd): 1
Bd is equal to I bits Common speeds are 300. 600,
1200. 2400, and 4800 BJ, and so on. if the rate is
4800 Bd, how many characters are sent per second?
In asynchronous circuits, it depends on the format
used. As an example, Fig . 12-25 shows that 10 bits
are required to send one ASCII character. Therefore,
the data rate will be 480 characters per second at
4800 Bd. If 2 stop hits are used, the data rate A ill be
lower, if no parity bit is sent, the data rate will be
higher.

Figure 12-26 shows the standard RS-232C connec-
tor wiring. it is common to find a female DB-25
Connector on a data terminal and a male DB-25 con-
nector on the data cable. Most installations use far
fewer than 25 vires. In fact, it is possible to connect
some data equipment with as few as three wires. The
mcrt important connections on the Dl3-25 connector
are pin 2 (tractsrnit datat, pin 3 (receive data), and
pin 7 (si gnal g round ). Althou gh it is common practice

-.	 -	 - -	 --

to do so, it is not a good idea to eliminate the pro-
tective ground.

Other important serial communications standards
exist in addition to RS-232C. One example of an
increasingl y popular standard is RS-422. This stan-
dard uses a balanced transmission line. Two data
wires are required for each circuit. The bandwidth is
very high, and data transfers up to several million
bytes per second are possible. It is a good choice
when very large amounts of data must be transferred
in a short period of time.

Most microprocessors are parallel devices. The
1tS\ ltc/lrO;lr,O /ClS COOl lt/ljCatie)I2S into face vtdajaicr

(ACA) is an important support device that makes
interfacin g to serial devices such as data terminals,
printers, modems, industrial controls, and sensors
easy. Figure 12-27 represents the pin diagram for the

Fig. 12. 27 ACIA pin..ct.

...:•w-	 ....
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Fag. 12.28 AdA block diagram.

Rockwell R6551 Ac1A. This 28-pin IC contains an 	 of the oscillator. The data word length is also pr •	-.

internal clock oscillator and can generate i5 rates 	 graxnmable and can be 5, 6, 7. or  bits. Other pro:
ranging from 5) Bd to. 19.2 kilobaud (kBd) under 	 grammable features include ehen, odd, or no parit'
program control. A I .8432-M	 -Hz crystal is ordinarily 	 and 1, 1.5. 	 2 stop bits. Figure 12-28 sho\vs the
connected to pins 6 and 7 to control the frequency 	 AdA block diagram. Note that shift registers are
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Fig. 12-30 AdA control register.

	

7654321	 0
Hardware reset j 0	 0	 0 1 0 1 0 1 0	 0	 0
Program reset L - - - I -	 - - -

used to convert parallel data to serial for transmis-
sion and to convert received serial data to parallel
for use by the microprocessor.

The programmability of the ACI,-\ lies in the -true-
lure of the command and control re gisters shoss n in
Fig. 12-28. Figure 12-29 is a detailed look at the
AdA command register. Bit 0 sets pin II (data ter-
minal ready) of the AdA high or lo', allossing the
processor to inform other equipment (such as a mo-
dem) when the system is ready. Bit 1 enables or
disables the receiver interrupt for incoming data. Bits
2 and 3 control the state of pin 8 (ready to send) and
the transmit interrupt. Bit 4 controls the receiver
echo mode. Bit 5 enables or disables parity genera-
tion and parity checking. Bits 6 and 7 select one of
four parity modes: even, odd, mark, or s pace. Mark
parit y means that a parity bit is sent, but it is alv.Sy S
mark (hi gh). Space Parit y means the parity bit sent
is always space (low). No parity checking is done on
incoming data when mark or space parity is selected.

The control register is shossn in Fi g . 12-30. Bits 0
through 3 select the baud rate. Bit 4 selects the re-
ceiver clock source. If it is 0, the receiver ssill be
clocked at a rate of one . sixteenth ofan external clock
applied to pin 5 of the ACA. If it is l the receiver
will operate at the same rate as the transmitter. Bits
5 and 6 select the word length (5, 6, 7. or S bits). Bit
7 selects the number of stop bits.

The ACIA also contains a status register that can
he read by the processor. This register contains
bits tht signify whether an Interrupt has occurred,
the status of the signals applied to pins 16 and
17. whether or not the ttansntitter data register is
empty, whether or not the receiser data regiskr is
full, whether there has been a paritY error, or

whether there has been a f,-aiizi,zg error (incorrect
number of stop bits received).

As with the Vl,\, some details of the ACI.\ are
not covered here. Once again the reader is urged to
consult data manuals for additional' iiformaiion.
Quite a few other microprocessor support des ices
are found in the industrial environment, including
cathode-ray tube controllers (CRTC), floppy disk
controllers, printer co.'rotiers, and communications
controllers for other data trantnission standards.

As mentioned before, the most popular standard
for serial data communications is RS-232C. There-
fore, some standard parts have been developed to
translate between TTL voltages and RS-232C volt-
ages. Motorola, for example. manufacture s the
MC 1488 quad driser and the MC l489 quad receiver.
The dr':cr ICs pr Isod in rOlI\ art TTL to RS-232C.
and the receivers convert RS-23C to TTL. These
ICs are in 14-pin dual-inline packages.

REVIEW QUETIOXS
39. Assume that a VIA is programmed for the

one-shot mode rind that PB7 s enabled as a timer-
controlled output. When will PB7 first go low?
When will it return high?

40. Refer to Fi g . 12-23(a). Assume a l-Ml-Iz
clock and the VIA one-shot timer mode. What hex

,-value should be slejed in the loW bte of timer I
fo'n output pulse of 500i W. What hex high
byte must the processor write to initimc the prtse?

41. Refer to Fist. I2-23(b)ssume a i-MHz
clock and the VIA free-runnin ter made. Also
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assume that the high-byte latch of timer I contains
$00 and the low-byte latch contains S3E. What is
the output frequency at P137 assuming it is
enabted? The waveform?

42. Which timer of the VIA is used for counting
externally generated pulses? To which VIA pin
must the pulses be applied?

43. Refer to Fig. 12-25. How many characters
will be sent per second at 19.2 kBd?

12-7
SOFTWRE DEVELOPMENT

It should now be clear that microprocessors and their
support devices are useless without softv, are. What
is the role of the industrial electronics technician in
software development? It varies from company to
company; large companies tend to hire software spe-
cialists for writing, applying, and maintaining soft-
ware. Smaller companies may expect the technician
to dO some programming. In any case, the technician
needs at least a general knowledge of microprocessor
software and how it is developed.

Some industrial software is written in a high-level
language such as BASIC. BASIC is one of the easiest
computer languages to learn and apply. It will solve
many industrial, control, data collection, and analysis
needs with ease. Hoever. BASIC is not available
on every microcomputer. Even ifit is available, some
control applications cannot be impiemenied in BA-
SIC because it is too slow and requifes more memory
than equivalent machine language programs. There
are other high-level languages gaining popularity in
the industrial environment. FORTH is one example.
FORTH is not so easy to learn and apply as BASIC,
but it offers the advantages of consuming less mem-
ory and running much faster.

Machine language programs must be written in the
processor's native-code. When written by skilled
programmers, they consume less memory than any
equivalent high-level program and execute much
faster. Sometimes, a compromise approach is used.
An industrial control program for a robot may be
written in BASIC with several calls to machine lan-
guage subroutines- These subroutines will execute
very quickly and provide the response speed re-
quired for time-sensitive robot actions and reactions.

How are machine language programs and subrou-
tines written? It depends on the environment. Small
programs and subroutines may be hand-coded, with
the programmer looking up the OP-CODEs for each
instruction. Hand coding places quite a bit of burden
on the programmer, who must be familiar with the
instruction set of the micropr-.cessor and especially
proficient with its addressing modes. Also, the pro-
grammer must caculate all relative addresses. Hand
coding is considered adequate for small programs
and subroutines. For large programs, it-becomes te-
dious and is susceptible to errors.

Hand coding is made easier with programming aids
such as the instruction set summary shown in Fig.
12-31. This summary is continued in Fig. 12-32. and
the branch instructions are in a separate summary
shown in Fir. 12-33. Look at the add with carry
accumulator A instruction (ADCA) near the top of
Fig. 1-3 I. This instruction may have any one of four
different OP-CODES, depending on the addressing
mode to be used: S89 (immediate), 599 (direct), $A9
(indexed), and 5139 (extended). The column shows
the number of machine cycles required to fetch and
execute each instruction. This information is vital for
writing timing loops and for determining how fast
software will execute. The # column tells how many
memory bytes are needed for each instruction. This
is useful for predicting how much memory a program
will require and helps eliminate hand-coding errors.
For example. if you wish to use ADCA with ex-
tended addressing, the 3 in the # column tells you
that a tOtal of 3 b ytes will he required for the instruc-
tion. To additional bytes must follow the OF-
CODE S139 in memory. These two bytes are the hi gh-
order address byte of the operand followed by the
.low-order address b yte. The number of additional
bytes and cycles required for the indexed addressing
mode is indicated in Fig. 12-34 (page 348).--.-

The instruction set summary also includes a de-
scription of what each instruction does and bow the

- flags .are- affected. A dot under a.flag means it is not
changed, a. I means the flag is set. -a U indicates the
flak. is cleared, and a	 means the flag is toggled

- high-or low depending on the results of the operation.
Figure 12-32 lists thd notes for those special flag
results which require addi:ional explanation. All of
the information shown in Figs. 12-31 through 12-34
plus quite a bit more is contained on one fan-fold
card. Motorola calls this a reference card, and the
part number is M6809t.AC3) for their MC6809 micro-
processor. Motorola offers quite a few different mi-
croprocessors, and reference cards are available for
most of them. Other manufacturers also have similar
cards for their microprocessors; some call them pro-

grammer's cards or programmer's aids. You are
urged to collect all relevant cards for your work.
They provide a tremendous amount of information
in a very compact form and are quite useful.

Reference cards go a long way toward making
hand coding easier and error-free. However, if sig-
nificant machine language development is required,
then better tools are needed. One such tool is a
program called an editor; it allows the programmer
to wThe and correct a program written in assembly
form easily. When this task is completed, a second
program, the assembler, takes the assembly listing
that was generated by the editor and converts it to
machine language. Refer to Fig. 12-35 (page 348).
PA USE was typed into the editor by the programmer.
So was everything to the right of it and below it up
to the word END. This is usually called source code.
Source code is typically divided into fOur columns:
the labeT(for example, START), the instruction mite-
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Fig. 12-32 MC6809 IBSIrUCIlOn set summary (continued).
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Fig. 12-33 MC6809 branch instruCtions.

tic (STA), the operand (#S-39FF), and the CO/?1

(SETCARRY FLAG). Te :1sembler prints
t equis alent machine code for coh line of instrac-
1100 on the left. The first column on the left repie-
sents the program counter, or the address of the first
b y te of machine code for that instruction. The next
two columns contain the actual machine code that
can be executed by the processor: the OP-CODEs
and the operands. Some lines do not have any ma-
chine code since they contain assembler directives
for the assembler program's information ont. Note

CHARTER 1 .2 tiCROPROCSSO	 -347

that the assembler also geñêrates a s y mbol table
which lists the addresses for all the labels and con-
stants declared by the programmer.

An assembler makes the generation of machine
language programs easier, faster, and more error-
free. The programmer does not have to look up
any OP-CODEs. The assembler "knows" the OP-
CODEs for all the mnemonics and for all the various
addressing modes. The programmer is free to assign
label names that make sense and help keep track of
program function and entry points. This alsO makes
it easy to specify branches. For example. the BCC
clear instruction in Fig. 12-35 specifies SCAN as the
operand. SCAN is a label assigned earlier in the

assembly listing . Ecok at the machine code columns

to the left of BCC. and ou skill find 524 (the OP-
CODE for BCC) followed by SE-i. the relative ad-
dress generated h the assembler. Assembl ers also
present some helpful messages if there are errors in
the assembl program. A 0 error message indicates
a good assembi. Heweser. this is no guarantee that
the machine code sill execute as planned. There can
still be log ical errors, errors of omission, timing er-
rors, and other types of errors in the code.

After assembl y, another program. called a debu-

ger. may he used to help find errors in the program.
Debuggers allos the programmer to set breakpoints
in a program. A hreaApoin: alloy% a a part of the pro-

gram to execute. -before execution stops at that

breakpoint. At this time the programmer can esaz-
Inc memorr.-conters to determine hether. the soft-
ware is do i n g- shai ssas intended. Bebuggra aso
allow single stepping. making it ssihk. to check
software op'erauon on an instruct i on b ., iristructin

basis.
We have learned that mans ir,dustria compute—

are ver y small. Ther are dedicated to a special tack
or a group of tasks and often have limited memory-
How can soft'.are be developed for these compoCt-
cr5? Editors, assemblers. and debuggers often sill
not run on such small systems. Development is done
on  larger co'treter in these cases. In fact, ma.-*
microprocessor manufacturers offer a computer de-
vetopnient system for these situations. After the pro-
grams are \sri:tea. assembled. and debugged on the
large sr stem. tev are doss nloaded to the small com-
puters or - -o be burned Into EPROMs and trarts-
flrrec1 '	 . sO	 computer as ROM programs.

do in the ss ar of software develop-

ment .	 - dedicated microcomputer or mjcroc .ln-

trotter it Jeselornent s y stem is not as ailable? Of-
ten, rtt serv rr2h: however, some small 5) Stems

do have a monitOr program stored in ROM to prHt
some minor sc.ft'aare development and debuggirtS.
For example, Motorola offers ASSIST( to support
the MC6809 m::toproceSsOr. Monitors often c':ly
consume about 2K btes of memory and can be in-
cluded esen in a small system. A serial YO port and
a terminal"ill normally be required to utilize a mon-
itor program.

Figure 12-36 lists the commands available in the
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X ' Don t Core	 U' 10	 S z II

and - IrdCae the number of aOOtioflai cycles and bytes for the PSl,Culji var,ai,on

Fig. 12-34 Postbte formation for the indexed addressing mode.

Motorola ASSIST09 monitor program. Note that
breakpoint and trace commands are available for de-
bu gging. Commands are also available for examining
and changing memory contents and the contents of
the processor registers. There is even an offset com-
mand to calculate relative addresses for branch in-
structions Monitor programs are easy to learn and
use. They are useful for entering and debugging small
machine language programs. As an example of how
they work, refer to Fig. 12-37. This is an example of
a memory dump as printed on the terminal. The

dump is in response to the display command typed
into the terminal:

D F880,F8FF

When this command is entered (by hitting RETURN
on the terminal) ASSIST09 re y ponds with a dump of
memory locations SF880 to SFSFF. Note that all val-
ues are in hexadecimal. Also note that the ASCIi
contents of memory are printed to the right. If the
contents of any memory location are not a printable

C ,, .,OC, CC
(<iO3 AT
(. 6 FT
(P.09 CC

W -11 fA

(.0CC 49
('flOp B?
('012 BE
i,i .i15 30
0017 25
0019 On
(.014
OW Ca
CXOIE ES
0021 E7
0024 CS
('026 :F
('027 C'S
0020 24
('024 39

U€L".1'/OSIC op e qsy.o	 GOfl!'JENT COLUMN OflIONALI

	

Cc,.3 'AUSE	 EDO	 II	 ASSIS1119 breai.cflecksernkCe

	

P20) POT'S	 (0!1	 5(2cc	 VIA 0o,-1 S

	

(2:2 ODES	 ESU	 5202	 port B data direction req.

	

60(0 BrinE	 EDO	 *tc,C,U	 DELAY I lifE

49FF	 511RT	 LCD	 4549FF	 ROSA o'p code 0 0055
eC 03	 SIn	 'SCAN.F.CR
(2nD	 SIB	 2565	 set VIA p.. t B	 ootpots

SOD	 ntCn.(.0
OPCC	 II	 set ca,-rv fla;

	

SCAN	 SOLO	 Sflif C to ,,e,,t Sit
F2C,C*	 SD.	 "GRID	 light I LED
6 ... ..0	 LOX	 brINE
IF	 DELAY	 LE 	 -IX	 delay for a hiIe
FC	 SiZE	 DELAY

BEGS	 all I) LEts yet'
(.6	 ENS	 COflTl	 no
OF	 LOB	 511	 yes
SC ED	 (DES	 SCflN.FCR so tcb rotate direction
SC EA	 SIB	 -SCANJ-CR 5- (or,- 10L
07	 LOB	 07	 reset bit cOu,,ter -

	

COTITI	 UI	 cfleci, for	 R(E21	 CAULEL
(CS	 PAUSE

El	 5CC	 SCAN	 repeat if no CANCEL
SIS	 Otflerfllse, retOrn to 45515109

END

o CRi<3s, DETECTED

SYM BOL TABLE:

CONT. (0)25	 0065 5202	 DELAY 0015	 CliNt 6CC.)	 PAUSE 0000
(tars F2-:,S' SCAN ('TOE	 START 0000

Fig. 12.15 Machine Ianyuagd pr00ram deveIOpDTcriI example



Breakpoint -
Call

Display
Encode
Go
Load
Memor'

Null
Offset
Punch
Registe:S
Stievel
Trace

Verify	 -
I \Vindow

Fig. 12.36 Assist 09 manitor cornmacds.
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-----.	 I	 -.	 -
Description -

Set, clear, display, or delete breakpoints
Call Program as subroutine
Display memory block in hex and ASCII
Return indexed postbyte value
Start or resume program execution
Load memory from tape
Examine or alter memory
Memory change or examine last referenced
Memory change or examine
Set new character and new line padding
Compute branch offsets
Punch memory on tape
Display or alter registers
Alter stack trace leel value
Trace number of instructions
Trace one instruction
Veri,y tape to memor-y load
Set a window value

Command Entry

B
-C

D
E
G
L
M

N
0
P
R
S
I

V
'V

Q234 5I789A6C0E F-

FOSO 01 A201 OF Cl 07 Cl CF Cl 63 01 81 Cl CC 01 U
F8E000 5001180268010017 023C EEO.A33SCC-D ..... .. .... ..j3_.

FOAOFS 25 15 17 . 05 83 5O.5 26 CA 11 A3 Al 25 FO OF .& ....

FEED 6A_ 16 62 34 CFFB 37 CC 51 CC 10 22 0225 OF OS i ..4..7 ...." .S.j

41 53

F80 53 543339 20525331 26325)04 IC 131 6713 5139 (v121....

FEED 61 26 CD AD 20 ES OF 30 80 DC 3F 03 96 F6 IF CC as.

E r3 ES CO A7 05 3F 05 35 0  34 Ci 1701 Cc 25 CC s	 .. •••5.4..

Fig. 12.37 Sample wtput for monitor dispta command.

ASCII character, a period (.) is printed. None of the
memory locations from SF880 to SF8FF contains a
printable character. If you examine Fig. 12-37 you
can see that this particular dump was from an area
of memory that contained the ASSIST09 monitor
program.

There are other software development and debug-
ging aids. A disassembler is a program that converts
machine code into an assembly listing. It is useful
for analyzing code to determine how it works (or
why it doesn't) and how to modify it for a new ap-
plication. Some systems offer linkers to allow smaller
programs lobe eathered into a single larger program.
Diagnostic software may be available for testing var-
ious parts of the system. This will be covered in the
next section.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

44. Refer to Fig. 12-31. What is the OP-CODE
for the LDD extended instruction? How many
memory bytes will it consume? How many machine
cycles will it take?

45. Refer to Fig. 12-31. Which processor flags
will be Set or cleared by the LDD instruction?

46. Refer to Fig. 12-31. Which processor flags
will not be affected by the LDD instruction?

47. Refer to Fig. 12-33. How many bytes are re-
quired for the BCC instruction? For the LBCC in-
struction? Why?

48. Refer to Fig. 12-33. Which flan are affected
by the branch instructions?

49. Refer to Fig. 12-35. Explain the line of ma-
chine code at the left that beEinS at address S000F.

12-8
TROUBLESHOOTING AM)
M.iNTh NAN CE
As al.;avs, the troubleshooting procedure should be-
gin with the obvious and preliminary checks and
proceed from there on an orderly and logical basis.
Verify proper power supply operation, including any
separate negative and positive supplies used for RS-
232C data communication. Do not forget to include
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all parts of the system that ma he connected to the
processor. Sometimes a microprocessor 'a ill ''hang
Up" when attempting to communicate svi:h another
device that is powered down or not ready to respond
for some other reason. Some industrial computers
raav contain balk hek-up cit-enits. Test the bat-
tery voltage with thc main power off.

Ti,to 'a ( rip i ia s h hr son -, ;him- has been
cianed s ince the !at time the equipment was Op-

erational. For example, has new software been in-
stalled in the system, or has the software been mod-
ied? It may be necessary to revert to earlier
softss are to determine where the pioblem is actually
located. Software problems cart appear to he hard-
ware problems, and the opposite is also true. Has
another part of the system been changed or repro-
grammed? In some cases. what appears to he a de-
fective computer is actuall y a terminal oi other de-
sice that is not properl y confi gured. Modern serial
terminals are capable of quite a few baud rates, dif-
ferent word sizes, a few stop bit choices. and several
parit y options. These can be changed be setting
switches on the hack of the terminal or perhaps in-
side the terminal. They can also be changed from the
keyboard on some terminals. Refer to the relevant
manuals and make certain that the terminal is prop-
erly setup to communicate with the computer. \\ hen
doing so. Ott mas encounter half- and full-duplex
'pt ions. The /:a?f J.'r!'x p:. i ': allow s c'mmu1ica-
tion between the tciminal and the computer in onis
one direction at a tine. I hciafl-duplex optwit allow,
Communication in t us o ii reel loris independent l% at
the same time. If the terminal di spla\ s or prints all
typed characters double, try changing it to full-du-
plex. If nothing is displascuLor printed, try changing
It to half-duplex. Finalls. check the cable between
the terminal and the computer. Sometimes pins 2 and
3 on one of the Dfl-25 Connectors must be reversed.
This happens because : must connect to 2 for some
equipment interfaces, and 2 niust connect to ) for
others.

Some 5\1(c,-is i nclude diagnostic software. One
example is a RA 11 iei g, g: -,
su rites various hit patterns t R_:' .. at ions and
-,hen reads them hack to verify that memory is work-
ag as it should. Another example is software that

exercises sarious parts of the S\ stem such as displas
outputs, control outputs, and inputs. The diagnostic
package m:ts he menu-driven and sequentiallystruc-
tured .A menu will appear on the terminal, allowing
the technician to 'elect from several test options.
W hen a test is selected, the program may ask the
technician to erd'y that a display or some other
output is responding as described on the screen or
printout. As each question is answered, the next test
is started. The pioram may also request that the
technician actuate certain controls or apply test sig -

nals to various inputs. A ''walk-through" of this type
can be ver y offective in verifying system operation
and d l a : is ing malfunctions, Some sstenis tail
e%c n : dianscd from many mites away. Modems

have been used to connect a diagnostic computer at
the factory to a processor in the field.

If the defective compUter works at least partiall\,
a monitor pro g ram may be a valuable troubleshooting
aid. Examine ses eral memory locations in evers
block. Consult the nicrrcry map. If 8K devices are
used, check several addresses in each device. If the
des -s -Ia R A\l. '. erfx' that the data can be
chan ged. Try writing s FF to a location and then read
it. Then change it to S00 and read it again. Although
this is less conclusive than a diagnostic program that
checks every location, it still may he helpful. A mon-
itor program can also be used to check support de-
Vices such as PIAs and .ACIAs. You can ue the
monitor to set the data direction for output and then
write SFF followed by S00 to the output registers.
An oscilloscope, logic probe, or meter can he used
to test the output pins for the proper m'esponse. A
few cautions aie in order here. First, don't forget
that writing information to an ACIA could disable
the ability to communicate via the terminal. If this
happens, a system reset should reinitialize the ACIA
and reestablish communications with the terminal.
Second, be aware that devices such as motors or
hydraulic valves could be activated by changing data
at certain addresses. If at all possible, troubleshot
with hi gh-energy s y stems disabled.

If BAS IC is US ai laNe on the s% stem. It can allo
er'.'c Is troablesh ot n aid. Some c ' s on' ha'

a PEEK ant,ii.uid that can be used to examine 01cm-
ors locatton and a POts E ( ' i'i,iii3O,it/ that e,in be used
to change them. BASIC can also he used to iepeat.
cdlv strobe an address or a device to allow oscillo-
scope troubleshootin g . For example, suppose that
you ss ish to vcrifs that an address decoder at SE001)
(decimal 57. 44) is working. lithe s y stem is operat-
ing as it should th following program will produce
a pulse train at the decoder output.

10 POKE 57344.0
2OGOTO to

BASIC cati also he used to strobe a des ice repcatctiv
t' 'citii i c 05edlocope testing. For example. as-

sume that a PIA is decoded. hecinning at address
ShF40 (decimal fi5341( . The t'ollouving program ini-
tializes the PIA (pro g ram lines 10 through 0) and
then repeatedl y toggles the outputs. The REM State-
ments at-c far documentation Pitt poscsand are ig-
nored by BAS IC:

10 POKE 65346,0: POKE 65347,0: REM cleats bit 2
to select DDRA and DDRB
20 POKE 65344.255: POKE 65345.255: REM sets all
bits for output
30 POKE 65346,4: POKE 65347,4: REM sets bit 2
to select ORA and ORB
40 POKE 65344,0: POKE 65345,0: REM toggle all
16 outputs low
50 POKE 6544,255: POKE 65345,255: REM toggle
all 16 high
60 GO I() 40: REM continue toggling outputs

'S



If an oscilloscope is not a',ailahk, a logic probe can
aTo be used to check for toggling. If only a meter is
available, the toggling can he slowed down by adding
this delay line to the program:

45 FOR X = I TO 200: NEXT X: REM change
value to change delay

If a monitor program is asailable, similar diagnostic
routines can he hand-assembled, entered, and exe-
cuted in machine code.

The microcomputer ma y not work at all or rna\
not work well enough to use the monitor or BASIC.
Also, many industrial computers are small, dedicated
units. They often do not have a monitor, BASIC. or
even a terminal connected to them. In these cases.
an oscilloscope may be used to examine the various
address lines, data lines, clock lines, control lines.
and Status outputs of the microprocessor to deter-
mine whether there is proper activity. The clock sig-
nals must always be present. If the s y stem uses a

microprocessor with an on-chip oscillator. the lack
of clock signals would indicate a defective micro-
processor or crystal. It is normal to expect acti' it
on the address bus and the data bus. If there is no
acti.vity or limited activity, the microprocessor may
be in a halt mode, may be waiting for an interrupt.
or possibly may be in a DMA or sync mode. if this
is the case, the processor status pins should he
checked with an oscilloscope to determine which
mode the processor is in these pins are BA and BS
on the Motorola MC6809 processor. When BA and
BS are both low, the processor is in the normal run-
ning mode. The three other status conditions estab'
lished by the state of BA and BS are the i,ilerai[t or

reset acknoicledge mode, the sync acknouledge

mode, and the halt or bus grant mode. It may also
be necessary to inestigate the halt, reset, MRDY,
DMAIBREQ, and interrupt pins. Set the oscilloscope
for dc coupling and establish a 0-V reference point
on the screen when anal yzin g a microprocessor ss-
tem. This will allow both sienal activity and dc level
to be readil y determined.

Assuming that the oscilloscope shows bus activity,
a check for chip select and device select signals will
shed some light on what the processor is doing or
not doing. It is normal to observe repeated ROM
select signals as the processor executes the code
stored there. Check for RAM select signals also and
don't forget to check for I.O select signals. Support
devices are initialized on pow er up and after ass stem
reset. You may have to continue to reset the system

• while looking for select signals at these des ices.
These should occur immediately after the processor
leaves the reset state, and there should be evidence
that the processor is V. riting several bytes to each
initialized device. If resets do not appear to initiate
the expected actions, set the oscilloscope for a s',ecp
speed of approximately 10 ms per di' ision and con-
nect the probe to the reset bus. An exponential raflip
should be evident when the reset switch is releasad.
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You can also look at the read.'wiife line and the input
and output of hufferiCs to help localize difficulties.

A microprocessor is aiery complex IC, with many
functions and features. it is possible that a partial
failure can occur. For example. a processor may d
everything it should except provide the.proper re-
sponse to an in:errupt. It may be possible to use a
logic pulser to simulate an interrupt. An oscilloscoce
can be tricered on the pulser output. and the scope
probe can be used to look bra ROM select signal.
This procedure will determine whether the processor
is fetching the interrupt vector as it should. Do no:
forget that the processor may mask an interrupt re
quest.

Some advanced microprocessor trouble shoo:ing
equipment that is available provides quite a bit of
information. A logic a':al',zer is an example; this
piece of equipment has probes that are connected to
the address bus, the data bus, the read write l:ne.
and the clock line . Qualifier switches can he set t.s
make the instrument synchronize on a particular
eent. The logic analzer stores bus events.
can be displayed as they occurred before and af:er
the qualif,v ing event. Some logic analyzers are ',erv
advanced ' and can present the data in binary berm.
hexadecimal form, and in the form of timing diagrams
on a cathode-ray tube. Some even have persofiei
modides for the popular microprocessors ad can
thereby produce dsambi,v4istingS on the screen
or send the li5tin2s to a printgr. 5i'nazare c.aavcr.,
are also available for microprocessor troub1eshOc-:;
and examine the data bas and the address bus of a
microcomputer in real-lime. The patterrt (or signa-
tureS is compared to a pattern previousl stored in
me-n,,r% from a normally operating s stem. Ans d.-
ferences between the stored signature and the acz'c.i
si gnature can be anal

yzed to provide clues as to w'r.a:
is wrong with the system.

The statistics of part failure predict that the mos:
complex devices are the most failure-prone. This in-
cludes the microprocessor., support devices, and
memory ICs. If a system uses sockets and if spare
ICs are available, component swapping is a reason-
able procedure. Make sure the power is off and ob-
serve proper handling procedures to prevent damage
from static electricit y. Also make sure that all de-
vices are properly and firmly seated in their 5ockets

RE%IEII' ().UESTJOXS

50. Refer hack to the BASIC diagnostic prgam
for testing the PIA. Could this program be modtñed
to test the input performance of the PIA? Ho,?

51. Ho'.v will the s stem react in response to the
modification referred to in the prior question'

52. 1 h v-icas lines of the address and da:a
buses should show continuous activity when the
processor is in the	 mode.
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CHAPTER REVIEH' QUESTIONS
12-1. 1-low many flags are therein the MC6809

microprocessor?
12-2. The address pins on a micreprocessor are

ihctional, and the data pins are
12-3. Which input pins are used to signal the

microprocessor that an external hardware event
that requires attention has occurred?

12-4. Which pin tells whether the microproces-
sor is writing or reading data?

12-5. A group of instructions and data in mem-
ory used to direct the operation of a microproces-
sor is called a ________

12-6. A CMPA is an example of a(n)
12-7. What often happens when a microproces-

sor begins execution at the wrong address?
12-8. The immediate addressing mode is used to

load the U pointer re gister. How many operand
bytes must follow the OP-CODE?

12-9. How many bytes must follow the OP-
CODE for extended addressing?

12•10. The S register is to be loaded from mem-
ory locations 517011 and SF012 by using the ex-
tended addressing mode. What must follow the OP.
CODE for LDS
• 12-11. Assunie that th DP re gister contains S2 E.
What is the effective address when the Op-CODE
for LDA is followed by S34?

12-12. Which indexed addressing mode points to
the address of the effective address

12-13. A relative address is added to the con-
tents of the ________ when the result of a branch
test is true.

12-14. A branch test is located at SI 114, and the
relative address is located at SIII i . What is the re-
quired hex vaiue of the relative address to cause a
backward branch to SlIQO?	 orCt that Ole
program counter will be pointing to S1 116  when the
effective address is calculated.

12-15. Accumulator A contains S3E. What \v ill it
contain after nine consecutive RORA operations?

12-16. Which instruction always transfers pro-
gram flow to the effective address by using ex-

tended, direct, or indexed addressing? Which in-
struction does the same thing but uses relative
addressing?

12-17. What is the ournose of the F flag?
12-18. What is the purpose of the I flag?
12-19. Which flag is set to tell the processor to

pull all the registers but one from the hardware
stack? Which register is not pulled?

12-20. Where are the interrupt vectors stored in
an MC6908 system?

12-21. Which interrupt stacks only the CC regis-
ter and the program counter?

12-22. Assume that an MC6809 is in the SYNC
state. What happens when an NMI signal is re-
ceived?

12-23. In a . microprocessor-based system, which
device must leave the reset state last? Why?

12-24. Which MC6809 signal is equivalent to the
phase 2 clock signal required by the VIA?

12-25. Assume that a VIA is mapped into mem-
ory beginning at S82EO. What address will the
processor write to in order to change 1`137 to a
timer-controlled output?

12-26. Serial data communications can use volt-
age or current si gnals. Which is the most popular?
Which specific volta ge standard is the most popu-
lar?

12-27. Which serial mode requires start and stop
bits?

12-28. The RS-122 serial standard uses balanced
transmission for high bandwidth and _______ data
rates.

12-29. For what type of data communication is
an ACIA designed?

12-30. How can you determine which mode the
MC6u9 processor is in when troubleshooting?

12-31. What would repeated ROM select signals
indicate?

12-32. What would repeated 110 select signals in-
dicate?
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ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. 16 M (approximately 16 mi11in) 2. flag 3. 16 4. S 5. 

the valve is turned on 6. OP-CODE 7. n;no readings
registercould be stored S. inherent 9. one 10. $34 or $43 11. $89 12. $01 13. the S reg 14. $A9; -a 2-byte offset

15. $S0; after the effective address is determined 16. 156; -100 17. 505; $06 18. $32 
19. positive number; no

20. yes 21. SF0 22. no 23. program counter 24. the S regiSter 25. rested 26. dçcrernented 27. the software
will crash 2& the motor will run counterclockwiSe 29. 458,753 s 30 BSR or LBSR 31. $7000; S7FFF; 4K

34. SC 	 yes 35. S00F:
(4096 bytes) 32. from the falling edge of E to the rising edge of Q 33. 500 ns; 750 ns 
$SFFF; SFFI a0S1) 36. four 37. by reading control register A and testing bits 6 and 7 38. a latch 39. hen the
counter high bste is written; "hen the counter times Out 40. SF3; $01 41. 7843 kHz; rectangular (nearly square)

V 46. H and C 47. 1; 4; 2-byte OP-CODE plus 2-byte
42. timer 2; PB6 43. 1920 44. SFC; 3; 6 45. N, Z. and	

e accunviiator A extended, and SF200 is the address
relative address 48. note 49. SB7 is the OP-CODE for
where it will be stored 50. yes; change line 20 to POKE 0 to both

stor  
locations; replace line 4O with PRINT PEE K(65344):

ivalent of port A input data will be printed followed by the
PRINT PEEK(65345): delete line 50 51. the decimal equ 
port B data, repeatedly 52. normal (running)
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DATA CONVERSION,
COMM (JNICATION,
AND STORAGE

Advances itt colnputez - electronics hate pro-
duced a major impact on industrt .\iam' in-
dustrial sistems are connected to, monitored
b; or in some tra y controlled by computers.
Some of these s ystems are sophisticated and
insolse both digital and analog signals. This
chapter focuses oil con e,-sions bettteen the
digital and analog tt-orlds and ova mines di,tal
cOntnhtJflic:iltinns in moore .- 	 Ill. It also intro-
duces mass storage dr-s ice.s r,r digital data
and programs.

13-1
DIGIT-L-TO-ANALQG. CONVERSION
The diital-to-analos co,:e,-fer DAC) accepts a bi-
nary inpat and produces -a corresponding analog out-
put, which is usuall y in he form of a voltage or a
current. Fi g ure 13-I demonstrates the basic idea. A

aie Lsn at the left, and a
single analog output is shosu , the rigbt. In the
strictest sense, a true analo g signal is cpablc of an
infinite number of measatcment values. Can the
DAC produce all number of output levels? It
cannot. A DAC produces discrete steps at its output:
one for every possible binary input. With all

 number of binar y inputs, the step size 'sill he
small enouch so that the output approaches a true
analo g signal.

The DAC shov. a in Fic. 13-I has ei ght binar y in-
puts. It is connected to a 12-\' supply. Suppose that
the output can span from 0 to 12 V. It is possible to
determine the step size of the output voltage by di-
viding the lull span b y 2' where N is the number of
binary ir r.t its 2 256 and 12256 = 0.046875 V.
This step size is small enough to meet many indus-
trial needs loi- art 	 signal. In those cases %% here
it is nut, 10-, 12-. and 14-bit DACs are available.
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Let's see what happens to the step size with a 14-bit
DAC:

-.step size = 12V--- = 0.000 2422 V

A step size this small approaches a true analog signal
ver y closely.

The percenta ge of resolut:ori for a DAC is set by
the number of hits, as shos n in fg 13-I. For an s -
bit DAC, the resolution is percent. For a
14-bit DAC, the re'oliition i, tttlt)61I)4 percent. As
the number of bits increasc, the pet-centage of res-
oltition decreases. This indicates a finer, or more
precise, resolution. Of course, the step size also de-
creases as the number of bits incre,ses. The overall
iccurac	 a function of the nuiiiirrr of bits and the
accuracy of the DAC itself. Digital-to-analog con-

2 V

8

-	 FaiivsunStep sIze----7--- -

-

Maxoutput"i2"—tLsVrusOe

Fig. 13-I - B.sk DAC.
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verter manufacturers often rate accuracy as a per-
centage. Do not confuse this rating with the resolu-

iion, which is fixed by the number of bits.
Manufacturers may also rate the accurac as equal
to plus or minus 1/2 LSB, or plus -or minu 1,'4 LSB,
and so on. The least significant bit produces the
smallest possible change in the output. An 8-bit DAC
with a plus or minus V2 LSB rating has an accuracy
of plus or minus approximately 0 1 percent. Note
that this is half the percentage of resolution calcu-
lated by the equation shown in Fig . 13-I. An 8-bit
DAC with a 114 LSB rating has an accuracy of plus
or minus approximately 0.1 percent. which is one-
fourth of its resolution.

Figure 13-I shows that the maximum output from
a DAC is found by multiplying 2' - I times the step
size. We found the step size earlier for the 8-bit DAC
with a 12-V suppl y to be 0.046875 V. The maximum
output is therefore (256 - I) x 0.046875 V =
11.953125 V. Note that it i5 not equal to 12 V. The
minimum output is 0 V and occurs 

w
i th a binary

input of 00000000; the maximum output is one step
size less than the supply and occurs with a binai
input of 11111111 (decimal 255). To find the output
at any intermediate value, simply convert the binary

- input to d ecimal and multipl y it times the step size.
Foreamole. with the same step size and a binary
input of 10101Orl (decimal 171) the analog output
would be nominally 8,01563 V. The actual output
volta ge could, vary as much as half a step above or
belownominal, depending on the accuracy rating of
the DAC.	 -	 -

Figure 13-2 shov.s the circuit for a 5-bit binary
wei ghted adder. It uses an op amp as an in\ erling
adder. Assume that is —5 V. The output range
wit] be from 0 to almost 5 V. The step size will be

= 0.15625 V

As the circuit is drawn, none of the s itches is
closed. This is equivalent to a binary input of 00000.
No voltage is applied to the input of the op amp, and

= 0. What happens if binary 00001 is entered?
This sets the LSH and closes the sw itch connecting
l'ra f to the input through the 32R resistor. The voltage
gain of the op amp is given by

RF

V.,g

Fig. 13-2 Binary eightd DA -risr.r

Fig. 13-3 R 2A IadJr D A connr.

Since the input resistor is 32 times the value of the
feedback resistor. the gain is - 1:32 With a referenre
okage of -s V. the output w ill he

-	 x —5 = 0.15625 V

This result agrees 'a ith the step size calculated rre-
viou sly.

In practice. the switches show  in Fig. 13-2 'aeutd
be replaced by transistor switches to allo'a logic sig-
nals to be directly applied to the DA conerter.
Binary 'a eihted D.ACS are limited to 5 hits because
of the large range of resistor •values required. I: is
erv d,fñuit to match resistors 'aith ratios rea:er

than 32:1. Therefote. any attempt 
to 

gain cesola:
by adding more bits will result in a loss of a:cu-r
that ne gates the e\'	 hits.	 -	 -	 -

Fi g ure 13-3 sho.ss a D A correerter that i s b'e
on an R--'R ladder net'aork. It requires orils :.c
resistor \alues and is therefore easier to impemen:.
Each s'aitch is a single-pole. double-thro'a tpe that
connects the 2R elements to the input of the op an'
or to ground. All s'aitches are shown in the 0 posi-
tion. An equivalent network that makes the circuit
easier to understand is shown in Fig. 13-4. It is as

sumed that R = 10 k[1 and that 2R = 20 k!. Note
that all the 20-kfl resistors are grounded. This is
true regardless of the setting of any of the s'a itches.
You should recall that the inverting input of the o'
amp is a virtual ground. Start at the right side of the
network. The two 20 kf! resisfors in parallel are
equivalent to a 10 kf3 resistor and it is in series

—50V	 25V —125V —0625V

t32 I icri	 io<ct

2.,PTk2J2T012,0,2
5 1 
=_T

e;reaa-Z 3c:sa ;r;. -d or tie virtLa ;rC..
C	 ;p a5, d-ecd ng on r'e ratnh se:s.rgs

}g. 13-4 \otma;n o.rc_r.d the R-2R nterk.
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a l0kfl resistor for an equivalent resistance of 20 kfl.
This equivalent 20 kfl is in parallel with the next
20 kfl resistor for a resistance of 10 kP.. It is in series
with the next 10 ku for an equivalent resistance of
20 k. You should see the pattern by now. No matter
how many bits the R-2R network requires, the equiv-
alent resistance values keep repeating.

Now look at the voltages shown in Fig. 13-4. The
full —5 V appears at the first point indicated. Half
that value appears at the next point, and then half
that value appears at the next point, and so on. The
R-2R network repeatedly divides the input voltage
by 2. When any of the switches in Fig. 13-3 are Set
to binary I, the full reference voltage or one of the
divided values is applied through a ZR element to the
input of the op amp. The feedback resistor has a value
of R, and therefore half of the network voltage ap-
pears at the output. For example. if V,ts -5 V and
only the MSB is set. 	 = 2.5 V.

Most DACs are monolithic ICs such as the Sig-
netics NE50I8 shown in Fig. 13-5. This IC contains
the R-21? ladder network, an adjustable reference
supply, the DAC switches, input latches for the bi-
nary data, and an operational summing amplifier. The
input latches make the device compatible with mi-
croprocessors. The binary inputs (pins 2109) can he
connected directly to the data bus. When not LE
(pin 10) is low, the latches are transparent. When it
goes high, the input data present at the moment of
transition is latched and retained until not LE goes
low again.

The NE5018 reference voltage is nominally 5 V. It
can be trimmed with an external potentiometer to
provide easy adjusfment of full scale. It is tempera-
ture-compensated and therefore relatively stable.
The maximum supply voltage is plus and minus
18 V with plus and minus IS V being recommended.
The settling time is rated at 2.3 js. This is the time
required for the output to stabilize (settle) after a
binary input appears. Its rated accuracy is plus or
minus 1/2 LSB. Signetics also manufactures the
NE5019, which isahnost identcal but offers an im-
proved accuracy of plts or minus 114 LSB. They also
offer the NE5020, a 10-bit DAC rated at plus and
minus 0.1 percent relative accuracy. It features two
latch enable inputs, which allow an easy interface
with 8-bit microprocessors. The processor can write
data to the lower 8 bits and the upper 2 bits attwo
different addresses. Two write cycles are required to
load a 10-bit word into the DAC when it is interfaced
to an 8-bit bus.

The Signetics DAC can use its own internal ref-
erence supply or an external reference supply. Con-
verters that use an external reference are sometimes
referred to as multiplying DACs. The multiplying
mode allows a signal applied to the reference Input
to be scaled according to the value of the binary
input. Thus, a microproceSsot could alter the level
of an analog signal by sending a binary word to the
DAC. Figure 13-6 shows another application. A mi-
croprocessor controls the binary input of the D!A

LVDT

\
^t3

NE5O1B
DAC

Fig. 13-6 MicroprocessOr control iaterfa:e (Sir.e::cs).

converter. The resulting analog output is app l ied to
the NE540 error amplifier. The other input to the
error amplifier comes from the NE5520 LVDT signal
conditioner. Any error between the command posi-
tion from the microprocessor and the actual position
will cause the motor to run in the direction necessan
to eliminate the error.

REVIEH' QUESTIO,\S
1. Calculate the step size for a 10-bit DAC that

uses a 5-V supply. Calculate its maximum output
voltage.

2. Calculate the percentage of resulution for a
10-bit digital-to-analog converter.

3. The manufacturer of a 10-bit D.AC rates the
accuracy at plus and minus 1/3 LSB. What is the
accuracy expressed as a percentage?

4. Refer to Fig. 13-2. What is the output with a
- 10-V reference if the two left-most switches are
closed and all other switches are open

13-2
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION

Ana!og-to-digital converters (ADCs) are used to con-
vert analog voltages or currents to binary ords.
They are often based on digital-to-analog converters
such as the ramp-type circuit sho'.sn in Fig. 13-7.
Voltage V

`
is an analog voltage that is to be con-

verted to a binary value. It is applied to the nonin-
verting input of a comparator. The inverting input of
the comparator is connected to the output of a DAC.
The microprocessor supplies the DAC with a binary
input that counts up from zero. When %' exceeds

V_ the comparator output switches and genera-_s
an interrupt to the microprocessor. The last binary
value written to the DAC is proportional to the value
of the analog input. The illustration shows that the
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Corn parato;

Tirn

tIe. i-	 s

DAC output is	 ci ic . I \ clltage steps called a
in. the r solution of the ramp-D pe

ADC is a function of the nuinhei of hits in the D,\C.
A ramp coiiercr can also be implemented h

replacing the nlicrol s ioce s or ssith an up counter. a
clock, and a lo g ic control circuit. The conversion
sequence ssiIl begin s th the control circuit's reset-

ting the counter to zero The 'c lock ssill then he en-
ahled and un coatin g sstll commenCe. When the
comparator output '.s' itches, the clock ss ill he dis-

ahled . and the counter s' ill then contain the hi nor

clue of the analog input. An interrupt can be gen-
erated at the coil rilet ion of the cons ers ion c do to,

alert a pi ode s'.oi that a hi nar\ readin g is as ailabl e
1 his technique tinhut Jets the prodes ' o. during the

conversion c dc and alloss it to perform other func-

tions.
Regardless of hots the DAC is s iiprlied ss ith a

binary up count, the ramp-t y pe converter is slow. A
large analog input still create a significant delaydur-
ing up counting. It can be as great as 2' times the
DAC and comisarator cumulative settling time.
sshere N is the lionoberof bits in the DAC. A tracking
converter maypros ide better performance for some
applications. This circet ieplaces the up counter
ss ith an up.'doss n counter. If The 0-AC output is less
than V. the comparator causes the counter to count
up on the next clock paise: if the DAC output is

more than t;0 , the counter counts dos'. to. The b;ti -

scale

1 2 F	 S '-.ar 5
C1	 c	 1	 1	 0	 1

1 4

45675

Clock pr.ods

Fl5. 13-8 '. ._cSSSIVC approSnlatiC)fl co" Crier.

s,iluc of the counter v. ill track chan ge', in the analog

input. 1 he counter out put can he sampled at any
time a digital value is required. Tracking con\ertCrS
can be used up to loss audio rates.

Fi cure 1 3-8 '.hott '. the - ii('(fS' i IC rIp/Ill I lit II (fOrt

t hic h is mitch faster. It produces a con-
version dela y ofo ll iv .V times the cumulati' e settling
time. With an 8-bit D.AC. the total dela y still he eight

clock pet iods regardless of the salue of the analog
input si gnal. The cons ersion process begins .' ith all
DAC inputs set to zero. The MSB hit is set at the
first clock pulse. This produces at',. 1 to the corn-
parator equal to one-half the lull-scale valu_ - If the
comparatorsss itches. the slSB is cleared. and the
next most significant hit is set. If the comparator
does not sss itch, the MSB remains set. and the next
most significant bit is set. The process repeats N

times as each hit is tested At ypical ss as eform at
the DAC output as the cons ersion proceeds is illus-
trated by Fig. 13-8. Note that the binary output ssill
shosv a 0 :It every bit position where V 'vas ex-
ceeded and the comparator sv1ithed.

The successi ve approximation technique can he
implemented s; ith a clock and a separate register. as
shossn in Fig. 13-8. It can also he realized stithout
these circuits by interfacing a DAC to a micto-
processor. The microprocessor can set each bit and
'test the output of the comparator. This 5 oftss are ap-
proach saves some hardware, but it burden , the pro-
cessor during the cons ersiO't cycle. This is a typical
compromise and is known as the Iioi'dn'o'o s.jflIC

tradeoff.

a_.	 -	 - . -- .-.-.--	 .----.------. .-.--------------- - - 	 .-----.. -.----	 - --
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rTh

I'

D35

Cs

4..
D.R

C

STRT

Tc;.Fig. 13-9 Rj!iornetri; meaureflent.

The external rerence volta ge input sh.s n in Fig.

I 3-S nlav he used for rtt fi,metric s -ott ,cr.sioc.i. these
types of conversions allow an AD converter to
duce an output that represents the ratio of the analog
input to the reference input. Using ratiometric con-
version, the circuit acts as an analog divider ssith a
binary output. Precision measurements that are in-
sensitive to the reference voltage are possible. Refer --
to Fig. 13-9: a potentiometer'tC transducer is sup-	 -

pliedy 1ra, which also supplies the refrencinp.ut	 -
to the analog-to-digital . con<erer. The equatim
shosss

m
 Thit th bin tr\ count	 aj sI to Cr	 fl

tentioeter ratio and is no: sensitive to the referrc 	 It

voltage. Ratiornetric conversion can also be used
with [ istive brides by usin g an instrumemalon
amplifier betscen the bridge and the .ADC

Figure 13-10 sho\ss the pin configuration and block
dia g ram for the Si gnetics NE5034 monolithic A D
converter. It uses the successive approximation tech-	 cRT	 D3' ......

nique and contains a comparator, an 8-bit DAC. a	 -	 -

register, a clock, a reference ampliIer. and a three-
state output buffer. The buffer simplifies inteacing
the IC to microprocessors. An external capacitor	

flg. IIO Itd circt NE5" AD cane tel P.re_:.

controls the clock frequency. and conversion times 	
(b) Btck	 (S elicit.

as short as 17 p.s arepossible. An external clock can
be use'd for even faster conversion times. The IC
digitizes an analog input current applied to pin 15. it 	 8 analog inputs to be switched to the comparator for

is capable of ratiometric conversion s ith an external 	
conversion to binar. This provides a cost-effectix e

reference current applied to pin 13. it is also capable	 solution for those industrial applications in shich the

of digitizing unipolar or bipolar input voltages, as 	
output of several transducers must be digtized. Dig-

shown in Fi g . 13-Il. This illustration also sho,,., the 	 itizing eic'nt inputs will take approximate] ,. I ins, but

curves for selecting the clock capacitor (Cci).	 this is an adequate response time for mans applica-

	

Another integrated circuit converter, the mono-	 tions in indu s try, such as temperature monitoring.

lithic CMOS ADCOSOS bk National Semiconductor, 	
An AD conversion can be accomplished without

is shossn by Fi g . 13-12. It uses successive approxi-	 a DAC. Figure 13-13 (p. 362) shows a voltage-to-

mation as the conver	
i'

	

sion technique and provides S	 frequency converter. With a negali%e	 . applied.

bits of resolution with a conversion time of IOU p.s. 	 the inte grator output will ramp in a poSitie direction

It operates from a single 5-V supply and features a	
until the %'threshold is crossed. At this time. the

low power coumption of onl y Ii mW. it is micro-	 comparator output will switch and discharge the in-

processor-compatible with a tn-state output latch' 	
tegrator. The next positive ramp ill begin, and Inc

buffer and an addres la:ch and decoder for the input 	
cycle sill repeat over and over. The magnitude of

multiplexer. The iii jitit multiplexer allows any one of	 s',, will set the slope of the positive ramps. urger
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input voltaaes \vl!f prcduce a steeper slope, and the 	 down to the comparator threshold. Since Vand T1
comparaior threh3ld	 1 be reached in less. time.	 are fixed known quantities, Vi- is proportional to T.
The pulse frequenc y at the output of the comparator 	 The dual-slope technique has the advantage of min-
is propcntion.aI to the input voltage. Figure 13-13 adds	 imizing errors because the same circuit and compo-
a clock circuit, a ate. and a counter to convert the 	 nents are used for summing both the reference and
frequency to a binary count proportional to the an-	 unknown input voltages. Any long-term component
alog input voltac, The performance of volta g e-to-	 drift is canceled. Hov.-ever. the circuit is sensitive to
frequenc y A D cons erters is relativel y poor for small 	 zero offset and drift in the integrator and comparator.
input voltages, as a result of offset drift in the late- 	 These effects can he compensated for by it

grator and companator. 	 complex circuit that adds calibration phases to mea-

	

Inreranon is also used in the dual-slope circuit of	 sure the analog error and eliminate it from the final
Fi g . 13-14. The conversion cycle begins with - Vi,	 output. Some error-correcting techniques allow as
applied to the ini1e grater through the switch for a	 much as 14 bits of resolution, but integration is a
fixed fime Ti . D,_, imz T: the integrator output 'aill	 !ow technique, and the conversion time is too long
rise to a point de pendent on the input signal magni-	 for some applications. Dual-slope AID converters are
tude. Then the inc-ut switch is chanced, and a i-efer- 	 tpicaiiv used in instruments such as digital voitme-
cncc votage of ocnosize polarit y is applied to the	 ters (DV Ms ') and digital multimeters (DMMs).
integrator. The counter will count clock pulses durin g	The A/D converter response time is critical for
thc -me (T.) it t.skcs ;he integrator to ramp "'ac	 someaj-tplications. For example, it ma y be necessary
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:cg:ror

Fig. 13-13 Sd	 e-io-frqdency cinertpr.
	 CloCk

	
Biurvoulpit

1

Fi g . 13-14 DaaI-slope A 0 eornenc.

to sample a si gnal that is chan g in g raplu!; with time.
The level of such a si gnal mas chan ge significantly
from the be g innin g of the conversion otocess to the
end. This change can cause large measurement er-
rors. One solution is to use a sample aid Ii '!d ant-
plifier

.
 in front of the ADC-'The sample and hold

circuit will • fueeze the signal and hold it constant
during the conversion period. Sample and hold am-
plifiers are discussed in Chapter 6. Ano:her solution
is to use a converter that is very fast. One example
is the flash converter shown in Fig. 13-15. It requires
2 - I comparators for X bits of resO!ution An
bit converter requires 255 comparators stacked at
voltage levels of I part in 256 from each other. This
stackin g is accomplished b a resistive divider. The
comparatar array compares the irput signal with
each reference volta ge to produce an V of 255 cede
sometimes ricrred to as th ---- -1ierniomerer code

1

Do

DI

03

04

D5

P6

P7

Fig. 13- IS Flash eonuuter,

since a Comparators below the si gnal level us ill he
on and uP tho,e abu e wit le;i. The decoder logic
converts this code to a hini.i aupii.

Flash converters are very fast A t y pical 8-1bit de-
vice can respond in 50 ns. This allo'us up to 20 million
conversions per second. The disadvantages are high
cost and a low input impedance caused by the input
signals driving many comparators in parallel. Figure
1-16 shows a compromise circuit, the duo/-stage
flasit converter; it may also be referred to as a Ito/F
f/us/i converter. It requires onl y 30 comparazors to
achieve 8 bits of resolution. The tradeoff is speed: it
is a little sloss er than the single-stage circuit. The
first conversion is done with the 4-bit flash circuit at
the left. Its output is simultaneously fed to the reg-
ister and the input of a 4-bit DAC. The output of the
DAC is applied to the inverting input of a subtracting
amplifier, and V10 is applied to the nonitiverting input.
Because V is delayed, the.two amplifier inputs ar-
rive in the proper time relationship. The difference
is then converted in it second 4-hit flush circuit at the
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Binary Output

Requirn 2(2'—!) conparators

Fig. 13-16 Dual-stage ttarh converter.

(//lnct

a-h

Output

P05 t,Ofl
pate	 S.

05

Fig. 13-17 EBS Al) cs;crwr.

right. The final result is now available in the 8-bit
register as a complete binary word.

One of the fastest AD converters is the c/ccnon-
bombarded semiconductor (EBS) shown in Fig.
13-17. It uses an electron beam that is focused into
a narrow ribbon and deflected across a masked diode
target. The analog input signal is applied to the ver-
tical deflection pla:es, where the beam is deflected
vertically along the target in accordance with the
magnitude of the input signal. The target is Giay-
coded with eight col umns of diodes and ei g ht corre-
sponding hich-speed comparators. The effects of
beam jitter are red:ced by the Gray code since only

one diode switches at a time front art y targe: positic:t
to the next tat-get position. The EBS cons erter can
sample at rates up to 200 MHz (5 as) hut is very
exçonslve.

HL HE ft OI]ESTIOuVS
5. A ramp•:;.pe .D ccn'.ertcr gcacra:: a

________ aveform at its DAC output.
6. Assume a cumulative settling time of 2 p.s

for the DAC and cotr.arator in an 8-hit ran-tvpc
converter and calculate the worst-case con-.ersioti
time.

7. Assume a cumulative settlin g time of 2 p.s
for the DAC and comparator in an 8-bit successive
ap proximation converter and calculate the conver-
sion, time.

S. Refer to Fig. 13-9. What effect silI a 5 per-
Cent change in the reference voltage have on the
binary output?

9. What is selected by the 3-bit address applied
to the IC shown in Fig. 13-12?

10. Refer to Fig. 13-13. What happens to the
puse frequency at the comparator output as the art-
alc-g input voltage decreases? Whitt happens at the
binary output?

13-3
CO\1s1tJNfCXFIO\ S1'A\DAHDS
One of the most pofrir digital communication Stan-
dards is RS-232C, ohch is introduced in Chapter 12.
It is an old standard and is I'd no. p tt r.crs-deJ in some
ca,es by nes stitndatds. The iS2C has -ome him-
ita:ions that have been impro'. ei.i b y the'-e ness Cr
standards. One of the major ones is that it is limit
to distances of 15'm (St) ft). In practice, much
lon ger distances are e:ualh cosered. 1-los-. ever, the
chance for data errors does Increase as the distance
incease Another 1:7itation is a maximum rate of
201300 Bd ". j th 19i) BJ otno tile fastest standard
da:a rate. A combinatton of long dstae and ht:n
data rate increases the chances for errors. The RS-
23:C standard sends data on a single ssire A singe
grc'und ss ire serves the return or reference for one
or more data circuits !fl the cable. This t.pe of trans-
mission is called iu:i'nlaneed. Figure 13- 8 sho'.: s
ho,v the recommended baud rate drops as the line
leneth increases in ui:-,ilanced circuits. Ihe RS-232C
standards are someshat conservative %% ` en corn-
pared to the graph.

The RS-232C uses ground as its reference. When
the line receiver sees a voltage more ne gative than
3 V referenced to round, Oiark is produc-J. \Vher
the receiver sees a voltage more positive than 3
referenced to grou nd. space is prcduc Vari,..,
conditions can cause the ground potenua to va'v
t'rcm point to point. A difference in grour.d potenttd
between the line transmitter and the line receiver

-H-	 -Cn:....---_;O:
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Data n'oda'atCfl (bad ra:&

Fig. 13-15 
Line ktgth versus baud rate for unhataneed transrttis-

Sen lines.

cause ground loop currents to flow in the ground
wire. On long runs, the wire resistance can allow
significantly different ground potentials at each end
of the circuit, and data errors are possible. The pro-
tective ground, if used, helps but does not eliminate
this problem.

One obious way to eliminate ground potential
errors is to send the data on two wires and to ground
neither of them. This is known as balanced or dif-

ferential data transtniSSi011 and provides several im-
portant advantages over unbalanced transmission- A
balanced line is not riearl so susceptible to stray
fields and noise pick-up as an unbalanced line. Bal-
anced lines generate less noise, an advantage when
several data circuits are bundled together in one ca-
ble. Balanced transmission also allows much higher
data rates, as shown in Fig. 13-19. Note that data
rates as high as 10 megabaud (MBd) are possible.
Even at 1219 m (4000 ft), data rates as hiuh as 100 kBd
are recommended. This is a very significant speed
improvement over unbalanced circuits. The Elec-
tronic Industries Association (EIA) has established
RS-422 as a balanced data transmission standard. It

Cata ,rct'EDfl (baud rate)

Fig. 13-19 Line length  ,sus bced rate for balanced transmission

tin's

specifies a bipolar driver output of 2 to 6 V and a
receiver sensitivity of 200 mV. If the receiver sees a
positive difference signal between the two wires of
more than 200 mV, a mark is read; if the difference
signal is negative and more than 200 mV, a-space is
read. This allows suitable transmitters and receivers
to be designed with bipolar 5-V supplies; RS-232C
however, often requires bipolar 12-V supplies-

The ETA has also established RS-423 as a data
transmission standard. This standard resembles RS-
232C in that it too is an unbalanced standard. It is
capable of higher, data rates (up to 100 kBd at
12.2 m) and uses different voltage levels. You ma
recall that RS-232C transmitters develop from —5 to
—15 V on mark and from ±5 to ± 15 V on space.
The RS423 transmitters Use —4 to —6 V for mark
and -4 to —6 V for space; they also use a balanced
receiver, which is referenced to the driver giound to
permit ground potential differences to exist without
causing data errors. The RS-423 can use one wire in
a cable to serve as a common return for several data
circuits and is therefore more "wire-efficient' than
RS-422. although not nearly as fast.

Figure 13-20 shows the DS3691 line driver IC.
which can be used for RS-422 or RS423 transmis-
sion. Pin 4 is the mode select and determines which
standard will be used. The RS-423 operation provides
four communications circuits, but RS-422 operation
provides only two. The truth table shows that pins 3
and 6 can be used to tn-state the outputs with RS-
422 operatiOn, whereas they serve as data inputs for
-RS-$23 operation. The IC is powered with a positive
voltage applied to pin I and a negative voltage ap-
plied to pin 8. The bipolar supply can he as much as
7 V. but 5 V is typical. Capacitors can be connected
to the rise time control pins to limit the output slew
rate. This connection is necessary in some applica-
tions to eliminate cross-talk in multicircuit cables. In
cross-talk one communication circuit interferes with
another; it is more likely to occur when the wave-
forms have very fast rise times.

Figure 13-21 shows a DS78LSI20 dual differential
line receiver that can be used to receive both RS422
and RS423 data transmissions. The response time
of each receiver can be controlled with an external
capacitor. This is useful for filtering out high-fre-
quency noise that may be superimposed on the sig-
nal. Also note that the output gate has hysteresis.
The combination of response control and hysteresis
is very helpful for producing a clean output signal in
noisy industrial environments. Each receiver in-
cludes a built-in terminating resistor that is enabled
by strapping pins 2 and 3 together for one receiver
and pins 13 and 14 for the other. It is advisable to
terminate long transmission lines to prevent signal
reflection. When a line is not proerly terminated,
all of the signal energy is not absorbed at the load
end. Some is reflected back toward the source. It
can be rereflected at the source and travel toward
the load again. These reflected signals act as noise

10,0CC

40CC

-ci	 1CCO

1OD

10
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and may cause data errors. Sornctins a caracitor is
used in series .0 ith the terminating  sistoL 2u clinti
nate dc power loss in the resistor.

Figure 13-21 also shoss s that each line recei er
contains a fail-safe off-, et input. F;il-safe op(fllflcsfl
invokes forcing the output to a known condition in
the event that the data circuit opens or short-circuits.
When pins I and 15 are connected to +5 V, the input
thresholds are offset from 200 to 7CC mV, referred to
the noninverting input, acid from —200 to —700 mV
s hen referred to the ins citing in put. if the input
should open or short-circuit, the input vs ill be greater
than the input threshold, and the receiver output will
remain in a specific logic state.

Figure 13-22 gives examples of both balanced and
unbalanced data transmission circuits using the
DS3691 line driver and the DS78LS 120 line receiver.
The balanced v. ires are shoss n as a tssisted pair. This
is standard practice for balanced transmission, and
data cables are asailable with the 'Aires tsi ' ted into
pairs. The offet inputs of the line receivers are
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Fig 13-22 Balanced and unbalanced data transmission

(v) RS.422A ba!anced data transmiasic'n. (I') RS423A unbalanced
data transmission.

shown floating as the fail-safe feature is notimple-
mented in these examples.

The RS-422 and RS-423 standard
s

 elctri-.

cal specifications only. The EtA has also introduced
RS-449 as a possible successor to RS-232C. This
standard iacluds a description of the signals needed
for modern and the mechanical specifications
for the connectors. The RS-449 specifies a total of
46 ss ire-s and uses two separate connectors: one with
37 pins and the other s ith 9 pins. The 9-pin connector
carries all si g nals associated with a secondary cnan-	 Fig 13-23 IEEE 488 interface bus
nel. Most applications do not have the secondary
channel, and the 9-pin connector is eliminated in
these cases.

	

All of the data communication standards discussed	 I.

to this point are bit serial. Another technique is bit	 w

	

parallel, which allows 8. 16. or 32 hits to be trans- 	 in

	ferred at a time. One example is the Institute of 	 g

	

Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 488 stan- 	 fi

	

dard, which is a bit-parallel, byte-serial system. This 	 tI

	standard was originally proposed by Hewlett-Pack- 	 c

	

art Inc.. as a general purpose interface bus for in- 	 c

	

struments. calculators, and computers. It is still often 	 fr

	referred to as the HeuIett-Packard interface Bus	 - h

	

(HPIB) or as the general purpose interface bus	 p

	

(GPIB). It allows building a complex system of de- 	 a

	

ices to be as simple as connecting cables to the 	 a

	

various parts. However, software compatibility is not	 s

	

guaranteed by the IEEE 488 standard. This standard 	 t

	specifies signal voltages, currelts, and signal timing.	 g

	

The work of Hewlett-Packard goes a bit beyond the 	 t

IEEE standard in that it does specify software com-
munication techniques. 	 t

	Figure 13-23 shows the basic configuration of the 	 i

Date bun
(8 L/sen/

Data byte
tears'!
COOt '0!

(3hest

6eea
irrr'ece
rr a a ;e 51 C I t
59 esI

:___: 
0)0 1-8 Iduta JisCd

- D.V ldataSa'd -
- NR0 (not ready for data;
-b.DSC (riot data Cteptrd
- IOC lrnterface C9CSr(

-AT'/ (at-t-1

—SRO (service ieC.eSt(
—PEN (remote rube)

- ED! (u-id or identify)

EEE 488 bus. It can accommodate up to Ii devices.
hich might include items such as computers, digital
nultimeters, printers, plotters, calculators, signal
enerators, counters, and disk drives. It is designed
r limited distances (up to 20 m) and data rates up

a 1 megabyte per second. The signals are TTL-
ompatible. and 16 active lines transfer data and
ommands. Eight of the lines are used for data trans-
rs. which are asynchronous and are coordinated by

andshaking lines. Hands/taking signals are used to
revent one device from sending data faster than
riother device can receive it. The handshaking is

ccomplished by the data byte transfer control lines
hosvn in Fig. 13-23. The remaining five lines are for
he control of bus activity and are shown as the
eneral interface management group in the illustra-
ion.

The devices connected to the bus are identified as
alkers, listeners, or controllers. A-talker originates

nformation, and a listener receives it. Some devices
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Fig 3-24 HPIB :hrce-i' ire hnOshaki18.

may be both. .•\ computer is usually a talker, a lis-
tener, and a controller. Co,tirolk'rs dictate the role
of each device by asserting the eittcetlic'IZ (ATN) line
and sending talk or listen addresses oil data lines.

.Addresses mu S t be programmed into each des ice at

the time of cc iClli	 aticllr,it:On. 11, ti SU.S!lV done

itches on the back CI the 1 tilitliCtit 01 0015

lun'.pers on an iOlcrn,el PC: board. \\ lien AI  is

,c i ted. all dcc ices must listen to the Iota lines. When
ATN is false, onls those dcc ices that has e been ad-
dressed cviii sand or reed'. data. ,nd all other de-
cices ignore the data lines.

Several listeners can he active at a time, but only
one talker nav be active at any gicen time \\ hen a
talk address is placed oil datie bus with A rN
asserted. all other talkers arc automaticoillS dese-
lected. The to ii e talker controls the jell,, valid

(I) .-\v) line. The OCiVe listener or listeners control
iii it rCcAeIV for i/it fit N R F D and nor c/i: let t o(r p red

CNDAC). The arious listeners ma y not all accept
data at the same rate. The transfer speed is set by
the slowest active listener on the bus. This is con-
trolled b y an open collector voting system All the
active listeners must agree before the transfer is al-
losved. The NRFD line is pulled to 5 V '.c ith a
resistor. Any device that is not ready sill ground this
line through the colle ctor of a transistor. All of the
collectors must go high. before NRFD can go high.
When the talker sees NRFD go high, it places a bte
on the data bus and waits for a 2-Rs settling period.
I t then asserts DIV by pulling it losv. This alerts the
listeners to read the bus. They acknoss ledge by pull-

ing NRFD low. A timing diagram that details the
sequence involved in the handshaking proccss is
g iven in Fig. l34.

When A1N is trite, addresses and universal com-
mands are transmitted or'. seven of the data lines.

All	 \ -r
ccclii,	 1.-&.,

Son s.ESej	
/	

L..."

All
accepted

The ASCII code is used for commands. Any active
talker will relinquish control of the bus when this
happens by releasing the DIV line. The controller

nos y acts as the talker, and all other devices accept
the information. This alloc\ ;hc controller to coa-

lire the hu and assi p O the roles of talker and listener
to the \ar:ous devices on	 :05. clorC ft. ..ii Ire
controller	 allosced. but orIv one nas be aCti' e

a time. The main s y stem controller is acti' oted a:
the time of power-on Any other controllers remain
passive until control is p.: s ed to them. Once the
controller has configured the it takes ne' part -
subsequent data transfers until reconfiguration is re-
quired.-

In addition to ATN. there arc four other contre.
lines. lute ice c/cur (IFC nlnees the interface ri a
quiescent state. Remote citable ( REN) is used scitn
other coded messages to select cither local or rettto:e
control of catelt device. An .,ctive dec ice cot'.
the terriCc reuIueeat (SRQ) l i ne. c'. hich tells the con-
troller that some device on the bus needs a:tentior.
End or idn(i(y (EOl) is used by a device to dicot
the end of a multiple byte transfer. A second use t'c r
EOI is when the controller ,oscFts ATN and POt at
the same , time to signal that a parallel pod is re-
quested. This alerts any device capable of a parallel

Poll to indicate its cuuricrtt status on the data
assigned to it. Up to eight devices can respond. Tb:
is a fast way for the controller to dctermir.e '.s hie
device has requested service. The controller can
use a seriol polling routine, in which it addresses one
device as a talker and then sends that dcc ice a scnaO-

poll enable conimand. The serial poll allows the cci-
troiCF to :.btnin 8 hits of information from a
device. Th.e controller then tends a serial pci1 dieabe
command i return the device to the data mode. Tue
advantage of serial polling is that much me-re
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mation can he !ained from each device polled. The
disadvantage is the time required to poll every de-
vice.

Figure 13-25 sbows the Motorola MC68488 general
f.'.'po.ie iht,tfiit r adiptei (OPIA) designed to sto-
fare microprorassors such as the MC6809 to the
TIFE 1S buu Tie }vau' de-vire "redft'r . clock
rate of I MHz. Motorola also makes a 1.5-MHz ver-
sion (MC6SA4S) and a 2-MI-IL version (MC681348S).
This IC greatly simplifies the interface. Many bus
functions are handled automatically by the GPIA and
require no actic- from the processor. Other functions
require minimum processor attention because of the
large number of internal registers that convey infor-
mation on the s tate of the GPIA and of the bus. It
features addre < s recognition, full support of the
handshake protocol, programmable interrupts, serial
and parallel poliing capabilit y, talk-only or listen-only
capability, and compatibilit y with the microprocessor
bus.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
11. Data communications that occur on a single

Wire referenced to ground or to a return wire are a
form of ________ transmission.

12. Differential communication circuits that use
two wires are a form of ________ transmission.

13. RS-232C s an example of a(n) 	 trans-
niiston circuit

14. Refer to Fig. 13-21. What does the symbol
inside the NAND gates signify?

15. Refer to Fig. 13-23. What is different about
the ground reference technique used in RS-423 as
compared to that in RS-232C?

16. Refer to Fig. 13-23. What is the combined
function of DIV. NRFD, and NDAC?

17. Refer to Fig. 13-24. From what time (circled
number) to \vh.i other time is the first b te being
read by he ulo .-. est 1iiener on the bus?

13-4
DISK STORAGE
Magnetic disk storage has become a very important
part of marts computer s y stems. Disk drives are used
on large mainframe computers. minicomputers, and
microcomputers. This section s'. ill deal mainly v;ith
the types of disk systems used with minicomputers
and microcomputers. The industrial technician is less
likely to be directly involved ss ith the high-capacity
ri g id disk s ystems used with large mainframe com-
puters.

faneric dirc provide a sav to store programs
and data. They also serve as an cxtenson of com-
puter memory. The ideal situation is to have all nec-
esry inform.- on in computer memory. Since mciii-
or :; is random access, the best operating speed is
presided by th?s situation. However, it is often not

Wlite
head

I	 I

	

gaP	 -	 ga

c	 I	 etc

Rcv ung the head current
c-a: z s a flux reversal on the disk

Fig. 13-26 Disk recorwog.

practical to pros ide enough memory to hold all of
the programs and data that the computer 'sill eser
need. Disk memor y is block access. It is slower th.,n
RAM, but it is fast enough for many applications.

Magnetic disks are made from aluminum or My[.--:
They are coated with a magnetic material such as
ferric oxide. Binar y information is stored in the mat-
netic coatin g by orienting the domains one way r
the other. This is done by passing a current throuch
a ss rile head, as uho'.vn in Fig. 13-26. The current :s
reversed to change the direction of magnetizatic.
Figure 13-27 shows :so of the ways that binary d- 

:3can he recorded magnetically. Figure 13-27(a) sho'ss
the basic nonre(ii,,i to zero (NRZ) method. The c'_.-, -

0	 1	 0	 0	 1	 I	 0

Fecord

Lj'F —jL----	 seed n-al

In

0	 1	 t	 0	 1	 1	 0

Record signal

	

I	 i 	 Bit call

-	 -jj.-----f
Reed ssnal

let

Fig. 13-27 :.lc:i rcccltii'g techainucs. (a) Baste NRZ
rvcerdiri. ti) NF.ZI rec.:din.

A
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Fig. 13-23 Frequency-modulated (FM) encodrri.

rent in the head remains Constant for consecutise Is
or Os. It reverses ott transitions from 0 to I or I to
0. The magnetically stored information is read back
by exposing a read head to the magnetic patterns on
the disk. One head is usually used for both reading
and writing and is called the read ante head. Note
that the read pulses are positi\ e for 0 to I transitions
and are negative for I to 0 transitions for the NRZ
recordingtechnique. Figure 13-27(b) shoss the
nonrerzern.to -Zero inverted (NRZI) recordin2 method.
This method reverses the direction of the head cur-
rent for every binary 1 that is recorded. The head -
current remains constant for 0s Note that a series
of is will show - aflu change for each hit. A read
pulse will occur only where a I has been recorded.
Whether the read pulse is positive or negative is
immaterial when the NRZI recording technique i
used. Information is read back from the disk by in-
terpreting any flux change as a I and the absence of
change within a predefined interval called a bit cell
as a 0. The NRZI is the standard recording technique
used in all disk systems.

In addition to recording techniques. there are en-
coding techniques. Do not confuse the two. The en-

coding schemes affect the patterns of flux changes
placed on the disk; the recording technique is als. avs
NRZI. A read circuit called a data separator con-
verts the recorded patterns into meaninoful infor-
mation. Frequency modulation (FM) is an early en-
coding scheme used in disk systems and is illustrated
in Fig. 13-28. A clock bit is written at the beginning
of each bit cell, and data bits are written between
clock bits. A typical bit cell might be 8 Vs wide, and
the data bit is Written 4 Its after the clock bit. The
data bits are 8 p.s apart, and the data transfer rate
can be found by taking the reciprocal of this period:

Data rate = _; To-:	 125.000 bits

The constant bit cell reference makes encoding and
decoding simple in FM systems. The data separator
synchronizes on the clock bits and generates it

window beginning 2 p.s after the clock pulse.

Straightforward timing circuits are u s ed to generate
the v.indow	 -

The problem with FM encoding is that the clock
bits represent a significant overhead. They take half
the available space on the disk and provide timing
information only. Modified FM (MFM) doubles the
available space by replacing clock bits with data bits:

FM is -shown in Fig. 13-29. This encoding tech-M
nique writes clock bits only if data bits hivë not been
written into the preceding and present hit cells. The
clock bits are placed at the beginning of the cells and - - -
the data bits in the center, just as in FM. This ar- - -
rangement cuts the Ni cell time to  ps. The capacity
-of the disk is doubled. as iS the data transfer . rate;
How e% Cr. timing tolerances are cut in half. The data
windows are only 2 p_s wide, necessitating a more
sophisticated data separator. The data stream must
be continuously analyzed to keep the windows syn-
chronized v. ith the correct bits. A phase-locked loop
circuit is used to lock a local clock to the data stream
for decoding purposes.

The ultimate encoding s y stem would eliminate
clock pulses altogether. The FM and MFM must
have clock pulses. Othenise, a string of Os would

	

0	 1	 16	 24	 32

	

T l,Js	 I	 .	 I .

Duta

q rF1T_fl____5L___fl__

-Data p. i,	 fl = c ..e

Fig. 13.29 Modified frec oc>-ac-d±ted (lF5I) encoding
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produce a section on the disk w ith no flux changes,
and the data separator ss ould not knew the lcn g th of
the string. Group coded rec ta/late GCRa oveicomes
this limitation 1--. -ach incomin9 ;vre' to be
recorded into2 nibble (aof'.-'f' i-,  -hit v.ci-d). The
nihhls are then translated into 5-hit hi y,rv codes.
Gait !,)fa total of 32 possible codes. only lare used,
and they arc chosen to meet two important require-
rrents: (I) there can never be more than us o consec-
utive Os. and (2 1 no combination of codes can pro-
duce more than two consecutive Os on the disk.
Figure 13-30 shows the translation scheme. Inspect
the column of 6CR codes. You will, find that no code
contains more than two consecutive zeros, and nei-
ther does any combination of two codes. This allows
the read clock to synchronize on data bits alone. The
read circuit converts the 5-bit codes back into the
original nibbles. The nibbles ate rcjuiacd ; o fora'n a
byte for return to the computer. Use of GCR encod-
in g provides approximately a 150 percent improve-
ment in disk capacity and data transfer rate when
compared to MFM.

Figure 13-31 shows the appearance of a typical

tat,	 - Or:'. e rae

--	 I
II	 /

(Cka1

0
h.1

0Dk

Waite 1a8..,,,

-

Pts:'t ,rkel

Fig. 13-31 FIops dilkel'e.

floppy diskette. Flopp y describes the eharaeeristie
that the actual record,nr medii'tm is c .'ated \1 l;tr

and is not rigid as it is in the large mainframe drives.
Diskeite signifies that the 'i/c is 525 in . rathcr thor
Sin. The original floppy drises used 8-in. disk'-. hoe.-
ever the smaller drises and diskettes base become
vely popular. The prefix anon is another 'a a to sig-
nify that the size is 5.25. rather than S In. A plastic
jacket protects the Mylar dts;. t'ice are severai
holes in the jacket. One p'ov:ds r'-ccss or the head
or heads, another allows th drive huh eonaet he
center hole of the Mlar so tli' disk can be turt'ud
in the jacket, and another allows the j"dex hole te
he sensed as the disk is turning. Inde.via: g pro'. ides a
startin g point for read and s rite operati 'as. There is
also i ".'r!!e protect cat 'a:: along the side of the
jacket. 'The cutout as e.:,ro:1 s"nh 	 ur'me tab to
write-enable 8-in. disks. Just the oppOsi:e 5 Inc
5.25-in, diskettes: the tab is applied to	 rite-;ro:
the disk.

Floppies must he handled with care. They should
he stored vertically in protective envelopes. They
should not be exposed to high temperatures ,and di-
rect sunlight. Their storuae -and operating rune is I;
to 50'C. Use only felt tip pens when V. nting on the
labels. Never touch the disk surface throu gh the heao
access slot. Do not attempt to clean them. The inside
of the plastic jacket is lined with a special pad ma
leriatl that cleats the d:';k surfaces a; cotes irid
the jacket. Never bend or fold them and nc.'er ex
pose them to magnetic fields, dust, dirt. or smoke.

Figure 13-32 shoe.s hoe. one type of head-posi-
tioning mechanism in fi0f 	 disk dni:s
stepper motor turns a lead screw. The lead screw nu.
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Fig. 13-32 Floppy disk head-positioning mechaniflu.

is mounted on the head mechanism, which can slide
back and forth on the guide and load rods. The en-
larged side a-iewshows the disk pinched between the
heads. This happens when the disk is being written
or read and is accomplished with a head-load sole-
noid. Some drives are single-sided, indicating that
they record on one side of the disk only. In these
drives, the top head is replaced with a pressure pad.
Although not shown in the illustration, a drive spin-
dle and coliett assembly engage the center hole of
the Mylar disk. Another motor turns the disk at 300
rpm. The information is recorded in tracks as the
disk turns.

Fig. 13-33 floppy disk format.

Figure 13-33 shows a typical disk format. There
are 40 concentric tracks in all. The stepper motor
moves the head toward the center or away from the
center to record or read the various tracks. The
track-to-track access time is typically around 25 ms.
The average access time to reach a given track is
around 400 ms. Thus, you can see that this block
access device is reasonably fast, but not nearly so
fast as RAM. The tracks are divided into 18 sectors.
Each sector can hold 256 h tes of data plus approx-
imately 82 control bytes. The control bytes are used
for synchronizing, identifying the track and sector
number, and checking for errors. Since there are IS
sectors with 256 data bytes each, the track capacit
is 4608 b)tes. The total disk capacity is 184,320
bytes. Hoever. not all of this is available as user
storage. The center track is used to store the direc-
tory of the disk. The directoiy is a listing of all of
the files stored on a disk, their size, their type. and
their location (track and sector). Since the director'
is frequently accessed, placing it at the center of t'ne
disk speeds operation.

The original 8-in, floppy disks used FM encoding
and stored 250K bytes per side. Double-densily

drives using MFM encoding for a capacity of 500K
bytes per side were then developed. The latest 8-in.
drives store 800K bytes per, side. The original 5.25-

in. mini- floppy disketteS used FM and provided 90K
bytes per side. The change to MFM provided double
density and INK 15,1,-s per side. Recent develop-
ments, such.as-QCR encoding and higher tracksec-
tor densities, have produced capacities up to 670K
btes per side on 5.25-in, diskettes.

Another development is the microfloppy disk
shown in Fig. 13-34. This floppy features smaller size
and a more rugged structure- The plastic case is
much more rigid than the plastic jackets used to
protect the larger floppies. It uses a metal shutter

D'u.rfaun	 Cpcfl
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Fig. 13-34 Mcrc-eappy.
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that hides the head access slot to prevent the disk
surface from being accidentally touched. The shutter
is opened automatically when the disk is inserted in
the drive. It is write-protected by rotating a small
plastic piece located in the lower right-hand corner.
Instead of an open center, it uses a metal drive hub
for accurate centering and positive mechanical in-
dexing. Microfioppies have capacities of around
400K bytes per side. They are one-fourth the size,
one-half the weight, and consume one-half the powr
of minidrives (5.25 in.).

Disk technology improves rapidly. The designers
are constantly finding ways to pack the data at higher
densities. One of the limitations is the medium itself.
The Mylar expands and contracts with heat and hu-
midity the concentricity of the
tracks. All points on any track should be at the same
distance from the center hole, but the variations pro-
duce track weave. With very high track density, the
resulting positioning errors cause data errors. The
clamping collett does not always center the disk ac-
curatev. this also limiting track densit y. [hese prob-
lems have been solved by the newest mintfloppies
which pack 3,3M bytes onto a double-sided disk. The
drives are only half the size of a standard minifloppy.
Greatly improved track density is nade possible by
a closed loop head-positioning system. S civo infor-
mation is written to the diskette when it is.-manufac-
tured. A servo writer places a burst of information
in each sector, as shown in Fig. 13-35. A micropro-
cessor-based controller in the drive continuously
monitors the servo bursts and sends correction
pulses taa dne step- ci motor: the ted-positioning
mechanism. A coarse stepper rttoloa i0 , :. c' available
for ordinary track-to-track positioning. The result of
this closed loop system is a head-positioning accu-
racy of within 2.5 i.m of the exact data track. The
allowable track deity increases from 38 to 76 tracks
per centimeter with this system. The disadvantages
are higher drive and higher media costs resulting
from the extra processing step added when the disks
are made. Nonservo drives can use blank disks. A
blank disk can be organized with track and sector
information the first time it is used; this process is
called formatting the disk.

Winchester drives using rigid aluminum disks are
also available for small- and medium-sized computer
systems. The original Winchester drive used a disk
that was 14 in. in diameter. Subsequently, it was
reduced to S in., and then to 5.25 in. The disks are
fixed in Winchester drives. Today's small W i nches-
ter drives provide capacities front to lOOM bytes.

They use heads that are permanently sealed ss ith the
disk to eliminate problems %; - h smoke. dust, ad
dirt.

Removable cartridge drives are made with rigid
disks that are 3.9, 5.25, or 8 in. in diameter. Theo
are not true Winchester technology, but they are
often referred to as Winchester cartrid ges. The car-
tridge drives offer high capacit y (6.38M bytes for the
3.9-in, unit) and an average access time of 75 ms.
Their data transfer rate is 5M hits/s, as compared to
250K bits/s for floppies. They also use' servo-posi-
tioned heads under microprocessor control. Figure
13-36 shows a removable cartridge and drive. As the
cartridge is inserted, the door slides open to permit
access to the read/write heads, which were previ-
ously retracted to track- zero.—T-he- disk is seated on
a spindle and secured by a magnetic hub. The me-
dium is shown in cross section and uses thin-flm
plating for the magnetic surface. This metal plant.
is 1000 times harder than ferric oxide, for decreased
susceptibility to damage. It is also capable of sJp-
portin g a magnetic density of oer 3000 flux re..ersaJs
per centimeter. which is 2.5 times better than that of
oxide. A graphite lubricating coating is provide" to
shield against damage from dust and dirt. The car-
tride drives eliminate the purge cycle ass:ciL
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with Winchester drives. A purge involves blowing
filtered air over the disk to remose dust and debris.
This can take several minutes and delays computer
operation whei'i the system is powered on.

Disk manufacturers are experimenting with a ver-
tical recording format that maN provide a 10-fold
increase in disk capacity. The current recording for-
mal is horizontal (along the disk surface), as illus-
trated in Fig. 13-26. Vertical recording will allow a
much higher bit densit y if the technical problems can
be worked out.

The performance of disk drises, especially the
floppies, can be 'fussy.' They mv work only some
of the time. They may refuse to read information that
was written to the disk by a different drive. Speed
errors greater than plus or minus 2 percent are one
source of difficulty. Speed is adjustable on the older
drives by turning an internal multiturn po:entiometer.
It may be set while watching a built-in strobe disk
with the drive cover off and with thd mechanism
positioned under fluorescent lighting- The potentiom-
eter is slowly turned until the strobe bars appear to
be motionless- Or special diagnostic software may
he available to assist in setting the speed. The newer
drives use a servo speed-control circuit and are not
adjustable. Clamping problems cause hub eccentric-
ity because the disk does not properly center on the
drive spindle. Remove the disk and try inserting it
-again when problems occur. Head azinufIi is the
angle at which the head intercepts the track's e-enter
line. Diagnostic software-and special alignment disks
may be available to aid in adjustment. Head azimuth
is critical and will cause errors ifit is out oftólerance.
Drives that have seen quitea few hours of service
may develop backlash in the positioning mechanism.
This can be diagnosed with software that steps the
head in one direction to a test track and then steps
the head in the other direction to the same test track.
Any backlash will show up as increased error for one
of the trials. The heads may need cleaning from time
to time. Special cleaning disks are available for this
purpose. Finally, the medium does wear out; when
occasional errors occur, try transferring the contents
to a new disk.

REI7E W QUESTIONS

18. When reading a disk recorded with the NRZI
technique, the ________ of the read pubes is imma-
terial.

19. When reading an NRZI disk, if no read pulse
occurs within the bit cell interval, we know that a

was stored there.
20. Which disk encoding scheme v.riles a clock

hit at the beginning of every rut cell?
21. The MFM encoding method writes a clock

bit at the beginning of a bit cell only if that cell and
the preceding cell contain a

22. Which encoding method writes no clock bits
to the disk?

23. What is the maximum number of consecutive
Os found on a disk using GCR encoding?

23. Floppy disks are made from Mylar, and rigid
disks are made from _______ -	 -

25. What is the function of the servo burst
shown in Fig. 13-35? When is it recorded Onto the
disk?

13-5
TAPE STORAGE
,%iagneliC tape storage vas one of the earliest exten-
sions of computer memory. It is-a serial access me-

diunt. If the information is located at the other end
of the tape, a si g nificant delay will be experienced in
loading the information hack into computer memory.
Disk storage systems have replaced tape as an ex-
tension of computer memory because they are block
access devices with far less delay. However, mag-
netic tape is still an important part of many computer
systems. Tape drives are commonly used to back up
disk files. For example. suppose an industrial com-
puter uses a IOM byte Winchester drive to store data
and programs. If the disk fails, how will the infor-
mation be restored? If it has been replicated on tape
the system can be restored in minutes after the disk
drise is repaired or replaced. Some computer oper-
ations have a dail y back-Up schedule to transfer, the
disk contents lotape. This practice ensures that no
more than 1 day's work will b e lost. It is possible to
back up when using floppies, but the necessary, disk
swapping is tedious, time-consuming. and error-
prone. Tape back-up is the method of choice for
many applications.

Tape is easy to store. It is packaged in reels, car-
tridges, or cassettes. It is less vulnerable to loss of
data than are floppies. The medium itself is 38-am
(0.0015-in.) thick Mylar with a ferric oxide coating
on one side. The width ranges from 0.38 to 1.27 cm
(0.15 to 0.50 in.). A reel that is 27 cm (10.5 in.) in
diameter can hold as much as 1100 m (3600 ft) of
tape. Modern tape drives use the same high-density
recording techniques as the disk drives discussed in
the last section. By using NRZI recording and GCR
encoding, the storage capacity of a single reel of tape
can be as high as 540M bytes. This is one of tape's
strong features: vast quantities of data can be stored
inexpensively.

The mechanical assembly that drives the tape and
includes the heads is called a transport mechanism.
High-capacity transports use reels to supply and take
up the tape. They also use a capstan drive that ro-
tates continuously. A solenoid-actuated pressure
roller pinches the tape. which then comes up to read-
ing or writing speed in several milliseconds. Reading
and writing are performed at speeds up to 6.35 mIs,
and even higher speeds are used for rewinding. The
rapid acceleration sa.es tape because that part of it
that passes over the heads during starting and stop-
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pin is ss asted. No information can be stored at these
locations. and they are known as inierrecoret gaps.
The supply reel and the take-up reel are buffered
from the capstan to avoid stretching or breaking the
tape. The buffers are formed by tape loops that ban,-
in crtical columns under vacuum tension. The reels
are servo-driven to mnitain a constant supply of

itt the buffers Tsn arms can also he used
to form the tape buffers Data are recorded in blocks
with gaps in between. Special start and stop char-
acters signal the beginning and the end of each block.

High-speed start stop transports are expensive.
Because tape is more often used today to back up
disk storage, a less complicated transport is possible.
Back-up tapes do not have to be designed to he
searched for specific blocks of data. Streaming drives
read or write all of the disk data in a continuous
stream. Start/stop drives require fast mechanical per-
formance and also require identifying header and
trailer blocks to locate specific groups of data. These
blocks are eliminated in streaming drives, and so are
the interrecord gaps. Thus, streaming tape drives are
less complicated and less expensive, and they, pack
more data on the tape.

Figure 13-37 shows a tape read/write head aith
separate gaps for writing and reading. This arran ge-
ment allows the data to be verified immediatel y after
it is written. The head is actually a stack of nine
sections to allos'. nine tracks or channels to he placed
on the tape simultarieou'lv. The nine-track format is
cons enient because it allows the data to be stored a,
hs tes and allows an extra hit for parity. The pant'.
channel can he used in conjunction ss ith interspersed
parity words to provide error correction, as shown
in Fig. 13-38. A pants 'acrd folloss s a block of S data
bstes: this arran gement provides a dou . lc pants
check. The illustration shows an odd pants s stein
All the rows and columns should have an odd number
of Is. The circled bit is in error. It is found at the
intersect ion of the row and cola in ii. 'a here the pants
is even in both cases. This information is used to
locate and chance the 0 bit that is in error to a
'Hl: rc H	 ruor, ma' not 'a detected ls ih

.1 and cannot he car reCt s-st in any c'i' . Acts' 
instances of multiple errors are so low that M010
elaborate checking is no: a arranted. When no errors
are detected. the parity ci,innel and the par ity word,
are str	 aipped aw y, and th	 ft'e nrniation is returned to
the computer.

Cartridge tape systems pro'. ide convenient and
compact mass storage for mini- and microcomputer'
The tape drive takes up the same physical space as
a minifioppy drive. It c o nt ains an e,tcl of rapchs'ei't-
?ti,ig of tape (EOTBOT) sensor to prevent overrun-
ning the tape. The cantride is made from plastic and
contains the tare. supolv hub, take-up huh. and drive
roller. The cartrid ge holds 137 !it ft) of 0.4-cm
(0.25-in.) 'aide tape. The data capacity of one cat -
tnidt-c is as much as l 7 M bytes. with a transfer rate

high as 90K bytes s. Back-up of a IOM byte W i n-
chester can he accomnh-. hed in less than 3 min at
this rate.

Vr C

Tape	 Cede

motion	 /	
C,nrg

Mytr

.53-re 5:32:

Fig. 13-37 Typicsi tape reads rite head.

A cassette is a specific type of cartridge that was
originally desi gned to record audio by Phillips of the
Netherlands. The Phillips cassette is a well-estab-
lished atand.rd; other cartridges have not yet
reached that same level of standardization. Special
digital cassettes that are based on the Phillips stan-
dard and are certified for binary recording are man-
ufactured. Binary recording is a saturated form of
recording: audio is nonsaturated. The tape in digital
cassettes uses a magnetic coating that is easier to
,aturate. The cassettes hold 137 in ft) of tape.
Some digital cassette tape drives use NRZI recording
w ith (CR encoding and place tour tracks on the tape
for a 213\1 hs -e capacit y. The data ran -fer r e is

K hstes.s. and ti IONI hste \Vinchester con he
H,ked up in ess than 6 mm.

It is also possible to record binarydata on an
urdinaty audio recorder. The binary data must be
cons cited to udio tones that l: into the hand'.'. idth
0f the iccotskr. Logic Os are iepicssrtcd :sith fu..r
c des of 120'-HL sinusoidal audio and logic Is with
e,eht cycles of 2400-Hz sinusoidal aud i o. The hi: time
period is equal to 3.33 ms for both Os and Is using

_______ .......
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this technique. The result is a rather slow bit rate of
300 Bd. The data transfer rate is less, since the asyn-
chronous format requires that I start bit ,and 2 stop
bits be attached to each byte. Various techniques can
he used to improve the bit rate, and 2400 Bd has
been achieved. l-loever, this still results in a rela-
ti\elv slow data transfer rate. Frequent errors are
another problem and because of these limitations
the audio recording method has found acceptance
only with hobby and personal computers.

Tape reels, cartridges, and cassettes should be
stored away from magnetic fields. They should not
be exposed to dust and dirt. Cartridges and cassettes
may exhibit erratic behavior due to binding. It may
he possible to free them temporarily by tapping the
case on a hard surface. It is best to replace them at
the first sig_n of any difficulty. The drive heads and
other parts may require cleaning. Special cleaning
cartridges and cassettes are available. Follow the
manufacturer's recommended procedures.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

26. Computer memory can be divided into ran-
dom access, block access, and serial access. Which
type is the fastest? Which type includes magnetic
tape? Disk? -

27. A Major application of tape storage is to
back up	 - 	 files.

28. Refer to Fig. 13-38. What would happen if -
the top hit in the parity column were read \TOflg?
Assume that there would be no other errors.

29. Refer to Fig. 13-38. Suppose two of the Is
are read as Os in the top data byte. Assume that
there are no other errors. Can the 2 bits be cor-
rected? Which of the S data bytes would have to be
flagged with a possible error?

30. The Phillips cassette was originally designed
to record

13-6
BUBBLE MEMORY

The volatility of RAM is a serious drawback for some
industrial computer applications. Power failures,
brownouts, and power glitchES ean wipe out the con-
tents of memory. Bubble memory is based on mag-
netic storage and is nonvolatile. It is used in appli-
catons such as numerical control, robotics, process
control, remote terminals, and remote data acquisi-
tion.

Bubbles are based on domains. A domain is a
group of atoms with parallel magnetic orientations.
Each domain may be considered as a tiny unit mag-
net. When a material is unmagnetized, its domains
are randomly oriented along three axes. Magnetizing
the material orients a significant number of its do-
mains along the same axis. If the material is mag-
netically saturated, most of its domains will have
achieved the same orientation. It is possible to limit
the axes of orientation to two by making a rnagne:ic
material very thin (less than 25 p.m). Bubble memo-
ries are made by depositing a thin crystalline film of
garnet on a substrate. Garnet is a material that occurs
in nature; it can also be manufactured from iron
oxide and yttrium. The domains in the garnet film
are snakelike in shape and are perpeodicularlY ori-
ented to the surface, as shown at the left in Fig.
13-39. The fiudireCtiOfl arrows 	

he
 polar-

ity signs show that the domain arran gement is ran-
dom with no external field applied. When a weak
external field is applied, the domaihs that are in op-
position to the external field begin to become nar-
rower. As the external field increases in strength. the
opposing domains shrink in length and become cylin-
drical. They appear as circles when viewed from
above the surface and are called bubbles. If the ex-

ternal field is strong enou gh, the opposing domains
will vanish entirely. The external field is called the
bias field.

Garnet film

2-axis

Ma;netLY

No external	 Weak externa

field appLed	 fietdapphed

fig. 13-39 Creatiru (t'r	 biti-htes 'aaith a bias td
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Tie bubbles can be used to store binar y informa-
tion. The presence of a bubble indicates a I. and the
absence of a bubble indicates a 0. The bubbles are
driven through the garnet film under a metallic pat-
tern of chevrons. Figure 13-40 shos how the bub-
bles are made to propa gate under 'he h-vrons. An
external rotating teld interacts with the cues runs uid
pro. ides the dris in g force. This rotatin g fie l d is pro-
duced by excitinz a pair of driver coils ith two
50-kHz triangular wascforms that are 9u out of
phase. The field rate is 50.000 rps. The data, in the
form of bubbles. erculate in loops. It requires 82 ins
for one bubble to make a complete loop for an av-
erage access time of 41 ms to get to the first data bit.
The data tranSR7 speed is on the order ci tens of
thousands of bits Per second. Thus, bubble memories
are serial access. They have no moving parts and
offer very high reiabilitv.

An exploded view of a bubble me/non- assembly
is illustrated in Fig. 13-41. The bubbic suhslratc is
surrounded by two coils that provide the rotating
ficd. It is also sndwichd between two per:ancnt
magnets that provide the bias field. Theentire assem-
bly is surrounded by a magnetic shield that provides

Fig.13-41 Eptoded tew of magnetic bubble ur; assembly
i-ttet).

a return path for the bias field and also prevents
disturbances from outside magnetic forces.

The data storage is arranged in a block replicate
architecture that is shown in Fig. 13-42. The bubble
chip contains a number of endless loops. The bits of
successive pages continuously circulate around these
loops. A controller writes into and reads data from
the storage loops by usin g the input and output
tracks. A seed bubble provides a wa y for the curt-
roller to Nmteabinary I to the input track. as shs n

in Fig. 13-43. The seed is generated when the bubble
memory chip is manufactured by a current pulse in
the hairpin loop. The pulse is strong enough to re-
verse the flux of the local bias field, and a bubble is

Loop 272

I o 271

Input	 C tout
track

Lcop3

Loon?

Lconi

re'scor C)
Fig. 13-42 B!ookreçticute architecture (Ine!.
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Fig. 13-43 Du'hIe coreraton (Intel).

created. The permallov patch acts as a flux concen-
trater. and the seed assumes a kidne y shape and
rotates under the patch in reaction to the combined
bias and rotatin g fields. When a us to be written to
the input track, a current pulse splits the seed in half.
One half remains as the seed and quickly regains its
ori g inal size. The other half, driven bv the rotating
field, propagates to the input track. \Vhen a 0 is to
be written, no current pulse -is applied. -

'A swappin g procedure is used to transfer data
hubbiesj from the -in put track to the storage tracks.

The old data are brou ght back onto the input track
for disposal at the end' of the line, and the new data
take their place in the stora ge loop. This occurs at
the swap gate shôn in Fi g . 13-44 and is accbm-
plished by sendin g a rectangular swap pulse through
a conductor located under the chevrons. When data
are to he read, the bubble is cut in two at the replicate
gate by applying a current pulse with a steep leading
edge. This process replicates the bubble for the out-
put track, and the ori ginal data are retained in the
storage loop. This is an example of nondestructive
readou:.

M3;resoresinive -
detector	 -

cut
track

Fig. 13-4 5 Bubb], &tecEioo (Intd

The bubble detector is near tie end of the output
track. It consists of a ma g netoresistive bridge ele-
ment and is shown in Fig- 13-45. M0gnetoresistance
is a change in electrical resis:ance due to the pres-
ence of a magnetic field. As the bubbles pass under
the detector, an output of several millivolts is gen-
erated. Be yond the detector, the bubbles run into a
rail and are destroyed. 	 -

Intel corporation makes, the IM-hit 7110 bubble
memory chip. Dumm y 'detectors cancel the common
mode noise induced b y the rotating -field*. The chip is
arranged as four identical quads: The entire device
contains 320 storage loops. 272 of which are actually -
used, This leaves 48 spares The decision about
w hich to use is made after the unit is assembled and -
tested at the factor. The outcome of this decision-is
stored in an extra loop called the boor loop in the
form of a 12-bit code for each active and inactive
loop. Intel does this to increase the number of chips
that will pass as acceptable. Nonworking loops will
not prevent the memory from being fully functional
unless more than 12 in any given quad are defective.
Each active loop stores 4096 bits for a total-capacity
of 1.134,592 bits. The external appearance is 2048

Nrn data
Input
track

	

I I	 Data cv:'JaS	 Read

	

\	 in t:--:e cop	 trxk _-data
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Hg. 13-44 Suapping and replication (Intel)
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pages of 512 bits each. The physical appearance of

the 7110 is shown in Fig. 13-46. 	
I	 i eçsbittr	 -"

Intel also makes a group of support chips to make
application of the bubble memory device easier. Fig.
13-47 showsthe block arrangement of the bubble - o 000

chip.memcLry the 

7.230 current pulse generator. the -,2-'-

 -	

n	

-	 0

n 
formatter'5ense amplifier. the 72^O coil

to 7254-\ MOS cod drivers. One controller cho can -

-	 . - handle up to eight memory units for a total of IM -

byte of storage.	 ..	 -
Bubble memories are extremely reliable. Ho- 	 Fii. 14 Bhle	 essOfl I1i

e\er, ther	 few thin g sa fe things that can go sror.g . 	 --
memory failure may be due to the loss of one or

	

- more seed bubbles. This loss is usually caused b;. 	 S. Power dovv n.

power supply, problems. Be sure to verify proper 	 9. Restore the pulse generator chip.

operation of the power source for the bubble mem-
cry. A software verification procedure can then be 	

The next step is to read the boot loop ce inside

used to check the status of the seeds. Intel recom-	
the 7110: this code is used at eve power on as a

mends the followin g procedure to reseed the memor\	
pa of the bubble system initialization proceduC.

in the event that it is required. It assumes that certainThe code is also printed on the device label as in
software routines are available in computer AM 	

Fig. 13-4S. The code is stored in a rester located in

ROM memory.

	

	
the 7242 formatter/sense amplifier chip. From then
on, this register defines the active loops for read-,.

I. Power down,	 and writing : The formatter does not Store any inf3r-

2. Remove the 7230 pulse generator chip from its	
mation to the inactive loops, and the sense amplir.er

	

socket and place it into the special seed generator 	
ignores anv data that come from them. In trouble -

module.

3. Plug the seed generator module into the ernpt
7230 socket.

4. Power on.	
i1	 ii

5 Call ABORT (this i a software procedure t	
F F	 F
7FFFrF7F

aborts the present command and resets the cen-	
FE7FFAFFA35FE

troller).	 -'	
FFFEIFFFEEEFFFFF

6.C MBMPRG (a purge routine).	

FFEFE3PFEEEEEFAE

7. Call WRBUBL (srite to bubble memory routine:
the registers in the controller must cntain the 	 Fig 13-4.5 A 7110 1rabk memory la1 O"IZ2the boot ioQ

codecorrect data).	 -	 -	 -	 -
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shooting, the boor loo p code should be matched byte

:or byte %k i L l, the cod c found on the l'sbei of the 7110
bubHe memory chip. a shown in Fig. 13-48.

RLtThTV QUESTIOXS
31. List the th ree tvres of nonvolatile memor'

ccvcred in this chapter.

32. The permanent magnets in a bubble memory
chip are used to provide the	 field.

33. Bubble memories use a metallic pattern of
to guide the bubbles as they move.

34. The force that moves the huhbhca Ia supplied

by a _______ magnetic field.

35. A I is written to the input track with a cur-
rent pulse that splits the bubble into two
parts.

36. With no swap Pulses applied in Fiur. 13-44,
.,hat happens to the data in the storage loop?

37. What happens when swap pulses are ap-
plied?

CHJIPThR R.EVIEII' QUESTIONS

13.1. Calculate the nominal output volta ge for
an 8-bit DAC with a 5-\' supply and a binary input
Of 10010111.

13-2. Diital . to-analog converters that use an
external signal as their reference may be referred to

as	 DACs.
13-3. Identify the AD converter that uses an

op down counter, a DAC. a clock, and a compara-
the major circuit elements.

13-4. Can successive approximation AD con-
e l ion ha accomplished by using a microprocessor

:o write bina r y data to the DAC and thus eliminate
:he clock and the reis',er?

13-5. The binary output from a dual-slope A/D
converter is established by counting the time that
the	 signal is applied to the integrator.

13-6. What type of circuit can be used to
freeze' a time-varying analog signal for AD con-

'ersion?
13-7. How many comparators would be re-
- t"i ''i!d a i n Ht lash converter?

li-C. .;a -: .	 atois	 tr
quired to build a dual-stage flash converter with 10
hits of resolution?

13-9. Much faster data rates are possible on
transmission circuits.

13 . 10. Differences in around potentials can cause
errors in circuits using the 	 standard.

13.I1. The ELA has established, the 	 ___Stan-

dard for balanced transmission.
13-12. High-speed data circuits are subject to er-

rors due to reflected signals, especially when the
transmission lines are not properly

13-13. The RS-232C, RS-422, RS-423. and RS-
449 are all hit serial standards; the IEEE 488 is a

standard.

13-14. 5 Vhich type of polling on the IEEE 488
bus pr . .t	 the controller with mcst iafoniation?

is the fastest?

13-15. Polling is usually initiated by the control-
ler after a talker or a listener asserts the
line on the lb i E 488 bus.

13-16. Should the write tab be opened or cov-
ered to write-protect a 5.25-in, diskette?

13-17. Floppy disks ._._	 be cleaned.

13-18. What is the furiction of the stepper motor
in disk drives?

13-19. How is the average access tine for the di-
rectory track minimized?

13-20. \Vhich floppy disk uses a hard plastic case
a metal shutter to hide the head access slot?

13-21. Winchester drives use rigid disks that are
with the head assembly.

I-22. When a Winchester drive is first turned
'n. late is start-up delay due to the
cvde.

13-23. A startistop tape drive must start and stop
on blank sections of tape known as 	 gaps.

13-24. Tape drives that are limitod to back-up
operation are known as _______ th ,.c,.

Flicital cassettes contain taç.a that I"

to	 than audio tape.

13-26. Digital inforinat i o:i can he recorded on an
ordinary audio recordet b,' converting the Os and Is

to
13-27. What happens when data are read from

the storage loop in a bubble memory?
13-28. The bubble detector is based on the pfin-

ciple of
13-29. Where is the code that identifies the ac-

tive loops in a bubble memory chip stored?
13-30. How many bubble memory units can the

Intel 7220 controller handle?
13-31. Under normal circumstances, when are

the seed bubbles generated'?
13-32. When is the boot loop code normally read

into the 7242 formatter/sense amplifier chip?
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13-33. Is the boot loop code ever read at any	
13-35. What are the other to names used for

other urne?	
the IEEE 48S standard?

13-. Is it possible to reseed a bubble memo?

JL\SIERS TO REVIEW qLIESTJO\ S

1. 0

	

	 V: 4.99 i V 2. 0.098 percent 3. 0.02 percent 4. 7.5 V 5. staircase 6. 512 s 7. 16 s S. none
he less It. unhlanced 12. balanced 13. unb alanced

9. cne of ei;hL analo g inputs 10. it decrea s es: it N11-

14. hteresEs 15. RS-423 us
es the driser grcrd on!. RS .232C grounds both ends 16. they con trol hdng

17. from 6 to 9 18. polarity 19. 0 20. FM 21. C 22. 6CR 23. 2 24. ahminurn 25. prosides ccn.rol---

information
17.

 ilor accurate head positioning shen the d:-k is manufactured 26. random; serial: block 27. disk

28.
the error intersection would occur at the prity hr. and all S thu bites sould he accepted as being correct

29. no: all'oi them 30. audio 31. disk. tape. and buYe 32. ELs 33. 	
34. rotating 35. seed 36. it

cincutates continuously 37. new data enter the storage 'op and old data le.
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OPTOELE CTRONIGS

The combination of optics and electronics,

called optoelectronics, has evolved into a ma.

for factor in industrial ststems. Devices such
as light-emitting diodes, lasers, photodiodes
and fiber optics, along with the older s' -
dard devices such as photo cells, nil - rn-

ered in this chapter. The theory of operation

of optoelectronic devices, their characteristics,
and their applications nill be presented.

14-1
EMITTERS

There are many different ::ht sources. s.. 	 -

:en amps, fluorcceut i::mps. neon lamps. xenon
amps. and light-emitting !odes (LEDS>. The char-
acteristics and operation of the conventional light
sources(lamps. flash tubes, sunli ght) are familiar.
This section will he devoed to a newer source. the
LED.

Electrolumincsccce solid is a phenomenon
hich has been well kno'. arid intencivelv studied

for many years. Perhaps the most comm n y utilized
a pplication of electrolumInescence is in the screen
of an oscilloscope or a television set. Better kno'.vn

c(7rhodcln,nincco,:ce. this tr pe of elect rolumi-
iiusciicc is cau-e.l by 'e collision of high-energy
electrons with the rho bc coatin g which lines the
inside surface of a cathode-ray tube. One particular
t y pe of electroluminescence has given rio to at en-
tirel y new field of technoogy. This is the phenome-
non of /'.\' jiiiictThn elcrtcn!u,ninescencf. which re-
sults from the application of direct current at a low
volta ge to a suitably doped PN junction. This is the
basis of the. LED. a PN junction dipde that emits
li ght when biased in a farward d i rection. The light
emitted can be in either the invisible (infrared) or the
visible spectrum.

Semiconducting light sources can he made in a
wide ran ge of wavelen gths, ranging from the near-
ultraviolet region cf the electromagnetic spectrum to
the far-infrared re gion. This wavelength limit is due
to today's production constraints. The LEDs used its
electronic appl i cat i ons as emitters) tire normall y in-

aroc.-c'..:o!tng /i.. 	 (lRDs) -
-atral radiation can be divided irr:o tso basic

types: coherent hg/u (in which the light waves are in
phase and are usually produced at cryogenic tem-
peratures) and ,ioncoherent light (the waves are out
of phase with each other). The following discussion
will consider only noncoherent light emitters, invis-
ible as in the case of IREDs or visible as with LEDs.

A PN junction can be formed in a semiconductor
material by doping one region with donor atoms and
an adjacent region sith acceptors. If an external bias
is applied across the junction, a bias current flow in
the PN junction causes holes to be injected into the
N-type material and electrons to be injected into the
p-type material. This process is illustrated in Fig.
14-1- The radiation from a PN junction arises from
the recumbi nt ion of dc c:rons ith the minorit y car-
rie. and energY proportional to the band gap energy
of the semiconductor rr.J,terirtl is released. Some of -
this energy is released as light, and the remainder is
released as heat. The proportion is determined by
the mixture of recombination processes taking place.
The energy contained in a photon of light (shown in
Fig. 14-r is proportional to the frequency (that is,
the colon. The higher the band gap energy of the
semiconductor material forming the junction, the
higher the frequency of the light emitted. In industry.
the wa. elen gth of emItted light is commonly ex-
tressed in nanometers (nm) Photon energy can be
oiis	 :oJ to wavctcnr:h hvthe equation

N-type

Acceptor
leol

F(. 14-I ('N jurccO.n for,

382
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-

where E	 energy transition, electronvolts (eV)
x	 wavelength, nm	 -	 r

It is possible to increase the wavelength by de.
creang the band gap energ y. Wavelengths of I 000 nm	 -
are possible but expensive to produce. However. the
long wavelength emitters are useful in fiber-optic
communications and will be covered later in this 	 -
chapter. Commerciall y available LED devices are	 2:
made from gallium arsenide (GaAs), gallium phos-
phide (GaP), or the (three-element) ternary com-
pound gallium arsenide phophide Ga (As,P). 	 'a -

	

There are two types of LREDs, and both use alov,- 	 -	 'a
band-gap, silicon-doped epitaxially grown material.
gallium arsenide (GaAs). The GaAs diodes are efn . 	1
cient and very reliable and produce a peak wa\e-	 ,.
len gth of 940 nm. The second type is manufactured
by replacing some of the gallium with aluminum. This
increases the band gap energy, yielding an IRED 'ith 	 -	 II
a wavelength of 880 nm. The gallium aluminum at-
senide (GaAIAs) emitters are much more ethcient	 .
than the GaAs emitters. Also, their wavelength is a 	 a	 -
better match for silicon detectors, thereby increasing
system sensitivity.

	

Gallium phosphide (Gal?) is used for visible-li'ht- 	 Ccci

emitting diodes. The mechanism for visible light ra-	 - . --	 -	 -
dnition is the-same as for the infrared diodes. The 	 a 1	 26

transitionof electrons from the conduction band to 	 -	 -
- -	 the acceptor level releases aphotonThe utivelength 	 tern'

ofghe photon is in the visible spectrum as sho' n in	
hhL s-ciri ch	 iercsu-	 -

Fig. 14-3and for the green LED, X ' - 560  rim. The	 -
wavelength is dependent onthe . energy gap of the	 -
semiconductor. For GaP, E	 2.24 eV, and the	 E--. iil cause radiation in the red area of the
wavelength is (560 rim). It should be noted that there 	 spectrum a: X = 700 nm, The combination of both
is a single transition of electrons from the higher to 	 red and ereen emission, by double transitions due lb
lower bands. If an impurity such as oxygen is con-	 increase current, will eive a yellow or orange light.
tamed in the GaP semiconductor, an intermediate 	 At hich current levels, most electrons make the sin-
energy level will exist dee p in the forbidden region	 transition, from EtoE0, and green light of high
close to the valence band. Figure 14-4 shows the 	 intensity results. The red emission in this case is
oxygen level, E0 , appearing 1.8 eV above the ac- 	 neaiieiIe compared to green emission.
ceptance level. This oxygen trapping level will force 	 Tt' Ga(As P) is produced as an epitaxial layer
the electrons to have double transitions, one from 	 grown on a substrate of either GaAs or W. The
the conduction band to E,, and the other from E,	 rowfl wafer is then processed to produce PNjunc.
to EACC. The photon release during the first transitlon 	 iions with photolithography used to shape the Struc-
period is of low energy deep in the infrared area,	 lure. Ficure 14-5 shows the cross Section of an LED.
This transition is of no value to the operation of a 	 The photons generated at the junction of a PN dcc-
visible LED. The second transition, from E 5 to	 troIuninecent diode are emitted in al directions. TI

=37

2E

0 stance

Fig. 14.2 Pho'on ersitud by f.rd-bia,ed drod.
	 Ht. I-i--i C?;urt,ziioa with esYgo doping.
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Fig. 14- LED rruQt.rr,

the diode substrate is opaque, as in the case of GaAs.
only tFtose photons which are emitted upward within
a critical angle svill be emitted as useful light. All
other photons emitted into or reflected into the bulk
crystal vs ill be absorbed. This phenomenon is illus-
trated in Fig . 14-6(a). Gallium phosphide k nerrl
transparent compared to GaAs: diodes grown on the
Ga

p
 substrate vill exhibit improved efficiency

caused by the emission of photons which would be
absorbed in the GaAs substrate. This is illustrated in
Fi g. 14-6(b). The most common uses for visible
LEDs are in displays; their implementation will be
co'ered in the next section.

The surface-emitting infrared diodes are similar in
stricture to the siblc LED. The y L re used v. here
ba cast ar.d moderate performance are required. It
k posihle to construct an edge-cmi:tng IRED. The
phi sical structure of an ed ge emitter consists of a

ErHt:ed photons

Aorbed
pHctcS

C .sP on opaque Ca 3 S

01

Re l lect ;, leltacl

L.. i-i-s r : y, r. ,rcnt und e -,00 -de sobstrat75.

Fig. 14-7 Edge-emitting edn struotUne.

rectangle-shaped semiconductor die (PN junction) in
hich the radiant output is emitted from the edges

of the diode in the recombination region of the junc-
tion, as shown in Fig. 14-7. The lateral size of the
radiation area is usually defined by etching an open-
ing in an oxide insulating layer and forming an ohmic
contact by depositing a metal film into the open con-
tact region. This t\ pe of construction is referred to
as edge emitfer utiiiLin g tripe geoii (as op-
posed to the surface-emitting structures just cov-
ered). The ed ge-emission structure has an oxide met-
allization stripe constriejing the current flow through
the recombination region to that area of the junction
directly below the stripe contact. It is possible by
using this technique to confine the radiating portion
ef the junction to e spot approximately 50 microm-
eters (p.m) in its largest dimension.

When the edge-emitting structure is combined with
some other epitaxial processes, it is possible to re-
strict the angle of radiation to a relatively narro\

gbe. A comparison of this narrow edge radiation
"ern to the par..fl ' l I . 'f 3 C) pattern is shown by

Fig. 14-8. These dvfrc hihh eJleca .ih-gpeed
performance iii excess of 100 \ll-Iz and are capable
of a much greater output of radiant flux.

As mentioned earlier, the surface-emitting infrared
diodes are used in modest-performance applications.
Thc exhibit poa Li outputs of 2 to 7 m\V in coatin-
uous service and 26 to 200 m\V in pulse service at
940 nm. Figure 14-9 shows the radiant flux output
from a typical 1RED emitter at a temperat:re of 27°C.
It is crucial to maintain a safe operating temperature
as with all semiconductors. There is an order of mag-
nitude (factor of 10) difference between the radiant
flux output for the steady-state and pulsed modes.
These are flux c!ers -e.v, not to be confused with the
characteristic volt-ampere curves of the diode. which
are shown in Fig. 14-10.

The presence of infrared (IR) light is not oh'ious.
it cannot be seen by the ce; special meuns of de-
tection, which arc dicuosed later in this chapter,
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Fl6 . 14-10 Tsp.ai V-f characteristics ef art IRE!)

must be employed. The waxelength (long compared
to visible radiation wavelength) would permit the
transmitted flux to pass through the paper of this
book as thor gh it were transparent. clocking or in-
terruptin g this wavelength requires amore dense ma-
terial:and this point should be kept in mind. Suitable
precautions should be taken to protect ones eyes
from the radiant flu.. This safet y cons

i
deration sill

be covered in more detail hen lasers - are explored.
For best performance, emitters should be biased

from a current source rather than a rc'ltae source. -
A simple so.i:ion is to place a resistor in series 'svi:h
a voltage source to approximate a current source. A
few examples of typical emitter circuits are shown
in Fig . 14-I1. These are building blocks for the more
sophisticated and optimum circuits. Information can
be impressed on the emitter output by modulating
the bias input to the diode. The modulation is of the
amplitude modulation (AM) type. Either voice or
radio frequency (RF) signals can be used for modu-
lation, but it is important to know the frequency
limitations of the diode being modulated. Typical
(simple) modulator circuits are shown in Fig. 14-12.
As mentioned previously, frequencies in the
100-MHz reEion can be obtained with some emitters.
Note that all circuits have a current-limiting resistor
in series with the diode.

The IRED is often operated in the pulse mode for
the transmission of digital information over short dis-
tances or to send signals in arid out of various un-
friendl y environments such as gas, water, and high
volta ge. The circuit maybe as simple as Fig. 13-13(a)
or as complex as Fig. 14-13(b).

The IRED has a maximum reverse voltage rating
of onl y 2 \ and this value should not be exceeded.
Many IREDs are destroyed during testing. Check all
daa sheets thoroughly before performing any tests.

Some of the GaAs diodes are assembled in con-
junction with a glass lens to produce a narrow-beam

so

Cats —p—ta e lTd ) - 27rC

40	 PUSS duration Ic) =
I	 pr.tse repeton rate - 540 ps

0	 4	 4	 5	 a	 is	 1 2
Prfl fcrh-rd mOnt (14 —A

Fig. 14-9 Radiant fl us versus dc amd pulsed operatiersu- (c 1 Std
state curtent. (b) Puke d current.
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Fig. 14-11 Typical emitter circuits Mucks.
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Fig. 14-13 Pulse circuits for e mitter LEDs. (u) Simplified circuit. (b) Complex circuit.

Ang'e at ,ada::Cn -

Fig. 14-14 Typical lens-corrected radiant flux pattern.

pattern, as shown in Fig. 14-14. These IREDs ae
intended for use in a wide variety of industrial ac-
plications, including high-speed counting. intrusion
alarms, ed ge detection and control, collision protec-
tion, and data transmi'cn.

REVIEW QUESUONS	 -
1. Light emission from a forward-biased PN

junction is known as _______
2. The lower the frequency of the light ernissi:.

the _______ the Aavelenzth.

3. Infrared-emitting diodes emit coherent light
vaves. (true or false)

4. _______ are released as part of the er.er2v cf
recombination in the EN junction.

5. Calculate the numb-er of electronvolts required
for a wavelength of 620 om (near red).
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6. it tja.\jAs diode	 r.it5 a	 urn 'a ay e-

ler:d ii the infrared I

7. hc (hall PN diode is used for	 light

iiaicln.

DETECTORS 1SOLID-ST-'TE)
Tina reverse-biased PN junction is basic to operation
of pnotoscnsitivc semicoductof des ices. When a
photon is ab oibed in scmico.d.1Ct1. a he, dcc-
trJrt parr i s formad and ss ept across the junction by
the electric field ft developed across the depletion
region. A phofocurrent due to the separated hole-
elec t ron pairs results. The electrons go to the N side.
and the holes go to the P side. Separation of a pho-
ton- generated hole-electron pair is more likeh to oc-
cur y hen the pair is formed in a region where there
is an electric field (e); see Fi g . 14-15. The alternative
to separation is for the hole-electron pair to recom-
hi:e. with no contribution to phcrocurrent. The pho-
tocurrent flow in the external circuit is proportional
to the illumination.

Electric field distribution in a semiconductor diode
is not uniform, as indicated in Fig. 14-15. In the
re g ions of the P-trpe ditTusion (front) and N-type
drion I ocl. l . ft.e fcd is much sceaker than it is
in he center rec i on. ko%% n as the depletion region.

For best re-.ult-.. a pho:odiode should he n:vje 5) as
to ai loss the g re.ite t rrua;he i of photons to be ab-
sorbed in the depletion re g ion. That is. the photons
should not be absorbed until they have penetrated as
tar as the depletion re gion. and thes' shou l d be oh-

engibs _,_. _	 -.-.----------_-------

' ETICN5 E 010 N

-- -

-1 . i,-Ctode JunctIon anJ H'crn.rI (idi

G	 4D	 80	 120	 163	 _J0

-reverse vo!t3g-V

Fig. 14-16 Pl'otodiode pin versus rev er	 .	 tee

sorbed before penetrating be\ond the depletion re-
gion.

The depth to which a photon 5¼ Lii penetrate before

it is absorbed is a function of the photon svas cleneth.
Short-s%avelength photons are absorbed near the sur-
facr those of longer 'a aveler.gh peneri are he
entire thickness of the crrstill see Fr. 14-I Si. 1hce-
fore, if a photodiode is to hose a broad spec:rI
response (broad spectrum of \sa\c!engths) it should

has e a S crY thin P-layer to allou short-ss as eler.zth
photons to penetrate as svell as LL thick deple:on
region to ma\iflttLe photo_arc .: front the ba g

-ssuselength photons.
The thickness of the depletion rcg on depends on

the resistivity of the region to he depleted and on the
reverse bias. A depletion re 5 ion u.\ists e'. en if ire
reverse bias is applied because of the ''builr-in' ield
p educed by diffusion of minOi'tts carriers across the
junction (-at room temperaturci. Rversc bising aids
this built-in field and expands the depletion legion.

In PN photodiOdes, a thin P diffusion allosss cood
short ssaselength response. A deep P diffusion de-
grades the short-' as elengih response but loss cr5 the
bias required for good response at longer ssnse-

lengths.
An avalanche photodiode (A F . uses avalarche

mulupireation to amplify the photceurrent create .5 b
hole-electron pairs. The PN junatron is operated at
a high reverse bias voltage needed for asalanche
multiplication (refer to Fig. 14-16). Very high multi-
plication factors (M) can be achieved, but the process
is very noisy. The photocurrent signal gain is rnag-
nitudedependCflt on the res erse voltage, as iHus-
trated in Fig. 14-16. These ds Les are usil.dly ti-
mized for detection of infrared-radiant energy but
.rc useful front audio to micros' ase frequencies.

ecausc the to. alan.che photodLd&s tetapel acure
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-- stability is poor it must be carefully controlled (see 	 Fig 14.19 Diffused aid rin g coastrxtion.

Fig. 14-17). To compensate for this effect, diode pairs 	 -	 -	 -
consistin g of an avalanche photodiode (APD) and a 	 ..	 .	 -
small reference diode are manufactured together in	 - -
the same package: This pairing ma1cest possible to . tvornaincontrjbutrsofd.arkcurren(diodeleakage)
build a temperature=compensating bias circuit that 	 are surface leakage and bulk leakage. The name dark

will hold theCala1ch. gain constant over wide tern-	 current indicates what it implies: the current (leak-
perature variations. The diode pair is in.a hermeti	 age) that flows without light. The surface leakage of
cally sealed case with a window of borosilicate glass. 	 a photodiode is 100 times that of the bulk leakage.
Figure 14-I8 shows a block diagram application of a	 Some photodicides employ a unique diffused guard
temperature-compensating bias circuit for an ava- 	 ring construction to minimize this surface leakage.
lanche diode.	 Figure 14-19 illustrates the guard ring diffused on the

Besides- thephotocurrent generated, a dark (re-	 active area. In normal operation the guard ring (a PN
verse leakage) current exists in a photodiode. The 	 junction of its own) and the active area are biased at

-	 the same potential. The surface leaka ge is now
-	 -	 shunted around the load resistor and flows through

the guard rin g , as shown in Fig. 14-20. Now the main

iI	
source of leakage will be the much lower bulk leak-

I	 I	 age. The shuntin g of surface leakage around 	 the load
by the guard ring also improves the diodes' noise

L_L°°±_J Eo	
bias	 figure since the noise current varies directly as the -

Brek5n	 f pLf	 square root of the leakage current.
so:ta5e	 The light-sensitive transistor is in reality one of
of,eeence	 Pass	 the simplest photodiode-arnpli_er combinations. Di-

-	 recting light toward the reverse-biased PN junction
B	 P.ed	 (collector-base) genera:es base current, which is am-

plified by the current gain of the transistor. Figure

o d	
14-21 shows the schematic, equivalent circuit, and

F 
- (	

junction (with depletion region). External biasing of
d.c p.1, \.	 the base is possible, if that lead is available, so that

the equation for emitter current is

I, = (1, -i- 1.0 (4E I)

where	 I	 base current
I,, = photon-generaed base current

Fig. 14.I8 Avalanche phtodinde.'refrene diode ;ackz and	 4	 emitter current
stock diagram.	 hFE transistor dc current gain
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Fig. 14-20 Avalanche photoiode guard circuit. (o) Basic operas-
rcut. t Photodiodeop amp circuit.

The sensitivity of this type of transistor can be
inuenccij by the bias levels at the base. The ho-

pernsc of the photo'.ransistor %N ill vary as h FE varies
hitn current, bias voltage, and temperature. A high
val'ie ci e ric and a large collector-hace junction area
are required for high senitiity, but can also cause
high dark current levels when the collector-base
junction is reverse-biased, as indicated in Fi g . 14-21.
The phototransistor dark current is given by

(dad-) = ifn X

here Iz ,, = collecto;-bss'-junction leakage current
(the  o" ders'tcs u.' ipen emittc !ad)

I	 collector-emitter leakage (the "o" de-
notes an open base lead)

-Proto	 Ease	 Collectorse,.sttL ye
IunCtlOfl	 N substrate

Fig. 14-22 Phototransistor.

This leakage is proportional to the junction area
and the perimeter at the surface. Careful processing
of the transistor chip, shown in Fi g . 14-22, is required
to minimize the dark current and maintain high light
sensitivity. Typical phototransistor dark currents
with a 10-V reverse bias are on the order of 10 nA
at room temperature and double by a factor of 2 for
every 10°C rise in temperature. This is a very im-
portant point and \orth remembering; it could min-
imize troubleshooting time mhen temperatures are
suspect.

Dark current effects may he minimized for low
light applications by keeping the base-collector junc-
tion from being reverse biased, that is, having a V
of less than one silicon diode forbard voltage drop.
This technique kkill allow light currents in the na-
uoainpere range to be detected. The circuit shown in
Fig. 14-23 illustrates this type of operation. The band
gap effect of the doped base-emf:ter (B-E) junction
of Q Sets the open base potential. thereb y forcing

be (Q) to be equal to one diode :op. Since 	 (Q)

C

Onpietion
on

tat	 -	 i

Fi g . 14-21 	 rcuiL ,e pd unction represto'_t. 'it. (u) S - .........drin, (b) Equis
i/ lu h2ti...;i ; ...............
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Fig. 14-23 Very-low-level phototrniuor cirUt.	

10	 20

 Fig. 14-24 Typicat characteristic curse of  pototrasistor.
closely approximates % (Q,) (one diode drop each),
V (Q) is approximatel y equal to zero (0). This is
now a minimum-leakage condition for the photouan-	 I2(h0-V) +
sistor.	 -

	

The light falling on a given area varies inversely	 Because I, >>

•	 with the square of the distance from the source: the
relationship between light intensity L (in lumens),
and the strength of the source C (in candela) is	 --	 where	 •I = eniitter .current. each device

•	 (4	
J, = photon-produced current, each re-

-	 L=-0-	 -	 Lion -

-	 -	 cucrent gain of each transistor, dc

• -	 where C. = luminous intensity- in candela- - - -	 To maximize sensitivit y, I, should contain a large
- A	 area illuminated in square meters
-	

portion of The photon

	

d. =-distance from source to area in meters	
-produced current: This is ac-

•	 -	 complished by expanding the base of the pellet so

	

Figure 14-24 shows typical characteristic ctrnes of 	 the photodiode dominates the topography, iii the

a phototransistor. The usual base steps are now in-	 same v.av as the phototransistoc does in Fig. 14-22.

tensity steps in lumens. 	 Optimization of both short- and long-avelength

	

The phorodarlingion basically is the same as the	 response (ultraviolet IUVI to infrared URI) at lo

phototransistor, except for its much higher gain from	 reverse voltage requires a PIN, rather than a PN

two stages of amplification cascaded onto a single	 diode structure. A PIN diode has a thin P-type dif-

chip. Figure 14-25 shows the photodarlington syrn- 	 fusion in the front and an N-type diffusion into the

•	 bol, its geometry, and its equivalent circuit. The for- 	 back of a wafer of very-high-resistivity silicon. The

mula for the photodarlington's emitter current is	 high-resistivity material between the P-type and N-

C	 C

•	 t•	 .	 (}

tr	 *

Fig. 4-25 Photo Darlington () Symbol. (b) Cot—.
(c) Equvatrnt cirCUit.
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:ypc .n!t . i:is is called the Trio iiiie legion, 01 1

The c-t lo'r PIN photoJi...!es ale tlltitti'..t
de:e:ric- rr visible and itili ared radhetiori. Their Fe-
spo:.. to bue and violet is exceptionally good.
Spa -1 . -'on 01 these dctcctors can he less than
1 its. trey are particularly sseii suited for laser

pukes, and their bandwidth is from direct current to
1 0Hz. Their low dark current or leakage current
!u q ually in picoamperes) results in an almost neali-
zible noi'e Current. This is a great asset for fiber
optics discussed later in this chapter).

The electrical characteristics of the VIN photo.
diode are shown in Fig. 14-26. Close scrutiny will
reseal that the PIN photodiode may be operated as
a photovoltaic device (right-hand 2.5-Mfl load line),
in v.hich the light impinging upon the unit creates a
solta ge which varies in proportion to the input light.
This mode of operation is shosn in Fig. 14-27. Op-
eratio

n
 in this mode requires no external bias, and

the photodiode generates the load voltage when il-
luminated. This photovoltaic operation can be either
linear or logarithmic, depending upon the selected
salue of the load resistance. Logarithmic operation
is obtained if the load resistance is very high (greater
than 10 MI)). With an input FET or a BI-FET op
amp, this can easil y be aehieed. as shown in Fig.

I. If the amplifier has a cry high input resis-
tance, the loop gain is (I - R- R . The speed of
respone of this type of ainphfier is ser slow. \s itli
a ti.-.-,c constant of approxiniatek 0.1 s. If high speed
is required, the logarithmic amplifier should be Pro-

ceded by a linear amplifier.
The more common mode of operation for the PIN

hotodiode employs revel-se bias (s with the PN

pitotodiode) , and this mode is called dte p/to we wi en!

or phot" onductive mode. The mai drawback of the
pholoetit rcitt mode is the flow of deei: can ciii, ss hich
is due to the reverse bias. As mentioned pies ioils!v,
dark rio-ron1 is th t current which flows ss :1 rio

radiant flux is apphed to the diode. For best linear
operation. the phoodiode should Le opei-aLcd siih
as small a load resistor as possible. Figure 14-28(b)
shows the typiea! amplifier arrangement. The invert-
ing input of the amplifier is at virtual ground: the
dynamic resistance of the photodiode is R divided
by loop gain (greater than 10 k). As shown in Fig.
14-28(b), the output voltage will rise (go positive) in
response to the optical input signal. Reversing both
the photodiode and Vr will produce a drop (output
.olta ge will go negative) in the amplifier output for
iii optical input. The output voltage front 	 circuit
Is

V = R 1 (I + !dsrk)

The speed of response is greatly improved and is
now limited by the amplifier.

In most discrete-device literature, the photo SCR
is often termed a light-activated SCR (LASCR). Fig-
ure 14-29 presents the schematic symbol, structure,
and equivalent circuit of this device. The photon
current (I,,) generated in the reverse-biased PN junc-
tion (depletion region) reaches the gate region to
forward bias the NPN transistor and initiate sw itch-
in g . Since the photodiode current is of a low level.
a LASCR must be constructed so that it can be
triggered with a sery low gate current. The high
sensitivity of the LASCR causes it to be sensitive
also to any effect that will produce an internal cur-
lent. Therefore. it is ver y sen si tive to toitiperature.

I,
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applied vot.age and rate of change of applied voltage
(dy/dO, and it has a longer turn-off time than a typical
SCR. All other parameters of the LASCR are similar
to those of an ordinary SCR, so that the LASCR can
also be triggered with a positive gate signal. Most
commercially avai!ale LASCR t ypes are of corn-
paratively low cerrent razing.(less than 2 A). In prac-
tical applications they are used to drive a Maher-
power device. usually another SCR.

There are many other photodetector combinations
using integrated circuits that allow many combina-
tions. Among the possibilities are FETs, triacsjoaic
devices, and MOSFETs. These will be examined in
the optical coupling section.

Another basic tpe of photosensor uses the phc
toconductive bulk e ffect. The photoconductive bulk
effect cells are normally made of cadmium sulfe
(CdS) or cadmirmselenide (CdSe). Unlike the pre-
vious tçs discussed. they have no junction. The
entire layer of material changes resistance when i-
luminated. The photoconductive cell decreases in re-
sistance as the Iicht le ci increases and increases in
resistance as the light level decreases. The response
curve of a cell is shown in Fi g . 14-30. The response
curve-of resistance-versus intefisity (lumens) is non-
linear: lto%% evr. over a limited range. of intensities.
.a linear aporoximation is valid. Figure 14-31 shows
the electrical simbol alcng with a drawin g of the

- usual conñguration of the cell. 	 -
Although photoconduc1or require an external

power suçiy. a seni:ivi:y 1000 times greater th-ari
that of the ph000ltaic types more than coçnpen-
sates in most aç:cations. Because of their low cot:.
a pair can be used for temperature compensation in

(a)

Fig. 14.29 Photo SCR (LASCR). (0) Syrnol. (b Consujctioo- (c) Equ). ant cirz_I.
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ic-

Lumens t'Oo can: nap

Fig. 14.30 PhotoconductiC celUs chucuctcrecs

24 Din	 Dual-in-line pack,
(top roes)
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I 1

Os [i
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NC
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Fig. 14-31 P	 conduai	 .cH. (S,4 thi Phoste tI

Sensor
2048

O6in

NC - NO internal conrleCtiOlr

Fig. 14-33 lni,roc-nciisoi chip naN 2Q48 eknacnss.

-	 Ceramic package
(top LOh)

rnrrn (0 8-2) in) porn

- LrgnI

Fig. 14-32 hotocorducti'c ce)ttcTpert u e compensation in a

Fig. 14-34 Area image sensor sith 328 x 490 pixels.

	a Wheatstone bridge arngemcrtt. One cell is	 but these type, of cells are being replaced by solid-

shielded front 	 so that its re0istance is only a	 state devices. The resistance in the absence of light

	

rusietion of the surroundin g temperature: th other	 usua!y exceeds I MO;. the recictance under a given

	

cell is r* iced in the oppdcite arm of the bridge TO	 light condition can be as low as IOU fl. The small-

m.asure	 s:tensitv, as hosvn in Fine. 14-32.	 .	 size Cells find extensive use in light-meter circuits.

nnlincarity of ke photo	 d.j it	 Ihe US cell has a drass back. however. If exposed

	

-. .0 lo itS s- despread use tin chopping circ:s.	 to a ver y s;tortg 1i !-tt (saturated). it displ\ s a "mern-
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cry" and may take hours to return to the origital
dark" resistance.
Many industrial control systems use punched

cards (paper, plastic, metal) or punched tape to input
pograrns oc d. I a meet these reurecnts, many
arrays usually conta

i
ning 9or 12 devices per unit are

available. The d o s ice ma y include some lo gic. alone
with a biasing network. A precise matching emitter
array (IRED) is usually available to al low proper
alignment. These devices are bein g replaced by disk-
ettes, magnetic tape, and cards.

The solid-state image array sensors (line scanners)
include anywhere from 64 to'lO,OOO individual pho-
todiodes, sshich arc scanned to provide serial output
on a single video line. Applications include pattern
recognition, size and position monitoring, and in-
spection. .A 2048 by 1 linear image senaor is shown
in Fig. 14-33. The sensor elements are also called
pixels, v hich stands for picture elements. Their op-
eration is based on charge-coupled devices. transfr
gates, and drive circuitry. The area image sensor of
Fig. 14-34 has 328 horizontal and 245 vertical pixels
for camera operation. High-resolution sensors with
1024 by 1024 pixels are being developed for robot
vision systems and as replacements for vidicons and
other tube-type image sensors.

RE VIEW QUESTIONS
8. Photon absorption results in t1te foi mat ion of

a hole-electron -	 in a PN junction.

9. Recombination will occur when the pair is
formed in an ______ field.

10. The electric field is greatest in %k hat region of
the PN junction?

II. Short-ssaveleagth photons silI penetrate the
entire crystal. (true or false)

12. An asalanchc photaliode uses _______ bias.

13. The a, alanche photodiode is used mainly for
detection.

14. Leakage currents arc the main contributors
to ________ current in a phetodiode.

15. The phototrancistor must have its base for-
s ard-biased. (true or false)

14-3
D1SPLXS
Incandescent. fluorescent. and neon !amps have been
in use for a long period of time and in a -.vidc sarkty
of applications. In rceflt sears, the solid-state LED
has replaced these earlier lamps iii uiny applica-
tions. Most new designs and appl[.cations use the
LED indicators and db.svs. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to know and urderstandthe properties and char-
acteristics of the LED-l s Ve deskes.

Most commcrc.l LLI)s are t ntfactured b y en-
c-r s ui:tin . ' tie "i ' d	 ' insi'" - pL- tic packsac

a ith an immersion lens directly above the junction.
The immersion lens arrangement results in a light
u pit which is concentrated in a narrow beani and
applies only to LEDs in undiffused plastic. This con-
Ition is used for backlighting	 .;etion'
those applications requiring a concentrated hat
source.

A front panel indicator requires a wide off-axis
viewing angle. To obtain this wide viewing angle, a
ditfusant is added to the plastic to disperse the light

being emitted. De colorin g is also edded to tiOt
the plastic to enhance its on,'off contrast.

As mentioned earlier, not ever y photon generated
NN ithin the PN junction emerges to the surface. The
GaAsP/GaP devices have an efficiency of approxi-
mately 80 percent. When light passes from a medium
sshose index of refraction is N 1 to a medium whose
index of refraction is N2 , a portion of the light is
reflected back at the medium interface. This loss of
light is called fresnel loss. Without going into the
physics of lens construction, it will sttftice to say that
coating the lens ss ith an intermediate material with a
suitable index of refraction (say, N3 ) reduces the
fresnel loss to permit almost 98 percent efficiency.

The LED packages take on many physical shapes
to niecE a wide sariety of applications. They may be
rectangular. round, dot-shaped, or the size and shape
of ttpical tncandescerM lamps Some units max' have
additional components integrated inside the LED
rockage. An e.\amIe is the #ino LED iIulisotoI.

The inte g ral lesistor is a nominal 2 IS U. aUossing the
lamp to he drisen directly from the 5.0-V supply for
a lo g ic gate. Othera ise. an external current-limiting
resistor "ill be required. Some LEDs can produce
red or green light from one package. They usually
are equipped with a milk-v. hite ditfused lens to pro-
side good on-off contrast. The y have three leads and
too anodes (one tar red and one _for green) a ith a
common cathode. This des ice is used in .pplicaions
that require an indicator for the three states of inter-
est and pros ide more information than an ottoif
L-p. Sone applications require that analog infer-
m,tion be convertd iOto a visual l ight displa. This
has t y picall y been done with a panel meter. Mans
analog displays require only moderate accurac y and
resolution. Light-emitting diode bar graph modules
can often be substituted for meters in these applica-
tions. The LED bar graph displa s conSist ofa linear
ai,v of LEDs that are driven by a desice that de-
codes an analog or digital signal i nto a bar graph
inuicator display code. Figure 14-35 is anexainple Of

F;-. 14-35 DIP bar,	 p..kags.
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1OCoeepr°' to LE1—--1LED 10

LEO

L___---

Dgta' readouts

Fig. 14-37 Analog dsgii4l meter :fl bargraph display.

a bar/graph display. Most units are fabricated to be
stackable. In some cases, LU arrays are cascaded to

• - - form a bar graph of 100 elements. The totally inte-
gratedi.inits contain drivers, a reference, and thresh-
old detectors and may be programmed to be linear

LED 	 or logarithmic- orto display volume units (VU). Fig-
ure 14-36 iihjstrates.the block and-connection dia-
grams for an LED bar. graph displa y with driver. The
device can produce a bar graph display (histogram)
or a moving-dot display, depending on the mode pin.

119 Some units can produce an automatic color -change
(typically green to red) to indicate overrange, over-
load, or some unsafe condition. A combined analog

Mode	 and digital readout is very desirable in many in-
stances, such as in process control. Such a dual-type

Iv- readout display, is shown in Fig. 14-37.
The LED display devices have expanded very rap-

-r idly and now include a wide variety of distinctly
different products'- Four generalized categories are
the following:

- —i	 1 Displays with on-board inte grated circuits

Typical reOor
string values (ohms)

TP6

L P 

1O9 v'j
1.O0I tOy0 o7ce3

	

1.00 kIt	 041 ktt - 1 531 kO

	

1 00 k- 059 k- 0 223 on
1.00kI5	 0.83k0	 0819 '-4

	

1 oOkçt	 t.11kP	 1031 kIt
3 00 kO	 1 96 hO	 1 229 on

P7	 1.00kIi	 234k0

	

R 3.00 kO	 331 kIt	 0e6443
P.2	 1 00 kIt	 4,69 kIt	 0 922 yn

Rio	 1,00 k.11 	 6,63 krl

T-1

1ca7n

Fig. 14-36 integrated bsrgrarih display.

2. Strobable seven-segment displays

3. Dot matrix alphanumeric displays

4. Magnified monolithic displays

All the displays use the GaAsP type of diode and
can offer colors of red, green, or yellow. The most
prominent feature of any display is the physical ar-
rangement of the display elements. This arrange-
ment, or font as it is usually called, is important for
the type of information to be displayed but also dic-
tates the type and complexity of the driving elec-
tronics required by the display. Some of the common
display fonts are illustrated in Fig. 14-35.

The seven-segment display (font A) is the most
commonly used LED technology and is also the eas-
iest to implement electronically. However, it is lim-
ited to displaying numeric and a small range of al-



/\!/I

Font C: 16-seçn,ent

00000	 00 00	 00.
0 00	 0 0
0:000	 00000
0 00	 0
0 00	 0
00000	 0

Font 0: modified 5X7 dot n0trx
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phabetic information. The five by seven dot matrix
(font E) can display a wide rangc of numeric. alpha-
betic, and other characters but requires rather e\:cn-
sive electronic circuitry for implementation. The six-
1een-egment display (font C) has full alphanumeric
capability but has found only limited acceptance.
Font F illustrates a nine-seg ment displa y , which is
somewhat more pleasing and readable than the
seven-segment display of fu'nt A. It can dkplay th
same numeric information and has more a!ph.abetc
ca pability. The dot matrix fonts of B and D are ab
breviated versiotis of the 35-dot matrix of font E and
are used primarily for displaying numeric and hexa-
decimal information.

The interface to a seven-scr'.ent di!av it rro-
vidcd by the BCD to' even-segment decoder driver
shown in Fig. 14-39. The input to the decoder is BCD
code for the number to he displa yed. Th RBI and
BT can be pulled low to turn off all se gments. When
ifi is high. the lamp test (LT) input can be brought
low to turn on all segments to perform a lamp test
operation. The BI/RBO can serve as an output for
ripple' blanking (blankin g nootignificant zeros) to
other decoders. When RBt is low, the RBO output
will low to ripple a blankin g signal to other dis1a\
deco-ers, The se gment drivers a throu g h g and D.P.
(decimal point) are connected to the display to con-
trol sshich LEDs are to he tuned on.
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Log
	 LED

The entire circuit and display are also available as
a single device, as shown in Fig. 14-40. This device
has a 4-bit BCD code input and decimal point input.
Devices that include a storage register (latch) as well
as a decoder/driver and display unit in the same unit
also exist. The display will show the number whose
code is latched. A latch simplifies the input/output
(1'0) requirements of a microcomputer because the
displa y can be treated as a memory location. The
display with latch may be connected to the data bus
or to an 10 bus.

The interface to a five by seven or other dot matrix
display is handled in much the same manner as the
seven-seament display. A device which displays hexa-
decimal characters using LEDs arranged on a four
by seen dot matrix pattern is shown in Fig. 14-41.
It includes a 4-bit data register with a latch strobe to
Store input data. As long as the strobe stays high,
the information displayed (stored) will not change.
There is a blanking input that, when high, causes the
display to be blanked. There are also left and right
decimal points available. In some cases, the LED
power supply is different from the logic supply,

which must exhibit low ripple and good regulation.
These stringent requirements are not necessary for
the LED display poser.

The control of a five by seven dot matrix display
usually requires a read only memory (ROM) or
EPROM in which the displa y pattern for each char-
acter to be displayed is stored. The basic circuit
structure is illustrated in Fig. 14-42 for art individual
interface to a five by seven matrix LED. The ASCII
code for the character to be displayed is applied to
the seven inputs. The current drive capability is pro-
vided by the seven row sink drivers (on the O to 0
lines) and the four source drivers for the column lines
of the matrix. At the time a column line is turned on,
the column select CA through CE must simultane-
ously be applied to the column select lines of the
EPROM. The EPROM outputs th appropriate row
signals for each selected column character. Thus, the
circuitry must scan through the columns at an appro-
priate rate with a ring counter or some other counter-
decoder combination Only one column of the
EPROM is addressed at any time. The CJT clock is
set to provide a clock rate of I kHz. A new column
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Fig. 14 . 41 4 x 7 matrix circuit structure.

is selected and turned on for about I ms, and any
given column is on 20 percent of the time. The circuit
of Fig. 14-42 displays a sin gle character. If a multiple-
character display is necessary. it is not reasonable to
provide a separate EPROM for each display unit. A
circuit that shares the EPROM must be used. A ran-
dom access memory (RAM) can be used to provide
storage of the character codes to be displayed. along
with a controller that will sequence through the AS-
CII codes stored in the RAM while different matrix
displa ys are activated.

As shown in Fi g . 144, the liquid cvatiu .iuy
(LCD) has two glass plates, the insides o ,icn are
coated with a transparent pattern of conductive ma-
terials. The plates are mounted so that the conduct-
ing la yers are facing each other. The spacing bet\veen
the two plates is only about 10 to 30 1im (25 jim
0.001 in.). Liquid crystal materials are retained be-
tween these plates by a peripheral seal of glass frit,
or epoxy. Both outer surfaces of the front and rear
glass require light-polarizing films. Ordinary light is
composed of vertical and horizontal components. po-
larizing it removes one of the components. The po-
larizing film on the rear glass is covered with a re-
flective material (silver bead, silver foil, or gold foil)
or a transreflcctive material (reflects ambient light
and transmits hack light). The reflective silver foil
type is the most popular.

Liquid crystal displays arc activated by applying
vofiagc between the seg ment and the common elec-

trodes shown in Fig. 14-43. Typical driving voltage
is 5 Vr and the allowable ac frequency range of
the driving voltage is from 30 to 100 Hz. flicker ma\
be seen if the drive frequency is below 30 Hz. The
power consumption increase in 'et proportion to
the driving frequenc y. c' . :. .riling 1e4uenc', of
100 FIz is typically used. T:. I ..i)s rc driven with
tic voltages to prevent plating	 th	 'tl[:ct!ve
trc'des due to electrol y sis. Direct current driving. or
ac driving with a large dc offset, -g icalk shot tens the
life of the LCD. Strict attention is necessary in order
nut iv—c—:d thic cn,'cificd dc offset, typically
25 mV. Usually LCDs 'netd 'o logic circuits,
so it is very common to drive them h': using an ac
s mmetrical square wave. This ac smmetteal
square wave features less dc offset and can be ob-
tained in all LCD drivers by using an exclusive OR
gate as shown in Fig. 14-44. Waveform C is the Os-

cillator signal and is applied to the gate and to the
common connection on the display. The D waveform
is the output of exclusi\ e OR, which has shifted :l-e
oscillator input 180', when the control input is high.
Waveform E is the resultant waveform of C and D
and is the one that in effect drives the display. Many
LCD drivers include exclusive OR gates. The 10 V
between the segments and the common electrode is
obtained from the 5-\' logic power supply.

The LCD display mates sery v, ell svi:h CMOS-
type logic. Decoder, driver, and interface circuits are
available to use with LCD devices. Tvp:eal se':en-
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Fig. .14.43 LCD condo lien.

gment numeric display circuits are i llotrated in

Fig. 14 -45.
Liquid crystal display devices require backlighting

if they are to be used in a darkened area or at night.
s'Thc are very slu gg ish at low temperatures. and in
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some applications haiCIS lb -plane type) are
added or intcgi ated bOo the (lispiay v. hen it is fab-
ricated - Flat-panel dkplays are available for sies iai
r̂ cal-t i nic int'ormatb - t. This type of display need has
previously been dojaimited by the cathode-ray tube.
hut "" ,-e flat-panel tcchooloCicS are providinz alter-
nati\e choices. The y are the cicctyumr, escent, var-

uum-fiuiorescCflt, and piaslita-g dcharge tcc-

niquc s.

Elcrtrolimiinesceel( panels use certain solids whicri
emit light hen an electric field is acras them. The'.
can diepla SO characters by 25 lines on a 4- by 9-ii
active area. They must be refreshed (60-Hz rate) :a
retain the image High-soltage drive (usually 200 V)
is required for it bright display, and this requiremea
limits its popularity.

The vacuitnt-J1iwr scent (VF) display technology
makes use of a lo'.v-tePaperature filament cathode to
produce electrons that strike the phosphor-co'.ed
anode in a vacuum en elope with a \\ire  mesh grid.
The VP display competes with the other technologies
for the displa y market. It is er durable (100,000 h)
and less subject to contamination and dirt, and it
produces a visible display in bright lighting or to:al
darkness. As VF displays increase in size and Ca-
pacity they become difficult to produce. Their Cost

goes up with the necessary drivers, and makes their
price almost as high as that of a CRT. Therefore VP
display applications has e been limited to small-size
readouts.

Figuic 14-46() illustrates a \-F four-digit disp
circuit driven from the TTL output of a sesen-seg-
ment decoder. Usually V + is 60 to 70 V; for zbs
reason the high . volt.ige driver chips are employed s

51.0181
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an interface between the display and the decoder	 Plasma displays also use a neon gas mixture and
outputs. emit an orange glow when switched at high frequen-

When both the segment (equivalent to the vacuum	 cies. Their light output intensity is a function of fre-
tube anode) and the digit (controlled by the grjdLare	 quency. They are sometimes called ac plasma dis-

switched sufficiently positive with respect to the 	 plays because they operate from a toggled dc supply
cathode filament), the electron cloud around the 	 (usually around 20 kHz). The panel is basically a
cathode will be accelerated by the grid- and continue	 neon filled capacitor. It has plates (electrodes) 

w
hich

on to the anode (grid is meshed and the electrons 	 are covered with a dielectric. The ac type has an
pass through).-where the di git/segment will become	 inherent memory and therefore eliminates the need
flu6resceri4. These displays are typically blue-green 	 for refreshing. A cutawa y view of.a plasma display
in color because of the phosphors employed in their 	 jsgiven in Fig. 14-49. The dc plasma displays have
construction. Filters can be ad-ded to display virtuall y	no dielectric, and the gas is no,* separated from the
any color. A CMOS driver that uses a bi polar 12-V	 electrodes. The gas therefore glows with application
supply is shown in Fig. 14-46(b). The driver is corn-	 of a dc signal and goes off when that signal is re-
patible with 6- to 15-V CMOS Ionic signals. In this 	 moved. Although this operation requires simpler
type of drive the substrate must be connected to a 	 drive electronics than the ac version does, screen
voltage equal to or greater than V, so while 'dd is	 refreshing is required to keep the pixels lit. Alpha.
12 V the substrate and the output are tied to the most 	 numeric plasma display panels are available in one-
negative rail.	 -	 to four-line versions with 24 characters per line and

Plasma panel displays are a cousin to the gas dis-	 characters that are about 0.5 in. high. Some panels
charge display tube of past years. Abrief look at the	 utilize a self-scan scheme and significantly cut the
gas discharge tube will aid in your understanding of 	 complexity of the drive circuit. Displays with 120,000
the plasma panel type of displays that are in use	 addressable pixels arranged in a 250- by 480-pixel
today. The gas discharge display uses neon gas, 	 grid offer an alternative to the CRT for many display
which produces an orange glow when ionized. This 	 applications.
type of tube is a cold-cathode (no heated filaments)	 Although hot wire readouts are incandescent de-
device. It consists of a common anode and some	 vices, their application in multidigit, multiplexed dis-
number of individual metallic cathode elements to	 play systems closely resembles LED operation.
form the characters. Application of a negative volt- 	 Since hot wire displays will conduct current in either
age to the selected cathode elements with respect to	 direction, isolation diodes are required to prevent
the common anode creates a current flow. The se- 	 "sneak" paths from partially turning on unaddressed
Ieted cathodes glow and form the character. The	 segments. The hot wire readouts are available in both
equivalent circuit for the gas discharge tube is shown 	 7-segment and alphanumeric (16-segment) versions
in Fig. 14-47. The tubes require a minimum cathode 	 and are quite well suited for high-ambient-light ap-
current density to assure complete glow of the eitire 	 plications. They do not wash out in sunlight. Multi.
element. A maximum current limit is established to	 plexed schemes can be cumbersome because of the
provide a long life. Typical drive circuits are shown	 large number of discrete diodes required.
in Fig. 14-48. The anode resistor acts as a current	 Though flat panels have advanced rapidly, the CRT
limiter. A B + voltage of 170 V is t ypical.	 is at the forefront for high-resolution displays, both
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monochrome and color. Computer graphics and en-
gineering and image processing will be handled by
CRTs for many years to come.

The CRT is a vacuum tube in hich electrons are
produced at a heated cathode, then directed to a
phosphor coating on the tube face. The electrons
striking this coating produce li ght. The several parts
of the CRT are diagrammed in Fig. 14-30. The coated
cathode is heated by the fliamefit (heater). Electrons
are boiled off and are directed toward the screen at
the opposite end of the tube. The electrons are com-
pacted into a narrow beam so that a point, rather
than a diffuse spot, is obtained at .the screen. The
beam is electrostatically focused by succeeding

• stages and is acted upon by the deflection plates:
These plates produce an electrostaticfield that fol-
lows the input -signal. With the correct signal, it is
possible to deflect the beam anywhere on the face of

-- the CRT to display characters, lines, or pictures. The
accelerating section of the CRT is necessary to give
sufficient ener gvto the beam that the electrons will
produce phosphorescence hen they strike the
screen. The magnitude of the voltage in the accel-
erating section is of the order of kilovolts and must
he uniform in space so as not to distort the beam.
The beam may also be deflected magnetically instead
of by using the deflection plates as illustrated.

The block diagrams of the principal parts of a CRT
imaging system are shown in Fig. 14-51. Figure
14-51(a) shows the conventional CRT, where events

must be viewed and refreshed constantly. Figure
14-51(b) illustrates a storage-type CRT that allows a
diplay to be retained for long periods of time (up to
an hour or more). This type of display (storage) was
commonly used before inexpensive semiconductor
memorv was available. Oscilloscopes use CRTs to

- display electronic waveforms in real time. Computer
terminals use them to display alphanumerics and
graphic images. Television receivers use-them to dis-
play pictures. A11,ii all, the CRT is probably the
most versatile of all display devices. There are tv.o
basic ways to produce images on the CRT screen.
One is a vector display. To draw a box, the beam is
deflected from corner to corner. This process is re-
peated over and over, and the box appears on the
screen. Or if the CRT is of the storage type the box
need be drawn only once. Vector displays are nor-
mally limited to high-resolution screens used in com-
puter-aided desian and drafting.

The other way to draw on the screen is through a
raster display. The electron beam is continuously
scanned from left to right and from top to bottom.
When the bottom right is reached, the process re-
peats by returning to the upper left. If the beam is

Fs,re
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aI!OSVCd to remain on. the entire screen lights cp.
Howe v er. d the beam is turned off and on at the
proper inges, a box, or almost an y other character
or picture, can 'cc drawn.

Indus:rial ter:r,ituils and comp:er displays geacr-
ally use a 525-line raster display. About 64 p_s is
necessary to scan one horizontal line and about
17 ms to get from top to bottom. Only half the picture
is scanned at a time (262.5 lines). Every other vertical
scan fits an additional 262.5 lines in between. This
process is called interlacing and is done to minimize
flicker on the screen. Noninterlaced displays, which
draw all 525 lines in a single pass iTorit tO[) to bottom,
are also used.

Fiture 14-52 indicates what has to happen to the
beam in order to display the letter N en the screen.
With a seven- bv njni-character ftnt. the beam rarest
be turned on to display dots in c. ,1--n 1 and column

*
7 when line I is being cd I must have
dots appear at column positions 1, .. and 7. The
beam is turned on with information stored in a ROM
called a character generator. Figure 14- 5 3 shows a
portion of a typical character set stored in a eve- by
seven-character-generator ROM.

In order to have the characters appear stable and
in the correct screen position. the ROM information
must arrive at the CRT at the correct time. It must
be s y nchronized with the vertical and horizontal
scanning circuits. A block diagram that accomplishes
this synchronization is shoi ii in Fig. 11-54. The
clock circuits are locked to the raster sva\ efojint
mentioned earlier. The characters to be displayed are
ctord in RAM in ASCII fort-a. Note that only 6-bit
ASCII code is required to display the uppercase
character set. The 6-hit ASCII code is kttehd and
decoded atd applied to the ROM. This code acts as

.	 -
-.	 ..	 _	 n..	 .......	 ----
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an address, and the ROM output is one of a possible
64 combinations. The ROM output is multiplexedline	
into a 7-bit shift re gister and then shifted out to the

.CRT one dot (pixel) at a time to display one line of
- - -the character.-
- Figure I4-5 show s-how the t ypical industrial CRT
- - display is organized Generally, there are 24 rows of
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SO characters each. Some terminals display 132 char-
acters per row hut tend to cause operator fatigue and
are not very popular. Raster displays can also do a
fair job with graphics. Instead of using character
generators. RAM information is clocked out at the
dot rate to draw lines, arcs, and irregular curves on
the screen. As mentioned earlier, a storage CRT al-
lows a display to be retained for long periods of time.
Si g nals that occurF at low repetition rates often cause
flickering of the displa y . Storage altos'. s these signals
to be drs!a ed at a constant lfht Ic'. ci The typical
'.ini a ge (RI is called a bintabfe storage tube. Its
parts are shown in 14-6. thou g h the% are not
di ton to 'ttic. lrritjajI , the w ritrrlg gun is biased
off. and the hood- gun cathode is grounded. The cot-
lector is rised at - 200 V. and all the targets (phos-
phrni s) are .it their lw er stable point. The flood gun
is able to hold each target inde pendentl y at either of
its two st.hle points (on or off). once the y are written
or ci ased to those points.

When the ss ritirig beam is gated on and bombards
an tar get point on the screen). this target charges
positive and is now at a stable upper point. It is held
at this lrrrcr stable point i' the flood gun, while the
other tariets remain at itieli lower starile staies. Airs

target or targets at the tipper suite will emit light due
10 C' SC ita' ion from the flood g un. Thus, once an image
is 5'. nt Ic n to the screen. it will remain there for about
an hour.

When he e,;ise pulse. Fi g . 14-56. is applied to the
collector (which acts rr s a capacitor with the targets).
the target ol EaSe drops (as a result of the capacit sc
coenpIlnO), and the screen is reset to its lower stable
point. these tubes can store waveforms with nano-
second ri c e times, but they are very expensive (more
than S1000). They are used mainl y in storage oscil-
loscopes and ill some computer graphic terminals.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
16. What type of solid-state display would you

rise for denting in histogrant?
17. .-\ BCD to	 sCgnen: decoder is re-

quired to uperate font A of Fig. 14-38.

IS. Liquid crystal displays are driven with
voltr'ee to eliminate plating of their elec-

trodes.
19. Liquid :vstal displays are used mainl y with

type engic.

20. A fluorC scent display is controlled by signals
applied to its

21. The individual dots'spots on a dis p lay are
known as

14-4
OP'IICAL COUPLING
The optocoiç.er, also known as an nptoirolator, con-
sists of a pho:on-emitting device whose flux is cou-
pled through a transpan eat insulation material to
some Sort of detector. The photon-emitting device
may be an incandescent or neon lamp (earliest mod-
els used tlies, or an LED. The transparent insulation
may be air. glass. plastic, or optic fiber. The detector
may be a pho:oconductor. photodiode, phototransis-
tor. photo FET. phototriac. photo SCR, or integrated
photodiode.ampiifier. Various combinations of these
elements result in a wide variety of input character-
istics. output characteristics, and coupled character-
sties. This discussion will be concerned with opto-

couplers that ue an IRED input with it sarietv of
out rut detec:5. Charnnc IC Ft 'tics such as ii 'nn;'!hr
el/u ii ne V (et:eet of I REI) diii lent on the output de-
'.ncel, speed of response, voltage drops, current Ca-
pability. and 1 -1 curses vary front model to model.
The characteristics must he considered especially
when performing substite' on'.. The only common
chaiactetjse is that :lie	 n :)Ut is dklcti ieajs iso-
lated from the output. F,nu	 14- 7 shows some of
the riiorc common ss mbols fat optoisol,itrs.

The optocoupler was designed as a solid-state re-
placement for mechnica1 rela)s and pulse trans-
formers. Functionall y , the optocoupler is similar to
its o l d,r mechanical counterpart because it offers a
high degree ott ensvct' t he input and output
terminals. Some of the improseu.o's oiTcreil b y the
solid-state des ices are as follows:

Faster operatin g speeds
Positis e (nobauacc) action
Small size
Insensitis ity to vibrationsd shock
No moving parts to stick
Compatibilits with many logic and microprocessor

circuits
Frequency response from de4p 100 U-li

Isolation is a very important parameter of the op-
toeoi;pler. The three critical isolation parameters are
resistance, isolation capacitance, and dielectric with-
stand capabiiiy. 14o!arini resistance is the de resis-
tanice front the input to the output of the cornpkr. A
value of 10 11 fi isolation resistance is Ncry l.pie:nl:
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this value may be hither than the resistance between
the mounting pads on many of the printed circuit
boards on sshih the coupler is mounted. Therefore,
care in handling of the printed circuitboard is re-
quired to avoid de grading this parameter. For ex-
ample, the flux residue from soldering must be re-
moved from the board. Isolation capacitance is a
parrisitic capacitar.ce from input to output through
the dielectric. T ypical values range between 0.3 and
2.5 pF. Isu!a:ion voltage is the maximum voltage
v. hich the dielectric can he expected to v.ithstand.
Typical ratings are around 1500 V, and special units
are available with voltage isolation as high as
50.000 V.

The input stage of an optocoupler consists of an
efficient GaAs infrared-emitting diode (IRED). The
output stage of th.a basic optocoupler b a phototran-
sistor. T\O methods of dielectric isolation are shown
in Fig. 14-5. Fi gure 14-58(a) has a thin layer of
infrared (IR-transmitting glass betv.ecn the input
and output stages: Fig. 14-58(b) uses an air gap to
attain greater eLectrical isolation. Regardless of
v.heticr an air gap or IR.transmitting glass is used

to separate the input and ou:rut Circilis. the- oper-
atir.g characteristics are basiaHy identical.

The input characteristics of the coupler are the
same as for the IRED previously discussed in the
section on emitters. Typical optocoupler input char-
acteristics are shown in Fi. 14-59. Note that cur-
rents from 100 mXto 10 A are permitted only in the
pulsed mode. The transfer ccve for a typical pho-
todiode coupler is illustrated in Fit. 14-60(a) and that
of a photodarliflgtofl coupler in Fi g . 14-60(b). The

current transfer ratio is a common method of cata-
loging these devices- These ratios are given as per-
centages. They range from 10 to SO percent for the
phototraflSiStors For example. if the input is 10 mA.

5-c -
>
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Fig . 14-59 Opt000UPICr input
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and the collector current (output) is 2 mA, the trans-
fer ratio is 20 percent. Photoclariingtons exhibit ratios
of 100 to 1000 percent. With a 1.0-mA inpi.t. the
output mi ght be 10 mA for a transfer ratio of 1000
percent.

The dynamic response of the optocouplcrs isdont-
irtt,'i by IlIc of the photodiode. the in-
put resistance ot the Lra,islstor, and the voltage gain
of the transistor. Through the Miller eJJecl, the stray
capacitance iC,) is considered as a single capacItance
across the input whose magnitude is approximately
equal to the gain times C,. The RC time constant
becomes input resistance x capacitance x voltage
gain. The penalty for high gain is slow response.
Typical rise and fall times of the phototransiSOr are
on the order of 2 to ii) ±s, which is quite satisfactory
for most ana!og types of applications. The addition
of a resistor front base terminal to ground will
lower the gan but speed up the circuit's response.
Figure 14-6ia) uses a i0-rn.A current source to bias
the photodiode for linear response 'to the input signal
(V). and the phototransjstor is also biased for linear
operatinn. Fi gure 14-61ib) shows noninverting and
inverting digi ,ti coupling. The base lead is not avail-
able but is rat required since linear bias is not used
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in logic circuits. The photcdarlington optocoupler
offers two major advantages, low input currents and
very hi gh output curreis. Th.hi gh gaia of the pho-
todarlin gton permits output currents of tens to hun-
dreds of milliamperes with input currents as low as
0.5 mA. The switching speeds in the low-input-cur-
rent rezion are quite s!o'v hut are acceptable for
driving loads such as solenoids and lamps.

In the past, phototransis:ors were used to drive
external SCRs, but today the photo SCR is packaged
with the IRED. The c!toto SCR ,' p t,c un/er differs
from other SCRs in res pect to the very-low-level gate
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dre aailahle from Its detector ThiIou-levCl a:	 V. 10-A load- The lC- resistor and O. 1-aF capac-

drive requires a sensiti'.e ga:e structure for the SCR_	 itor are the suppr e ssion tsnubber net'.drk for an:

Applications may require the SCR to operate in 120-	 inductare in the load. The SCR b a half-\ V e de-

and 240-Va: circuits Recent fahkai 	
techniques - --vice: so to obtain full-wave control. two hae to

have redièd some undesirable ee;tS, such as rate 	
connected as coneured in Fi g . 14-62(b). The result

effect (dL -dt). The pulse ca pahili of the SCR makes	 is knon as an antiperailel (or inverse parallel) SCR.

it ideal for capacitor discharge and triggering appli- 	
Figure 14-63 sho\S atriacfull- aVe solid-state relay.

cations. It is also applied in full-wave ac control. 	
For the most part, the ôptocoupled SCR can only

high_voltage SCR series string triggering. three-phase 	
sv.itch milliamperes of load current, but that capa-

circuitry, and isolated pouer supplies- Figure 14-62	
bilit) is more than sufficient to trigger larger SCRs

sho'.s two applications of the opto SCR. In Fig. 14- 	 and triacs.

620) a logic level output from a processor or corn- -- 	
As previously mentioned, zero voltage ss itching

puter is used to safely control a tine-operated 12D-V 	 is necessary	
Solid-Staterference (RFI).

in many cases to 	 in-rush current

lamp or indicator. In Fig. 14-62(b) the device is ap-	
and radio frequency inte 

plied as a solid-state relay (no moving parts) as to 	
relays with zero crossing give approximately a factor

allow a logic input of 5 V at 15 mA to control a 220- 	
of 10 improvement in RFI. mainly because they do

H-i 
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(	
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Fig. 14-63 OpIocopIcd lila:.
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	not arc or bounce when operated. A half-wax e zero
	 now reductions in components and circuit size when

	

volta ge switch is illustrated in Fig. 14-64(). The	
compared to the phototnSistOr or photo SCR. Fig-

	

gate to cathode of the SCR is short-circuited b 	
tire 14-65 shows how a phototriac coupler is the

the transistor at any line voltage

	

positive. This prevents the SCR from being

greater than 7 V	
equivalent of antiparaflel SCRs. A simple solid-state

	

gated on.	 acelayr	 using a tac optocoupler is shown in Fig.

	

-wave zero voltage	 14-66(a), and Fig. 14-66(b) shows a zero voltag

Figure I4-(b) shots a full 	
e

switcl	
solid-state relay circuit. Figure 14-67 indicates the

	

Phototriacs are convenient devices when ac loads	
way that the motor_stafling contactors of Chapter 4

	

must be controlled from di gital logic circuits. These 	
can be replaced by solid-stae relays (SSRs) with no

	

devices are not desi gned to act as ac load switches,	 moving parts or arcing

	

acs. They	
The bilateral analog FET optoCoUpier consists of

but as pilot devices for dggering poker tri 

----

Fig. 14-65 Oro SCR trur	 utrrt	 -
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an IRE!) source coupled to a symmetrical bidirec-	 the signal to reach the op-amp because optocoupler
tiona! 'ion dcte't'r chip. The characteristics are	 (2) is oft. When the contiolsignal is low, optocouper

similar t - too . . 01	 bidirectional FET. The output 	 2) is on, grounding the op-amp ;put. S'.s itchIng :''
conduc:V-c : iierr at low signal levels, and the 	 input alternately front 	 signal to ground is
bilateral an-log 1-juf optocoupiet- performs as a 	 c/ioppir:g or conunulat ion and is used to eliminate

near!' idea! analog S\ itch. A commutation circuit is	 offset drift in the amplifier. Figure 14-68(b) sho s a

illustrated by Fig. 14-68. When the control signal is 	 four-channel multiplexer circuit that selects on-,of

hi gh. the IRED in optocoupler (I) is on. This ada s 	 four analog input signals.

Fig. 14 17 j lice-chase uI ji-otate sa hrn.
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Solid-state relays can be made to handle ac or d 	 I-c hrh-speed di gital cou;cr,	 a i:c .c a- a

loads. The y provide isolation with optical or trana-	 S':;:! co:p!er (because me inciu!c an

former couplin g . These devices eliminate the output 	 Schmitt trigger), can interface direclir with transis-

off-set voltages associated with a transistor SSR and 	 tor-trcnistor logic TfL. and LSTTL fi:es. It

are focnd in a wide variety of packages and sizes. 	 p:n'; 'dc s ac and dc isolation to eliminate -round

Figure 14-69(a) illustrates a block diagram of  trans-	 k,on, aUoing direct interfac:ag be teen co.;uterS

former-isolated SSR for dc The input recuire 	 and reripheral de ices at data rates up to I M bit

1.6 mA at 5 Vdc, which makes it compatible v,ith	 S. Four common data isolators are pictured in Fia.

lo g ic circuits and computers. Figure 14-69(b) shows	 34-70. Both inverting and ronin'.erting t:;es are
a typical optically isolated solid-state relay, v, hft	 iie as	 eli a totem pie and o p en c, Ucutor

lend itself to a wide variety of automatic and c- -	 : . st ks
puter control applications. 	 cnup!ed !n:errup!ern:nJ:i!
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Fig. 14-69 Solid-slate relays. (o) DC SSR block diagram.	
encoder

Sb' AC DC solid-state relay. 	 Fig. 14-71 Optical interrupter applications.
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Fig. 14-72 Typ.r31 fter-optic sytrt

of the optoisolator family. This device is also know n

as a slotted switch or source/detector asse,r.b!v but
the name op tical inlerrUpter is most descriptive of
its function. The device contains an JRED and a
silicon photodarlington detector in a plastic housing.
A gap in the housing provides a means of interrupting
the light with tape, cards, shaft encoders, or an
opaque material to switch off' the internal transistor.
Figure 14-fl shows two typcal applications using
the interrupter as a tachometer/speed monitor and as
a linear encoder for relating distance to pulses.

The last member of the optocoupleriso1ater family
is the reflective object sensor. Each assembly con-

ET

ETI

Cp e

g
TR T ^^IT R
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sists of an infrared-emitting diode and an NPN silicon
phototransistor or photodarlington mounted side by
side on converging 'optical axes in a black housing.
The photosensor responds to radiation from the
IRED onv when a reflective object passes within its
field of view. These devices are sensitive onl y within
a range of less than 0.3 in. (75 mm). A typical use is
detection of the beginning-of-tape markers on mag-
netic tapes. A typical interfacing circuit uses a com-
parator with sensitivity and hysteresis controls.

Fiber-optic systems offer an alternative method for
transmitting information and sensing physical events.
Fiber optics offer a small, lieht eight. durable, cor-
rosion-resistant, nonconducting signal path that is
virtually unaffected by and has no effect on the elec-
trical environment through w hich the signal passes.
Figure 34-72 shows that the electrical signal is
changed to light, which enters the fiber cable. The
light signal is changed back to an electrical si gnal at
the other end of the cable. The systetn illust rated in
Fig. 14-72 is called a simplex svstenr tone-direc-
tional). Two-way communication (duplex) requires
two such links. Figure 14 .73 shows the basic data
transmission systems. Distance limitations of fiber-
optics communications arise mainly from the means
of producing the optical flux and ftc'm path losses.
Although power into a wire cable can easil y be sev-
eral watts, the flux into a fiber-o ptic cable is typically
much less Than a milliwatt. Wire cables ma. have
several signal taps; however, multipe taps on fiber-
optic cables are impractical at present.

The losses in a point-to-point fi r-op:ic sstem
ate insertion loss arthe input and -oo:put. connector

• . loss and transmission loss. wh i ch ispropor.ioanl to
cable length. Fortunately, no noise is picked up by a
fiber - optic cable so the receiver signal -to-noise ratio
(SNR) is limited only by the noise produced within
the receiver.

Light rays are confined to the core of the optical
fiber by cladding the core with a transparent material
having a lower index of refraction. This denes the
critical angle of reflection at the core cladding inter-
face, thereby confining rays at smaller ang^ es to the
core of the fiber. A typical optical fiber cable is
shown in Fig. 14-74.

There are three common optical fiber types: the
stepped index multimode, stepped index moriomode,

I.
-	 Star— o	 ocp -----

Fig. 14 .73 Basic arranztrnent for data cot

S.

I	 ti-br.	 t-tc'	 verr9

F br	 Ft re

Fig. 13-74 Optical Fc. r cabir cctr'.tciion.
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and grade index niulttrno'e. We shill be concerned
mainl y with the stepped index multimode fiber,
which is used foj moderate hano5 .i,, applications.

The term stepped index fiber refeis to the abrupt
change in the index of refraction betsecn the core
and the cladding. All transmission of light occira

a tn . The different index of refraction
between the coic 2nd the cladding defines a critical
angle such that any light ra entc,a, the core at less
than that critical angle will he completely reflected.
The numerical aperture is the sine of this	 and
defines a cone in which incident light m be
launched into a cable. The smaller the numerical
aperture, the harder it is to launch light into the fiber.

A s'. de ' ciety of fibers exist. with littlestandard-
ization, in three basic materials: piatic clad-plastic
cce fiber (plastic fiber); plastic clad-glass (silica)
core fiber (PCC fiber); and glass clad-glass core fiber
(glass fiber). Fiber attenuation varies greatly within
the core material types and ith the wavelen gth of
the liaht used. So far, this d i scussion of optical fibers
has treated only single fibers. In some applicamion
improved prforrnance may-be gained by utiii?ing a

!-and!. which consists ota :'rinp uf sinOle fibers

in a single jackt A hundleic mnre fibs ihie than a
single fiber of equal area and continues Operating
even if it few strands break. A bundle is usually
h,'rder to terminac v. ith a connector than a single
fiber. It is usuall y more difficult to polish the ends of
the fibri s of a badk. I light -pow.. insertion tosses
are caused by a poor finish. Poor fibor connections
and pdllth have beer observed to cause up to ll)-d13
190 percent power loss) signal loss per end.

There is a wide variety of fiber-optic connectors
because of a lack of standards. To provide a low-
loss fiber-to-fiber splice, a connector must position
the two opticall y polished fiber ends very closely
together in axial concentric alignment. If the fiber
ends touch, abrasion may spoil the end finish and
cause power loss. Some connectors for plastic fibers
maintain pressure between the fiber ends. The pres-
sure deforms the plastic ends for a better fit. Cou-
pling efficiency falls off rapidly as the distance be-
tween the fiber ends increases and also v. ith angular
error and errors off concentricity. In general, con-
nectors tor fibers of 200-...m core diameter and
greater are easier to install and provide better con-
sistency than connectors for the smaller-diameter ca-
bles.

Most active devices, such as emitters and detec-
tors, are applied to fibers with adapter connectors or
short lengths of fiber built into the active device and
terminated 'a ithin a connoetcr. Fi gure 14-75 illus-
trates the matin g of a fiber cable connector with a
dot cctor'eniitter.

The preparation for repairing damaged cables is
quite tedious. The 10- to 12-step process requires
skill and practice. The cable connectors are ultrason-
ically cleaned and baked. The fiber in the cable is
cleaved (out with a hlade, cleaned, and epoxied into
a ferrule shoulder. The sealing of the fiber is shown
in Fig. 14-76(o). Ei ghteen hours must elapse for the
fiber to be cured before it can be polished. The cu-
tawa y view of the polished end is shown iii Fig. 14-
76(b). Caution must he taken to '.s ear e e protection
to avo i d injury from any fra gments of the fibers. Also
avoo any skin pincturcv 10 rna.i cae, plepal
cables with connectors are used or installed. ihes
ale available in I- to 1000-in lengths.

The emitters are usuall y LED IREDs or diode las-
ers (lasers v, ill he covered later in this chapter). A
majorit y of LED IRED emitters o perate at va',e-
lengths of 550 to 1300 urn. ss ith most falling in the
640- to 940-nm range to work more efficientl y w ith
the detectors. Figure 14-77 shows simple digital and
analog fiber transmitter circuits. The detectors (sen-
sors) can be photodiodes. phototransistors, PIN pho-
todiodes, or avalanche photodiodes. all of which op-
erate on the same basic principle. In some cases, the
receiver circuitry is ititegrated in the same package
with the detector. This assembly may be no larger
than the t y pical metal case transistor (TO-5). Figure
14-78(a) thaws a simple receiver (detector) circuit.
Its response would be limited to ahour 150 kH l-
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Fig. 14-78 Trn	 çeda'.ce configuration- (a) Simple receiver. (b) BOOtSP cong'Jmt art.

(r) Tr sirnpedat-ce. (d) Discrete trartsisthr amplifier (trmsped3r.ce).
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Fig, 14-79 Smp(e sys(m dron0r-1orr.

the time constant of the 10-pF shunt capacitance
alon g the 100-M load resistor:

2.2RC
2.2 x 100 x 10 x 10 x 1012
2.2 ps
0.35

- 2.2	 10-"
159 kHz

o,hre	 l	 rre time (trIfle from 10 to 90	 ot
the output \.avetorm)

F = upper cutoff frequenc y of an am-
plifier

F x T, = 0.35. a constant

Figure 14-78(b) is a bootstrap configuration. The
amplifier follows the volta ge developed by the pho-
:ocurr :fio'.ving throu g h the resistor and applies this
voltag e to the opposite end of the photodioe. This
cofi g aration pros ides a loser load impedance and
• faster response. By rearran g in g , as in Fig. 14-78(c),
• iransinspedance amplifier is obtained. Since the
invert i ng input is a virtual ground, the bandw idth w ill
be determined mainly by the amplifier used. Figure
14-75(J) shows a transinipedance Circuit with dis-
crc:c components that has a bend.. idth in excess if
50 ME{z. Man y receivers are made with the connec-
tor. detector, and amplifier all contained in a small
Toc-pro)Tie packa ge that can be mounted directl y to
a printed circuit board. A fiber-optic link in a hostile
industrial environment is shown in Fig. 14-79. The
outstanding noise immunity of optical links allo',Gs
them to operate flawlessly in situations that are very
difficult for conventional data transmission tech-
niques.

HE VIE U' OL'ESTIO.VS

22. !ntop:ocoupiers use a GaAs	 as
the internal Cmttter.

23. _11e use of a photodarlington coupler
vidcs an increase in speed. (true or false

24. If the collector current changes 10 mA for all
input change of 2 r:i.\ the transfer ratio is
oerccnt.

2. The photo SCR isa - 	 wnve switch.

2. The antiparallel photo SCR concc:icn is fer
________ wave control,

27. The zero voltage switch (ZVS) control turns
on at zero current crossin g s. (true or false)

28. The true solid-state ac rela y uses a
for output switching,

29. Which optocoupler t ype is used for linear an-
alog signals?

30. The three main output parts of a digital opto-
coupler are the phototransistor, the linear amplifier,
and the _______

14-5
LASERS

Lasers wereoriginally referred to as optical ,nase,s.
Maser is an acronym for microwave amplification by
stimulated emission of radiation. Laser is an acro-
nym for fig/it amplification by sti,nulared emission
of radiation. 1 he first laser was a ruby crystal device
developed in 1960. It provided a single wavelength.
cc hich is called iii,'n,'c-hronitjc (one-color) light.
Lasers can also provide coherc,:j fi g /it, with all of
the waves in phase. Earl' lasers were fragile and
expensive. By the 1970s. reliable lasers were avail-
able for industrial applications. They are a practical
source of energy for cutting, weldin g , and drilling.
They are used in precision alignment and measuring
s ystems. Future applications iii the al-ens of mass
stora ge and ultra-high-speed logic circuits are antic-
ipated.

Practical lasers commonl y found in industry in-
elude the following:

- Sold-state laser (i-uh-)

2. Gas laser

3. Semiconductor laser

4. Organic dye laser

Ruby is sapphire (crystalline aluminum oxide) in
which a small percentage of the aluminum has been
replaced b y chromium. The chromium concentration
is around 0.05 percent. Figure 14-80 shows the corn-
portent parts of air optically pumped solid-state laser.
Energy is stored in a capacitor or a bank of capaci-
tors. The energy is produced by a dc high-voltage
power supply. For smaller laser crystals, the voltage
is in the 2006- to 5000-V range. The flash tube is filled
with xenon and does not conduct until the gas is
ionized by a high-voltage pulse from the trigger traits-
foirner. When it is pulsed by the trigger, the stored
energy on mules Ii] 1/2 (faiads x volts 2 ) causes
the xenon tube to emit very intense rada1ton. o hicir
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then is absorbed in the laser en stat b' a pumping
action. This optical pumping action is necessary for
all solid-state lasers to function. Light from the flash
tube pumps the chromium accns from ground state
G to excited levels in band E or band F. The pumped
atoms are unstae at this le e l, and lose nerg in a
two-step process. The first s:epjs  to a metastabk

level M. No emission taei place at this le',eL-The
second step is from M to groutid G stetC, s ith release
of photons by simulatedor sçoaaneOS emissOns.
This is called a three-level cnerv loser Ct101i. There

is also a four-level energ y action irsome lasers. The
main laser action occurs in.the optical ca it' formed
b the reflecting mirrors at.the ends of the laser rod
The laser beam emerges through the pania l h trans-

mittin g mirror at the right end of the laser shov.n in
Fig. 14-80.

To increase the effective optical coupling between
the flash tamp and the laser rod, it is necessar to
surround the complete assembly by reflecting %kalls.
Figure 14-81 shows a sy stem that uses a helical flash
lamp with the ruby rod centered in the enclosure.

The flash lamp is similar to those used in photo.—
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raphy. The flash taint's used in lasers are glass or
quartz tubes filled ith a gas at low pressure. Xenon
is commonly used although higher brightness is
achieved by using krypton or helium. The lamps can
come in various shapes: helical, linear, and V-shaped
are the mot common. Electrical input energy, Pulse
duration, and lamp size can be varied over a wide
range. When an electric current is discharged
through the lamp,-a high-temperature plasma which
emits radiant energy over a wide range of wave-
lengths is formed. The gas tyçe and pressure can be
adjusted to produce asaeler.gth peal that matches
the absorption spectrom of the crystal material being
used

Discharge in a flash lamp is initiated by causing a
spark streamer to form between electrodes (usually
at the ends of the tube). This is done by pulsing the;
lamp with a high-voltage trigger pulse. A typical cir-
cuit using a pulse transformer to step up the exter-
nail', applied tri gger pulse is shown in Fig. 14-82.
Once the flash ]a.—..p has been triggered,  ihe maEn
discharge caacitcr C can discharge through the ion-
ized gas. The series inductance is added to shape the
current pulse through the lamp and to avoid ringing
or reverse flow of current. shich is harmful to the
lamp life.

The lasers we are concerned with produce light in
the near-ultraviolet, visible, and infrared portions of
theelectromagnetic s pectrum. The wavelen,gths are
in the approximate range of !O ta 10 cm. and
frequencies are on the order of 

10 ,3 10 10 15 Hz. Note:
Light waveleng ths are usually expressed ininicro-
eters (im) or nanonCters (rn). The micrometer is
equal to 10	 cm and sas often referred to 'as a
micron. The unit anestrom (i). equal to lO en.
was also coT.mo,, '% used. For example, a green light
of 5.5 x 10' cm = 055 pon = 550 p.m = 5500 A.
Roth the angstrom and the micron are considered
obsolete terms. Their use as modem units of inca-
surement is being discontinued.

Lasers can be constructed by using a variety of
different materials, each of which produces a dis-
tinctive wavelength. Figure 14-83 shows where the
output of some of these materials occurs in relation-

e'sc:r ode
- :.:rS'OfCr

14 .81 Ruby Is5er. mddmg r-
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Fig. 14-82 Scherratic of a typical flash lamp circuit.
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tics.

ship to each other and to the electromagnetic spec-
trum as a whole. The most useful lasers include the
following:

I. The CO2 laser, far infrared to 10.6 p.m

2. The neodymium glass laser, near infrared at 1.06
p.m

3. The gallium arsenide laser, near infrared, at wave-
lengths around 0.85 to 0.90 p.m

4. The helium-neon laser, emitting 0.6328-p.m rad:a-
tion, reddish-orange in color

5. The argon laser, operating at several wavelengths
ill the blue and green portions of the spectrum

6. The nitrogen laser, an ultraviolet laser. operating
at 0.3371 p.m

This listing is not complete but will ser\e as a ref-
erence point for the si gnificant types.
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Gas lasers function quite differently from pulsed
solid-state lasers. Gas lasers are not powerful. They
operate mostly  in the continuOuS-Was'e WW) mode.
Their steady beams will not burn holes or vaporize
steel as the pulsed (crystal and semiconductor) laser
can (this effect will be discussed shortly). There are -
many reasons for using gas. The volume of the ma-

terial can be lar ge, in contrast to those of crystal
and semiconductors. Heat can be removed readily
by transporting the heated gas out of the region and
replacing it with ccer gas. A mixture of two gases
is required for laser action. .Atoms of the second gas
are raised to hi gher levels with external excitation.
For example, a Jaser might use 10 parts helium and

I part neon. The mixture Is pumped with radio fre-
quency energy. A more modern approach is toms., a

high-voltage discharge from a voltage multiplier cir-
cuit, while a filament heats the gas as shown in Fig.
14-84. A fijrther renement of the electronics has
eliminated the reed for a fllament to start the ioni-

zation of the gases. The circuit uses a voltage quad-

rupler to produce a starting boost of 7.5 kV to ionize

the gas in the tube.
As discussed earlier, it is possible to generate light

beams (emitter section) by using the principles of
semiconductors. Laser diodes made from direct
bandgap material differ from conventional light-emit-
ring diodes in that they require an optical cavity and
a high-injection carrier density. Thus the name injec-

- twit diode usually refers to the semiconductor laser 	 -

diode. The semiconductor laser is very efficient and
small in physical size compared to other types of
lasers. Figure l5-5Stal shows an injec-tion laser diode -
structure, with a PN opt cavity formed by cleav-
ing opposite ends of the diode and sawing the adja-
cent sides of the rectangular structure. In Fig.
14-85(b) the radiantoutput power as a function of
the diode current is demonstrated. Note that a
threshold current (I.,) of about 10 A is required for
coherent output. Since the required current is so
high. the device is ocera:ed in the pulsed mode only.
The emission wavelength depends on the semicon-
ductor material, doping level, and temperature of
operation. In some injection lasers, a film of silver
or gold is deposited over one end so that the other
end will serve as the only output. The gallium arsen-
ide material is reflective, so no internal mirrors are
required to produce reections. Typical lasers of this
type emit 0.5 to 50 \V of pulsed energy. Many injec-
tion lasers are orerated at cryogenic temperatures
(about 77 K). Two basic difficulties in achieving high
peak po'a er output from single laser diodes are that
(I) high drive currents are required to drive the larger
laser pellets and (2) the larger source size requires
large, costly optics.

Laser diodes are also arrayed to provide increased
power outputs at reasonable drive currents. Stacked
diode lasers are currently available with minimum
peak radiant flx levels ranging from 75 to 300 \V
with a drive current of CO A. The increase in source
radiant excitance (emittance) for these arrays com-
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j	

Crged-capacitor collage- V

Fig. 14.87 Peak laser currents and capacitor voltage for Puked
lasers.

Fig. 14-86 Basic circuit blocks for solid-state putser for injection
laser diodes.	 -	 -	 -

pared to single-diode arrays is significant; however, 	 pulse is usually determined by the SCR; the fall time
some sacrifice in duty cycle limit must be made, 	 is determined by the capacitor value. The peak laser

The SCR serves as an off-to-on solid-state switch 	 current and the charged-capacitor voltage relation-
for many injection lasers and laser arrays. Figure 	 ships for some typical injection lasers using the cir-
14-86 illustrates the • basic blocks for a solid-state 	 cuit of Fig. 14-86 are illustrated in Fig. 14-87.
pulse power supply for injection lasers. The dis- 	 The circuit shown in Fig. 14-88(a) can deliver a
charge circuit generates the current pulse in the laser	 peak current of 30 A for both single-diode lasers and
and is the most important section of the pulser. The 	 laser stacks. The circuit in Fig. 14-88(b) can drive
current pulse is generated by discharging stora ge Ca-	 single or slack laser diodes with currents up to 75 A.
pacitor C through the SCR and the laser diode, laser 	 The circuit of Fi g . 14-88(c) is capable of driving a
stack, or laser array. The rise lime of the current	 laser array consisting of up to 60 diodes in senes.
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The repetition rates are limited to less than 500 Hz.
Liquids have useful advantages in relation to both

solid and gas laser media. Several different liquid
lasers have been developed, but the most important
is the dye laser, which has the advantage that it can
be tuned over a significant wavelength range. This
capability is extremely useful in many applications
such as spectroscopy and the study of chemical re-
actions. The materials that are used in dye lasers are
similar to many familiar dyestuffs that are commonly
employed as colorants in fabrics, plastics, soaps, and
cosmetics. A pulsed laser is put through a block of
the dye material then filtered (optically): this type of
laser has almost no industrial applications at present.

Industrial applications of lasers include welding.
hole drilling, cutting, trimming of electronic compo-
nents, and heat treating. The most important prop-
ert of laser energy is that it can be concentrated by
a lens to achieve çxtremely high-power density at
the focal spot. Let us compare a CO 2 (gas) laser and
a large mercury arc lamp. The CO2 laser emits
100 \V of power in a beam that can be focused by a
lens with a focal len gth of I cm to a spot 0.01 cm in
diameter. Without going into the 'hsics of beam
divergence, the power density is 10 W/cm. In com-
parison, a mercury arc lamp of 1000 W has much
more output; hOwever, all the li ght from this lamp
cannot be focused because the large divergence angle
fthe rays leads to as cry large focal area. Therefore.

the power density from this lamp is much lower. It
can be shown (although we shall no ;  through the
details here) that the same lens (focal length of I cm)
will deliver a power density of onl y 100 W/cm t in the
focal area. Thus,-the total poser emitted by the lamp
is tO times larger than for the laser, but the po\er
density delivered to a workpiece by the laser is
10,000 times greater. Pulsed lasers can deliver much
higher values of power densit y. A ruby laser can
easily produce 1-ms-duration pulses with a poser
density of 101 \V/cm2 at a workpiece. When a high.
poser beam interacts with the workpiece surface,
the material at the focal point is vaporized.

When laser radiation falls on a target surface, part
of it is absorbcd and pail is reflected. The energy
that is absorbed will heat the surface. Reradiation
from the surface is usuall y insignificant. Heating
from absorption can occur rapidly (losses due to ther-
mal conduction are small if the pulse width is short
but are important with long pulses). The surface
quickl y rises to its melting temperature. Melting i
important in welding applications, and vaporization
should nof occur. Many workpiece factors such as
heat flow, thermal conductivity. and material density
determine the required power density for laser weld-
ing. The depth of penetration is important when seal-
ing lids on difficult-to-weld containers housing deli-
cate, heat-sensitive components, such as in a heart
pacemaker container.	 -

Metal removal (cutting or drilling) generally means
operation at higher levels of laser power density than
for welding. As in welding, material properties influ-

AI1 It
out P i.	 craL	 pua	 W-4 p,.i,e	 T-
< 	 i5r,

Fig. 14-59 Laser putr spes fa 	 i'Mg ar drilling.

ence the amount of metal removed. Pulse lengths in
the range of several hundred microseconds are gen-
erally used. Repeated pulses to the same target area
form deeper holes. Hole drilling is possible in Ce-
ramic and similar materials which are hard, brittle,
and easy to break. There are no drill bits to break or
wear out. For example, a jet engine part with 400
holes can be drilled by laser machining (with com-
puter control) in less than 30 mm. Figure 14-89 illus-
trates laser pulse shapes used for welding and drilling
(drilling waveforms are also used for cutting, by
overlapping the holes). The marriage of laser ma-
chining with robotics provides a manufacturing ca-
pability able to handle some very intricate production
tasks. The laser is also used for alignment and is able
to obtain accuracies of 0.085 srn1m.

Lasers have a wide range of potential applications
in processing, storing. and transmitting information.
They sill have a iare impact in these areas in the
near future.	 -	 -

REIIEIV QUESTIONS	 -

31. Ruby lasers are usuallyexcited by a
flash lamp.

32. This excitation action is also called optical

33. The flash lamp is triggered by a high-current
low-voltage pulse. (true or false)

34. The laser cavityis formed by 	 mir-
rors at each end.

35. Helium- ______ and CO2 are common gas
lasers.

14-6
PHOTOTUBES AND
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES

Light striking the lar ge photocathode surface of a
phototube will transfer energy to electrons in the
metal, causing them to be ejected. This effect is
called photoelectric emission. The photocathode sur-
face is selected for a low work function (least amount
of energy needed to remove electrons from the sub-
stance). Cesium is the most efficient photocathode
used in the visible and infrared range. The phototube
cathode emits a number of electrons which depends
on the number of photons (intensity of the light)
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Fig. 14-91 Basic PM tube principle.

electrons, which are drawn away from the photo-
cathode by an electrode having a more positive po-
tential. These electrons accelerate and strike the first
dynode, where they dislodge additional electrons.
The next dynode is more positive, so the electrons
are now accelerated to it. This process is repeated,
with each stage having a higher positive potential
than the previous one. The electrons emitted from
the last secondary stage are collected at an anode (A
in Fig. 14-91), and the resulting current is passed to
the accompanying circuitry.

The number of secondary electrons omitted is de-
pendent on the type of surface, the energy of the
bombarding (primary) electrons, and the angle of in-
cidence of the primary electrons. The ratio of the
number of electrons leaving the surface to the num-
ber of incdcnt electrons is called the secondary emis-
sion ratio. The total Current amplification factor (G)
between the photocathode and the anode is given by

G

where G = current gain
N = number of dynodes

&= secondary emission ratio

Considerable gain is possible. If, for example, & = 6
and N	 9, we obtain a gain of I x 101.

The gain for a particular PM tube depends on the
physical structure and the potential difference be-
tween each stage. A graph is prepared for each in-
dividual tube type to indicate the change in average
overall amplification with the voltage per stage.

The dynode biasing chain in most cases is a linear
resistor network. The negative high voltage (—I-IV)
is applied across a resistor string which serves as a
voltage divider and maintains the dynodes at increas-
ingly higher positive potentials The first dynode
may be a grid used for focusing in some PM tubes.

.1
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L
Fig. 14-90 Phototube coupled to op amp.

striking its cathode surface. The electrons are then
attracted to the anode, which is positive with respect
to the cathode. In a typical simple circuit for a pho-
totube the photocurrent develops a signal across a
load resistor. Increasing the value of the load resistor
increases the sensitivity of the circuit (volts/lumen).
This effect is desirable in some cases but can produce
nonlinearity. Operating at a lower voltage (say,
100 V) will decrease the output voltage, but not the
sensitivity.

Since the phototube current is a function of the
anode-cathode voltage, if below 20 V or so, it is
important that the voltage developed across the load
resistor be as small as possible compared to the ap-
plied vol:age. This places a limit on the value of the
load resistor if a linear response is required (as it
almost always is. This problem can he overcome by
using an iperational amplifier, as shown in Fig. 14-
90. This configuration has been shown previously as
either a current-to-voltage or transimpedance ampli-
fier, where

-	 = —)',, x R,

In this case, the anode of the phototube is kept at
virtual ground, and a negative bias is applied to the
photocathode.

To improve the sensitivity, gm-filled tubes that
produce larger currents for lower light input are used.
The increase in photocurrent is due to secondary
ionization of the gas molecules, but the characteristic
curves are quite nonlinear. For accurate measure-
ments. the vacuum phototube is employed. When
less accuracy, but high sensitivity is required, the
gas-filled phototube is selected. This device is similar
to the photodiode previously covered. Most appli-
cations today use the solid-state device. As a result
of certain environmental constraints, such as high
temperature, nuclear radiation (which destroys most
solid-state devices), and high humidity, the photo-
tube may be used in some situations. The phototube
is a rugged, long-life, durable device and will be
employed in certain environments for many more
years.	 -

The phototube has very low gain at low intensities
of light. The photomultiplier (PM) tube overcomes
this deficiency. The basic operating principle of the
PM tube is i1ustrated in Fig. 14-91. Light faling on
a light-s siive photocathode causes it to emit free



If so, the cathode resistor will be two times (twice

the potential of) the other elements. When th
e
 am-

plified signal current (or pulse) arrives at the anode.-

it flows through the anode load -resistor or into the

input of an op amp for a current-to-voltage transfor-

mation.

Tb^ current that flows in the PM tube wh
e
n no

light or rad iation is falling on the photocathode is

called the dark curreni. The dark current will limit

the minimum detectable signal since it N% ill be ampli-

fied alone v6ith any photocurrent due to li ght input

The dark current is temperature-dependent , and

some applications cool the PNI tube to improve its

weak signal performance.

Current peaks in the dyncides can cause the volta2e

supplied by the divider network to sag. This sa2gin-2

results in a type of degenerative feedback which may

result in a noutinear output from the p,\l tube. The

last few dynode bleeder- resistors are bypass^ J to

stabilize the voltages. The PTNI tube is a \ ery sensitiN e

device, with gains of an order of magnitude greater

than those of sohd-state detectors. They are less

sensitive to temperature and environmental effects

A great deal of development 

%%Or k 

has been done on

photoernissive surfaces.

AMEW QUESTIOATS

36. Phololubes use . cesium^coated anodes to in-

crease their ffiteki-ity.

37. Refer to Fig. 14-M If I, is 10 ^,A 
and 

R,

is 00 M, V,, equals

38. For hi gher sensitivity a	 t ^ Pe Pno^o-

tube is used.

39. ne PM tube relies on the	 emission

of the dynodes for multiplication.

40. Tie dynodes of PM tubes must be increasin2ly

- to sustaiin secondary emission.

14-7
TROUBLESHOOTLXG AND
NLALYMNAINCE
Possible hazards un^ique to optoelectrorlic d,-\ices

are due to some ofthe materials emploved. A',,hou,-h

gallium arsenide and gallium aluminum arsenide are

both arserlic compounds, under conditions of normal

use they are considered relatively beni gn. Electrical

or mechanical damage to devices containin-2 these

materials should not produce a toxic hazard^ but

thorough washing of one's hands before eating or

touching any food is recommended.

The eye may be da-maged by infrared ligM. Most

present G&ks and GaAlAs devices do not appro^ch

the safe limit values set by governmental agencies,

but all the manufacturer's 

s 

afety recommendations
inI 
ust be observed. If any doubt exists, check first

before servicing an infrared device.

The output from a laser can be a source of fas-i-
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nation, but one mU always maintain caution whHe

near these devices. ever look into the beam of any

laser. Reflections fr polished surfaces are as dan-

gercus as the origin beam itself. Always be aware

	

of fie beam path	 d of others in the area when

performin g any act that may cause movement of

th
e beam. Also, th high voltages involved may be

lethal, so read the anufacturer ' s manuils .and be-

come familiar wit the unit before en ergizing or

	

troubleshooting an	 i gh-voltage compirents-

	

All PN junction	 tiers are opera t ed in the for-

	

)xurd-bias region. 	 ey can be tested in the Same

,A ay as a common ode; using a multimeter 
w
ith a

diode test mode will xhibit the similar (with &fferent

thresholds) charact stics in the forward direction.

The reverse break er voltage is very low, usually

onl y 2 V. As Nvith at lectronic equipment. the po" er

sup,ply must first b verified. With optoelectrorlics.

dust, dirt, oil, etc. n the fielit-sensitive eni*, ,,--- or

detector can be a s rce of pi^obiems. in some cases.

the build-up is slow and adjustments are mad- until

they are out of ra . Input from an opera t or ma%

pro . vide useful clue Hi gh ripple on a power supply
can have a very a erse effect and can cause un-
statle operation, luding relay c1latterin g . o

v
er-

heatin g. and prema re failure of solid-state devices-

A good maintenan record p
r
ovides valuable infor-

mation and may in cate trends-

Ap photWetecto are heat-sensitive and c6ibil

	

increases in dark	 rient and sitin-2 of OP^raufl_Z

characteristics. Th fore, any chari ge^ in ventilation

or the surroundin environment should be noted.

Many photodetect circuits cai be , trified (20--nc,

	

co) with the use o	 small test ]amp. uhich c.n aid

in localizing probi s. The output of I:" first ampli-
ter-

	

fie, in a system c	 be observed by us
i
ng a me

probe, or scope. A linking light source is preferred

to avoid saturating ny of the circuits.

Photocells can b checked easilv %kith an ohmme-

t
e
r by exposing

 tb to light and ^ark conditions. If

the device is use in a bridee configurat i on, the

po,Aer supply alon -with the oiller le2s of the bridLe

	

must be checked.	 e bridge and detector circuit can
be 

verified by sub tuting a variable resistarce for

the cell. It can b aried to simulate the ce l l's re-

sponse to check I response of ampli6ers and de-

tectors.
Most displays t t incorporate LEDs have some

sort of driver and iting circuitry. Failures h^re are

not uncommon. I he see:ment-t .Npe display% kno%-,--

ins! the - function c es can help ve^f^ %kheflher the

d.:coder or the dis ay itself is defective. Nlan^ units

	

have a test input	 r li glifing all of the segments.

	

Multiple failures	 y inlrat. a power suppl^ prob-

lem. Overvoltage orlens LED lives exponentially,

	

and excessive rip 	 may cause the displa ys to twin-

	

kl e and lead to pr	 ature failure.

Liquid crystal d plays require an oscillator drive,

which is more crit I than the supply voliage in most

	

instances. Even	 ugh most units are modular in

	

form, the failure	 a decoder or driver sho-ild not
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a[e multi-
be ruled o u I, e^pcciafiV ^^hen the di,^^ijs

Gas-t) pe displa^ S I^ pically requir
e a ^ ,,Ipply in CX-

ce;s of 15() V for illumination. Becau
se overvOltage

w ill cause metallization (blackening) of the.
 glass sur-

face it should be investigated. Some units have a

^, uilt-in diagnostic test for the plasma 6isplay panels-

ii available, the test should be 
made before proceed-

ing to other checks.
Any CRT display. , hctber stora ge or non-storage,

must be sery iced 
by using the manufacturer's main-

tenance manual, which will show how to perform

anv self-tests along with the other test points to be
or

checked. The CRT may implode 
if it is scratched c

Struck severely. Do not handle the CRT by its ne Is

and wear protective clothing and a face shield when

handling it.
The optocoupler combines the emitter and detec-

tor in the same package. Therefore, the input drive

niust be certified first. The input device is an IRED

or an LED 
and may be operated in a pulsed or

steady-state mode. The voltage drop in the steady-

state mode is more than that of a regular dioJe. If it

is dri %en (sinking current) 
by a Pate, no drop across

istor in the,he input diode indicates an open trans

zate s ouptut. an open limitire resistor, or a shcrot
.	 .	 diode. The pulsed rnde requires the us f

circuited	
1, a

a cope or a probe. if 
the input diode is susPec

,i,,ple diode test t%%ith an ohmmeter) will verif^

,%hcther it is functioning property.
Repeated failures may indicate transients. Sine - e

,he,e devices are often emploNed for isolation pui

hey are subject to high transients. 
All circuit

po'e, I	

e

Suppressors should be checked b cause 
they m

.
av be

intended 

10 

protect the optocoupler from transie"S.

The detector side of the optocouPler may be ary

of the devices shown in Fig. 14-57. Many are hat^

to test except for a short circui t. or an open condition.

Substitution is the simplest course in some cases.

V-)Itme!er^',	
erifv steady-state condi-

^,r, 
used to 

\

, ions. but Scopes or logic probes ar- picLr^ed foi I

pulsed circuits. Tricizering the scope from the inpu

,o the optocoupler shoulods.st,richio nize the Output

,%a^eform. In a zero crc iiia circuit, the output

IShould appear when the input is active and the line

is near 0 V.

Fiber-optic transmitter,, maN be 
LEDs or IREDs

and are usually hiizh-current pulsed I\ pes. The IRED

output can be confirmed with an optical detector or

a special IR-sensitive card made for detecting th^

beam output. The drivers, usually transistors, must

be checked along w ith any current-limiting resistors.

The oscilloscope is the most effective instrument to

,erify that the drive is normal. Heat sinkirg and

coolin g are \ 
ery important, and any loss or reduction

can cause repeated failures. The coupling to the cable

must be firm and clean. The b i ggest lo ss in fiber

optics is in the interface c0nnectiuns- 
0: 1 or other

liquids may build up in loose con'l-ectiOns- Cleaning

procedures p.j ust fellow the inamIfflicturer's reco m-

mendati ,l	.

Rcccivcrs are usu?.Ily sensiti ve 10 visible li ght. so

thcy can be 
checked easily. Clean and tight connec-

ti,2,.s -t! C 
just as important at the recei% cr end as they

are at the transmitter end of the cable. It is advan-

tageous to have test 
units for each end of the cat:Ic.

Lengths of test cable are also valuable for locating

the so .,;, z-. of problems. In most case%, a lo
gic probe

or scope , ill verify correct levels cut of the detector

modules. The transmitter and receiver constitute a

system and should always be viewed as such. The

idea is to isolate the difficulty to one end or the other

or to the connecting cable.

Most lasers found in industry will be high-power

and w
ill involve high-voltage circuits. Along %% ith the

safety precautions for working around laser light, the

high voltage supplies and circuitry demand cautious

work. Measurements (other than live) must be made

after all power is locked off and capacitors are dis-

charged (as mentioned in other chapters). For live

measurements , all test equipment must be rated in

excess of any voltages to be encountered. Never

w ork alone w 
hen high voltages are anticipated. Most

units require an ignition pulse that is only present

for a short period. This pulse can be of extremely

high potential and can damage test equipment. Con-

sult the manufacturer's recommendation s. Helium

will leach out through the gla 

ss 
in due time, and its

loss is ine%itaHe in helium-neon la
sers - Metal-re-

mo^al lasers have water cooling ' vacuum, and oilnP	
e

	

pumps. alc	 ith a host of 
int docks for safe OP

cration. The use of the manufacturers' manuals is

imperative before maintenance is attempted.

Phototube circuits are % ,cry dependent on bias volt-

age and load resistance (if 
used). These tubes are

S ensitive to vi,ible licht. and excess background light

can disrupt normal operation. Cleanliness is also

,cry important. Vapors can cause dirt and grime to

collect on surfaces and desensitize the unit. %Vhen

thev-
 are used with a current-to-%oltage op amp, a

Simple current source (higb-value resistor from the

bias voltage) substitute fol 
^he phototubc v\ill ^^66

the amplifier " s integrity.

.-% it ISNI tubes must have at least too V between

d^nodes to perform property . A simple resistance

check (with the po
w
er off , Of 

course) will confirm

the divider string. The high gain of these tubes pro-

hibits exposure to ambieu^ light with the dynode volt-

age applied and may destroy the tube if it is exposed.
Never expose any PM tube to light with the supply

voltage applied. .4, flashing LED 
or neon lamp pro-

duce5 mo re than enough light to test a 
P'll tube. With

100 V per dy node, high volta
2es are required and

breakdown c an occur in w 
iring or sockets and must

also be checked. All test instruments must be able

to handl 

c 
thes

e
 potentials vith Safety.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

	4 1. E
,	 can increase t h e dark cur

rel'It from a photodctect--
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42. Segrilents of a seVen-sc9ment display inL!_^

appear bad 
if he __ is bad.

43. Blackening of a plasma disp lay nxd1is tlle^

- is too high.

CII.-LPTER REIIEII'QUESTIO-VS

14- 1. The combination of red and green light

produces a _ light.

14-2. The light produced 
by a for%%ard-biased

^ s ^uc t o	 transitions in the en-
PN junction

ergy gap

14-3.	
emitting diodes produce a , ery

narrow spot.

14-4. Refer to Fig. 14,21(b). 
If I,is 1,00 I.LA, hFE

is 100, and Is is zero. calculate IE-

14-5. Dark current in a phototransisto
r will

increase _ times for a 20- rise in tempe ra-

ture.

14 .6. To double the light falling on a detector,

its exposed area would have to be --

14-7. The PIN diode includes a - regionml

bez^^ een the P- and N-ty Pe 	
terial.

14-8. The PIN photodiod	
ith no inias is in the

- mode.

14-9. Refer to FiL. 14-2 I(b). 
A PIN diode pro-

dUCCI	 ofphoto cu li c li t a,^d zero dark cur

rent. wiih the op amP feedback equal W

calculate the output \oltage.

14-10. The light,ensiti\c SCR is also called a

14-1 1. .%n ^iicrease in the light level produces an

.	 in the reislance of a photoconductive bulk

cell.

14-12. PhotocondLiCliVe cell, nay iwt quicklY re-

tul 
it to their ori g

inal resistance fter exposure to I

^Iie,ht 
s,il ce because of their - effect -

14.1 A. A big dra^x back 
of hoj-^\ ire readouts is

the larize number of isolation 
__ needed.

14-14. A 
CRT monitor may be either a storage

or a - type.

14-15. CR r graphic display s may 
be of the I-ec-

tor or - I^Pe -

44. T-ic be,t aid for troubleshooting puked fiber

,Iptics is an -

O^, " slip plies use a"an	 to
45. L-ser p	 T

start lasitig.

14-16. The information required to forrn charac-

ters on the screen of an industrial terminal is stored

in a ROM called a -

14-17. The photo - is used for encoders

and speed monitors.

14-18. A beginning of a tape sensor is ty pically a

-object sensor.

14-19. Fiber optics that provide two-%kaY co in

-munication form a - system -

14.20. Fiber optics operate in the tens of watts

range. (true Or false)

14.21. The - index fiber table type oper-

ates at moderate bandvx idths.

14-2L Poor end polishing can cause losses up to

- dB in fiber cable s5 stems.

14- 1-3. Identify
 an amplifier that pro% ides a very

lo %v load impedance and thus a fast response time

for a lber-optic detcc^or.

14-24. The Q,^ l i,er operates in the far

le^lioil.

14-25. Injection laer, must be in a - ar-

I av to bchie% e high po^% er outputs.

. 14-26. The _ 
is a good s" itch for injection

laser pulses.

14-27. if 8	 and d ^ 5. 
the gain of a PM tube

is -

.14- 1-9. A 10 percent chang .e in dynode voltage re-

s tilts ina 10 percent change in the -g
ain M a PNI

nibe. (True 0 , fA,e)
14.-.	 ul., outputs requil e ilC !3st

nodes to be __ -

W.A. The PNI 
tubes should not be exposed to

ambient light %^nh the high-volta ge 

,LN'SJJ 1ERS TO HE VIE I VQUESTIONS

1 . elect roluminescence 2. lonz-r 3. 
F; incoherent 4. photons 5. 2.0 eV 6. qO 

nm 7. Nisil)lc 8. pair

n	
11 . i Ise 12. rever"	 13. 

infrared 14. dark	 IS. false	 16. 
bar,giaph	 17. -cc,-,1

9. electric 10. d.pletio	 M	 .90percent 25.half^,ave 26.ful' 27. f""Se*.

18. ac 19. .100S 20. grids 21. pwls 22. IRFD 
23. false: gain 24

34.reflerir- 35. n-on

30. schmitt r-v
zero \011age 28. triac 29. FFT	

.1--er 31. xenon 32. pumpine 
33. fal-

-at 42. &code, 43. ^oltaze 44-

36	
s-fil!cd 39. ^_-zondary 

,0 . -Ositi^, e 41. h
false 37. 1 V 38. gi



A ljTOMATION AND

ROBOTICS
This chapter presents programmable control-

lers and robots, is-hich are key components

for industrial automation. TheY are based on

the dmices, circuits, arid the concepts pre-

sented earlier. This chapter ivill help ^,ou un-

derstand how all ofthe elements ofelectron-

icsfit togitz(her tofornz poss-erfuLs) -stems for

industn'. These srstems, have enabled ou 
I 
rfac-

tories to increase productiiit
' 

%; decrease costs,

—a nd increase the quality ofmanufactured

goods.

15-1
PROGf-LANBIABLE CONTROLLERS

Programmable controllers are well suited to the c)-

clical -ind -repetiti% e operations found in sequential

industr ial processes., Originally, seq.
uential control

was accomplished with relays, stepping drums, tim-

ers, and counters. These Systems were very diflicult

to reprogram for produc t ion changes and often had

to be scrapped and completel y redesi gned from the

ground up. The automobile in^ustry was the first to

change over to pro2rammable controllers. They im-

mediately saved money and time, and they gained

reliability plus tremendous flexibility. Now, many in-

dustries use this technology to perform logic deci-

sions, timin q . up!do'.^n cou
nting, record keepin g , se-

quencing, ari t hmetic operations, report generation,

information handlin g , debugging, and troubleshoot-

ing. O'D N jously, the modem pro grammable controller

is capable of ever^thing the olSrela y logic was plus

a lot more.

' PrograMrrable controllers (PCs) are computers.

They will be referred to in this chapter wsth the

abbreviation PC: not all computers can be con idered

as PCs. To qualify -is a PC, a.computer must be

designed to oper-ate in the industrial environment,

which can be rather harsh. It must have a wide tem-

perature operating range (0 to 60'C) and a wide hu-

midity range (0 to 90 percent). It must be packaged

in mgged enclosures and be %ell shielded against

elcct 'malagnctic	 iicc, dust, dirt, and mois

tjre, J*, must be capable of surviving power ou.tages,

brow-,jou,s, and line transients. Its Memo ry circuits

must be backed up with battery
 power. It must be

capable of bein g
 programmed with logic commands,

svmbols, or mnemonics that correspond to relay lad-

der diagrams. Finally, it must be desi
gned for scan-

ning operation. A scanning compitter solves 102ic

from the beginning 
of memory to some specilied

stopping point. Once the end is reached, the opera-

tion repeats again..

Figure 15-1 shows a block dia gram for a PC. The

centred pFocessing unit (CPU) and the input-output

-(I Oj form the major core of an%- programmable con-

troll
er. The programmer may ::or may tint be con-

nected to the CPU at any given time - It i.s required

only when programs are being entered, chan ged, or

debugged. It may also be connected durin g periods

of s%stem maintenance. When the CPU is p^rl^orming

normal scanning, the programmer may be discon-

nected and moved to another PC. In this way, one

prquarnmer can serve several systems- A typical

programmer is shown in Fig. 15-2. Note the rugged

case and the membrane keyboard, which prevents

moisture and dirt entry. The keyboard folds up and

protects the CRT when the terminal is not in use or

is being transported. The printer shown connected

to the programmer in Fig. 15-1 is an option. It pro-

vides hard copies of programs, data, reports, and

ladder diagrams. The program storage unit is another

, option. It could 
be a floppy disk drive or a tape drive

that connects to the programmer for savin g programs

and for loading in control programs or diagnostic

soft%4are.

The CPU show n in Fig 15-1 contains a processor.

logic memory. stora 2e memory, and an optional com-

munications module. The communications module,

if pr
esent, provides a data link to other PCs and

possibly to a computer. Figure 15-3 sho-As the CPU

ofaprogrammable controller. The ru gged cabinet has

brackets for mount i ng *,he unit in a s l anda rd 49-cm

(19-in.) equipment rack. The connector at the left is

used to connect the programming terminal or some

other RS-2) 3 22C peripheral. The four diagnostic indi-

wors tell N%hether the proccssoT is running, the out-

e enabled, the CPU is in the pro
g
ram load

P'j!s armode, or there is an access in process. Thc 20-kly
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Fw1d D;-,

Relay contacts

L 
--CFLJ	 Mm;t sWiche-s

Ar.J.! —sor,

so-t., —itco

c

outp t d-i-s

Pcwe, %.Pply	 P 	 Rel,,^

-Pply	 tor starters

Solenoid valves

Indi-tor lights

LED disp^ays

P'.;r
-vp

P,og-

Fig. 15 . 1 Programmable conlroiler bl^k diagram.

pad and 16-character alphanumeric display can be

used to read and change values such as the preset

value of a timer. The key switch allows the CPU to

be placed in one of three modes. One mode isAfEM-

ORY PROTECT ON, \N hich allo\% s an operator to

read memory but not change it. DATA CHANGE
allo ,% s ail operator to read memory and change only

belected portions. MEMOR YPROTECT OFF allo%% s

read or %%rite to all user memory locations.

The L'O unit of Fig. 15-1 is separated from the

CPU and has its own power supply. The 10 unit

buffers the CPU from the noise and transients asso-

ciated with the field de%ices. It also prevents the

control wiring, which can pick up quite a bit of noise,

from interfering with the CPU. Note that the power

supply shown 
in 

the 1.0 unit powers that unit only.

It is not used to power output field devices. Pro-

Prammable co;itioller manu'acturers make various

LIO modules. The following list is for the Allen-

Bradley PLC-3 system:

ac/dc (12^V) input

dc ( 1 2- to 24-V) input

dc (48-V) input

Isolated ac.Ac (120-V) input

Analog (8-bil) input

Analog (12-bit) input

TTL input

dc (24- to 48-V) input

Encoder,'counter (5-V)

EncodeCcounter (12- to 24-V)

ac /dc (220- to 1-40-V) input

Fig. 15-2	 C	 ^fAh^ -,B,a,fle^,

C,.. Sul—u D,0n)

7 T11V^T.,.'1_`__ 7,

Fig. 1S-3

B-dl,,, Co.,
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Udder O^v-

o17	 123	 627	 254	 116	
056	

2cs

C5 1	 345	 031

P.o, imp:,mentation

	

C17	 ^NO NOT CC4	 ^^DNOT 031

	X^D 123	 OR	 STR	 OR	 STR

Oq	 2 i 0	 AN D	 STR	

^ND Not 
05E

	STR 627	 AND	 116	 OUT	 2C-5

	

^.D 254	 STR	 052

S 7R ,.	 -43	 AND	 345

fig. 1 54 R^la^ Ladder-basrd b^lean lane-ge.

dc (5- to 30-V) selectable

dc (5-V) selectable input

Fast-response dc (12- to 24-V) input

dc (12- to 24-V) dri% er logic input

Thermocouple input

Thermocouple expander

ASCII

Absolute encoder input (8-bit)

PID module

ac (120-V)output

dc (12- to 24-V) output

dc (4S-V) Output

Isolated ac (120-V) output

Analog (12-bit) output

TTL output

ac (220- to 240-V) output

Protected ac
Contact output (4 N.O. plus 4 N.C.)

Contact output (8 N-0.)

Stepper positioning assembly

Servo positioning assembly

Look this list over. it will give you an idea of the

diversity ofcontrol applications that can be achieved

ith this type of equipment.

The method of programming PCs is really a throw-

back to the old relay logic systems. Ladder dia-

grams, originally developed to represent relay logic,

have become the universal language of sequential

control systems. Figure 15-4 represents a typical lad-

der diagram. The left vertical line represents the hot

side of the power line and is called the hot rail. The

right vertical line represents the neutral side of the

power line and is called the neutral rail or the return

rail. llo%^ er flow is assumed to be from left to right.

This is merely a conceptual approach to de signing

the logic. Its use helps the programmer avoid unex-

pected circuits in the diagram (and in the logic) called

Fig.15-5

ie^y qf A71Rr-d1,.1 C.., Ssi, D;, ai-)

sneak paths. All contacts and coils are assigned ad-

dresses. Note that simplc boolear. staternents ma)

be used to describe the lad&r diagram. Many other

things can be done in a pro gram as %k ell. Coils may

be latched so they are retained after a po%% er failure -

Latched outputs are restored to their preN ioUS ON or

OFF states when the CPU resumes scannin g. Coils

may also be designated as ore-shots to create refer-

ences which are energized for short periods of time.

Timer, counter, and arithmetic functions may also be

assigned in the program. Mary PCs also allow sub-

routines and other advanced pro -gramming tech-

, . Some allow more th
a
n one program to beniques.

resident in CPU 
memory at 

a time to permit Produc-

t1on operat ions to change quickly from one product

to another. The various fea
t
ures and prograrrupinz-

details are brand- and model-dependent and cannot

be covered here.
Programming in some models may be accom-

plished online. This mode allows existing programs

to be changed in relation to reference numbers,

timer/counter functions, contact types, latchin g , and

so on, without disturbing the scanning operation.

Offline programming centers around the programmer

terminal unit itself. The logic program and all

changes are entered into the terminal's memory with

no intervention from the CPU. When the program is

ready, CPU scanning is halted, and the program is

transferred to the 6PU memory. If the terminal's

memory has battery back-up, or if disk or tape stor-

age is available, offline programming can be done at

some remote site.
The programmer terminal is also invaluable for

troubleshooting. It can be Used to display the status

of field devices and the real-time power flo^k of an^

portion of the ladder diagram without disturbing

scanning. Inputs and coils can be overridden so that

their status can be forced 
by 

a human operator. The

content of registers can be displayed. Some models

have a special online mode 
in 
wh i ch. *h

e 
CPU scans,

reads inputs, establishes all coil states internally, but

holds all outputs in the OFF state. This mode allo%% s

the logic to be exercised with real inputs to check

for proper oper^tion uitho 

U 
t the danger of une.^-

pected outputs.
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memory to the end. off the program. This procc ,, is

k noNi ri as

5. The CPU memory of a PC must tic pi tmded
with — back-LID.

6. 1-he CPU and, ' ^e 1/0 sectic"i, ur , PC are

,cpaiatcd to protect *,h,^ CPU from

V..

... .... ....

.... ... ...

V.. : . . .... .... .... 	 .... ....

M:

Fig. 15 .6 S—pi, ^^, , , f i , PLC-4

Larize PCs ha%e tremendous capacity. For exam-

ple, the Alleji-Bradle^ PLC-3 has 192K b^te^ of

memory and can nandie up to 8192 inputs and out-

puts. Not all industrial situations demand th i s niuch

capacity. Small PCs are also available; Figure 15--)

she%% s the Allen-Pradley PLC-4 PC and programmer.

This system is capable of handling 20 inputs and 12

outputs -Xilen-Bradley il^o makes an expander mod-

VIC -^^ lhich allo%^ s up to eight PLC-4 controllers for a

capacity of 2 ;6 10 points and over 4K bytes of

memory. Figure 15-6 contains some sample displays

from the PLC-.! Pro grammer. Note that rungs front

the ladder diatmirn can be viewed one at a time on

the liquid crystal display.

REVIEW QUESTIOVS

1. Progrararra l-le controllers are flexible because

they allow production changes by modifying

rather -,h---.'l modifying hardware.

What are ; he t^,o main sections ofa PC?

3. The progr,,.:T,.s ter a PC are based on

diagrams.

4. Pre-gramr.I-.-!c ^^ ,,-ntrcllers execute their pro-

grants with	 r.,^,cs fiorn thc bc6nriin g, of

15-2
ROBOT CLASS IFICATIONS AND

TERMINOLOGY

There are several ways to classify industrial robots.

One way is to cate gorizc them as low-, medium-, or

high-technology types. Another is to divide them into

nonservo- and scrvo-controlled groups. They can

also be divided according to their axes of movement

or their system of coordinates. Yet another ^^ay is

to divide them into nonintelligent and intelligent

groups. All of these classification techniques have

advantages and disadvantages. This section %% ill ex-

plain the classification techniques and define the ba-

sic terms used in industry.

Four basic configurations for industrial robots are

illustrated in Fig. 15-7. The rectangular robot moves

along X. Y, and Z axes. As it extends and retracts

to its maximum reach and its minimum reach along

each of its axes. it describes a rectan gle in space.

This rectangle is also called its work em 0ope. Fhe
nlindr'Cal iobot rotates at the base and e\tends and
retracts along Z and Y axes: its Aork cn, -elope is a

c% linder. I he spher.i cal robot rotates at its base, pi-
% Ots or bends at its shoulder, and has arm extension

and retraction; its %^ ork envelope is a portion of a

sphere. as shown in Fig. 15-8. Thejointed spherical
mbot adds 

an 
elbo" joirit^ its uork en%clope is also

basically spherical. as shown in Fig. 1 5 -9. The ad-

ditiOn of an elbowioint gives it greater flexibilit y and

a lar2er work envelop,'! than that of the spherical

i obot.

Each axis of motion u^: `I s another degree of free-

dom to a robot arm. FiL,.ure 15-10 sho\,, s a si—ixis

tointed spherical robot. Yaw, pitch. and roll have

been added to a %kristioint at theend of the foiearm.

Robots %%ith si^: or more - axes can be classified as

medium- or high-technology robots. Some robots

must be capable of rather complicated combinations

of mo%ements. As an -example. robot arms may be

used to reach inside automobile bodies and perform

\keldineoperations. 
In 

addition to the axes shown in

Fig. I s -10, horizontal base motion is nchieved by

mounting ofthe base on a moving track. This enables

the robot to weld and follow the work piece down

the assembly line at the same time.* Also added is

column extension to allow the shoulder to raise out

of the base. the forearm to be extendcd, and the

waist to be bent by means ofajoint belo\% the shoul-

der. Ofcour^e, it doesn * t have to stop Almost

anyriumber ofd- g rees offrecdom can be u,ed. Ho^^ -
X , ,ever. the com p le ^1^ and cost quickly Sct m:t othand
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El-. b-d

wnx^!
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tw.d	 E.—d
,,d

Ei-

-Joi'ted
t^^th,^ -P'Oc^

Z W_:.11	

Z 1^: t

Y (E.te^,d dW1.1)

Fig. 15 . 7 B^si: confiza - ions for industrial r1bots.

as the number of axes increases. Robots with more

than 8 degrees of freedom are the exception rather

than the rule. Most industrial tasks require from 3 to

6 degrees of freedom.

	

'Ph—.	 Simple robots do many routine jobs in industry.

	

4^, ^^. 11.10 n,) 	 Some may have as little as two degrees of freedom.

These robots are in the ronservo-controlled cate-

(0 593 rn) gory. There is no feedback used in their control sys-

tem. They are often called "bang-bang" robots be-

cause of the way they work. They bang from position

to position, as shown in Fig. 15-11. They are set up

for a task by adjustin g fixed stops. They are excellent

robots for 'Pick-and-place operations. In fact, they

are often called pick-and-plece robots. They are also

359^ 285: useful in simple assembly operations such as stuffing

printed circuit boards and loading and unloading

parts from machines.

Figure 15-12 shows a I% pica] low-cost robot, and

	

\210'	 h6ght 21.38	 Fig. 15-13 sho 

* 

ws some examples of its motion pat-

Wr,rt (0.543 n) terns- It uses pneumatic cylinders to activate the

axes. 'Ihe follo %% m 2 list inciucies some of the ways

that the robot of Fi2. 15-12 can be classified:

1. X, 1: Z type

2. Non-servo-controlled type

Fi Z 13-8 Sphcrical uo^k cnvelope- 	 3- "Bang-bang" robot
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To— n'
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9,'-d

S'de ,,,
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Fig. 1 4. 9 \X',,,k e"	 "t a j"n't'd 'P h ': i"'l w^^t'

4. Lo',x-techno!o_^. v.pc

5. 1-hre-.,xi,

6. Pneumatic ic`o;

7. P i c^-and-pla-w! ^ot

8. Rcctangtdar-^, rdinaie robot

9. Limited-seqU,-noe robot

Th,c is a P:c^lerrl x6th usina anv,	classifi-

cation systcrn. -ock -.-,a;n -at F i g. 1-5 -1	
This robot

is al^,^ 
in 

the r l, n ^%o-controlled and lov^-technol-

ogy c;ltcgorie q . Hove%cr-it isaJo i nted snheri- - al arm.

and ^1 ̂ some	 that make it suited to a:o

diffc=

' 

t range n' -_-^p l: ^_M -*,,-. it may 1 !:sc klif%:'^lent

acti-i---is lot!. - i lr_ 	 aina::,:l and h. -cfi: ^_c	

_; '. Y!	 a-e- t pecd J zl -_-ih 0-i :;1-'1'v1i'^:_ 	 i

Fig. 15 . 10 Six-axis jointed 
spherical robot.

urged to learn the terms and use them in combina-

ions to describe an y rtbot accuratel y. Another trap

o a% oid is the assumption that lo xv :technology to-

L^ots aie 'o.alitCd ill aCCL.aC^ and uscfulness. Actu_'!%,

the^ ter.J to be the most accurate of all robots. They

car, bc expanded " i th nioic de g rees (if ficedoir. to

Perform fairly intricate .asks. Fi.-Lg l5-14 ho%^s !he

addition of roll. pitch. and yaw to he ov% -technology

robot of R2. 15-12 and Fig. 15-13. In a sense, the

Min lw^ , eclitrology is linfoitunate: it can cause pco-

conchi^ion^ about robot ca-

pabil i zics and ")^IQ  eil CILISCLI 
Some 

COMpalliCS to

install hi g h-tcdi,^,iloz% i-obots ;r. application, in

xN hich I --ss expensiN e robots xx, cold have done the job

f"Mer - J better.

The -crieral attribu!es assigned to 1ow-technoL,1 v

_h,;:s	 the fol!o,.Ning:

1. Lir-i:cd sequc.w^ of -ovements

1 . 0--.,, 
the 

cndpoint^ of tra% cl are controllable

3. A speed range of SO to

- 

160 cm,'s

4. Low cost and low maintenance

5. A 0.03-mm resolution and 0. 15-mm repeatability

6. Load capacities from 150 g to 15 kg

7. Cont-As ranging Îom electromechanical timers

to microprocessors

8. Usually 2 to 4 degrees of freedom

9. Ncnservo-controlled

(). Sl,ol, cycle time (--,,picaiiy

11. U-d in parts tran,fer, assembly, loading. pack-

'a^;7Z, inspec tion, =nd au t omat ic testing

afid hidi-cchricloav robots arc sc;^o-

co^n-ol can be dMded into ^v.o

 :-:0-.7'-^r:' -nd
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Y..4

ro^,;f Se"Lls move from 
6rye %kork crivelope position

't
o t ^o Il e\, in a straight-line segment. The y exhibit

ierl,^ motions; hol-ver, more than one axis can be 	
12

	what. Con-	 X	 Zactivated at a time to alleviate this some

'inuous	
e true curves as the xvork 	 9	 13.

r^mlh servos produc	
11	

7
envelOpi^ is traversed. They are useful in applicatio. ns

	 5 4	 H—e

such as pray paintin g .and welding . They require	 0	
6 

1

ni ire nw-mory to store all the positions needed to	
3

a smooth path.	 2	 7

The Peneral attributes assigned to ir, ed 7linz -tech -

no!og) robots include the follo^6ng:

15
1 . Point-:o-poin, servo control 	

r2 

i 

^,f ^j	 3
2

Up 
to 

6 de grees of freedom	
13 

'12 
5

PaN lo--- ds up to 70 ka	 2

4. Lor,^er c\clz 
time than that of low-technollg%

Les s a,:curate than lo^k-technoloz ,, t^res

6 - Electroh^ . draulic actuators typical!% L:4^^d tot p...r,, a! i^,	 Patt,Fi, 1 5-13 R,,
Electronic controls (typically microprocessor-

based^

S. Walk-through programming

9. Medium cost and maintenance requirements
	

Y

F

X

F—d 2

Fig. 1 54 1 ^,or.5 o^oritrolled	 07,4.

Y

Fig. 15-12 Nonjci,o^conlrolled ro b ot- ( C(' 1 s:, Of M—K C, ^,

P—I.—)	
Fig. 15-14 Add^^g 011. p:_h. - - d ^3-

X

K)
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Fi g . I t -1 5 Robot	 J

j1-1-!!:,!i-',1^,' ifl^ 01% CS , nUillail OPCI-

ator lcadins,- the rokot thioinzh the desired routine

't^'p b% '!e ln. 1! '^; cc in nwre detail in a

later se,^tion.

High-tec hnolo ,,, ^	 at e the most complicated.

Their attribtltC^ inc;ude the follo%% ine:

1. CominUOUS pa:11 ^er%o control

1 6 to 10	 ,C

3. Microprocesor and rninicomputer controls

-4. Expen,ke dnd incre.i,ed maintenance require-

nienis

5. Most ticxN!;t,, of nil i ol: ots

6. Advanced prc.-r-mming. includ ing high-level

languag,^s

7. Built- ; n ed i iin g nild d i a g nostic soft S^ale ll^cka,-N^

S. Mass Stora-2c	 (disk and ta;'e)

9. int^rrupt, arid bra p.^hin-

10. clillrol	 Q1, — n" ch:	 --u-i;- i - — mles -- ad —zill

It. S^ii,or inputs SU^h aS % ; , ; Oil.	 tOLIch.

,Wid sOLnld

12. Applications inclu l e ortin^, inpection. \- 1 -1-

ing , painting, and assembly

Robot actuators i-
' 
Chl& pneumatic c\ linders or

motors. hvdraulic c -,!inders or motors. and electric

nloto 

IS, 

f1he pneitin taic actuators 
are 

lo^k in cot,

i,qL1i1C IiUIC rn3inlCV`.-n", --: ,,d az- \^c:l for

hi g h-specd operations ^^kith light pa^ loads. If.whaulic

a(tuatois are more costly, require itiore illainte-
nonce. nd are be , t —ited t o li^a^v loi^ls. FIc,l^,'c

motors are the easics , to control, ha% e nioderate coSt

and ni^tintenance requirements, aild lend Llicill,ekeS

to applications that do not reqUire h'gh speed or

lwa% \1 loads.

The robot ar rn mav be cafl-d at	 The
part th,it handies the "ork ip^ece or ho lds the tool is

cft-ri cfrrcd to as ni cnd r f,1rc,*,r. F;^:Ur^^

s h C., -'^ i ^ C, i n e e x a ill P , C S o f c n d C f fc c t 0 rs. i In c -; 0 P'la,
cl!an o—d mitow.ticillv, as slio^^n ia Fig. 15-111.

1 he 2-A olfcz:ors	 -^torcd 
in 

a iool hctdcr within
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j,'d,rg wch

Fig, 15-16 Robot toot chal.12^11Z'

the manipulator's work enN elope. One tool is placed

in the holder, and the wrist disengages from it- The

manipulator then rno% es to the next tool and engages
Y lim-

the wrist. Programmed tool chan gi ng is usuallv

ited to high-technolo gy robots. Fin gerldke grippers

are also common ende' ffectors. There are a myriad

of gripper designs to handle the many, tasks being

assigned to robots today.

REVJE1V QUEST10iV

7. 'The perimeter of a robot's reach descCibes a

shape in space called its

15-3
PNEUMATICS AND INIMUNICS
The industrial electronic technician must have a %N ell-

rounded understanding of several technologies. AU-

tornation involves more than electronics: fluidic an

mechanical systems interact N^ ith the electronic con-

trols. The term flitid ics cover, both hydraulics and

Cylird^r	 0.1-
D.Wting	

sh"'Ut

:t

A

P"

co-01
ha-le

V t	
VA	

A

Comprd air n--4^
VB

May be srNle-ercied wh.ch	 "^ft

Fig. 15-17 Pn^urnatic z^tualor.
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pneumatics Mechanics includes gears, pulle5s,

bearings. trrismissions, chain drives, timing belts,

and so on.. The, technician must have an overall un-

derstanding' of what each component in a systent

accompli&s and how each component interacts

,% ith the other components.

Pneumatic systerris are similar to hydraulic sys-

tems. The major difference is that pneumatics uses

air instead of a liquid to transmit 130"er. Air com-

presses, limiting the amount of force that can be

transferred. For this reason hydraulic systems are

preferred Ahen large loads must be handled. H 1

ever, there are many, benefits to pneumatic sYstems.

Compressed air, once it has delivered its potential

energy to a cylinder or a motor, can be return
e
d to

the atmosphere. This is a key - a&aruage since it

pre^erits the build-up of contamination in the s) stem.

Air is also a coolant, Pneumatic motors. for example,

are cc,,Ied bv
. the air that drives them. Compressed

air is eas% . to' produce and can be distr
i
bu

t
ed to %ar-

ious machiries at low cost. The pressures used are

often not more than 1 410 psi (approximately I million

N'm'). and distribution is inexpensive and relativek -

safe.

Figure 15-17 shows a pneaniatic actuator; 
it con-

sists of a cylinder with a port at each end and . a

pist . on to dnve the output shaft or shJ-ts- A sirele-

ended actuator has an output shaft at one. end : a

double-ended actuator an output shaft -at each end .

When compressed air is applied to- one port. the

pis^on reacts accordin2lv. The four-u in spool val ^ C
provi&s the control. With th

e
 spools in the position

sh,,^n in the drawinz. the compressed air inlet is

blocked ' and no air is delivered to the actuator- 
If

the control handle is pushed down, the spools vill

lift: compressed air v% ill flov% to port B, and the piston

%%ill 
be forced to the left. At the same time, port A

will be vented throu gh the spool valve to the atmo-

sphere. Raisin g the control handle produces the op-

posite reaction in the cylinder, and the piston moves

to the fiLht. The two motions make this a double-

acting cylinder.

Reversing air inotors are also available and are

controlled in the same way. The y may have eight or

so vanes connected to an output shaft. There are two

input ports. The direction of rotation depends upon

which port is pressurized and which provides the

exhaust.

The spool valve can be controlled by a solenoid:

this solenoid can then be controlled by a microproc-

essor. Microprocessor control greafl y improves the

performance of air motors. This is & system used

in the robot arm shown in Fig. 1 5-18. Air motors

I end to give rough performance at loA speeds. The

microprocessor control smooths this out by diggially

pulsing the air supply to the accumulator of each air

motor. This technique is called d;!hering and pro-

vides performance characteristics once considered

beyond the capabilities of air motors. There are five

air motors in this particular manipti .lator, one for each

major axis. Each is controlled by a dedicated 8-bit

436
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Fig . 15-iS IRI

microprocessor %%hiJi dmes a spring-cen:ered spool

%,at% c. I he microprocessors diLliel tile ii ' & st,ippj^ to

their respectiNe rotori 
by 

adjusting tho frequency

anddutyc^c1cofthC pUlles supplied to i" - e solenoid-

vakc , . Opt i cal encocicis proxi^'e feedback

information to alio%% tile mici opt oceswi , to pi o% ide
accurate poi!^r i ns! and to adju , l the ri -.oior perfor-

rrriance for	 condition, oC
under different load condiiiot-

Fizure 15-19 is a diagram ofthe pricuinatic s%steni
for a model M^O rol:ot. fit this robot, a -i equipment
niOdUlt ^:ontauI5 a pressure control %ake for each

axis. Packing the air motors and the vat -, es together
eliminates tran , ionts due to the compiessibilay or
air. A contiol i.; Iie assemblY is cornpo^ed of a so-
!enoidl -activalcd spool vake and a t wo-position %-,live

that opciates z^z Pilot pic'sure th- solcn,, id i,

actMized. A iolunte chuniber acc ronalator is
Mounted on each pressure control valve asscmbi^.

The presswe co ,:twl tahe dithers the -_i r supply to

the %olume ch.^ :'^-n accumulator to ma i ntain a con-

stant pressure 5-Tply to tlle motor u r.. dcr varying
conditions.

Al. motors	 high,pecd, lo^ '.oiq ., actualors.

Some type of  - "d iLduction	 is requircd fol
Tobo^ :c	 F-u-,	 sho-, the chain

d1n% c Ntactes of the NI ^Cj robot. The% step do%% 
it 

the

I C ri= at :^e o^!!pitt haft. Thc,to
f

in d %cs plov ;&- bon'is ^urlction. The pulsed

ou:put of the ir nnotcjr^ ai,, pe2-s smo^*Lli -and coT,.:in-

uous afici translation throuA -,he recluc^^on ch.-.:ns.
I- ^h	 mut be ad;El.	 _.Ustcd 7D 

the 
pc: l or torli".11

t o % oid back!ash and t i avoid stretchin, and exces-
^ ' :.c %keai. A chain tens nin^	 1	 ^s p- 'd a11	 , ^Jj is,	 . ov ; le

for each	 modul,:. T^%o pncuniaticaflx

cperated caliper ^1'cke eng.,=, the rir^'t

^7rockct in each chain module. A co??o-oi iahe ree-
a!ates the -air pressure ^upplied to each '-take TlTe
,riodules also contain the optical encoder5 that rro-
-.ide axi^ po^ition feed'c -ck to 'he micucTrocew-r'.

In adRion to the fixe 8-bit axis microprocessors.

t!ie NffO robot also contains o-
- 

e 16-Nt inicroproces-
".1. Tho 16-bit procce^scr pro^.:^jcs co rnmands to the

axis pioceb^ors. The robot can be pro-

garmned by v.alk-through cor-ni-nands, zt^ , cnibl,. '
an

-

page. or hi gh-level 4anguages. Eig ht di g izal 1/0 ports

aie available (in the main prc-cessor for interfa^irig

!^^ rebo t to other equ i pment .,. tile factory.

Oidinary Nit drives do not 4 nd much application

.n	 and other rosition a-^	 hec"11'e ;,;f

^^ipyagc, ilovvcver.	 ar;! iac^A 
in 

some

,es. A zimin g belt has tcc,,, ^.:icl c!. ;,. c, ar is dn en
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by a pulle y k% hich also has teeth. The teeth eliminate 	
22(b) and Fig. 15-22(c) show that the screw or the

the slippa'ge problem. Timin-2 belts are usually ap-	
nut can be driven, respectively. Fi gure 15-23 shows

plied where the forces are small to moderate. 	
some applications for ball screw drives. They are

Robots and other automation devices often require 	
also widely applied in numerically controlled ma-

a way to convert rotary motion to linear 

mo 

tion.	 chines such as lathes and millima 
machines.

Fi2ure 15-21 shows a rack and pinion arrangement	
Chain drives and timing belts can be used to reduce

that accomplishes this task. The teeth on the pinion	 speed and increase torque. The)
, are subject to some

gear en
g
age the teeth on the rack. If the pinion shaft	 elas .

ticity and backlash effects, howe% er. Gearboxes

is driv en by a motor, the rack " ill move in a strai2hi- 	 ma^ be used to control the elasticity, but backlash is

line path. Rack motion can be reversed by reversing	
still a problem. The harmonic drive system shown in

the motor. Fiure 15-22 shows a ball bearing screiv 	
Fig. 15-24 provides large reductions in sp

e
ed with

e compact
drive which accomplishes the same objective. The 	

essentially zero backlash. It is also mor

full name is s^ldom used, and they are usually re- 	
than multistage gear boxes. These advanta ges make

ferred to as ball screi,-s. Ball screw drives are more	
the harmonic drive system very attractive fir robotic

expen 

s 
ive th3n rack and pinions, but they provide 	

and other automation applications. The drive is com

better positioning accuracy because backlash is con- 	 posed of a rigid 
circular spline, a flexible spline

trolled. Also, the balls exhibit rolling friction, which 	
(flexspline), and an elliptical wave generator. The

n.	
rmonic drive is determined by

is less than sliding frictio This results in a more	 redu,iion rario ofa ha

efficient drive. The return tube s shown in Fig. 15-	
the number of teeth on the circular spline divided by

22(u) recirculate the balli in the ball nut. Figure 15-	 the d
i fference in the number of teeth between the
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circular pli-,c and the flexsplinc. For example. if the

circular pline has 3,00 teeth anti the flcxspline has

302 teeth, the difference is 2. and the ieduction ratio

is I ^O to 1. S ; n ,2!e-staae harmonic dris, e^ %^ith reduc-

tions of over 300 to I are available. Ord inary gear

,,, it e reduciion ratios are based 
on 

the ratio of the

number of teeth 
on 

the larger gear to the number of

t ceth on the smaller gear. ^Th ;s means that large re-

duction ratios require multistage ge-o r boxes. The

backlash is additive in the multiple sta ges. anti so are

the friction loi^". 'The harmon i c dri^e. althou,^h

costiv, 
is 

u^ed in so, ap plic^qion, hQ,:akiw of its

The X^-AV'_	 sh,)%^n : n P2.	 k '211ill-

ticni and Forces the teeth on the fle-<srl;ne to engaye
the teeth on the circular spline in t^%o places. The

engagement points are opposite one another, and ar-

proximate(%, lil percent of the total number of teeth

are involved. This relatively large tooth. engagement

contributes to the -ccuracy and zero backlash of th;s

reduction dri%e. The wave generator is coupled Zo

the input shaft of the transmission. As it turns, t'a

po
i
nts of engagement move. if the nuinber^ of lec-l!

on the t^%o splines % ere the same, no relative motion

^%ould be pioduced between them. Bec
a
use there is

a slight d i ffeience in the number of te-2th. a sm-.

jelati,e motion i ^ c(eated bev.keen the tvo ,plir.es

for ewr% rotation, of thz wa%e gene r-ator. If
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P"fi.

Fig. H-21 R-k zPj pinio,,

flempline is fixed. this small relative motion appears

at the circular spline and becomes th, reduced speed

output.

A moving robot arm has kineti. energy. If the

combined weight of the arm and it^ pa^load is sub-

stantial, th
e energy is substantial. If the arm is mov-

ing fast, then- jcv,en more kinetic energy is involved.

Some robots -use shock absorbrs to provide con-

trolled deceleration and to preven t damage due to

Be.-

or gear

H

Ohio,

Fig. 15-22 The ball beau-ing ser— d ri ^e. (a) Scrcl^ and nut assem-

bly. (b) Driving the ball screw. (c) DrNirz t ^ ^ b.111 r-ut.

(c)

Fig. 1 5-23 Applicati-, ofinall scr— dri^es_ (a) Inthe robot itself.

(b) In the axe, ofan X-Y t^tlle (c) In a linear slide base.

hammering. The absorbers are usually cylindrical

units ,Aithan input shaft. The input shaft is connected

to a piston in^ i de the cylinder. When the shaft is

m 
0 
%ed, the piston acts a gainst hydraulic fluid inside

the cylinder. The piston pumps the fljjid through re-

stricted passa ges. The restricted flow inhibits motion

of the input ^haft. The more rapid the motion, the

more opposing force is developed by the piston

working against the restricted fluid flow. The fluid

will heat as the piston forces it to flow. This action

converts the kin etic mechanical energy of the robot

arm to heat energy.

3

lab'

i,b.sa

^b)
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Fig. 15-24 H-110ilic & i-

REIIE11" QUESTIOA'S _

8.
The term fluidics includes bo^h — and

9. Examine Fig. 15-17. Which ay \,.ill the pis-

ton n-.o\e %%hen the control handle 
is 

lifted'?

10. Is the 
arm 

shown in Fig. l i -18 an example of

a ei*% o-controlled or a nonser % o-controlled robot'?

WE% ,

11. Di g ital pulsing'of the suppk to an air motor

is called
	

- _.

12. Drive lc.,^lts ate srnooth^	 bac

13. The chain drives sho\^n 
in 

1 - 1 -2. 15-20 pro-

duce a — reduct i on-

15-4
CONTROL AND PROGRAMMING

Robot controllers r i n,.Q from ^jjj^p',^ ^Iccuomcch^n-

ic,,,l s % stems to po,erful minicomputers. Figure 15-

2i lhok^s an example of a simple control for a low-

technology robot. An elect ronlechanic al tinier has a

s
e
ri
e
s of cams that activate mi,-.ms%%itches. The

r-.icr,,sxN itches control four-\^ay ^olenoid ^alvc5 to

act i N afe prieumatic c\ linders foi *,he X and Y axes

and the -,ripper. Mechanical stops LLIc ^ ct to li ' llit Ole

tra% .- ! the axes, The Enpp^r has no stops a n d

k eilhCr full opcil or clu lcd on !h- v , ork piece. Sot-
' t I irp' o':,e^ adj(;,IiTI ,_, theii-,	 I S,

timin g ^ad sequence ol' dic c.in.s and z^dj^iTirigg 
the

Stf)p^. I i1US, the robot 
is not r, ogiitn^^--^Cd

I, 01- a	 jailwi. it is alju^!ed.

PIV ĉ l_'FIIIIM'H^ C0rn I()l1CiS Call Le Used " i ' ll z

technoleLv 170t'UtS, as shov. n in FiEz. I i-2^. The X. I"

and Z axcs arc connollcd along with z he 2ripfcr.

There i, also ail mt=,diate Snp cy- vnder !hat

-works in co;-,ju,-,cL;.j:i %^ i^h tne Z 	 Ti!^ ioL-

ber ot outputs is 5. \h hich i
s 
easily ^^ ithin Lhe cap,,:i,y

of a small piogra—mmable controller. Ot',- er ouTpuls

may be required to moNe the %^ork piece out Of oo-

sition after the robot completes its cycle and to bring

the next work piece into position. Inputs on th 

c 

con-

troller \01 noinially be used to determine the proper

position of the \%ork piece before the cycle is initi-

ated. The inputs may also include operator, com-

mands or commands from another computer con-I ,	
- aytrolling [lie 0^ e 1; production process. Another l ,

to 
Use inputs is to read limit witches that s;,-nal

manipulator position. The follo lAing sequence is t^p-

ical fora rionsc rN L-zo nt rolled robot and%01 help you

understand the pro gramming steps:

1. When the program starts executing, the controller

initiates signals to the valves on the manipulator's

actuators.
2. The vakes op^ ri and admit air or hydraulic fluid

to the actuato.s. The affected members begin to

lllo^ C.

3. The val^es ren,..^in open, and the member ,^ con-

tmue Illo\in,-, inzil the zops -lie contacted.

4. Limit s\^ itche, i gnul ihe controllei i h at the rio\ c

or mo\es are complete. The controller closes the

,.alvc Or vake'.

i. The ne\^ -cunce is initiated. The process is

repeated ut:! i l ',P-' entire progi 
am 

is complete.

6. A Ile\\ SCjIll :1 1 1tjl1*,'d 'IV the ',),trofler, and the

entire prognon runs again %%hen ille 
i
nputs signal

that the nc\t ^wi^ picce is 
in 

posaicn.

Pro2rammaHc ^ontrollers nia^ As o be used %%n.h

1^f% o C01-	 :,,^ot^. The followin g sequen ,-e is

t^ pical for a	 robot:

1. The control!er iddies ses the w=or', locat i on of

the flrst command and reads the en
:—ders 

to 
de-

telinine the aczual position of the manipulator

axes.

2. The t\^o sets ofdata are compared. and an\ error

is amplified a.nd becomes a command si pai ,o the

axis motors cr scr\u  Ives.

3, The actuator^ !iio\e the manipulator and the en-

coders (or o:hr sensors) send data back : o the

controller. The feedback signals a -e con^tantly

conipared ;hc p;-ogramnied c^Ds i t i cn data:

nc%^ error si gnals arc de ,,eloped and tecome cor

mand signals to the actuators.

1. The process _ t; m- until there	 no L-ne"'.

'The rillul i pull. :'r con-.cs to rest.

5 Th e	^cccs^0, 117-- c 71 -2XI r!_'m%-
and re,pund, accoF	 da',_l



Fig. 15-26 Progrimmable controller. (Afack CorP—lion)
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Y a,

-------------

2

3	 , 2

C
X-Y p l-

FiZ. 1 5-2 4 B21 1c 5chjjaj ;c diap^rn of IM electfozr.ec^,Iric-'l

stored there.- It may 
be a ne" position command 	 %% ill automatically rxecute again fr,, ,—,, the beein-

or, a ^iRnal to another mechanism.	
ning.

6. The rroces, is repeated sequentially until thz e^-

ti-re rroara ,.n has been executed. 	 S-r%o	 ntrol ' is obviously more .
 sophistic. ated and .

co rn - ni ul	 . Y iint in its
progra -31	 the	 a p alor to stop at an% P,

15ke". the proper i^pu t conqitions, the	 allo^%s
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wo rk envelope under so., mare direction. It is also	 record each mo6on or position. 1^alk-ihrough is

feasible to control velocity, acceleration, and decel- 	 commonly applied in continuous path robots for

eration with the soft%are. This capacity is especially 	 teaching operations such as spray paintingand Acld-

useful %% ith heavy payloads. The memory capacit y is	 ine. Fi2ure 15-28 shows some typical walk-through

usually large enou gh to store many positions with	 control handles on a painting robot.

both point-to-po i nt and continuous pa
t
h operation as	 Lead-tiLrough prograrnrr^u)g must be done ^%i:h

possibilities. It ma y also be large enou gh to store	 some care. as indica
t
ed in Fiz. 15-29. The sp.DtAeld-

several programs, Ls allowing for rapid production
	

ing end effector is shown in its start po
sitio

n. The

changes-	 arm must be prograrnmed to move past th e roof col-

A high-technology robot and its mWcomputer-	 umn and then into the window operting where the

based controller ar
e
 shown by Fig. 1 5 -27. The equip-	 welding operation is to take place. If an operator

ment cabinet stores the teach pendant w hen it is not	 fails to record the intermediate point in memory. the

in use and also houses a CRT terminal, the central 	 robot %s ill t
a
ke a direct path when the program runs.

processing unit, the L 'O module, and the power sup-	 This will result in a collision and damaRe to the wo,"-

ply for the control electronics. The teach pendant is	 piece and to the robot.

one %kay of programming medium- and high-technol- 	 When m inicomputers are interfaced to robots. an-

ogy robots. A human operator holds the pendant and	 other con: -ol method becomes avadable. It is called

uses it as a remote control device to lead (usuall
y
 at	 controlled pah and combines the best features of

less than operating speeds) the Manipulator through
	

point-to-p-Dint az!d continuous path programmin g . It

a series of moves- This kind of teaching or program-	 tal:es advantage of the computational abiliti
e
s of the

mine is called lead-rhrouwh. A store button on the 	 computer to provide coordinated control of 
all 

axes.

pen^ant is pressed at the end of each motion to store	 T'he operaw uses a pendant to move the end effector

the position in mernory. Walk-through is another ro-	 to variou, end point posit ions. The co ,.Y.pu * er then

bot programming technique. The human operator	 generate, a con
t
rolled path at the desired Neloci,N,

grasps the arm and the end effector and manually
	

acceleration, and deceleration. Teaching is more in-

moves them. The operator signals th
e
 computer to	 stinctive if the operator can specify tool or 

gripper
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Fig. 15-28 Walk-through control handles.

positions without worr^ ing about commands to each

a26s to achie%e them. For example, in point-to-point

programming the operator must move each axis until

the combination of pos':. ^ns properly aligns the end

effector. Continuous path programming requires the

operator to move the arm and end effector manualiv.

This becomes a problem with heavy manipulators.

C-ontinuous path also requires quite a bit of ncmor^.
A controlled path s " vstenz is shown in Fie. 15-36.

During leachin g, the operator presses position and

orientation butions on the pendant to move the end

effector. The teaching coordinate s) stem may be any

of several types. Continuously chan ging position sig-

nals are generated as lone as the buttons are pushed.

The c^mp, w.- raasforms the teaching coordinates

to rectai- p ul p.- coord.;iates (if the teachin2 coordi-

nates at^ re,	this opef.-tion is not required).

Fig. 15-29 Point-to-point programming.

The computer then transforms the rectangular coor-

dinates to robot coordinates, which become com-

mands to the axis servos. The servo loops thl —i act

simultaneously to provide the desired posit', 
it 
and

orientation of the end effector. The computer opc--

ations are very fast, and the operator sees an app^.

ent immediate motion for every command. The pro-

gram button on the pendant is pushed to store the
current rectangular coordinates in memory. T^ ^- - :--

dant also has a keyboard and other buttons t^, _ c;

velocin. tool length. and functions to be performed

at each point. The CRT displa^s the information

bein g programmed.

The CRT terminal shoAn in Fie. 15- 31 0 al^:)

vides editing features. The operator may v  ^ tl^.,

data stored at the previously programmed points.

Data may be changed, deleted, or restored. Points

To T-r—muter
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Fig. 15-31 IntegraT ; P.g rctoi ntrol ^i!h other WS of the s^ s:e 	 r. 2

between programmed points and program functions

	

can be added. Some typical functions are the follo%%- 	 P S c,

ing:

	

I . DELAY: This function stops the robot for a de-	 Nc

	fined period of tim
e
 before moving to the next	 h^.

programmed point.	 3

2. CONTINUE: The manipulator does no t stop but	 Fig. 1 5-32 FleuNt, m—ufactuig cell.
moves to the next point. An output signal can be

programmed at the continue point if desired.

3. N *̂AIT: Motion is stopped until a signal of a con-

ditional set of si gnals is received. 	
are one part ofthe automation puzzle. FL—

t	 urcs 1	 15-32, and 1543 provide examples Qft:he
oLion is &topped, and an outpu Sig-4. OUTPUT: NI,	

rob66c'automation rela
t
ionship. Few, if any, indu5-

	

nal is prod
u
ced before proceeding to the -ne*t	

trial ro-ots can work eflectivelv without being in^ , er-
point. The si2nal mav be a pulse or a level.,	

faced 
it

, otherequipm ent. Fi gure-1 5-31 is an exa:z;le

	

5..TOOL: Mot ion - is s
t
opped until a tool operation 	 of a ro^o! controller equipped with D'A conve^ers

is co ffipleted.	 to pro^iJe output sig-nal 's to the weldin g contro2er.

	

6. BRANCH: Motion is stopped, and the robot	 uhich in turn controls the uire feed and the arc

	

awaits input conditions. Itjumps to different pro- 	 volta2e. Fi gure 15-32 shows a robot integrated into

	

gram segments or subroutines based on the com-	 a flexible manufacturin g cell. The robot's compuzer

bination of signals recei% ed. 	 provides signals to, ai^d accepts signals from. the

Fig. 15=33 Auto^ted mo!d =king.
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thi^_- noi:e, i cally controlled (NC ') machining cen-

tc^s. All ofthe machines communicate through the

cornputei to pfoN iJe a n ai;otn at ed flow of machining

ster,s. pai:s transfer, aid ;nspection.

' o

l-o l ---d in automated mold making is shown

in Fig. 1 5 - 3 3. The process involves coating a wax

paitern by dipping it into a ceramic slurry. Different

slurries are available at the five rotary mixers 

sho'A 

n.

After dippin g , the mold must be coated in the rainfall

sander or in the fluid bed. Next. it goes into the

dr^ing turincl. After mult i ple applications of slurry

and and, the mold is-dried one last time and loaded

onto the exit conveyor. The robot, through its 

com-

puler, controls the entire process. This includes turn-

ing the mixers on and off, operating the conveyors,

and controllin2 the sanders.

The capabilities of hi gh-technolo gy robots are as

much due to their software as to their hardware.

Looping, branching, conditional testing, and inter-

rupts are examples of software features that make

the robots "intelligent." For example, a subroutine

that pro^ ides an appropriate response can allow a

robot to recover from a difficult situation. Sur, pose

the tips of a spot N% elding gun become stuck to the

work piece. When the program detects the problem.

it branches to a subroutine of twisting motions de-

siuned to free the tips. It "ill attempt this several

times before shunina the robot do%k n and alerting a

control operator, as ^keil its signaling the other mil-

chines around it. Robot decision makiniz is irri ple-

mented in other ways. When a robot is used for

palletizing (stacking). deceleration is often pro-

pranimed nto the c ,,cle. The manipulator 

sloA s

doxk n as the +je r ' nears ; he stackin g point. Then, a

sensor dete-'s cit ,̂ c! v.!th the stack to stop the arm

Zind release the pa) load. What happrns as the stack

&rc,N^s? The deceleration does not begin soon

enouEh. and damage may result. The soft%Nare can

t^iK, a;-c f, fihis possibility. The last stackin g position

i , used to icplace ^ho destination point in-memory

on e%er^ c%cle. In this -,, a^, deceleration %%ill begin

earlier and e^irlier as the stack aroN^ s. 	 .

1 31-5
SLNSORY SISTEINIS

I he term hard awomation to Special JrPCSC

machines performin g specific repeti!ive ta
s
k,-, in an

autoi-nat : c fashicn. 1^lany ind-trial activities fit this

pattein and do uu : require sophisticated or intelligent

machines to support them. HoAever, there is an ex-

panding effort to move toward "intelligent automa-

tion." There are two key components in this effort:

sensory systemsand_artificial intelligence. Most in-

-a—ustrial robots paint, Aeld, load and 'iffiload parts,

grind, drill, or perform simple assembly operations.

Bv the addition of sensors 
a
nd intelligent software,

th^e applications can expand to complicated assembly

operations, inspection, part identification and sort-

ing, and adaptability to a ran ge of situations. Another

important aspect is the ability to change rapidly from

one production run to another. When this is realized,

there is no longer a need to maintain an inventor y of

spare parts because they can be quickly manuitic-

tured on derrand.

Sensors may be used to provide touch, tactile,

proximity, vision, or sound information. Touch and

tactile sensing are related but are not the same.

Touch sensing involves contact detection at one or
several points. Tactile sent 4ig mea

s
ures continuous

and variable forces in an arrayt it is similar to the

t^ pe of feedback people obtain from their skin. Peo-

ple also use haptic sensine. %^hich comes from the
muscles and joints. Joint angles and muscle forces

pro% ide the brain with quite an array of information

durinQ manipulative operations. Robots may crudely

approximate haptic sensin g by measuring motor cur-

rent or fluidic back pressu-,e as an indicator of the

forces actine on an axis. This procedure gives an

indirect measurement at best and is considerably in-

fluenced by manipulator position, friction, and iner-

'!a.

Fip r^ 0-314 ShoW, a N, rt,i sensur fc^ a robot ma-

nipulator that provides feedback signals propoitional

to the X. Y. and Z forces acting on it. It consists of

REIMYQUESTIOAS
14. Refer to Fig. 15-25. How would the sequence

of operations be changed %^ ith this control system?

1 4-4 . How %% ould the sequence be chan ged v. ith

the s% stem sho%% n in F i,2. 1 ̂ 26 ?

16. He%% many posit i ons can the robot shown in

Fig. 15-26 stop at alon2 the Y axis? The Z axis?

\k hy is this so'

17. What tx pe of robot allov. s stopping it many

Positions along each axis?

18. Using a teach pendant to move a rn^vnipula-

toi fr^m point to point is known is	 teach-

19. Grasp i ng the fnaniptilator and mo^ing it rn_ n-

u: H y frorn posit i on to position is called

F i_ 1 4-34 W,i, -  .



^i

s, 2,

Anw_^-
^zill:

P:—s

F_ 15-3 5 Sen,o^ end effct^,

a metal tube with elastic beams. The beams flex in

response to forces acting alon g the %arious axes.

Strain gage sensors are placed or, each side of the

beam at the measurement points. Temperawre com-

pensation is achieved by using pairs of sensors. The

wrist measures three components of force and torque

between the Manipulator Prid the end-effector. The

wTist sensor is illustrated - in - combinat ion ),N ith a

touch-sensitive gripper 
in 

Fig. 15- 3 5. Each jaw face

has a three. bN six matrix of touch buttons to sense

the -%viork piece. The omer jaw surfaces are also

equipped with touch sensors to. detect unexpecteJ

obstades. The touch buttons pFovide on or off sig-

nals. They can supply Only a limi : ed amount of in-

forma6on: true tactile sensing requires more.

Various s)n thetic rubber and pla^:ic ma t erials are
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used to produce miateriah with elastic properties.

These materials are called elasromers and can be

used to , make skin *"- a -."'-ot gripper. Conductive

elastomers can provide fee lback si gnals that are pro-

portional to the forces acti n g on them. Another pos-

sibdity is to use a matrix oltouch cells, as sho^kn in

Fig. 15-36. The touch cells also produce si g nals that

are propor-tionJa 
to 

force. 
The 

X and Y scan circuits

connect the % anous cells to a mulu'l-:exer. Th
e
 analoz

signal from the sel
e
cted cei i is scn: to an analog-to-

digital (AD) coniemei. Th, proce s<or stores th
e
 bi-

nary values from th
e 

% a,-i* o ,- , cells in a memory array.

The contents of the ara^ r epresen: a force coniour

of the object. 
which 

is d i c r a*ed bv 
the 

shape of the

object and its orieritanon in the gripper. The software

then develops a "picture" of the o' ,ject being held;

this process is much the saTne as a human 
I 
s grasping

familiar objects in be dark and id entifying them. IT,

provides the ro bo: with sorn,- alility to identifv ob-

jects and determine their orienta
t
ion by touchiniz

them. The current s^ stems are crud
e 
b^ human per-

formance standardi. bu t imProvernerits are expected.

Arrays of touch cells produce high-firequency sig-

nals when the grip.per is movin g. The information

must be processed rapidlY for the manipulator to

respond in a reasonable f,^hion_ Some touch cells

are actually comp4ete rnizrocircuits containin2 an

amplifier. an . -A D converter. and a microprocessor.

Another microprocessor rezeises: . parallel inforina-

tion from it,,- i pj;% idual m i zroprctcessors. rapidly as-

similate ' it. and ih^n send, its ou:puz to thz! main

processor in the ccn ! ro!lz.-. 1: is in -er,-3^iriz to note
ho,A diffizul i it 

is 
ii simu'a:^ sorrihin2 humans do

with such case ifia- thev t_- i: to. cranted. It is also

Fiz. 15-36 R^bot skin.
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Fig. 15-37 Proximity sensing.

comforting to know that people are still the most

amazingand sophisticated of all "machines" and will

not become obsolete in the foreseeable future.

Arrays of conductive parallel strips may be used

for tactile sensing. Scanning circuits reveal the con-

tact points, and images can be created by the soft-

-are. Piezoelectric polyvinyl fluoride materials pro-
vide signals that are proportional to changes in

pressure. These materials offer Promise for slip sen-

sing, which is also very important in robotics. It is

Possible to design a single gripper that can pick up

an egg without breaking it or a heavy metal machine
part by sensing slip and applving only that amount
of force required to eliminate"it.

Proximity sensors are noncontact devices. Thev

utili ze magnetic fields, radio frequencies. ultrasound,
or li g ht for their operation. Some types v%ere covered
in dhapter 9. Figure 15-37 show 's a simple system
based on an infrared LED, a photodiode, and a lens

system. Its se i;^si ti ve volume is approximately the

intersection of the t^%o cones in space as shoN&n.

Such systems can be used for collision avoidance

and motion detection within the work envelope.

They work from centimeters to meters away. The

intensity of the light received by the photodiode var-

ies according to the distance to the target surface,

its incidence angle, and its reflectivity. Therefore,

this simple system cannot be used for ranging (dis-
tance measuring to the target) unless the angle of

incidence and the reflectivity are constants. This is
seldom the case. Figure 15-38 shows a more compli-

cated laser scarming system that is capable of ranging

as A ell as imagine. It utilizes an amplitude-modulated

laser beam which is split into two paths. One path
leads directly to a detector and the other to a two-

axis scanning mirror. The mirror scans in two planes,

and the laser beam is reflected toAard the area of

interest. The target surface reflects the beam back to

the mirror and then or, to the detector. The amplitude

of the reflected beam provides surface information

Reflected

T .d7Rd 

1^qht

b—	 right

Tr—mia,er Light be.m
	

/I	 Ampl-de
Recei,er	  P't

A.,pli rude	 1 rfe fii—,

dul_d	 Sunr.mg	 photomultiplow,Jig
h,	 Mi—,	 1,garrhmic

ce	 pl,lie^ d

Ph— detecto,

 -go,

Fig. I 'M La^,, ^ma^' Z and ran_^ *,Zem.
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M

about the tarzet. The phase ofthe reflected beam is

compared to the-reference phas
e
 to provide range

informatiom

The U.S. National, Bureau o^Standards (XBS) has

developed a robot vision s%s!= that u5e_s.trian gu-

latior, to compute the distance to the itarget. fh,-

,system is based 
on 

a 128 by IN pixel imace from a

solid-state video camera and a 5,ro . coscop ic source

that emits a plane of lig ht. Th
e
 calibration chart for

the NBS vision s% stem is sh,,,A-i in Fig^ 1 ^-39. It is

possible to compute the distance from the robot to

each point in the inia-ze- When an object is in frorit

of the robot, a line segment image is iormed by the

plane of li ght as shown in Fig- f5-1 0. The shape of

the seement image indicates the orie
n
tation of the

part. For example, loA at the s---.ple line segment

images sho%% n in Fig. 1 5 -41. A cylinder can produce

an image that appears as a curved segment, a straight

line seement. or an an gle segment, depending on the

orientation of the cN lirider. The rectangular solid can

Q1
0	

'
I	 I

Fi, 1 5^40 Light pl'- f" i	 in^ ^t.

Fig . V^41 Line

produce a long segmen:. a shor-,. segment, 
or 

an anzie

sez-rnem. depez-4 intz c- its vri.-ntatioz- Holes in a-,

objzct may p-ro.Juce a^-_gl eS and broken see zments a^

shown. B% re2ucinz imazes to line --ements; he

NBS s,.,:em reduc^s-memc.ry requiTements 2_1

^Neds image rrcces z; . 1 1 e mphasizes the acqun;t-

of ima,^. ha: are e2sy 
to 

anal^z-_ 
It 

has be 

enused suzcessf - ' 1% to p i :,'- Up parts from a randolm

pile, id,- " :ify them as to shape and sLz e, and place

them into a %%ork h,,I,'-,. It has also aEo%ved moving

parts to be captured b% the ro^ot gripper.

Not all robot 

'Islon I 

ystems use a plane of light.

Other systems proces^ the entire ima ge. which may

consist of 256 t^. 256 pixels. The image can be binary

or Grav scale. A b ;r a ,y imaging system comerts

each point into black oz whi l e. A simple threshold

circuit performs the convers i on. Binary systems re-

quire less mernory and th
e
 images can be processed

quickl y. Gray scale s% stems provide more inform_a

tion, 6Ne^er. Some' can even infer three-dimen-

sional inform_̂^ioa b -, L,; nQ nonuniform IiQhtine a-nd

interpretin g the reflec : Ie una-2. Abinary I 
image N; ith

256 
by 

2 i(i pixels reqL^:es SK bytes of memor). The

same imaze with 8 G^-. I bits per pixel requires 64K

b^tes. Some Erture sN-;'.ems v, ill use 1024 b) 1024

pixel ima ges. IM byte vi1j be required to store one

of these imaite s in binan . form: of course, even more

memor^ vilFte requ ilj to store a G ra% -scale im_--g^.

Such sN stems are becoming more feasible as the

price and space of memory contin'-1 11 to

drop and as p7oces q o r speed continues to increase.

lnternatio.,^! the man-

ufaciuret s of z' 

* 

e M C, manipuflator-co ,,ered earlier in

this chapter. cffe, a r1- , - ot vis!co n systcm th2t accepts
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image g;tizer

b, ' "a,	
'^`RA%ROM - M^2 '	_Yte')	 ^op'	 I

H.Ppy d

controll

optio'al extess;g" W—h-10

"a",

L	
flappy

__J

Fig. H-42 NJ^cnine vision system (International Robotmation 2 lit-

telliaen^e)-

the input from up to four video cameras. The 2 5 6 bN'

2 5 6 pixel images ate d : zitized : n an S-bit A-D con-

erter and are stored in a 64K b\ te pace of rnemor^.

The rncrnor^ can store four im
ag

es at Ong time for

color processing or stereoscopic anal .%sis. Fieure 15-

42 shows a block diagram ofthe M50 \ision system.

A 16-bit processor is used for image analysis and

recognition. The s)stem u se s a feature vector to ac-

co,p,,-!i,h recognition. Afiearur-e i ector consists of a

set of measurements, or descriptors, that condense

a Gray scale image into a small number of charac-

teristic features. Recognitio n is the process in which

the s%-stem compares the descriptors of an unknow n

objec't w ith those of model objects stored in memory.

The models are developed during a ti'dining process

by presentin g objects to the 5 ,% stem so the descriplor^

can te computed. The in ost useful descriptors are

those that remain most constant regardless of posi-

Top—,
—  ay

E,cod r

S:de ^:e,
d

Fi, 15 ,43 0nho-1  ',A I ^ e " I "' d."' rm-

tion or orwntation. Some of these are area. elonga-

,jo lt (ti l e i,tio of the minimum radius to the maximum

radius), n,unber of holes, and length of vectors from

the center of the object to points along its radius.

De^ciiptors are dc^clopcd 
by 

analyzing the ;rna_c:C

for Gray scale gradients. A gradierit is defined as a

rate ofch .inge; for example, edges are recognized as

sharp gradients in the Gray scale image. The edges

define the basic geometry of the image so that mea-

surements can be taken. Recognition follows with

the nearest neighbor algorithin, which computes the

straight line distance from the point representing I . he
unknown object to each of the points representing

the stored models. The model that most closely

matches the unknown is selected. The software tech-

niques are complex, and even with a fa,^ ,it proc-

essor, processin g and recognition requii e 0. 1 s. For

hiah-speed operations, an optional coprocessor can

be added to speed this up to 0.01 S.

The block diagram of the vision system shown in

Fig. 15-42 also shows a histogram processor. This

section performs image enhancement operations at

the same time the image is being digitized and can

also process images that have been stored in the

frame buffer. The enhancements improve contrast,

subtract back2round information, %%indow the image

(select specific portions for further processing), and

select ^arious Gray scale thresholds to eliminate

noise. The contrast is enhanced with hist6gram

equalization. The histogram of an image provides the

frequenc
y of occurrence of each Gray level. Equal-

ization expands the number of Gray levels near the

maximum portion of the histogram and compresses

the number of Gray le% els near the minimum. This

expands the brightest parts of the image and com-

presses the darkest for an ^,praient increase in con-

trast.

Machine % ision s5 sterns are not confined to robot-

ics. Figure 15-43 shows an 
a 

rrangernent for inspect-

ing mo% ing parts. T^N o diode arraN s are used to de-

velop ,, ih,)g,nal vie, s (tk%o ri ght-an gle images). The

diodes are arranQed to scan one line of the imace at

a time. Encoder si g nals are used to synchronize the

scans with fixed increments of part movement. The

video signals that result from each scan are sent to

a computer for analysis in real time or are stored in

memory until the entire part ima ge is available for

processing. Such a s^stern may Ce used to identify

parts, inspect them for defects, and veiify their ori-

entation on the con^eyor. In some areas machine

vision inspection is superior to human vision. Com-

plex printed circuit boards are an example; it 
is 

Lin-

likely that a person will detect a missing hole, but it

is highly likely that this defect will be detected by

the machine.
Sound sensors also find some application in auto-

mation. They can be used to detect abnormal situa-

tions. For example, a cutter bit makes a different

sound %^ hen it is dull than w hen it is sharp. Digitized

vers ; ons of the sharp and dull sounds can be stored

in con  puter memory. The computer can then coritin-



uously compare the output of a sound sensor m ith^

the memory standards and make a decision abour -

when it is time to change tools-

REJ7E1YQLESTJ0XS

20. Th
e
 two major parts of "intelligent automa-

tion" are the computer software and the

that provide information.

21. Touch sensin g involves contact detectiln, anJ

sensine "I^ich measures continuou s force^

in 
an 

array

22. Proximity devices are examples of non-

- sensors.

23. Refer to Fi2. 15-34. Why are the strain ga2es

placed 
on 

both si5es of the beams'

24. Refer to Fig. 15-41. The se2ment ima,es

chan ge in relation to part distance and part

25. Machine vis ion sy-stems may be divi 1,d in^o

— or — — typcs^

26. Which type of vision sy stem requires less

memory?

15-6
TRO UBLESHOOTINGAAD

13MIN'TENtME

Au tomation systerns may be very easy to repair. hit

th
e
%- can -also be -very difficult. The cliaenosnc mez 

I 
n-

o,ds used are as %aried as the technicians ^,ho p-.----

tice them. However, there are common practices i , n

3 oil must make a part 
of 

y our routine. Saffeix i s t-

mist important aspect of %our work. You must -I-

ways be coricemed about your own safety and tha:

ofothe Fs,and youmustwork tominimizeeq1upm_'M

damage wherever possible. Please review the general

saf
e
ty practices in Chapter 1.

As you probably realize by now, kno"in g vh_-t a

system is supposed to do and how it accomplishe,

what it does is over half the battle when trou^"--

shooting. This is the "what and how" part. The

remaining part deals %kith keen observa tion arid a

logical process ofelimination. Th
e
 symptoms must

be filtered throueh the "what and how" framevork

to enable a skilled technician to focus attention on

the correct area quickly. With experience- 
this 

tech-

n i que will produce results in the least amount of ti -_ 2.

Do nx forget the other rules of troubleshoo—.,

that have been discussed. Power supply . m a I fu n cti ,n ^

can cr
e
ate a myriad of sy mptoms and sbould alva^ s

be in^esiigated early in the troubleshootin.g prcZe^'.

Supply failures are common in pro grammable cc_^_

trollers and robo^ics. They are of,.^n caus-J b% Le_a'

or 
line 

transients. Vents on equip=, -, cab:neis

should not be obstructed. The cabinets th^ms^:,'Ls

should not be used to store manuals, spare pals, cc

any, items that could interfere with the flow ofco,^.^z

air currents. You may have to edu^Lte o'.`er

personnel. Afterall, to most peop l e it seems 1nrcC7,1
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enough to place a blueprin, 
on 

top ofa power supply

"temporarily." Repeated supply failures may indi-

cate line transients.' Mary installations use line con-

ditioners or uninterrupt^ble power supplies to im-

prove reliabRity. The 10 modules also fail with

greater frequency than other parts of the automation

system. They often receive transients of thousands

of volts a nd are su1ject to dama ge from short cir-

cuits, bad connections, and wirin g erro^s.

Controllers may have diagno stic indicators. Some

of these are as fol io ,.; s:

1. Overvoltage

2. Undervoltaae

3. Overcurrent

4. Overtemperatur-

5. Processor
6. I'demory!pa-fi l y erroi-

7. 1'0 function

With modular de^i,z-ns, the ind i caio rs rna^ sugg,-

which module or modules should be changed. This

indication can be frusleadin g : for example, a memol-16

error may be caused 
by 

anoll er m
o
dul

e
 that has

access to the mernory. Always power down when

chan2in2 modules and follow the manufacturer ' s rec-

ornmeniations. Al so, ne %er change more than onz

module at a fime. Power supply shu-,down du
e 

'to

oVercurrent ma y also require remova! of the mo i -

ules. if tl^e overload' persists, the cha ssis wifing may

Ve (lefective, a conrecto r may be short-circuited-or

the suppiv its-_I f may be defective, If th
e
 o%erlo2d

clears, the modu^es can be in,.-r,,-J one at a time

un
t
il th

e
 problem sho"s up agai n. A,-_ai n, consult tî,

recommended procedures before us in g this tezh-

nique and disable any high-energ y circuit that can te

activated durm testI112.

Timina problems in controllers can be difficult to

diaenose. They ma^ be caused 
by ̂  software faults.

contact bounce, noi^,-, or circuit fa ilures. A comrnon

software fault in this area is the program end sta-,e-

ment. Verify its formiat w hen timing probl
e
ms occur.

The scan time may be too long to provid
e
 adequate

response to rapidly chaming input conditions; this

condition is known as prograrn raci. rg. Some con-

trollers have diaznosfic software to help locate dif-

ficulties. A contact histogram records the status of .

bit in memory o^.er a period of tim
e
. If th

e
 '-it

chan2es more tirres than its input d-N ice has togg"d.

then contact bounce or noise is indicated. The ex.- Iu-

sii e OR (XOR) firclion is anot h^r diagnostic tool

that can be used to compare a number of irip-i's

against their desired sta%-:

10101001 —ACTUAL BINARYI\PUT

11101001 — DESIRED BINARYSTNTE (MASK)
— — XOR OPERATION'

01000000 — RESULT

Any d i fferences between th
e
 inputs and the nias'R

will produce a nonzero result+ This technique is use-
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when the op-_na 7 in g c^cl,^s aie fixed and the input

patterns are repeatable at cach step. The XOR func-

is al^,, ust, ful for building a sequence table. The

!, ,L en,,Y in ! 1^2 tabl
e
 is continuously compared to

,he inputs. D,,^h tinne a nonzero result is obtained,

. be new input tatus is added to the table. When the

sample cycle ha^ bc ern recorded, it can be compared

.0 the program c)^!e 
to 

determine whether they

match.

When machines are being controlled, the cycle

times may vary with factors such as friction. Delays

may change the order in which input transitions oc-

cur during any given cycle. The diagnostic program

may be able to construct timing winclow's to allow

for these variations. The important test is to deter-

mine that each transition occurred within its own

T ime window. The built-in diagnostic software may

also provide "watchdog timers" to detect excessive

scan times, machine cycle times, or motion times.

New installations or recently modified installations

can present a special set of maintenance problems.

Errors in wiring. poor connections, and short circuits

are among the possibilities. The placement of wiring

is also important because it can cause noise pick-up.

Electrical noise is a prevalent problem in most in-

dustries. Wires are antennas; they radiate as well as

receive sianals and should be twisted in pairs to help

cancel external fields and reduce this effect. Shield-

ing ma^ be required in some cases. Sensitive circuits,

,uch as data communications lines, control lines,

^ensor lines. and feedback lines from resolvers, must

,-e routed w ell a^%a^ from motor supplies and other

hieh-enerev circuits. Some installers, in the interest

o(neatne -ss' . tie-wrap all possible wires together into

a bundle. Although this bundle may be pleasing to

1 ^e eye, it is not acceptable because of noise.

Ground loops are another contributor to noise and

Lulty op,cq non. Verify that the manufacturer's

grounding and shielding recommendations have been

follow ed. Use an oscilloscope to check low-level sig-

nals for the presence of nois— Make sure that the

oscilloscope is properly grounded to the signal -it-

-it. Use safe float
i
ng measurement techniques as

L:L,^USSed in Chapter I when necessary. Ground

wires ma y also have to be rerouted in some cases.

Poor grounds or missing grounds can even cause

oscillations in a robot manipulator.

The placement of equipment is also important. Na-

t i onal Electrical Manufacturers Association (NENIA)

enclosures are most often used to house controls.

Some motor drives use large inductors. It mav be

tempting to house these inductors in the same cabinet

%% ith the control electronics. This is not recom-

mended practice, but if it must be done, the ph^ sical

separation between the inductors and the control

e:ectronics must be maximized.

When data communications circuits will not work,

check the Nv i rin g . Pins 2 and 3 on RS-232C connee-

tors lend to becorn,- reversed. %take sure that the

gTounds are intact 
and 

that all necessary ^ignals and

jumpers are p ro%	 Verif,; thac ,he baud rale,

i l y,	 the numl-er of stop bn^ are corrcc',ly sc^ _iP

at both en.,4 s of .h
e
 circu i t. Input-output modules are

often wired incorrectly. Make sure that high-voliage

.circuits h '̂ %^ mot b een mixed v i th lov—voltage con-

trot CirCLI,ls.

Servorrechanisms should be checked with no load.

if possible. If normal operation cannot 
be 

achieved

under th : s condition, the defect is not 
an 

overload.

The eain should be adjusted for good stiffness and

no oscillations. The gain may be controlled by a

hardware adjustment or by software, depending on.

the controller. Next, measure the drive current under

no-load conditions. It should be far less than maxi-

murn. Or measure the drive voltage at the input of

the power amplifier. It may range from — 10 to

+ 10 V. It is safe to assume that maximum current

occurs when the dfive voltage is at one end or the

other of its ran ge. Again, the drive voltage should be

less than inax]murn under no-load conditions. If

everything appears normal, the servomechanism can

be reconnected to its mechanical load. In the case of

a robot manipulator, a t^pical payload can he added

to the gripper. Readjust the gain for the proper char-

acteristics and measure current or drive voltage

again. Try different operating speeds. Higher drive

voltages and currents can be expected at the faster

speeds.
A s^ stem will not work properly if it is overloaded.

O^erloads may be due to pinching or binding in a

mechanism. This may show up at onl y one point of

travel o exercise the entire ran ge wh^ilc monitoring

di ive. Oscillations may be cause^ by abnormal back-

lash. Check the ball screws, harmonic drives, rack

and pinions, chain drives, and other parts of the

system. Hammering or banging may indicate a de-

fective shock absorber.

A fluidic mechanism can be ciiecked by using an

oscilloscope to monitor control signals to the valves.

For example, if a pneumatic systern uses dithering

to control the air motors. the duty cycle of the con-

trol ua% eform w ill 
be 

an indication of how hard the

servomechanism is working at various speed and

load conditions. Once a2ain, you must follow the

manufacturer's recommended pruceduicE. A tech-

nique that works on one machine ma y be misleading

or perhaps dan gerous on another.

RMIIE IV QUESTIONS

27. The prime consideration in troubleshooting is

28. When modules are being ienioved or re-

placed, the power must be

29. A contact histogram is a software diagnostic

that can be used to detect contact _..

30. When a miask is exclusive l y ORed with input

sienals, any discrepancies will produce a

result.

31. A built- i n d iagnost i c to detect excessive scan

times or c^ cle t
i
mes is called a — timer.

32. It k	 to cancel external fields around

'b% — the %vires into pairs.
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CHAPTER RE17EII: QUESTIONS

13-1. Another name 
for degree of freedom in

robotics is.

1 5 -2. Nlost indotrial tasks can 
be 

accomplished

%l, ith	 or fe^ker deerees of freedom.

15-3. Robots that use no feedback may

called low-lechnoli g^. pick-and-place, limited s e -

quence, and other names. HweNer, th^y ar
e 

dil-

ti7ctly in the - category.

1;-4. "Bang-banla" robots are set up for a task

by adjusting - -

15-5. The three terms us
e
d to describe th

e
 N,,rist

axes of a robot at,- _ _ and _.

15-6. Medium- and h i 2h-technolo2% roL,,,,.s use

feedback and are therefore considered as

types.

15-7. Point-to-point	 os requ i re les^ memory

than - _t^Pes.

15-8. Which robot acuja, or is best suit
e
d to,-

fast operations with li gh t pa,.loads'

15-9. Which actua-,ol is bes, suit
e
d to handfinQ

heavy loads?

15-10. A manipulator is another narne for a ro^otc

15-11. End effectors are robot 	 or

Rack and p
i
nion assemblies are u s e i to

con% ert rotary mo*.ion to motion. Wha:

other mechanism d
o
es the same th i n-, %N ith mu^h.

less backlash'

15-13. Th
e input energy to a harmonic dri.^e

transmission is applied to an elliptical -

15-14. If the rigid spline ot a harmonic drive has

400 teeth, and the flexspline has 402 teeth. calcu-

late the speed reduction raTio.

15-1-9 . A harm0nic drive will exhibit les,

and less - when compared to a gearbox \^ ith

the same reduction ratio.

15-16. Shock absorbers convert mechanical en-

ergy into - energy

1;-17. A robot A j;j take an unexpected path

when executing a prograrr, if the operator has ne-_

glected to	 a point in memory.

1;-18. Us i n,^ a c,, r_npj-er to calculate path mo,,.-s

eliminates s&n- of th e probl-mis associa:ed Arh

poult-to-.poin', and con -inuou s path systems. Tin'-

techniqu
e is based on ibe co --irlutat i onal abil i ty of

the computer and is kr cl ,^n 2 s	path P.-,-

gramming.

i;-m Some robot controllers allo,^ the data an

programs to be m0di!:Zd a: a CRT t
e
rminal. T^;N

feature is cal le d _-

15-20. wnat soffi^are capab ilitt, vi., ! most likzl^

be us
e
d to s!,,p a ro t o:	 a seri^or detect^ an

obstruction isuch as a 	 in th
e
 vork enr-

lope?

15-21. A xo^ot is used 
to 

d-ill hl l ^s. It has Ln-

sors to detect a defecii ,-e dri ll bit. 1: also has the

ability to change the b i '. What so fftvare feature

woul^ proba'Nv be L,,d to control th
e
 bit chan.-^`

15-22. Which type cf vision sy stem requiTes i'le

least proces s; n.2 time'

1 5-23. Nt 'h : ,- h type of v is i on s^ stem provides :he

most information'

1 ;.24. 0 :- ect ed̂ j,. a G-.a l. sc al
e p

i ztUre can

I-,- found b% i^^o'k irg fer sha:r	 in-the

age.

];.2;. IIrs:o^ra:?_eqjahzanon can be used to en-

hance the ar2aren: - of a Gra-, 
s
cale p

-ture.

1 ;-26. S,,!siti% e c i tcu i ts must be routed v,-'^'

- - hiah-enercy circuits.

15-27. Erratic opera
t
ion a: one poi nt of tra% ell in

a manipulator may indicate - in some frWrl-

aniim.

15-28. 0scillatiom in a manipulator may be du,

to - caused b^ a rri s adjusted meehaniz.--!

system.

- .	 t

,LYSIVERS TO REEIEW QUESTIONS
1. sofmare 2. CM 10 3.13d J r 4. sc a na i r,- 5. ban^-.y 6. noise w-n^ ; en:s) 7. %%o --" en^ eltpe 8. hydT_-_,:^:-.

pneumatics 9. to t^.d mr-l! 10. se, ,.o: it u3t; feedba:k it. di-,herin g 12. t e -I l 13. sT^, 1 14. b^ adustir.^

cams 15. b% enterin g a r^, program (or ch^n g ing the existing one) 16. 2; 3; th e Z axis has an in*e.-Inediate S^3p

cylinder 17'. ser,o-cormal^ed 18. 1tad-tbroL,,h 19. ^alk-thrcugh 20. s-nso.s 21. ta.51e 22. contact 23. to

provide temperatLr- com,;,msation 24. o n ^ntation 24 . binan^ G-a-. sca'e -1 6. bi, .".	 1-7.	 28. off

29. bounce 30. nonzera 31. %,atchd3a 32. t,astinz




